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AGAINST OLD RADIO
TUBES SOLD AS NEW ... AND
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IF

YOU WERE ABOARD

SHOWBOAT WiTH US."

ARTAIN HENRY

INSIST ON THIS SEALED CARTON
and you are sure of getting genuine
Micro - Sensitive RCA Radio Tubes

LOOK FOR THIS SIGN
in your ne iahborhood. It
Ridentifie,
CA to

a

dealer seised by

rube necyour

radio
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be fooled by old wornout radio tubes palmed off on
the public as new. Ask for genuine
RCA Radio Tubes that come to you
in a sealed, non -refillable carton. They
can be tested without removing the
carton
but the carton must be
destroyed before tube can be used.
To increase your radio pleasure,
ask your nearest authorized RCA
Radio Tube Agent for the new
Micro -Sensitive RCA Radio Tubes.

...

I. publl.hed monthly, on the

year tu cover additional postages.

Entered

as

1st of every
smut.] Class

These are the tubes guaranteed by
the RCA Radiotron Company to give
you these five big improvements:
(1) Quicker Start. (2) Quieter Operation.
0) Uniform Volume. (4) Uniform Performance. (5) Sealed Carton Protection.

BE CAREFUL
Hundreds of thousands of used
radio tubes are being sold as new
by dishonest dealers
slipped
into new open -flap cartons so

-

-

you can't tell the difference.

month; Jubsvription pitre Is $250 a year In the United States and possessions tin Canada and foreign countries
malter May 7, 1930, at the lost Office at Mount Morris. III., under the art of March 3. 1879.
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I WILL HELP YO u
START A SPARE TIME OR FULL TIME

RADIO SERVICE BUS INESS

WITHOUT CAPITAL

esroadeasting Stations
Employ managers, engineers,
operators, installation and maintenance men for jobs paying up
to $5,000 a year. The larger
stations employ as many as 20
to 60 men. Over 600 Broadcasting Stations now in operation.

Set Servicing

Spare time set servicing pays
many N.R.I. men 85, $10, $15
week extra. Full time men make
as much as 340, 360, $75 a week.
Almost every community offers
trained men opportunities to
enter this profitable field.

The world -wide use of Radio sets for home entertainment -over 18,000,000 in use in the United States today
-has opened many opportunities for you to have a profitable spare time or full time Radio service or retail business of your own. I show you an easy, quick way to do
most Radio service jobs. The day you enroll I send you
instructions for doing 28 Radio jobs common in almost
every neighborhood. Many N.R.I. men make $5, $10, $15
a week extra in spare time while learning. I show you
how to install and service all types of Radio receiving
sets. I give you Radio equipment and instructions for
conducting experiments, for building circuits and testing
equipment, and for making tests that will give you broad,
practical Radio experience.

Clip and Mail the Post Card Now
Get my big FREE book, "Rich Rewards in Radio." It
gives you a full story of the success of N.R.I. students
and graduates and tells you how they start a spare
time or full time Radio service business on money
made in spare time while learning.
Get Ready Now for a Radio Service Business
of Your Own and for Jobs Like These
Broadcasting stations use engineers, operators, sta-

Loud Spsaksr
Systems

tion managers, and pay up to $5,000 a year. Radio
manufacturers use testers, inspectors, foremen, engineers, servicemen, and buyers, and pay up to $6,000 a
year. Radio dealers and jobbers employ hundreds of servicemen, salesmen, managers, and pay up to $5,000 a year.
Radio operators on ships enjoy life, see the world, with
board and lodging free, and get good pay besides. My book
tells you of the opportunities in these fields, also in Aviation Radio, Television, Police Radio, Short Wave Radio, Automobile
Radio, and other branches of this fast growing industry. Get it.
(Continued on other side)

Installing and serv-

icing Loud Speaker
Systems in auditoriums, for sporting
events, political rallies, in schools, factories, railroad stations, etc., is another
growing money -making field for Radio
trained men.

a

PLACE
ONE

CENT
STAMP
HERE

Some Other Jobs N.R.I. Men Train For
Service Business of your own

Spare Time Service Jobs
Salesman of Sets and other Radio
Equipment
Service Expert for Stores
Broadcasting Station Operator
Aviation Radio Operator
Ship Radio Operator
Loud Speaker Systems, Installations and Service

Auto Radio Installation and Service

Short Wave Transmitter Installation and Maintenance
Designing and Building Testing
Equipment
Service Expert with Radio Factory
Commercial Radio Station Operator
All- around Servicing Expert

www.americanradiohistory.com

J. E. SMITH, President
National Radio Institute
16th and U Streets N. W.
Washington, D. C.
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tion KTSA. Since I graduated
have operated
quite
w stations, in
addition
viation work.
My N.R.I.
aining has
been invalusi
I have
worked at t ost all
Angles of the Radio game
-started out as rvicen:an, then opera
enrineer and pilot. °:! . L.
KIDD, 519 W.
mit
Ave., San Antonio ¡:
as.
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that My Training Pays
$55 to

BE A RADIO EXPERT
Will Train You at Home in Your Spare Time
Hold your job until you're ready for another. Give me
only part of your spare time. You do not need a high school
or college education. Hundreds with only common school
education have won bigger pay through N.R.I. J. A. Vaughn
jumped from $35 to $100 a week. J. E. McLaurine increased
his earnings 100 per cent. The National Radio Institute is
the Pioneer institution devoted exclusively to training men
and young men by home study for good jobs in Radio.
Twenty years of experience are behind N.R.I. Training.
Many N.R.I. Men Make 55, $10, 515
A Week Extra in Spare Time While Learning
Many of the 18,000,000 Radio sets now in use are only
about 50% efficient. Some are out of date -need modernizing. Many need slight adjustments of tuning circuits
others lack tone quality. Still others need new tubes or
need "balancing " -to put them in perfect working order.
I will show you how to cash in on these conditions. I will
give you the plans and ideas that have enabled many N.R.I.
men to make $5, $10, $15 a week in spare time while learning. Ford R. Leary, 1633 Davison Road, Flint, Michigan,
writes: "My part time earnings while taking the N.R.I.
Course were $651."
Money Back Agreement Assures Your Satisfaction
I give you an agreement, in writing, to refund every cent
of your money if you are not satisfied with my Lessons and
Instruction Service when you complete my Training. And
I'll not only give you thorough training in Radio fundamentals, but also ADVANCED TRAINING to enable you
to specialize in the branch of Radio that suits you best.
Read the outline of this Advanced Training and read my
Money Back Agreement. Get my FREE BOOK.
Television, Short Wave, Loud Speaker Systems included
There's opportunity for you in Radio. Its future is certain. In Television, Short Wave, Loud Speaker Systems,
Police Radio, Auto Radio, Aviation Radio -in every branch,
developments and improvements are taking place. Here is
a real future for thousands of men who really know Radio -men with sound, practical N.R.I. Training. Get the
Training that opens the road to good pay and success.

helped me to get ahead
in Radio. The depression
did not seem to hurt me.
I have been making an
average of

$SS

a

W

4

With Montgomery Ward
$2,000 to $2,500 year
'
Id estimate my
y
arnings at $2,000

to $75a month
In spare tines

C1ose

"I don't think anotFer

Course goes as much
to detail and gi
wonderful results.
been installing a number
of automobile Radios. My
earnings have increased
considerably. They run
around $75 a month or
spare time work." A. C.

HENDRICKSEN,

I have

I have been
Montgomery Ward

,500.

tq'

h
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for quite a few years
have been able to buy a
fine home and a new car.
I have advised several
to take your Course
men who have since made
a big success in Radio."

STEPHEN MILLARD.

125 S.

390 South Dale St., Den-

Melrose Ave., Elgin, :II.

ver, Colorado.

Doubled and Tripled the Salaries of Many

Get my FREE Book Read about this Tested
way to Better Pay111aiQk,caiteand NOW

YOU GET
PRACTICAL
EXPERIENCE
With the Radio
Equipment I GIVE YOU

National Radio Institute
Washington, D. C.

Mr. J. E. SMITH, President
National Radio Institute, Dept. 4MB3
Washington, D. C.

Dear Mr. Smith: Without obligating me, send your book
which points out the spare time and full time job and business
opportunities in Radio and explains your amazingly practical
50 -50 method of training men quickly and inexpensively at
home in their spare time to be Radio Experts. (Please Print

Plainly)

Age

I'll show you how to use my
special Radio equipment for
conducting experiments and
building circuits which illustrate important principles used
in such well -known sets as Westinghouse, General Electric, Phil co, R.C.A.- Victor, Majestic and
others. You work out with your
own hands many of the things you
learn in our Lesson Books. This 50 -50
method of training makes learning at
home easy, interesting, fascinating, intensely practical. You
learn how sets work,
why they work, and how
to make them work when
they are out of order.
Training like this
shows up in your
pay envelope.

i'

777

Address

/r

..-r..

tiV4Y11

City

to $65

week."
PETER
J.
DUNN, 901 North Monroe St., Balt: more, Md.

Get My Free Rook of Facts -NOWT
Mail the post card below for your FREE COPY
of my big 64 -page book, "Rich Rewards in Radio," which I want to send free to every
ambitious person over 15 years old. It
tells you all about Radio's spare time and
full time opportunities; about
my Training; what others who
have taken it are doing
making.
MAIL THE POST
and
CARD NOW.
J. E. SMITH President

Name

KS week

"I am doing lots of
repair work cn the latest model sets, and am
getting along splendidly,
thanks to you and N.R.I.
training. It has surely

1

-

Operator Station KTSA
.I am operating Sta-

Stat
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AND NOW - SUPREME
METERS

Out of the thousands of enthusiastic users of Supreme Instruments,
many suggestions have been made that the Supreme engineers who
have always pioneered the most advanced of tester circuits should also
offer an advanced meter in keeping with their tester designs. In
order to meet this demand on the part of Supreme users, a new 5 -inch
meter is now offered in a fan -shaped case with longer scales and larger
figures for more consistent accuracy and better readability. Every
detail has been carefully considered in the course of its development,
and this is probably the first meter designed especially for use in radio
testing equipment. Heretofore meters were designed for other purposes and then adapted to radio tester requirements. Supreme engineers have reversed the usual procedure by designing a meter specifically for radio testing instruments.

Supreme Meter $6.25
Supreme Rectifier $2.75

This meter has a sensitivity resistance of 1000 ohms per volt, with an accuracy
tolerance of 2%. It is calibrated for a full -scale current value of 1 milliampere. A
dimensional drawing is supplied with each meter which may be used as a template for
drilling a panel. The parts kit includes: one meter adjustment resistor, one "Mils"
shunt strip, nine special metalized resistors, one "Ohms" shunt strip, one 0- 3600 -ohm
potentiometer, and one Capacitor for output measurements. Complete circuit diagram
with resistance values included for building an AC -DC tester with ranges of Fourrange output meter; resistance ranges of 2,000- 200,000 ohms D.C. mils of 5 -125 mils,
A.C. volts of 5- 125 -500 -1250 volts, D.C. volts of 5-125-500-1250 volts.

Supreme Resistor Kit $4.00

RADIOS' BIGGEST VALUE
Supreme 333 Standard Analyzer
in radio's greats >t value.
The tremendous popularity and large production of Supreme instruments bring this new model to the lowest price level in history. This entirely new Model 333
Analyzer, featuring Supremés latest 5" fan -type meter achievement with full vision scale and the
exclusive Free Reference Point System of Analysis creates a new standard of value. This new instrument is a combination point -to-point tester and analyzer, providing complete resistance, voltage and
current analysis, and tube testing from the radio socket with
self- contained battery. All meter ranges, including resistance
and output measurements, are applied through the analyzer
cable so it is unnecessary to remove the chassis of the radio
or dismantle it to gain access to the circuits for point -to -point
tests. All meter ranges are selected by a single 12- position
rotary switch. The four range output meter requires no
adapters but measurements are accomplished by merely inserting the analyzer plug into one of the power output tube
sockets and setting a switch for output indications. Meter
ranges are, resistance 2.000- 200.000 ohms, D.C. mils 5 -125 mils,
A.C. volts of 5- 125 -500 -1250 volts and D.C. volts of 5- 125 -5001250 volts.
Large figures are used for markings of the
"ohms" range so as to provide easy readability. The low
range 0 -2000 ohms is very useful for all continuity testing, the
first division being 1 ohm with the 35 ohm marking at the
center of the scale. The 0- 200,000 ohm range meets practically all other servicing requirements. A variable shunt adjustment is provided so that the meter remains very accurate
within the useful range of the battery employed. A new tube
base selector and Free Reference Point System of Analysis
chart is furnished with each instrument in addition to other
accessories and complete instruction manual.

Het,

.Send

coupon below for detailed data
and catalog.

SUPREME INSTRUMENTS CORPORATION
Supreme Bldg., Greenwood, Miss.

G -1

Please send complete detailed Catalog 1035 Suprem, Modes.
Name
Address
City

Jobber ]'reference
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Editorial-"Disappearing Waves," by Hugo Gernsback.
What Happens When You Talk to a Ship at Sea, by
H. W. Secor
New 5 -Tube Superhet for Battery Operation, by
Mander Barnett
Our Cover-XGW, Shanghai Calling'
What the British Are Doing with 5 Meters
Improving the Victor 2 -Tube Superhet, by W. A. Woehr,
W9PTZ
2 to 5 Meter Set Works Speaker, by George W. Shuart,
W2AMN

Best Aerial for "Europeans," by Heinie Johnson
How to Tune In Short Waves on "Broadcast" Set, by
J. F. Roese
More Power on 2.5 Meters with Triodes, by George
W. Shuart, W2AMN
World -Wide Short -Wave Review, edited by C. W. Palmer
SHORT WAVE SCOUT News
SHORT WAVE SCOUTS -Award of Ninth Trophy for
Best Station "Log" to Florian Poeschal
SHORT WAVES AND LONG RAVES -Our Readers'

Forum

Which Audio Amplifier Should I Build? by Clifford E.
Denton
3.1 Meter Receiver, by Dr. W. Müller
"Break -in" Monitoring, by Donald McKinley, VE3AU
A Home -Made Condenser "Mike"
What's New in Short -Wave Apparatus
SHORT WAVE STATIONS OF THE WORLD, Complete List, Including "Police" and "Television"
Stations, edited by M. Harvey Gernsback
SHORT WAVE LEAGUE
$5.00 Monthly for Best Short -Wave KINK
Short Wave QUESTION BOX
WHEN TO LISTEN IN, by M. Harvey Gernsback
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Certified Circuits

SHORT WAVE CRAFT goes
to a large expense in verifying
new circuits published in this
magazine. Whenever you see the
seal shown here in connection
with any of the sets published in
this and future issues of SHORT
WAVE CRAFT, this will be your guarantee that
this set has been tested in our laboratories, as well
as privately, in different parts of the country to
make sure that the circuit and selected parts are
right. Only "Constructional -Experimental" circuits
are certified by us.
When you see our certificate seal on any set described you need not hesitate in spending money
for parts, because you are assured in advance that
the set and circuit are bona fide and that this magazine stands behind it.
SHORT WAVE CRAFT is the only magazine that
thus certifies circuits and sets.

404

OUR COVER

406
408
409
409
410

OUR front cover illustration this month shows the happy
moment when a short -wave "fan" thinks he has just
landed a prize station-XGW. Shanghai. But perhaps his
brother "fan" on the floor above had something to do with
394
it -Read all about it on page
COPYRIGHT, 1934, BY H. GERNSBACK

415
419
420
421

428
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Picked Up 'Ì uropean"
S -W "Pocket" Receiver
Stations in Actual Tests.
Simplified Radio Control for Directing Model Boats. Planes,

etc.. by Rex F. Lovejoy.
A Low- Powered DeLuxe Transmitter for the Ham. by
Gerrald A. Swank.
Short -Wave Receivers in "Book" Form. by Heinie Johnson.
A Separate "Regeneration Tube" Receiver, by George W.

Shuart. W2.tMN.
The Latest in 5 Meter Sets.

Managing Editor

403

Features in December Issue
A Real

H. WINFIELD SECOR
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By Doing Actual Jobs

- No Correspondence -

On Modern Radio Equipment

TRAIN

in 10 Weeks
in the big

Chicago Shops
of Coyne

FO

View of Students operating
our Television Camera
and Scanning Unit

TELEVISION

Students operating our
modern Transmitter

DI

TALKING PICTURES

No Advanced Education or Previous Experience Needed

to Master Thorough, Practical Coyne Training

The remarkable "Learn by Doing" methods used in the great Coyne Shops in Chicago. Train you to easily master Radio
and its many branches. Coyne doesn't teach you by correspondence You don't study from books- You don't get lessons in a
classroom -You don't have to recite- instead, you are trained right in the wonderful. modern. daylight shops on the finest
kind of Radio. Sound and Television equipment under the personal supervision of expert instructors. You get individual instruction and only do the sort of work you will meet out in the field on a realjob. That's why Coyne Practical Training is able
to prepare you in such a short time. Spend only 10 weeks doing actual work on Radio equipment worth many thousands of dol.
lars and you should be ready to qualify fora big pay job. Do radio wiring and testing, trouble shooting, repairing and servicing.
Get valuable practical experience by working on a w ide variety of modern, up-to -date A. C. Superheterodyne sets, oscillators.
analyzers and test instruments. Learn how to operate television receiving and transmitting equipment; to install, test and service public address systems and sound picture equipment. Coyne Training further prepares you for Amateur Broadcast. or Telegraph Radio Operator's License arJ to know all code and Dept. of Commerce rules
a government License Examination.
-

ma/m4#
ar

PAY

(Xf!

FOR YOUR TRMNINGAI7MJ?/K&WMIÎI
in Small Monthly Payments !

NO RED TAPE -NO STRINGS TO MY OFFER -YOU RUN NO
RISK! I'LL TRAIN YOU IN MY SHOPS FOR 90 DAYS
YOU GET OVER ONE YEAR TO PAY YOUR TUITION AFTER
YOU HAVE GRADUATED! Make your first payment 60 days after
you have finished your 10 weeks' Training period, and then you have

-

Earn Living Expenses

While You Are
Training!

Don't let shortage of cash hold you
back. Come to Coyne and you will find
me willing to help you. Many of my
students work part time to help pay
their living expenses while training
in the great Coyne Chicago Shops. My
Employment Department will also assist you to find a spare time job to cover
a good part of your room and board
expenses.

over a year to make the small. monthly payments. Your earnings
should make it easy for you. I'm willing to back you in this way
because hundreds of my successful graduates have proved to me
that the fellow who wants to improve himself and his conditions is
the finest credit risk in the world.

ELECTRIC REFRIGERATION
and AIR CONDITIONING COURSE
Included Without Extra Coat

give you real employment help. As one
of my graduates you will get assistance
quickly. and every help we can give
you to locate a job for which you have
been Trained.

The fastest growing industries in

America today. Manufacturers and
Distributors of Refrigeration and Air
Conditioning equipment need Trained
men who have Specialized in these rapidly expanding fields. Here at Coyne
you will prepare to fill a j ob as I nstallationand ServiceMan.ShopMechanic,
Tester, Assembler. Inspector. etc. You
will learn about various types of cornpressors, condensers. temperaturecont roldevices, thermostat is and expansion

Mail The Coupon
Get the new "Coyne Opportunity
Book" giving all facts about Coyne
Training. Photographs of Shops show-

ing students at work on modern

types Refrigerating and Air Conditioning machines. And. it won't Cost you
one extra cent to get this remarkable
Training. I include it without charge
with your regular Radio Training.

This is our fireproof, modern home wherein is
installed thousands of dollars worth of Radio
Equipment of all kinds.

H. C. LEWIS, President

Coyne Electrical School
Founded 1699

500 S. Paulina St.,

Dept. 84_=K

Graduate
My Graduate Employment Service will

valves-youwilldoact ualwork on latest

Our
Great
Shops

You Get Employment
Help After You

Radio equipment under the personal
supervision of Coyne Expert Instructors. Also details of my Spare Time
Employment Offer, Pay After Graduation Plan and Graduate Employment
Service. Yours without cost. Simply
mail the coupon.

H. C. Lewis, President
Coyne Electrical School, Dept. 114.2k
SOO S. Paulina St., Chicago, III.
Send me your Big Free Book about Coyne Training and give me all detail, regarding
Spare Time Employment Offer and Pay After Graduation Plan of ea

mr
onthly

payments.

NAME
A Pl1RF.SS

Chicago, Ill.

l,,'
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Indispe1isable
say these Short Wave
.'CLASSIEST BOOK"

-

Gentlemen:
Your "Ofelai Short Wave
Manual" just reer tred. It Is
the classiest book I have been
for a long time, a fino binding, very good pater. good
readable printing and ilsgrams. Who could ask for morel

It

was well worth waiting

for.
Many thanks.
H. H. PEEBLES.
6512 Carnegie Avenue,
Cleveland, Ohio.
(s)

"WOULDN'T TAKE

-

FOR

Gentlemen:
1

IT"

received my copy of the

OFFICIAL

SHORT WAVE
RADIO MANIAI. (and autotip) this mondna.
I have just finished looking
It over, and say.
wouldn't
take a ten -spot for it. Everything a ham could want begraphed

1

tween the two r

eer-

I

Dear Mr. Gemsback:

I am in receipt of
1931
OFFIt'IAI, SHORT the
- WAVE
RADIO MAN l'AI., and swish
to state after looking it oser
I think it is one of the finest
Manuals I ever saw published
on Noort Naves, and I cer-

tainly

wish to congratulate
you on your effort of compllIng soch a fine Manual. It is
ire filled full of gond Radio
Material, and I am proud of
my Manual.

t:dnly nm satisfied with my

ropy and know everyone else
who gets o
will he satisfied
and proud 'tow.
I am sure that this Is the
finest and most fit -to -date
book out. and consequently

It Is worth quite a bit more
than what you ask for IL
FERREL THOMAS,
1:t2s Locust Street,
St. Louis, Mo.

would like all of It.
Verly truly sours,

(s)LOL'IS SCIIMADEIJIECK
Beaver Dam, Wis.

WORLD'S GREATEST SHORT

"WORTH MORE THAN
YOU ASK FOR IT"

$10.00

"GLAD

TO OWN ONE

-

"'

Gentlemen:

I

received

WAVE

"SHORT

my

RADIO

MANUAL'

and It is a real joy to read
and study the book. I waited
long for it, but it was worth
waiting for.

I am introducing it around
to all of my friends, and I
am glad to own one of these
books.

Yours respectfully,
(sl VINCENT ER JNAK,
100 Rest 119th Street.
New York City.

BOOK!

WAVE
We are proud to present the first modern
and complete book on Short Waves which has appeared in the field.
There has been a big boom
short waves during the past two years in spite of the
progress has been made, but up in
depression. Tremendous
to now there has not been an adequate book depicting all the progress that
made. The 1931 OFFICIAL SHORT
has been
WAVE RADIO MANUAL now fills this need completely,
It is a big book in which you will find everything on short waves, regardless of what it might
he.
It
is
only a
not
complete manual, but a veritable encyclopedia
of facts, information, hookups and illustrations. Lack of space does not
permit a complete description of this comprehensive
volume.
The Manual has been
by Hugo Gernsback, Editor of SHORT WAVE CRAFT, and H. W. Secor, Managing
Editor. If you are a readeredited
of Mr, Gernsback's other publications, you know just about what
to expect from this book
his greatest effort in the short-wave
field.

.50

-

VALUABLE
FEATURES

1

A large .section featuring the most important Short -Wave
Receivers and how to construct them.

Short -Wave Transmitters in all their phases.
A complete Ultra Short-Wave Section featuring construction of 1, 3, 5 and 10 meter receivers.
A complete Short-Wave Beginner's section.
These vary from 1 to 7 tube receivers.
A section devoted exclusively to coil winding with all information about it.
A section on Commercial Short-Wave Receivers. Every
important commercial receiver, including all
sets. is
represented. Full servicing data is included -wave
which makes
it invaluable for Servie. Men.
A section devoted to A.C. Short -Wave Power Pocks and
how to build them.

SHORT-WAVE ..

RADIO
MANUAL

';.
)

A section for the Short -Wave Experimenter and shortwave kinks -hundreds of them.

COMPLETE ,
EXPERIMENTERS
SET BUILDING AND
SERVICING GUIDE

A section on the important new art of Short -Wave Therapy
(treatment of diseases by short waves).
A section devoted to Short -Wave Converters and
their
construction. Full servicing data on all commercial models
is included.
A special section on Short -Wave Antennae and noise eliminating procedures.
A section on Short-Wave Superheterodynes. This section
tells how to build them. including many
models
of receivers. The latter with complete commercial
service data.
A section on Amateur 'Phone Transmitters and
how to
build them.

tn.

A Short-Wave Physics section on theoretical
-wave
data for the advanced experimenter and radio short
student.
A most interesting section on Super- Regeneration in
Short -Wave Receivers.
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Disappearing Waves
An Editorial By HUGO GERNSBACK

.,

tions were heard the same as customary, but then a second
signal of identically the same character was received several
minutes later- a radio echo, in other words. Inasmuch as
radio waves travel at the rate of 186,000 miles per second,
no body in the vicinity of the earth could account for this
reflection of the radio waves, and it seems conclusively proven
that a reflecting layer of some sort must exist millions of
miles away from the earth. Just exactly what this reflecting
layer is, has, as yet, not been made clear. It is certain, however, that it is of an electrical nature. For want of a better
name, I may call it an electrical cloud. Just what this
electrical cloud is, whether it has something to do with cosmic
rays, or whether it is a combination of cosmic ray and electro- magnetic particles sent down from the sun due to sunspots, is only surmised. I can, however, imagine that an
electrical body composed only of electrical charges can well
exist independently in space. I make this assumption from
the experience we have had on earth in connection with ball
lightning.
Ball lightning is a pure concentrated electrical charge
which travels not at all like ordinary lightning, at the speed
of light, but is usually a ball composed of some form of
electricity in the shape of a luminous sphere. Such ball
lightning is frequently observed. A ball the size of a child's
head may come in through the window, or it may come down
the chimney and usually floats leisurely through the air, and
then for no accountable reason explodes, with a loud noise,
often killing people or cattle, or both. A similar electrical
charge in the form of a cloud or sphere may conceivably
exist somewhere in space, independent of the earth or any
of the planets. When a radio wave strikes such a body, it is
conceivable that it might be reflected. There is also no telling what effect such an electrical cloud may have on our own
atmosphere and the Heaviside layer, but the radio echoes are
proof that something of this type must exist. Further research may throw more light on this question.
Of course, when we say that the radio waves disappear,
we do not mean by this that they disappear altogether. For
instance, our commercial radio stations, which have a number
of listening stations tied together, and which use far greater
power in reception than the average radio listener, are not
quite as conscious of the disappearing waves as the average
listener, but even they experience a rather strong reduction
of the signal's intensity, all of which tends to show that
something certainly happens to it between the transmitter
and receiver.

MOST short-wave listeners are aware of the fact that
radio reception from foreign countries is not uniformly
the same all year round, nor, for that matter, from week to
week, or from day to day. One night the stations may
come pounding in like locals, when next week it will be
impossible to even pick up the carrier with the same set
under like conditions. There is, in other words, today, no
certainty that the listener can tell in advance that he will
be able to get a certain foreign station on any pre-arranged

day.

What causes these "disappearing" waves, and why? Is
not the action of the waves the same all year round? No
exact answer to this can be made at the present time,
because there are many factors that may have something to
do with it, a number of which we know nothing about.
It is expected that sunspots have something to do with
short-wave vagaries. Sunspot activity means that tremendous electro- magnetic forces are set up in connection with
these spots. These so-called sunspots are holes in the surface of the sun, and some of these holes or vortices are frequently large enough to drop several bodies the size of the
earth into the hole. Some of them measure as much as three
and even four times the diameter of the earth across. A
tremendous amount of electrical energy is radiated by these
sunspots, and the electrical particles bombard the earth at
intervals. These solar electronic storms have an effect on
the Heaviside layer in the upper strata of our atmosphere,
and this interferes with the radio wave propagation. It is
believed that when the Heaviside layer shifts or raises up,
that this has something to do with the absorption of the
short waves. Very exact data on this, however, is missing.
Another cause which has, as yet, to be sufficiently investigated, may be the cosmic rays. Just what the action of the
cosmic rays is on the earth's atmosphere, the Heaviside
layer, and the earth itself, is not known. It is certain, however, that the cosmic rays must have some effect, and it
would seem plausible that short waves are affected by these
rays. We will know more about this in the years to come.
The moon, also has some effect on short waves, and this has
been frequently reported by radio listeners. Exactly what
this effect is and whether the moon has any direct bearing
on the disappearing of short waves is, as yet, not known.
At the present time, there is considerable activity going
on in connection with the so- called "radio echoes." It was
observed a few years ago that the signals from certain sta-
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"SHIP -TO- SHORE"
Phone Picturized
t

É

Whether or not you have spoken to or from a ship at sea, you will
be interested in the accompanying picture story and the description on the opposite page, which help to clarify the marvelous
short -wave engineering accomplishment here exemplified.
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WHAT HAPPENS

When You Talk to a Ship
AT SEA

By H. W. SECOR
YOU can now talk by
radiophone to twenty -one ships which sail

Today you can talk by radiophone to or from any one of twentyone ships traversing the Atlantic Ocean, thanks to the marvellous development of short waves in the past few years. The
voice -operated relay that switches the transmitter and receiver
circuits for two -way conversation is described ; also the successive stages through which your voice passes before leaping
out to sea. The ship's radiophone equipment is also described.

the Atlantic between
this country and Eu-

rope, and people who
have used the Ship Shore phone service,
now a regular twenty four hour daily service
-thanks to short waves
-have probably often wondered just
what transformations the human voice
passed through on its way to or from a
ship at sea.
The writer recently had the pleasure
of talking by short -wave radio -phone
over the service given by the American
Telephone and Telegraph Company with
the German steamship-Bremen. The
voice of the chief operator aboard the
ship was perfectly steady and clear and
it is a very thrilling experience indeed
to think that you may now talk to a person aboard ship located practically anywhere along the 2,700 mile expanse of
water separating Europe and America.
The writer's conversation with the
S.S. Bremen spanned a distance of 1,400
miles, the ship at the time being approximately in mid -ocean and in a
severe wind and rain storm, while the
sun was shining brightly in New York.
Let us briefly consider the successive
stages through which a telephone subscriber's conversation passes as he sits
in his hotel or apartment in New York
City and talks to possibly his wife or
business partner on board a ship on the
high seas.

the Overseas operator to consult her
schedule of the various ships to see what
time contact is due with the ship concerned. Of course, if the ship is being
"worked" at the time and traffic is light
it is frequently possible to put through
a call in a few minutes. Radio transmission conditions, sometimes preclude
the possibility of the call being put

i
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Voice Operates Relay to Switch "Talk"

and "Receive"

shoplifted dIn grin. of phone trn nnn.l ter circuit lined at hind end of nhoreto -whip rndiNphone "circuit."

Two very remarkable devices, perfected by the radio and telephone engi-

through at the expected time. In such
rare instances the call is postponed until
conditions improve and the subscriber
or ship's passenger is notified accord-

ingly.
Suppose you are now ready to talk to
the person aboard ship; your telephone
bell rings and the Overseas operator
asks if you are ready to talk to, let us

OVER SEAS OPERATOR
AT
T 6 T CO
CONTROL EN SO 12 SATE

aeS

BLOC

v0DAS AUTOMATIC
VOICE RELAY
-

neers responsible for this shore -ship
radiophone service, take charge of your
voice after it leaves the technical operator's control board. Located close to
his switchboard there is a large amplifier panel, in which vacuum tubes basically similar to the type used in your
radio receiver, amplify the voice currents which then pass into a time delay
panel comprising a series of resistor and
(Continued on page 422)
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Arranging for "Call" to the Ship
Ordinarily the person who wishes to
make a call to a ship at sea calls Long
Distance and is connected with the Overseas switchboard located at 32 Sixth
Avenue, New York, in the A. T. & T.
Company's building. Unless the circuit
with the ship desired is being used for
traffic at the moment, it is necessary for

f
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say, the S.S. L're
T h e technical control
operators have beforehand called the Bremen
( by code, on modulated
C.W.), on the particular wave- length b e s t
suited for that time of
day and distance of the
ship at sea, and have
verified that conditions
are right by a brief exchange of words
with the ship's technical operator.
Let us assume you have started talking to a passenger aboard a ship: your
voice, or rather the fluctuating electric
currents representing your voice, pass
over telephone wires to the Overseas
switchboard, from which point they pass
along another telephone circuit to the
technical control board, located in the
same building; from this control panel
your voice passes onward with the speed
of light to the powerful radio -phone
transmitter located at Ocean Gate, N. J.
You will probably be interested at this
point in knowing that the incoming voice
from the person aboard ship is picked up
on short waves at the shore -ship special
receiving station located at Forked
River, N. J., the incoming voice passing
through the same technical control and
orerseas operator's switchboards as the
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Front und rear views of the 5 -tube superhet -íu11 constructional details are given herewith by the author, even to the wind inc
of the I.F.
coils.

New

5Tube Superhet
For Battery Operation
By MANDER BARNETT, England

One of the leading English short -wave exponents here describes
a very interesting 5 -tube superhet receiver, designed to use
standard 2 -volt battery tubes. The set is very efficient, using but
.44 ampere while the plate current is only 25 ma. Complete data
is given for winding the I.F. and other coils. This set features
regeneration in the second detector stage and has brought in
A. American short-wave stations in England on a loud- speaker.
SHORT -WAVE superheterodyne receivers for battery operation appear
to have received less attention in the
past than they really deserve, most
short -wave receivers built by experimenters and short -wave listeners for
use with batteries being generally of
the "straight" type, with or without
amplification at radio frequencies and
employing two to four tubes. This is
rather surprising, because a battery operated super can be really good and
although the results per tube will not
compare quite so well with receivers
using A.C. tubes, a really powerful
short -wave super for battery use can
be built with no more than five tubes.
The set to be described here is first and
foremost a short -wave receiver and will
find its greatest use with the experimenter who likes to use a separate receiver for short -wave work and to leave
the broadoast receiver free for the family to twiddle the knobs.
There's a great advantage in a separate receiver, because while the family
is listening to the program on the
broadcast band, you can be up in the
"shack" listening to the short-wave stations and, incidentally, listening to programs which do not contain any advertising.

Low Battery Drain
This receiver uses the latest type tubes
in the 2 -volt class, including the lA6 frequency changer and is extremely easy on
battery consumption. The total filament
current for all five tubes comes to only
.44 ampere, while the average "B" current will be somewhere about 25 milliam-

peres, according to the actual amount of
"C" bias used. This receiver is essentially home-made, right down to the
intermediate frequency transformers,
and the experimenter or short -wave listener who has had some experience with
a two or three-tube short -wave receiver
will find this set just right when something larger is required.
Apart from the I.F. stages, there is
but one tuned circuit in the whole receiver and a ganged condenser is nat
used, so there are no trimming or padding condenser troubles to be encountered. On the other hand, selectivity is
good and the sensitivity extremely high.
The lA6 is an excellent short -wave
mixer and has the added advantage that
it does not permit re- radiation from the
Re
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Ample wiring diagram for Mr. Barnett's 5-tube superhet designed for use on
American 2-volt battery type tubes.
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antenna circuit. The input circuit to
the mixer is untuned and consiots of a
special choke, R.F.C.1, plus the condenser, Cl, and resistance, Rl. A gridleak detector arrangement is successfully used instead of a bias detector,
thus permitting of a high sensitivity.
The whole of the tuning is carried out by
the oscillator condenser, C3, in conjunction with plug -in tuning coils, Ll and
L2, which are of the standard type using
four -pin tube base sockets.
400 Kc. I.F. Used
Despite the fact that the input circuit
is untuned, exceedingly few "birdies" or
image frequency whistles are to be heard
on the short waves. An intermediate
frequency of about 400 kilocycles is used
and although a higher frequency would
have some advantages, the extra amplification obtained at the lower frequency
is well worth while having. Actually
the I.F. stages may be set to a point free
from local interference as they are variable over quite a wide range of frequencies, i.e., from about 350 to about 650
kilocycles. From the anode of the 1A6
tube, the I.F. signals are fed through the
first I.F. transformer, of whch the secondary winding is tuned by a pre -set
condenser of .0003 mf. maximum capacity. A type 34 pentode is used in the
I.F. amplifying stage, this tube being
parallel choke -fed to the second detector,
a 32 screened -grid tube, where the single
tuning coil, L5, is again tuned by a preset condenser of .0003 mf. maximum capacity. Regeneration is applied at this
point, to boost signals and to make the
reception of C.W. stations possible. A
single triode type 30 and 33 pentode
output tube, form the audio side of the
receiver and provide sufficient "bump"

393

portable short -wave receiver and the
This 5 -tube .uperhet would make n dandy
picture diagram above makes It a very simple matter to build one.

to shake the speaker diaphragm and to
fully load a dynamic speaker on many
stations. At this point it is worth mentioning that the writer has not yet detected any suspicion of body capacity
effects with this receiver on any wavelength and it is completely stable in use.
Shielding
As will be seen from the photographs,
the receiver is quite compact, but on the
other hand it is not so small as to require
the hands of a conjurer to wire it up

and to assemble the parts. The metal
chassis measures approximately 9" long
x 61/2" x 21/2" deep. The shielding at the
back of the chassis houses the I.F. coils
and the I.F. amplifier and second detector tubes. If the reader prefers to use
commercial intermediates, the method
of shielding used here can be dispensed
with, the transformers and tubes
being mounted so that the transformer
screening cans shield each tube separately. In any case it will be rdvis(Continued on page 437)

Stop Graying Hair
YOU contracted a touch of that sinister malady shortwaveitis and fool.
ishly thought it would pass off .
that you would recover after throwing
the radio magazine behind the bookcase.
But constructional and operative complications set in and your relapse was
complete when you found the magazine,
and grimly determined to try your hand
at that "how -to-make -it" article telling
how easy it was for anyone to build for

y

himself the two -tube Pacific Skipper receiver. You would soon find out what
this crazy fad was all about anyway.
Oddly enough, it was only some twenty

Proper grid and tickler coil conneet Ions.

By WILLIAM H. FRASER

men really accomplish such feats as a
hobby, and survive? No wonder they had
that wild and startled gleam in their
eyes! Solder, perhaps?
You had to insulate a rheostat and
that 50,000 ohm variable resistor from
a metal panel, but not condensers, at
least not the variable ones. A bakelite
panel gave insulation, but no shielding.
And you absolutely refused to believe

minutes later that you chanced to unearth baby sister's dime bank, from
which you floated a loan of $8.30, leaving intact one world- scarred dime
wouldn't do to rob the kid outright.
Hurrying to purchase the kit of parts
from the list you had copied (including
the solder, but forgetting the socket for the author had ever piled, let alone
the plug-in coil) you pondered over what wired, all those parts on a measly 9" x
Fate and the foreign broadcasters might 11" base. . . .
Despite all your fears to the contrary,
have in store for you. With a twinge
of fear you recalled the appearance of your Great Moment arrived at last. The
(Continued on page 447)
several short wave addicts you had seen
recently. To a man, they had all looked
starved for sleep and food, bright -eyed
with excitement, neglectful of family
. quite ignorant
and employment
and indifferent as to whether it was
Tuesday or August, but able to tell you
within a kilocycle and a split second
just when Zeesen next "opened up" or
why that British Empire transmitter on
11865 kc. came in so clearly before noon.
You shuddered a bit, knowing that such
things could be carried too far . . . but
of course it would never happen that
way in your case -so you thought!
Followed the feverish activity of assembling the receiver and making various and widely differing stabs at the
mystery of wiring same. Just which
post on the variable condenser was the
rotor, and why weren't the silly parts
marked? And was there a head and tail
to those flat fixed condensers?
Dingrant showing the usual mistakes
made by the beg-inner.
As for winding the coils -did white

-it
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XGWSHANGHAI

OUR COVER
OUR cover painting this month
shows what we would term the sublime height of practical joking. Just
imagine if you were listening in, on a
newly built receiver and the first station you tuned in happened to be XGW,
Shanghai, China! This undoubtedly
would create a feeling of superiority in
set building. However, we dread to
think what might happen when you

Calling

The cover illustration shows that
moment of great jubilation when
the short -wave listener believes he
has picked up Shanghai. China,
thousands of miles away! But,
wait until he learns that a brother
"fan" next door has played a trick
on him. The article tells how.
discover that your
neighbor had pulled
You may say "Darn
ese," and then again

It ,ome of our friend, are interested in
wired wireless they can construct something along these lines and communicate
over the telephone or electric wires with
their friends next door. In using a
system like this, it must be stressed that
care should be taken not to radiate a
signal "over the air ", which may inter (Continued on page 428)

playful "Chinese"

fast one on you.
clever. these Chinyou may say something that we would not care to printHi! As long as we have gone this far.
it might be well to go further and tell
you how this practical joke was actu-

nhown dingr rn, llnntrnting how
1
the Chinese" hoy fooled hin friend..

Fig.

a

ally "engineered ".
In Fig. 1, we have a plain 2 -tube receiver using a regenerative detector and
one stage of audio. By connecting the
microphone transformer in series with
the grid leak and connecting the antenna and ground posts of the detector
to the transposed lead -in, we have a
form of "wired wireless ". The detector,
of course, will have to be oscillating in
order to transmit the signal over the
wire to the receiver below.
In Fig. 2, we have essentially the
same circuit, minus the audio amplifier.

With thin circuit
trnnnminion t'tur

What British Are Doing With
CONTRARY to popular belief, our foreign brothers are
experimenting with the ultra high frequencies with as
much interest as we are here in the United States. The
two very interesting photographs shown below will give a
fair idea just to what length some of the British amateurs
have gone in order to make fairly accurate observations of
the behaviour of the ultra high frequency signals. H. L.
O'Heffernan (G5BY) has constructed a most elaborate
mobile installation. The
large box mounted on
the rear of the automobile contains both the
transmitter and receiver
and operates on 56 mega cycles (5 meter band 1.
The transmitter is located on one side of the
box and the receiver on
the other. Two separate
antennas are shown, one
on each side of the case.
For directive measure-

Above -General view of the 3- ureter lrnnnmitter and receiver built In rt nuhntnntini sent her -proof cabinet on the
renr of nn 1inglinh nnurtcur'n car; right -clone -np of the
ureter

"rig"

5

',sired- wirelenr'

he

performed.

Meters

ments in receiving, the transmitting antenna is used as a
reflector. When transmitting the receiving antenna can be
used as the reflector. This is a very unique arrangement.
However, directive transmission and reception cannot be
obtained in one direction unless the car is turned around.
The antennas are constructed of heavy nickel-plated metal
tubes. These tubes can be dismantled by just unscrewing
the nuts on the insulators. The rear of the case, as can be
seen from the photograph, has a hinged back plate which,
when lowered. completely encloses the ultra high frequency
apparatus. We believe it would be well for some of our
American amateurs to construct a system of this type. Of
course, a great number of American amateurs have already
installed mobile transceivers. However. we have never heard
of any being as elaborate as Mr. O'Heffernan's. Mobile
transmitters and receivers are really ideal for making ultra
high frequency observations because it more or less eliminates the errors which may enter into the tests of point -topoint communication where the condition between the two
stations may be either excellent or very poor. With the
mobile apparatus,tests can be made under varying geographi(Continued on page 447)

-1t ïrelrw World.
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Improving
the VICTOR
Tube Super -het

2

By W. A. WOEHR, W9PTZ
Hundreds of readers of this magazine have built Mr. Victor's
2 -tube superhet and have reported surprisingly fine results
obtained with it. The present author* describes how to add a
stage of tuned R.F. and also an A.F. stage to the original Victor
circuit. With these improvements extremely good loud- speaker
reception can be enjoyed.

Hear vhty of the improved %tetar 2- lithe Snperhet
.rll h added 11.1'. nod A.F. st limes. as described in
detail by Mr. N wehr.

u,

RESULTS obtained by those who built the Victor 2 -Tabs
Super -Het, described in the December, 1933, SHORT WAVE
CRAFT, testify to its high efficiency in "pulling 'em in,"
clespite the fact that only 2 tubes and a minimum number of
parts are used. At the author's location, generally considered as being only "fair," this little set brought in all the
well -known foreign short wave stations as well as a host
of U. S. amateur, police, commercial and experimental stations. Consistent results of the "Victor" were certainly
above par as compared with the usual run of popular shortwave receivers tried out, including both home -made and
factory-built sets.
However, it was felt that this two -tube super -het would
serve admirably as the basis for something just a little
better, and capable of much greater performance, both as a
stationary and as a "portable" receiver, with only a few
changes and the addition of but two tubes.

holds the weaker signals very steady but any variation of
(Continued on page 431)

,

R.F. and A.F. Stages Added
The main improvements, as first noticed on viewing the
set (from the front), are a pre -selector stage of tuned R.F.
and one stage of audio amplification. The other tuning
dial is for band -spreading. The original oscillator circuit,
using the triode portion of the 6A7, has the tickler of the
oscillator coil, connected in the plate circuit. With a very
steady line voltage or using "B" batteries, the original hook-
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s -g Meter

George W. Shuart, W2AMN
Here is one of the most efficient ultra -high
frequency receivers we have had the privilege of describing. It uses only two tubes,
a 56 super- regenerative detector and a
2A5 pentode amplifier for A.C. operation.
It can be used in an automobile or boat,
by the use of a 6 volt auto "B" eliminator
in which case the detector will be a 76 and
a 41 for the audio amplifier. This set is
surprisingly sensitive and selective.
station, will find this set "just the thing ".
Circuit Very Simple
Referring
to the circuit diagram we find that the
Above we see the new 2 to 3 meter receiver which will also Mers-e as
set is simplicity in itself. Only two tubes are used
nn excellent "portable" receiver.
and provide full loudspeaker volume, far too much
for the largest of rooms! A triode is used as the
NEVER before in the history of amateur radio, has the
super -regenerative detector, in a circuit which lends itself
amateur had so great an opportunity of showing his skill
beautifully to our requirements. A pentode is used as the
in designing new equipment to be used in an entirely new
audio amplifier with a volume control placed in its grid cirfield of short -wave radio. The recent ruling by the Federal
cuit, in order that earphones may be used. The entire set is
Communications Commission permitting the amateur to use
enclosed in a black crackle-finished carrying case, measuring
the entire high frequency spectrum above 110 megacycles,
but 51/4 inches wide, 6% inches high and 8% inches deep.
provides the amateur and experimenter with opportunities
The case is in two sections, clearly indicated in the pictures,
equal to, if not indeed, exceeding those of the days when
and is equipped with a convenient handle for carrying
200 meters represented "short waves ". The amateur so ably
purposes.
developed equipment to make use of those short wares (that
no one wanted then), that it is a very safe bet to say that it
0.5 -MEG. 76OR
41 OR
0.25.01-MF (500v)
56
will only be a very short time until the "ham" has done the
MME
2A5,
MEG
A/ loo
005
2.5
(.0T)
'MME
same thing with the now more or less useless ultra high
MN.
T
frequency spectrum, as most people have called it, and once
3
more established himself as an important part of the greatest
.
OUTPUT
group of radio experimenters in the world.
TO SPKR
OR
Not so long ago the writer heard some one say "the roPHONES
mance has practically gone out of radio ". But today it is a
sure thing that for those who like to DO THINGS there is
30 H.
eA.F
romance and fascination in the ultra high frequencies hereCHOK
tofore undreamed of. The writer has spent the best part of
the past three years delving into the possibilities of the
ultra high frequencies. Many extremely interesting things
25011,84
were uncovered and proved to be contrary to popular belief.
The ultra -high frequency transmitting and receiving
"gear" of tomorrow will look as different from the present FOR 76 AND 41 USE 6.3V.
day apparatus as the old "spark- coil" outfit looks compared
56
2A5
2.5V.
to the modern vacuum tube sets; witness the writer's 5-meter
0.5-MEG.
ANT.
transmitter described in the last issue of this magaz'ne an
.-2.5MN
.01 -MF,
the 2.5 -meter outfit described elsewhere in this issue -an
6
MME
these are by no means the ultimate. Receivers will also take
30P
on the improvements set forth in these transmitte's. We
(rloo
CROIE)
MMF.
could go on for hours talking about these things but the purpose of this article is to describe a "new" receiver. All we
can say is-get busy on the ultra high frequencies and experiOUTPUT
ence once more the real thrill of the "old days ".
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Ultra -Short Wave Receiver
The receiver shown in the photographs was designed with
two important things in mind. First, a receiver with improved sensitivity and second, one that could be used on
wavelengths down to 2 meters. It was also borne in mind
that the experimenter must have a receiver of the best
possible design, at the present time, to form a basis for
further experimentation; for nothing can be done in that
direction without a standard to go by. This receiver has
accomplished all of the outlined objectives and is far more
sensitive to weal: signals than any present day super- regenerator, regardless of the type of tubes used. The back-ground
noise, or hiss, is very low in this set, a further aid to weak
signals, and besides it is very simple and economical to build.
In experimental work it is preferable that the receiver be
sturdily constructed, and designed for portable use. It is
for this reason that the set was built in a metal carrying
case; it can therefore be readily used in an automobile
or boat when carrying on experimental communications.
Anyone desiring a better high frequency receiver for the
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The tuning is done with the small National dial on the
front, while regeneration is controlled by the knob in the
lower left -hand corner. The audio volume control is located
to the right. The speaker or phone jack is located between
the two last mentioned controls.
The small knob on the left -hand side of the box is the
antenna coupling condenser, along side of this condenser is
the antenna binding post; the power cable is brought out
the back. Inside the can is mounted a 61/2 by 41 by 1/16
inch aluminum shelf on which most of the parts are mounted.
Tuning and Super -Regeneration Features
The tuning circuit consists of a single coil and a condenser
making it much easier to change coils. The grid is connected
to one end of the coil, through the grid-leak and condenser,
and the "B" negative is connected to the other side of the
coil. Regeneration is obtained by connecting the cathode of
the tube to a point near the center of the coil, making it
above -ground R.F. potential. When this is done the plate
must be brought as near ground R.F. potential as possible.

This is accomplished by the .004 mf. by-pass condenser connected from the plate to the "B" minus. The leads of this
condenser must be very short and the "B" minus lead of the
condenser should connect to the same point on the chassis as
the ground end of the grid coil. In this circuit the rotor of
the tuning condenser is at ground potential and eliminates
the usual hand-capacity or the use of a long insulating extension shaft. Super -regeneration is obtained by using quite
high plate voltage on the detector and allowing it to break
over into irregular oscillation, the frequency of which is more
or less determined by the value of the grid -leak.
The optimum value of grid -leak was found to be 1/2
megohm and the grid condenser .0001 mf. The detector tube
socket is mounted on top of the chassis to permit short leads.
The amount of regeneration is very nicely controlled by the
250,000 ohm potentiometer, which varies the plate voltage.
The potentiometer is by- passed with a .1 mf. condenser to
make its operation smooth and quiet. A 2.5 mh. R.F. choke
proved sufficient to keep the low frequency voltage, generated
by the detector, from the grid of the audio tube. In this circuit it was not found necessary to connect one side of the
heater circuit to the chassis; however, in other cases the
builder may find it beneficial and this connection should be
tried for best results.
The Audio Amplifier
The audio circuit is very simple and needs little discussion.
A 3 to 1 ratio audio transformer is used as the coupling
medium and a 250,000 ohm potentiometer is connected across
its secondary for a volume control. The output is obtained
through a choke and condenser arrangement, so that the D.C.
plate current does not run through the speaker or phones,
whichever is used.
The 5 meter coil has 7 turns of No. 12 tinned buss bar
with 1/2 inch inside coil diameter; the spacing between turns
is 1/16 inch. The cathode tap is on the third turn from the

Here we have the inside view of the set. showing just how
the p.ris are ¡Loewi.

ground end. For 2.5 meters the coil has 4 turns, 1/4 inch inside diameter and 3/16 inch spacing between each turn. The
tap is at the center of the coil.
All in all, this set is far more sensitive than the average
and is about three times as selective. It ran rings around all
other 2 to 5 meter sets compared with it. It is simple to build
and costs very little, and can be run on batteries or a power supply.
The writer has found some very interesting effects regarding the position of the receiving antennas for both 5 and 21/2
meters. If a vertical half -wave rod is used and the lead -in
taken off from the top, the signal strength will be found to
be from 100 to 200 per cent greater. This can easily be
proven by setting a vertical half wave rod along side the receiver and sliding the lead -in from top to bottom. The best
point as mentioned before will be at the top of the vertical
rod. If the antenna is mounted vertically on top of a building the lead -in should also be taken from the top and not the
bottom. Recent tests have proven that signals could be received "R8" with the connection taken from the top; with the
connection taken from the bottom these signals were absolutely inaudible. We hope to have more information along
the lines of ultra high frequency antennas at a later date.
(Continued on page 427)

Eliminating "Fringe Howl"
IN SPITE of the many improvements
in short -wave sets during the last few
years, "fringe howl" or "threshhold osciliation" is still with us, especially in
home -made sets. The most common
method of getting rid of this trouble is
to shunt a 1/4 megohm fixed resistor
across the secondary of the first audio
transformer. Unfortunately this method, while eliminating the howl, eliminates most of the signal also.
The radio -frequency filter circuit is
the writer's favorite method of eliminating the troublesome howl. The arrangement shown in Fig. 1, consists of two
21/2 millihenry R.F. chokes connected to
three fixed condensers as shown. The
circuit is exactly the same as that used
in power supply filter systems, except
that radio frequency chokes and small
capacity condensers are used.
Sometimes very good results can be
obtained by the use of only one choke and
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" for eliminating "fringe howl."

two condensers as shown in Fig. 1 "A ".
In either case use only chokes which are
wound on isolantite forms and are
treated with some kind of moisture re-

pellant.
In many cases where pentode amplifiers are used in regenerative receivers
trouble is experienced when the detector
is near the oscillating point due to feedback between the audio stage and detector. This is in the form of a high
pitched howl and can be very easily
overcome by connecting a small by -pass
condenser between the plate of the pentode tube and the B negative side of the
circuit. The size of this condenser depends entirely upon the amount of feedback present. Usually any size from
.002 mf. to .006 will cure the trouble.
The pentode amplifiers also have the
characteristic of giving a very "thin"
(Continued on page 441)
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Details of the special directive doublet nnten na used by Mr. Johnson to "listen in" to European S -M' stations are given above.

Best Aerial for "Europeans"
BECAUSE Europe with the D -G and
F signals affords a goodly portion of
the pleasurable listening, we have built
a special antenna for reception of signals from that continent.
The top, or antenna proper, consists
of two 39'ìI foot lengths of No. 4 alum inum wire at a height of 47 feet above
ground, swinging from rope tie -offs between two wooden poles, made from 2
by 4's per sketch. The lead -ins are of
No. 14 enameled copper wire, transposed each 15 inches, on home -made insulation blocks which were cut from ply wood and boiled in paraffine.
Since aluminum cannot be easily soldered, except with special solder, the ends
were flattened out with a hammer as
shown and the copper lead -ins. after
being well scraped, were wound in and
around the holes in the flattened ends
of the antenna conductors. Afterward
the connection was covered with waterproof cement and well taped over. This
forms an excellent connection we have
found.

By HEINIE JOHNSON
r'Irst 'trophy ('up"

IA inner. Short -Wave
Scout Content

The lead -ins are brought through the
wall to a special antenna tuner by means
of twisted lamp cord. This tuner consists of one two -gang .00035 mf. con denser block, two coil sockets, one .0005
mf. condenser and four sets of coils (two
to the set) wound on tube bases -and
arranged as shown in the diagram. Coil
data is described separately. The lead ins are taken from this tuner to the
antenna posts of the first T.R.F. stage.
The antenna coil of this first stage has
been freed of ground connection and
brought back to the second antenna post,
in order to complete the antenna circuit
as a whole and the two .00035 mf. condensers furnish the ground capacity
used in the antenna circuit- usually
you'll find best operating conditions
with these condensers well open; i.e.,
rotor plates well out of the stator plates.

The efficiency of this hook -up will surprise you. You will find it possible to
peak" a signal to the extent of having
FYA's 25.63 meter signal come in strong
enough to "shake" a heavy loudspeaker
with vibrations of their carrier alone,
when no program is on! This will also
prove true of the GSD and GSF carriers
during the usual short periods when the
carrier is on, but no transmission is seat
out. Of course, such antenna efficiency
will bring in the program much better
than the aperiodic form afforded by a
transformer coupling, but will also require considerably more tuning than is
required with the usual coupler. We
don't mind that and don't believe any
"dyed -in- the -wool" short -wave fan will
either.
This antenna is "plenty" efficient from
6,000 kc. to 25,000 kc.; therefore covering the best part of the DX bands. It
would work equally well if placed so as
to be directional to South America, but
since we built it for European and
(Continued on page 430)

How To Tune In Short-Waves On Broadcast Set
HERE is an idea that may be applied
to any broadcast receiver of the
superhet type. The idea is simple
enough and that is to lower the inductance of the antenna secondary so that
the accepted frequency will mix with
the second harmonic of the regular oscillator, producing the desired intermediate
frequency.
Take the Philco Model 80 for an example: We have just one tuning circuit
between the antenna and the first detector oscillator tube, so in order to get the
160 meter phone band we connect a
small coil across the antenna secondary
in a shunt arrangement. This may be
done without pulling the chassis from
the cabinet by winding about thirty -five
turns of No. 28 enameled wire on a coil
form, about one and one-half inch or two
inches in diameter, grounding one end
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By connecting a small coil across the first
detector grid coll. as explained. short
waves can be tuned in on n 11.('. receiver.

of the coil to the chassis and connecting
the other end to the top cap of the detector-oscillator tube. The inductance
may be varied to match the oscillator by
varying the space between the turns of
the coil nearest the grid end. The top
cap connection should be made along
with the regular connection to that tube.
The second harmonic of the oscillator
will change about twice as fast as the
fundamental accepted through the shunt
arrangement, so that full efficiency will
only be possible over a short part of the
dial. To get away from that bad feature
we mount a small variable midget condenser on one end of the coil form and
connect it across the coil winding. This
makes it possible to adjust the shunt
coil's inductance, so as to obtain full
efficiency over the whole dial scale.

-J. F. ROESE.
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More Power on 2.5
Meters With Triodes
By GEORGE W. SHUART, WZAMN
We are pleased to present this very efficient 2.5 meter transmitter, in which present day tubes can be used with considerably more output than can be obtained with the ordinary
"coil- condenser" combination. In this circuit, the tube elements actually form a part of a half -wave "resonant transmission line." One -quarter inch copper tubes are used and
fit directly onto the plate and grid terminals of the tube, in
order to eliminate losses in long connections. This transmitter can also be operated as low as one and one -quarter
meters with a surprising "output" and a marked increase in
"stability" over the usual ultra- high- frequency transmitter.
Left: Close up of 25
r transmitter
s i n g
resananl
transmission line.

m e t e
is

flight: The 2.5 meter
t ran sLitt a r,l"geth er
kith t h e soltnge

.arse
along the
transmission line.

municate over any appreciable distance in the future, so don't let its appearance
at all. This transmitter together with affect you too seriously. The transmitter
the receiver described elsewhere in this uses a single tube employed as a feedissue, has proved to be "workable" over back oscillator, not a B.K. oscillator.
distances up to 14 miles, with an R9 sig- Barkhausen -Kurz oscillators are notorinal under ordinary geographical condi- ous for their low output, even with
tions. No one knows, as yet, the maxi- special tubes. This oscillator uses an
mum possibilities of these frequencies
open -end transmission line, while last
and no doubt it will be quite some time month's transmitter used alwrted-end
before they do.
lines. Shorted lines would be far too
However, from the author's experi- short on 2.5 meters to derive any benefit
ence with these ultra -high frequencies
from them. Push -pull was not used in
it can be safely said that they exhibit the transmitter as considerable difficulty
essentially the same characteristics as is encountered when open-end lines are
does the five meter signals. It has been used with tubes in push-pull. Further
found that the transmitting and receiv- experimentation will probably result in
ing antennas need to be a considerable the use of a tube at each end of the line.
height above the ground and that they However, for the present this transare very directional that is the direc(Copt bitted on page 426)
tional qualities of
these antennas are
TUBING
36 w . ya w
(POR 2.50E5F55) DEC
more noticeable than
a
those operated on
lower frequencies.
T- (ANTENNA
The receiving anten(
na especially is very
critical. The horizontal receiving antenna
TO
with its directional
MODULATOR
OUTPUT
effects, seems to be
(EACH)
superior to the vertical affair in most
cases. The vertical
- nov.
C
transmitting antenna, of course, was
used and is recommended as it radiates fairly well in all
directions.
:

COPPER

E

SEVERAL of our friends have constructed the new 5 meter transmitter
described in last month's SHORT WAVE
CRAFT. They all experienced quite a surprise when they found out how efficient
and stable the "rig" was. The output
was reported to be three or four times
as much as obtained with a conventional
oscillator. And the writer was asked
if the same principle could be applied to
a 2.5 meter oscillator for use in the
newly alloted amateur frequencies. It
surely can, and such a transmitter is
described in this article.
There is little use of going on the
wavelengths below 2.7 meters with the
regular parallel tuned oscillator as the
R.F. output is extremely low, even with
large inputs, the plate efficiency being
so low as to practically ruin a tube in
«port order. Then again, being more or
less unfamiliar with the characteristics
of the extremely high frequencies, we
need an oscillator that has a fair amount
of output in order to enable us to corn-

E

)

T

Details of Oscillator
T h e transmitter
shown in the photo
probably looks like
anything else but
what it is. As we
have said before
though, no one knows
what our ultra high

frequency apparatus
is going to look like

The dingrn n, clearly- shows the tipi. nevUous Of the ties
transmitter. together with IL recommended power supplyand a modulator.

www.americanradiohistory.com
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WORLD
-WIDE
SHORT.
WWWWWWWW
Watt Phone Transmitter

A lU

The editors have endeavored to review
the more important foreign magazines
covering short -wave developments, for the
benefit of the thousands of readers of this
magazine who do not have the opportunity
of seeing these magazines first -hand. The
circuits shown are for the most part selfexplanatory to the radio student, and
wherever possible the constants or values
of various condensers, coils, etc., are
given. Please do not write to us asking
for further data, picture- diagrams or

lists of parts for these
as we do not have any

foreign circuits,

further specific
information other than that given. If
the reader will remember that wherever a
tuned circuit is shown, for instance, he
may use any short wave coil and the appropriate corresponding tuning condenser,
data for which are given dozens of times

in each issue of this magazine,

will

he

have no difficulty in reconstructing these
foreign circuits to try them out.

The keying circuit is rather novel, since
employs a tube instead of cutting off
oscillation by any of the usual methods.
The tube which acts as a modulator for
phone work is biased well beyond the cutoff
Point sud is arranged in series with the plate
supply to the tube which it controls. Shorting out the bias resistor with the key breaks
no current but allows the controlled tube
to receive plate current. As the key is lifted
the bias naturally cuts off all the conductivity and the wave is tints effectively keyed.
This eliminates the tendency towards loud
key clicks which are so prevalent in soue
amateur signals.
A glance at the panel arrangement of
the transmitter, which is designed for operation on 1.7 and 3.5 megacycles will show
the handy arrangement of parts. It will be
noted that the radio frequency coils are well
separated and shielded in completely enclosed connpartuaents.
Two of the shields
are removed in the photograph to slow the
position of these cods. The novel method
of mounting the parts provides six surfaces
for the radio frequency components in place
of the usual single surface in the breadboard
design.

it

he master- oscillator frequency for frequency
loublitg purposes. For use on the funda-

ueutal frequency of the toaster-oscillator,
me of the tuned circuits in the plate lead
of this tube is short circuited. following
he master -oscillator are two power amplifier stages, the see.thl of which is modulated
by a separate aaodnlatur and keying tube.
Above sse have the very unique 1O -watt
phone transmitter. The elr:ISSi. design is
1,111.1,
III
111//111 of interlocl. i,,g between the variotts stages is obtained.

+400V.

SCREEN

MOD TRANS

RFC.I

IN THE T. & R. RI-LLETIN, the official
organ of the Radio Society of great Brit-

ain, recently photographs and a description
of an amateur transmitter of unusual design
were printed. This transmitter, instead of
being mounted on the usual breadboard or
patrol and shelf. is seientifieally laid out to
provide not only the shortest possible leads
and most efficient shielding for the varions
circuits but also the most convenient arrangement for circuit changes and adjustments.
The circuit is also scientifically designed
and appears on this page for those who
might he interested in analyzing it. A glance
at the cirerait shows that it is a erystal controlled master- oscillator arrangement with
provision for using the second harmonic of
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"Pin- Less" Tubes
RECENTLY,

several large European
Mite manufacturers have placed on the
market tubes using side contacts instead of
the usual contact pins. One of these tubes
is shown in the accompanying illustration,
which was printed in A'irelenn Magazine. It
will be noticed that this tube has 6 contacts
and even with this number the circumference
of the base is not crowded. This shows the
superiority of this method of construction
for multi -element tubes such as those recently introduced on bath the European and
American markets. Incidentally, the tube
shonn is a lientngrid converter, similar in
design to the American 2A7, except for the
addition of a suppressor grid. thus making
the first detector an R.F. pentode of the
variable mu type.
The appearance of one of the tube sockets
for this "octal(' is shown here. It will be
noticed that this method of constructing
sockets is also an improvement over the old
method of having spring clips which grip the
tube prongs. The clips are inclined to spread
after u time thus making poor colntact, while
the contacts iu this new type of socket are
backed up by the solid wall of the socket.
We believe that in time, American tube
manufacturers will find it of interest to follow a similar style in the construction of
multi- element tubes.
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WAVE REVIE
The Picard Aerial for
IN

5

Meters

recent issue of that interesting
booklet --The T cG K Bulletin of the Radio
Society of Great Britain, the description of
an aerial used by amateur station 2AVN
was published. This description contained
many useful facts for the amateur who is
working on the 56 megacycle (5- meter)
A

baud.
The Picard aerial at this station is a
half -wave unit, fed at the center by means
of three spiral coils of a few turns eneh,
placed side by side and connected together to
fore an auto- trausfurme r. The feeders are
connected to the outer ends of the coils (N)
while the taps to the aerial are taken off at
points Y in the accompanying circuit. This
method of matched impedance has been
thoroughly tested by 2.\CN. and the results

definitely pro red that it is superior to any
other form of aerial coupling. The great advantage is that any coivenieut length Of

feeder lines can be used; wires from 4 to 45
feet have been tried with identical results.
The actual aerials used are teleseopic legs
from at c:altetat trips!, with the impedance
oatehing coils mounted in the center. It
has been found that the rods have to be
pushed in to a length of 43 inches instead
of 49 inches due to the loading of the coupling coils at the center.
A varied collection of results lias been nccmuulatted, but one thing is agreed by all,
that superior results are obtained by arranging the aerials as shown at It in the accomin
panying circuit. It will be noticed that onehalf of the aerial (that is, one 1/I -wave
rod is vertical. The other can be placed

Edited by
C. W. PALMER

(i'.DITOR'S NOTE: Tilting one side of the
doublet antenna or. the entire (tuff nun,
snakes quite an intprorement on most signals. We hare noticed that certain 5 meter signals cannot be receired unless the
antenna tras tilted in a certain direction and
at a. certain angle. It is well for our yang
5 ureter entlursiasts to derise a method for
tilting their antennas in order that ma.rt
mum results can be obtained.)

TO

IN A recent

issue of Wireless 1Porld, an
interesting, new dial was shown. This
dial is of particular interest for short -ware
receivers since it has an unusually long scale
to make easy tuning, and since a paper or
celluloid strip is used, stations may be logged
directly on the dial.
The construction of the dial can be seen
from the illustration. In place of the usual
dial and pointer or drum, a flexible paper
scale is supported On two rollers at the top
and bottom of the dull opening and a third
roller supported behind the other two. This
paper strip is driven by a series of gears
connected to the condenser shaft.
It has the advantage of permitting stations to be recorded in either alphabetical
order or in geographic groups, thus greatly
facilitating the location of any desired stotisn.
Because of the numerous stations
crowded in small portions cif the short -wane
bands, sufficient space is found on this dial
to "log" them all.

LEAD -IN
BROADCAST

TO

AERIAL
L>-

GROUND LEAD
HELD CLEAR OF
WALL BV SHORT.
WOODEN: SUPPORTS
)'.

s,

"GROUND
PIPE

This fl lust ration shoves how a single
antenna may be used for both '. Ii road cans t"
and short -wane" reception.
voltages set up either by induction or friction
caused by rubbing introduces static voltages
in the aerial coil which are picked up and
amplified in the receiver.
The solution to the problem lies in correedy spacing the ground lead from any
)ripes or wires by the use of wood or other
insulated spreaders. A glance at the sketch
shows how a typical installation is stade.
These simple hints show what interest is
displayed in short -wave aerials in foreign
publications. There is no doubt that worthwhile improvements in short -wave receivers
can he glade by simple changes in the aerial,
especially in the position and care with
which it is insulated.

3TURNS (SPIRAL)

THE

r

.,RECEIVER

INSIDE DIAM.. t/2"
OUTSIDE DIAM. 2"
WOUND WITH 16 OR
18 GAUGE WIRE
SPAGHETTI COVERED.
THREE SPIRALS

ARE TIED TOGETHER

WITH

LEAD -IN TO
SHORT WAVE'
SET

A New Dial

43"
1

(

STRING.

An All -Wave Coil Assembly

In this dial. the settle is actually of the
moving. tape type: being very long t
should provide easy tuning.

GOt-

It is interesting to note that a dial of this
type can easily be improvised from the drum
dial by the addition of the paper strip and
third roller, carrying the paper strip over
the old drum.

van diagrams showing- different methods
of connecting the Picard antenna. Rig.
A is the upper drawing and Rig" lI is
the lower.

Short -Wave Antenna Hints

SO ilE interesting facts concerning the
aerials used for short -wane reception appeared in recent issues of Popular Wireless.
an English weekly publication. The fiat t
these is a hint for using a single aerial

IN Der Qualitiits .harks, a German publicatiuu, there appeared a short -Wave coil
unit of unusual design. It consists of four

insulated tubes on which the coils are wound
with the waive -range switch mounted below.
'l'he coils are designed for a superheterodyne
t. Ise receiver in which the oscillator is directly coupled to the secondary of the aerial
cc ogler.
The wave-change switch is a cant
type unit with short spring contacts that
a e compressed by rotating the wave- change
k nib. This coil unit covers the wane bands
between Is and 2810 meters as well as the
broadcast band of 210 to 550 meters.

'

in any position over the arc shown in the
sketch.
The description in The T tG R Bulletin
offers no explanation for the latter phenoat0nou but it is suggested that it is due
to the fact that the polarization of the signals change and this happens to snit the
aerial arrangement at the receiving end,
or vice versa, when the Picard aerial is used
for reception purposes. This seems to offer
a field for experimentation as there appears
to be little doubt that the angle of polariza-

tion does not remain constant from transmitter to receiver, and in some eases is
twisted as mach as B(1 degrees.

both short -wane and broadcast reception. .\
glance at the illustl'alti.m shows that at lead in is brought into the house from each end
of the aerial. One of these lead -in wires is
eonneeted to the broadcast receiver while
the other connects to the short -wave set.
When used in this way there is no interaction between the two receivers; each works
as though it had an individual aerial and
lead -in. The other hint concerns the placement of the ground lead which often introduces noises into at short -wave receiver, if it
is placed near an electric light line or is
allowed to rub against a wall, gutter or drain
pipe. Varying capacity effects or static

www.americanradiohistory.com

Above we have the illustration of an all.
wave coil assembly of (.'
design.
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station was previously heard quite regu-

Short Wave Scout Report From
John Sorensen, Bronx, N. Y. C.

Short
Wave

RECEPTION from the G stations. I)
stations and FYA stations its been very
good. CT1AA has been very good; also
XEBT on 49.8 meters; PItBA on 31.58 meters; VK3LR on 31.3 meters (mornings(
EAQ on 30.4 meters; 11.11.UIB on 46.5
:

meters. Other stations have been heard
several times during the month and which
are as follows: Aug. 4. 1:30 p.m.. Radio
Vaticano, also mornings, 5 to 5:15 a.m..
E. S. T.; K\V7' -K WO, Disan. Calif.. 19
meters; JVF, Tokyo, 19 meters; LSX.
Buenos Aires, 28.95 meters; ORE. Belgium, 29.0 -1 meters; VK2ME- VI\ :IME:
11C21; I_ 1:. meters; 1V2ß1', 49 meters.
good S \'3Itt', 4S meters. good \V1XAZ, 31
meters: also \\'SXK, 19 -25 -49 meters:
A'_XE. 25 --19 meters; \VSXAL, 49 meters:
1'111. 16.8 meters; W3X L. 46.9 meters:
\V::X. \I.. 16.5 meters; \V9X. \A. 49 meters t'.Z 1tX. 25 -4S meters; l' \'5ItM0. 49
meters ; 11.74A BB. 41.6 meters 1IBL. 31.27
meters; OXY, 49 meters: i.l'L. 31.45 meters; JB, Johannesburg, 49 meters: IIB.Z.
20.6 meters relaying Vienna, Austria :
WQP, 20.4 meters, and many more. of
course. which I (lid not put down in my
"i.og Book." A number of South Americans were not positively identified. A
Chinese station oa snout(' 28 meters mornings is 1t9, but it's Chinese to me: Also
It\V15 Siberia on 70.2 meters. but not good
enough to send them a report. as static is
very bad on this band. Ileard several Italinn ships on 70 meters early mornings.
Verifications
received
in
August :
11.13A lip. 40.5 ureters, writes- "Th1v.w
your switch at 1 p.m. and S p.nt. to enter
our advertisement contest. please send a
further report mentioning some of our advertisements.
The stations with personality
Apartado 509, Bogota. Colombia. S. A.
s * s
1:('S. Rugby, 33.2 meters call \VNA. -They
write "My report has been read with
interest." Printed on upper part of letter reads "On -Ilis- Majesty's -Service."

SCOUT
NEWS

;

:

;

:

s

s

umbra, ''bran, Iap:tu. Sall others. I expect very good reception in the month of
September. -Juba Sorcnseu.

Listening Post Report
From Edward Heiser, Brecks-

Official

ville, Ohio

IIE('EI "!'ION has been rather erratic
witieb

I

believe was due mostly to wea-

ther cnniliti,tus. There were a few days
when the European stations carne in excep-

George Sallade Likes His Trophy

s

AFRICA Butane. Co.. tan.
(This is the second veri from JB this year.)
I

have heard many harmonies this mouth

:

play hide and seek. I2110 has not been
heard this month; 59 meter baud is to,
noisy in daylight to do any real I/Xing. The
Getman stations have 'teen sending very
fine programs; also the English st.i tin's.
GSB was sending a "14,ov -Ivy -blow" description of n boxing bout between Johnny King
and Dick Corbett for the bantam-weight
championship of Great Britain. at 5 t.ut.
E. S. T., August 20. and received lt9:
QSAi. ('ale transmitters do the most damage to my I)Xing: there always scents to br
two or more working on the same frequencies as the more difficult stations are to be
logged. For instauee 0X1, most of the
South Americans. Russia and even 7),Iß
have troubles. At times CT1AA R\V15.
LCL, and many more like .711. C'Nit.
now must "train my gouts" on India. Su-

I

Heinie Johnson of Big Spring.
Texas, Reports
On 16 meter band we enjoy our best rt ception and as we predicted in our bast
month's report PII1 is a dandy. I:SI:
also mighty fine, while \\-3XAIL. is the perfect signal of the month.
The phones and commercial signaI
:around and near this band are also good.
We turn the old dials to 19 meters and
find we can bear DJB, (:SF and FYA front
S to 9:30 a. m., ('.S.T.; FYA is not as
good on this frequency as was the arse 30
bays ago. Some noise is encountered on
this baud and we find several mornings
when atmospherics are had. causing lots
of \VIiIRL sound to accompany all carriers. Also. some mornings when sodden.
jerky fading is noticeable. As a whole.
this laud is about SO% O.K.
Stopping among the amateurs on 241
meters. we got a real "kick" one night at
Motet S:30 p. m., t'. S. T.. when we heard a
"I:6" signal real well front Hawaii and a
"1;" from England. Just dumb luckhaven't been able to do it since.
' I'hirty (lays ago the 25 meter band was
tine until about 11:00 p. m., C.S.T. We
listened to German and English carriers
as well as FYA over this frequency and
they were good.
Now they are very noisy at those hours.
England has been heard sending over I:Sit
as late as 1:30 a. nt., but noise kills the
value of the pleasure of listening.
That :lap on 27 meters is on as usu..]
and we finally have stade ant his call. It
is JVM, instead of JE11 as we once stated.
if you hear JO.\K over this frequency
don't get confused. That is the local it..
Japan) broadcast station they relay. R'.
like the smoothness with which this atati.at
carrier reaches us. Must be a well "oazneered" transmitter.
We haven't heard "[Atilt- America" or
KNRA all mouth.
i believe VK3RL is now used as call
number of station \V I' :;itl. in Australia
over 31 meters. Noiso oa this band bothers
every signal but \\2XAF. The Boston
"carrier" has developed a really bad hum.
DX above 31 meters (lower frequency
is still very poor out will improve some ill
next 311 days. In that respect I want t
anutnnre the fact that there is a "real
catch" to be made to S. meters, providing
en to
Y011 employ a good receiver and iii
get a favorable break in the weather at
your location.
The .station is ('T2AJ heated at l'outti
Ilelgada, San Miguel. Azores. and is on
:.7411 kr. every Wednesday and Stlalldtl)
power of 50 watts. ilours.
nights with
I; to s p. n1.. i-.D.S.T.. or 4 to 6 p. m..
-

1)RK, 29.114 meters. 20 kw. sends a white
card with ORK in large red letters
Sent for August 2. received on August 23
-very prompt reply. Radio Itny.sselede.
\Vest Flanders, Belgium.
Veri from JB 49 meters. .iohannesburg
reads: We thank you for letter dated Jun11. \Ve are happy to advise you that you
have obtained reception of our early morning session transmitted by the Johannesburg
short -wave station which is devoted to
physical exercises. Please accept our congratulations on your achievement.
Yours faithfully.

R'SXK has plenty of then( on 24-26- 5 nuters. Also on 511.5 meters. \VI/'l'. harmonic has been heard on 49.9 meters for
many months here. \VSR on 45 teeters and
ninny others. Amateurs have been there
too; so strong that they would for instance.
blanket (:BS entirely. I hear their harmonics at many places on the dial. but
none of them are fooling me at all. \laity
of the American lost/ short -wive stations
are there today. but gone tomorrow -they

larly.
There is a new South Ameriean statio i
located in Brazil, operating on about 31.5
meters. This station comes in very well
and is usually on from about 5:30 p.m..
E. S. T. Ilave not been able to get the
call letters.
There is a Spanish speaking station operating irregularly winch was heard just
above FYA (25.63 M.).
At 7:00 a.m. one morning, I finally heard
one of the .Japanese stations. The music and
speech were just understandable, but as no
English was spoken the call could not be
identified.
There are a few more CGA stations operating in Canada. on about 23.5 meter..
These stations usually work England an
use the calls. ('GA2 and C'GA3.

N orris

fail

me when

1

attempt to ,.[-

to your magazine for
The Trophy
n ut beautiful Trophy.
slits immediately displayed In n prominent heading. Pa.. store. where It was
admired by nttt ty- people. '''his. I feel.
I:s before the public in
put F
'r WAVES
it rather eonvineing moaner. and at the
saute time helped to advertise your
oeorge O. Saliade. Winpublictitiou.
ner of the seventh 'Trophy t up.
press
such

t

-

111171111,4

"-

tioually loud and clear. but the period iu
general was tot very good. because of con siderable statue.
12141 in Boise. Italy. has not brrn lietrd
here for the past two months, although this

Latest "Hot" Tips for Short Wave Listeners from our
LISTENING
"OFFICIAL
POSTS"

t

i

as

Report From Official Listening
Post of Geo. D. Sallade, Sinking Spring, Pa.
NOW that there is it regular station
broadcasting in the Orient the number
of members in the "All-Continents" ('lnb
should increase. The new station is none
other than JV \I. variously reported under
different call letters. In Eastern I'ennsylvania this Oriental station can be heard
(('omit hated to sow 4341
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SHORT
WAVE
SCOUTS

"TROPHY CUP"

1.0%/111990%10

Point St. Charles, Montreal, Can.

NINTH

WINNER
l'resented to
S11O1tT WAVE SCOUT
FLORIAN POESCHAL,

For his contribution toward the
adtauceweut of the art of Radio

NINTH "TROPHY" WINNER
FLORIAN POESCHAL
Point St. Charles, Montreal, Can.
162 Stations; 81 Yetis

br

WAVE
(RAFT

IT gives us great pleasure this month
to announce the award of the Ninth
SHORT WAVE SCOUT Trophy to Florian
Poeschal of Point St. Charles, Montreal,
Canada. Mr. Poeschal enjoys the unique
honor of having submitted the largest
list of short -wave stations heard since
the inauguration of our Trophy Contest
nine months ago.
Mr. Poeschal submitted a total of 168
stations, 162 of which were officially
OK'ed by the Board of Judges.
Mr. Poeschal used an 11 -tube standard broadcast superhet, in conjunction
with a 2 -tube short -wave converter, both
the converter and the set having been
built by Mr. Poeschal himself. For an
antenna he used one of the umbrella
type. The list of stations was accompanied with the required notarial oath.
The list of stations submitted by the
entrant in this Trophy Contest may be
for any 30 -day period. Keep your list
of stations until you have received at
least fifty per cent Veris, so that you
can mail the yetis, list, letter, and oath
all in one package. Bear in mind that
the verification cards must be those received in answer to inquiries made regarding programs heard during your
selected 30 -day Official Listening Period. Arrange your station list in two
groups, if possible, the first the verified
group and the second, the unverified.
State in your letter the total number
of stations logged and also the number
of verified ones. Before you mail your
list and the Veris, go before a local Notary Public and take an oath to the
effect that the person submitting the
list of stations has personally listened
to the stations named. Also, state in
your letter what 30 -day "Listening GBU -18610 kc.-In the forenoon-Rugby. EngPeriod" the list of stations is for.
land -Phone to U. S. A.
GDS-12250 kc. -In the early evening-Rugby.
List of Verified Short -Wave Stations
England -Phone to U. S. A.
GBU -12290 kc. -In the early afternoon-- Rugby.
Heard by Mr. Poeschal
England -Phone to U. S. A.
CTIAA -9600 kc. -See card -Lisbon, Portugal
GBS-- -12150 kc. -In the early afternoon -Rugby,
8 Cuckoo calls.
England -Phone to U. S. A.
DJA -9560 kc. -See card -Berlin, Germany.
GBP -10770 kc. -In the late afternoon -Rugby.
DJD -15200 kc.- -See card- Berlin, Germany.
England -Phone to U. S. A.
DJC -6020 kc.--See card -Berlin, Germany.
GCU -9050 kc. --In the early evening- Rugby,
DJD -11760 kc. -See card -Berlin, Germany.
England -Phone to U. S. A.
EAQ -9860 kc.- -See card -Madrid, Spain.
GCS-9020 kc. -In the evening-Rugby. EngGSB -9510 kc. - -See Transmission List- London.
land -Phone to U. S. A.
England.
GCW-9800 kc. -In the evening Rugby, EngGSC -9585 ke.- -See Transmission List- London,
land- Phone to U. S. A.
England.
GDW -4840 kc. -In the late evening -Rugby,
GSD -11750 kc. -See Transmission List -LonEngland -Phone to U. S. A.
don, England.
GBU -22300 kc.rin the morning -Rugby. EngGSE -11860 kc. -See Transmission List --Lonland-Phone to U. S. A.
don. England.
GBC -17080 kc. -In the early forenoon-Rugby,
GSF-15140 kc. -See Transmission List -LonEngland-Phone to U. S. A.
don. England.
GBC -13591 kc. -In the afternoon -Rugby. EngGSG-17790 kc. -See Transmission List -Lonland -Phone to Canada.
don. England.
GBC -0310 kc. -In the late evening-Rugby.
GSH -21470 kc. -See Transmission List -LonEngland -Phone to Canada.
don. England.
CBS-9200 kc. -In the late evening-Rugby,
GBC -12780 kc. -In the early afternoon- Rugby.
England -Phone to U. S. A.
England-Phone to U. S. A.
HBL-9580 kc.- Saturdays, 6:30 p.m.-6:30 p.m.GRS -18310 kc. -In the early morning- Rugby.
Geneva. Switzerland Talk= on the
England -Phone to U. S. A.
Proceedings of the League of Nations.

-

-

-

Magazine
illustrated the hand-

ON this page is

some trophy. which was designed by
one of New Yorks leading silversmiths.
It is made of metal throughout. except
the base. which is made of handsome
black Bakelite.
The metal itself is

quadruple silver- plated, in the usual
manner of all trophies today.
It is a most imposing piece of work.
and stands from tip to base 22'4". The
diameter of the base is 7% ". Th
diameter of the globe is 5 % ". The
work throughout is first -class, and no
money has been spared in its execution. It will enhance any home, and
will be admired by everyone who sees it.
The trophy will be awarded every
month, and the winner will be announced in the following issue of
SHORT WAVE CRAFT. The winner's
name will be hand engraved on the
trophy.
The purpose of this contest is to advante the art of radio by "logging" as
many short -wave commercial phone stalions, in a period not exceeding thirty
days, as possible by any one contestant.
The trophy will be awarded to that
SHORT WAVE SCOUT who has logged
the greatest number of short -wave stations during any 30 day period; at least
fifty per cent must be "verified ".

HONORABLE MENTION
AWARDS
Arthur F. G. Bruder, 11 Everett
St., Allston, Mass. 90S; 45V.
Leo A. J. de Roo, Lanikai, Oahu,
Hawaii. 863; 93V.
H. H. Kingston, Jr., A.F.D. No.
3, Rochester, N. Y. 60S; 30V.
S
V

-

Total number of stations submitted.
Total number of verifications submitted.

kc.- Saturdays 5:30 -6:30 p.m.-Geneva, Switzerland -Talks on the Proceedings of the League of Nations.
1111 -17740 kc. -Daily except Tuesday and Wednesday, 7 :30 - 10 :30 a.m.
Hilversum,
Holland-In the summer months.
PKT -15070 kc. -See letter-Moscow, U.S.S.R.
RNE- 12.000 kc. -See letter -Moscow. U.S.S.R.
11C2RL -6668 kc. -See card -Guayaquil, Ecuador. S. A.
HJIABII -6447 kc.
See verification -Barranquilla, Colombia.
XEBT -6006 kc. -See letter -El Buen Tono.
l:L'l'

7780

-

-

Mexico.
VY2RC -6112 ke. -See
zuela, S. A.
YV3RC -6150 kc. -See
la, S. A.

booklet- Caracas, Ven ^-

card- Caracas,

Venezu--

l'RF5 -9500 kc.-Daily, 5:30 p.m. -6:16 p.m.Rio de Janeiro, Brazil, S. A.
YV5RMO -6070 kc.- Deily, 5 P.m.-10 P.m.-Maracaibo, Venezuela, S. A.
El Prado -6618 ke. -See letter -Riobamba, Ecuador, S. A.
HIX -6065 kc. -See card -Santo Domingo. R. D.
LSX -10350 kc. -in the evenings- Buenos Aires.
Argentina -Used for Transmission
from KFZ.

(Continued on page 439)
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SHORT WAVES and
Ethel Behm, Boys, from South Africa!
Ethel C'. Rehm hails all
the vvny from Sins, ,VII 11anss TO IV H. South .1fHen. She has heard ail
the leading short -wave
broadcast stations in this
and other countries on
ss
speaker fr
the I
:t -tube receiver! We hope
to receive photos and descriptions of short -wave
listening posts as well
as Iuun stations operated
by other members of the
"fair sex ". So let's hear
fr you. ladies.
1

Editor,

SHORT WAVE CRAFT:

have my two valve
(tube) "short" wave set. On the desk
is my three valve (tube) set. At the rear
I have a spare Ormond set. The three valves
have been giving me very good results, especially on short -waves, bringing in the following short-wave stations with loudspeaker
strength: W3XAL, Bound Brook; KDKA,
Pittsburgh; W-3XL, Bound Brook; Daventry, Zeesen, Roane, Paris. etc. This set h:
also been giving perfect "DX" results. as ha,
On the white table

T

the two valves on head- phones.
-ETHEL C. RFaut. care Mrs. R. F. Behm,
71 Alice Street, King Williams Town,
Cape Province, South Africa.
(Pleased to hear from you, Ethel, and one
thing is certain -you inust have dereloped a
very sensitive touch on those tuning dials,
in order to bring in the "D1" stations on
the loud -speaker, with only a 3 -tithe set.
Let's hear from other members of the "fair
sea." who arc short -ware "fans" or "hams".

-Editor.)

I never knew what a "wallop"
In two nights I
three tubes could have
had all the ham "phone" imaginable on 75
meters. As I turn the dial while I write
this, code stations come jumping past. In
every part of the 80 meter C.W. band, there
is a continuous stream of carriers front
various stations. I use a 40 meter doublet
antenna. Some of the 75 meter phone stations are: W'll':PO, \\'i( R, W'5A0I3,
W-9DXI, W9BDZ. \\7AXY,
Vl':5.\I.
W711V, 9COU, 4AA11, etc. Also about 2511
\\'t s, Ili, I-Ii! I received all these on o
loud speaker.
!

Ci.ARENCE RIDGWAY,

La Habra, Calif.
(Host interesting, Clarence, and your report on .11r..11eger's hook -up bears out that

of hundreds of other readers of SHORT WAVE
CRAFT who hare built and tested the Meyer's
circuit. The Meyer's circuit which appeared
in the April, 1933, issue of SHORT WAVE
CRAFT, possesses a number of novel features.
particularly the method of regeneration employed.
We hare heard from many users of
this circuit that it is particularly smooth and
reliable which coincides with the report von
have given. It was one of the first to use
"electron coupling. " -Editor)

One Year's Subscription to

SHORT WAVE CRAFT

Our 3 -Tube Set Performs "Marvels"
started

Editor, SHORT WAVE CRAFT:
I have been a reader of your splendid
magazine for over two years and like many
others I find difficulty in keeping away from
the local newsstands until the 15th, always
hoping that another issue might possibly
come in a few days "ahead of schedule"!
I have built several of the sets recommended by your magazine, and there is one
thing especially that I like about your policy, and that is that practically all the circuits published are really "practical" and
not just somebody's dream of what a set
should be, but isn't!
Of course, I had to build the famous
Doerle, but did not secure the best results
with it, due principally to not taking the
proper precautions in careful building. M'
next effort was the Doerle "Signal -Gripper'
and believe me, it showed plenty of "kick,"
picking up practically at will most of the
European and South American stations.
About two months ago, again feeling the
urge to "rebuild", I hauled out the last year's
issues of SHORT WAVE ('RAFT and after
noting particularly the claims made by Mr.
Thayer in describing his "Three -Tube DX-r
that hauls them in" (I believe it was in the
May, 1933, issue) and decided to see if it
really performed as claimed. Believe me,
it sure did! A trifle noisy and somewhat
broad in tuning at times, but Oh, Boy! what
"distance-getting" ability and "volume ".
Loud-speaker reception on amateur, police,
ham, practically all the U. S. A. S -W stations and at times DJA -DJB, GSA, GSB.
etc.
I have had on phones many of the i's,
PRBA, YV2RC, IIKD, KOXO at Honolulu,
and best of all the Byrd expedition on the
evening it crossed the 120th meridian at the
edge of the ice pack (I believe it was at the
00th degree) and many other foreign stations which I could not identify. A peculiar
thing about this set is that at times when on
my 8 -tube suierhet "broadcast" receiver
and "converter' I could get no foreign stations at all, all I bad to do was to go upstairs and pull them in with this little

results!!

the
lingo (ieri,stia,k. and when he
present SWC, I knew that he saw possibilities in that field and I followed and I have

ever since been glad I did.

F R E E

for the "Best" Station Photo
Closing date for each contest -60 days preceding

date of issue; Nov. 1 for Jan. issue, etc. The
editors will act as judges and their opinions will
In the event of a tie, a subscription
be final.
will be given to each contestant so tying.

L. DURAND,

14804 Ardenall Ave.,
Last Cleveland, Ohio.
(Hot stuff, L. D. R., and it really is surprising ,chat a "good" 3-tube receiver, such
as .l /r. 'T hayer's, can do when carefully operated. The most astonishing thing, of
course, about the whole performance in your
case is the fact that the 3-tube set completely outdid the ti-tube "broadcast" receiver, plus the short -wave converter, which
is rather unusual to say the least.-Editor)

ROCKETS, SIR, FOR MR. MYER'S
SET
Editor, SHORT WAVE CRAFT:
I started reading SHORT WAVE CRAFT in
April, and since then love not missed a
single copy. First I constructed the (/seillodyne, then, the 2-Tube Doerle, and had tine
success with the both of them. When I
again looked in my April issue, I saw Mr.
Myers' set and decided to build it. W lot

W3BYK "WORKS" ALL COUNTRIES
Editor, SHORT \\-AVE CRAFT:
Recently you requested photos of shortwave stations ; here is mine. The transmitter consists of a 47 xtal ose., 210 freq.
doubler and a 208A final amplifier with 450
watts input. The receiver is a home -built
superhet and works real well. Antenna used
is a half -wave voltage- fed Zepp. Frequencies used are 7010 and 7294 ke. All 11. S.
and VE districts, Germany, Spain, Cuba,
and South America have been "worked."
Your magazine is a real Ham publication
and I certainly enjoy reading every copy. 73.
STANLEY M. ',AOACE, W3BYK,
923 N. 27th Street,
Camden, N. J.

(A peach of a station and the fact that
you "worked" foreign countries shows that
you must hare the transmitter "perking" at
100 per cent plus.- Editor.)

"three-tuber"!

Back in the days of the crystal sets and
Copp circuits, I used to read articles in
Radio News, etc.. by our friend, Editor

by Stanley Ladnge of Camden.
Here's n snappy American "Ham" station operated
N. J. lib. call Is W3RYK.

www.americanradiohistory.com
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LONG RAVES...

"Prize -w- inning station photo awarded One year's subscription to SHORT WAVE
('RAFT.

Editor, SHORT WAVE CRAFT:
I feel I owe you and especially to Mr.
3. A. Worcester, Jr., an apology, for nailing
some old radio parts together and calling

-I -I

Y\'3RC,

WSXK,

W3XAL,

WOXF,

VEOGW, D,TC, and numerous domestic
"hams ", airplane, telephone, and broadcast
stations to which I did not pay any attention as I was out for "blood ".
And I had lost my interest in short waves,
with such a set available since almost a
year -what a pity!
KARL F. STF.G\fANN,
Poultry Farm. Route 2,
Corinth, N. Y.

boy! What a set -and what
( Roy, oh
(csalts! highly pleased to hear from you
Marl, and it just shores what a "kick" the
Oscillodyne receiver has in it, when it rolled
np the score you cite, with the receiver
thrown together from "odd parts." lt'e are
glad to know that the Oscillodyne revived
!lour interest in "short wares" and if you
have been listening to some of the recent

fine European musical and vocal programs
from England, Germany, France, and Italy
(not to mention Russia and a fen' other
countries), as the editors here been doing
you have certainly experienced a mighty
big treat. Editor)

-

PROUD OF HIS "DOERLE"

RECEIVER

Editor, SHORT WAVE CRAFT:
I have been a constant reader of your
magazine for over a year and have just a
short while ago become the proud possessor
of a 2 -tube Doerle battery type receiver.
A few weeks ago I added another tube to it,
making it a three-tuber and although I
haven't logged VK2MF or VK3ME (Australia), I still have a good long list of stations. Here are some of the stations I've

heard:

11.11.\ßR, Barranquilla, Colombia.
Hl'11)It. Quito. Ecuador.

Guayngail. Ecuador.
PSK. Rio de .Janicro, Brazil.
111' ^_Ill.,

READEOSR FORUM

Mr. Wadia of Bombay, India, "Logs" 119 Stations

! WHAT RESULTS! FROM A
"JUNK- BUILT" OSCILLODYNE!

BOY

them an Oscillodyne.
Some years ago, living in New York City
then, I had lost all interest in short waves.
An occasional squeal and plenty of interference were about all my results. But I always tried to keep informed of the happenings in the short -wave field by reading your
publications. And now, during this winter,
living up here in a rural district of the
Adirondacks I could not resist the temptation to try my luck once more, since from
an old copy of SHORT WAVE CRAFT I had become interested in the Oscillodyne circuit.
And so I took an old Pilot Wasp set apart
and fixed the new set up. I actually nailed
it together, since the next place to get radio
parts is about 00 miles from here, and besides. who wants to go there with the thermometer anywhere below-25F. and 3 feet
of snow on the roads? And where it was
impossible to make the connections in the
set with nails and small screws I just wound
the wires around the binding posts and
squeezed them tight with pliers! To get
the set going I took an old 201 tube, my car
battery and an old 4:i -volt II- battery I found
somewhere standing around at a neighbor's
place. I assure you all three had seen plenty
of service before. The antenna is a 10 -foot
piece of wire dangling front the set, just the
right size to fall over when I get off my
chair-the piece the telephone men forgot
when they connected my telephone had been
longer, but I used a part for hooking up
the set. The ground connection goes to the
lightning fuse of the telephone.
And with this outfit
really hesitate to
call it a short -wave receiver
pulled in
during about 4 hours after the set-up:
FYA, EAQ, GSC, DJA, GSB, PSK,

405

One of the best -known "short -[cage listening; stations" is that of D. R. D. Wallin.
n lawyer of Bombay, India, trim sends us thin picture of his short -wave "radio den."

Mr. D. R. D. Wadin. P.ar -at -Law of
Bombay, India, in his "Radio Den" from
where he sends out reception reports to
Short-Ware and Broadcast stations all over
the world. His reris include such difficult
catches ns
I.SX, \\'SXK,
W3XAL,
\ \ "N.\ l'. \VI ;'I'. Ile has also logged all the
I ;s. l',. Iis. \'I:231E, VK33I1':, VCR, VI'C,

VI''IV, VI'_U\, Vt?ti:\ll, J1AA, JYT,

I;V. -.a.

1; N

E, REN,

IIVJ, 2R0, EAQ,

the short waves and
innumerable fores like KAY, GIIRX, most
Of Java, RI \I, RKI, Cairo, Teheran, Paris,
Rugby, and practically all the European
broadcasters having over 20 kw. power.
The only radio that has given him entire
satisfaction and 09 per cent reliability is the
I'hilen 11 tube All wave Superhet and he
has used many famous makes.
His interest in radio dates kick to 1921
and he is a member of the I.S.\V.C.;
S.W.I..; R9 I..L.; B.B,S,\V,C,;
N.Z.S.W.C., etc.
1'l I1,

VQ7IAI on

Short Wort- Stations heard-GSH, I11W,
1'1.1:. I;. \l'. l'l'K. PZS, l'Mt', 1'CV,

P).\,

\\': ;S.U., 1'111. I-\(', V\WY, ,TYT,
Itl\I. l'\'. \. I).11t, (;SF, 11\.1, UNI. KAY,
SI'Z, .11K, IAI', (Ilt(', 1'1, 1I, l'D \',
uNi' :. VZS, FYA, \\'SXK, ;SE. 121[11,
11.11). ;SIr. 1'111, FYA. YDK LSX, l' \IN,
SUN', I:. \Q ,11ÁA. IRM, WK2\11:, ;t(',
1r.I. \. \K:t\Il;. GSIi,
VI'It. I:\c, IIS.I, RIM, RK1. 311:1. \N.
I.\4'. ltl7N. Zr ;1 {, l'K1WK, VI's', VQ7I!r,
1

;Nu'.

1

I

1

DJ(', It\':.9, IIV.1, GORX,

Broadcast and Tong Ware Stations heard

-Algiers, Bari, Belgrade, Bratislavia, Breslau, Brno, Budapest. Bucharest, Cracow,
Deutschlandsender, IFI, Frankfort-on-Main,

Goteborg, Graz, Lleilsberg, Istambul, Kalundlmrg, Katowice, Lungenberg, Leipsig,
Leningrad, Ljubljana, Luxemberg, Luow,
Milan, JIorayska, Ostrava, Moscow, Iotala,
Munich, Naples, Oslo, l'oste Parisien,
Prague, Sottens, Reykjavik', Rome, Beromu aster, Stockholm, Strasbourg, P.T.T.,
Stuttgart, Toulouse, Trieste, Turin, Wien,
Warsaw, Wilno, W.G.Y. Total 119. Beard
since 1924,
(The editors arc happy indeed to bear
from our foreign. readers and Mr. ll'adia,
who is eery well -known to short marc fans
in many countries, deserres a lot of credit
for the very thorough short -ware listening
job he has done. Mr. ll'adia is a. "dtjed -inthe -wool" short -ranee "Pan." Ile uercr lets
a day go by but what he listens in to sonie
of the leading short -ware stations. -Editor.)

OSCILLODYNE A "HIT"!

Editor,

SHORT WAVE CRAFT:

Just a line to let your know that I am
enjoying your SHORT \V.tVE CRAFT magazine
better every issue, I've managed to get it
since Vol. 3 -No,
Volume 3, which
magazine is F.B.
"fiction" tales are
see more of them.

(Continuer/ on page 441)

LSX, Buenos Aires, Argentina.

II81', Geneva, Switzerland.
12110, home Italy.
KNRA, Schooner "Seth Parker ".
KE1., California.

KEG, California.
I bave also received "amateurs" from
Mexico, Porto Rico, and the Pacific Coast.
I am using a single -wire aerial about 100
feet long and with a single wire lead-in. I
want to tell you people 1 enjoy your magasine very much and will continue to do so.

1, except three issues in
I missed. I think your
(Fine Business). The
great and would like to

DF.\I)t ITT,
N. Pine St.,

GP:ORGE
to '.)

York, l'a.
(Again the Doerle! Well, George, the
Doerle fans seem to have the "DX" (long
distance reception) situation well in hand
and, judging front the thousands of favorable reports received in the past few months
regardng phenomenal reception results with
the Merle sets. you wilt most probably hare
logged T'F21 /F, or 3.11E by the time you read
this in print. Editor)

-
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Which AUDIO
Should I BUILD:

-6
r
8+

C-

C-

El+

I

TRANSFORMER COUPLING

CAPACITY COUPLING

I

DIRECT

SO MUCH material has been printed
on the radio amplification and detec-

COUPLING

tion end of short -wave reception, that it
stems as though some attention should
he devoted to the A.F. (audio frequency)
circuits of these popular receivers.
Every one is familiar with the three
common forms of audio couplings. They
are transformer, capacity and directcoupled as indicated in Fig. 1. Some
readers will say that capacity -coupled
circuits are called resistance- coupling
hut, like many other radio terms and
popular definitions, we find them wrongly stated. An examination of the circuit
indicates that the actual coupling means
is the capacity C.
There is one thing in the mind of the
short -wave "receiver" constructor, and
that is to obtain the maximum signal
strength with the smallest possible number of parts and tubes.
Several applications of the tubes
available on the market today offer excellent possibilities in the above respect.

FIG.1
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4 Important Factors!
Let these factors be considered when
planning audio frequency amplification
for short -wave receivers.
Required.
1- Voltage Amplification
2 -Power Output Required.

411

1

M

I

MF

4- Frequency Range
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FIG.

Source. A.C., D.C., Battery.)
Required.
The voltage amplification required in
short -wave receivers will be dependent
on the voltage output of the detector
and the voltage necessary to swing the
grid or grids of the output tubes. The
solution of the problem can be worked
out quickly by studying the tube char acteristics and then using the DB method
of calculating the necessary gain. However, many short -wave receiver con-

-Power

MF

30v.

structors are not familiar with the DB
unit, and for that reason several combinations will be given which will fit in
with most of the receivers in use today.
Select the circuit that fits in with your
requirements.
The power output will depend on the
desire of the set builder, the room and
the purpose for which the receiver is
used. This final stage can increase the
cost of the short -wave receiver considerably. Larger power transformers and
high voltage filter condensers are costly
and for that reason output tubes are
chosen for their economy and power output. The factors mentioned above tend
to make the pentode type of output
power tube very popular. Tubes like
the 47, 2A5, 59, etc., are ideal for the
purpose. In every case the tubes are
used in a Class "A" connection and as
Class "A" power tubes. Class "B" with
its grid power requiremerts demands
good power supply equipment and additional audio amplification. Balancing
the cost of Class "B" versus Class "A"
operation, one finds that Class "A"
operation is the cheapest and most satisfying in the end. Of course, pentode
type output tubes offer the greatest,
value, although the total distortion will
be greater than that which would be
obtained from triodes such as the 45
type tube. It is not necessary to obtain
a higher degree of fidelity than that obtained from a properly matched pentode
dynamic- speaker combination, working
below the point of grid current in the
output stage. The ability of the output
tube to develop around three watts
should satisfy most requirements, as it
is possible that most of the voltage applied to the grid of the output tube will
consist of noise anyway. The author
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AMPLIFIER
By CLIFFORD E. DENTON
has listened to many sets where the total
output was two watts, while the effective
signal was about .05 watt. This reception is not pleasing to say the least and
such noise levels do not justify great
power output.

Suppose that the
output curves of
Fig. 3 are correct
for a given shortwave receiver, that
is, the signal overrides the noise. The
response of the receiver to the signal

Power Supply
The power supply units will depend on
the line power supply available. In
some of the bigger cities D.C. will be
found while the greatest majority of
homes are A.C. supplied. Battery and
32 volt operation will be found on the
farms in many sections. Therefore the
power supply unit will depend entirely
on the available line power supply. The
new tubes permit excellent operation to
be obtained from A.C. and D.C. circuits
and genemotors (dynamotor) are available for operation on 6 volt batteries
or 32 volt farm lighting plants. Remember, power output requires power
and voltage for the plate of the output
tubes and to obtain 3 watts of power
from the receiver with tubes on the
market today, that at least 250 volts
on the final stage is necessary.
Audio Frequency Range
The audio frequencies necessary for
music and speech can be confined to the
range between 100 and 4,000 cycles. In
many short -wave receivers of the high
gain type it is advisable to have the
audio cut -off below 4,000 cycles due to
tube noise and the hash of interference
and static which accompanies long distance reception. In some receivers the
audio system has been designed to give
a drooping characteristic above 1,000
cycles. The shaded portion of Fig. 2
indicates the effect of this characteristic
on the noise picked up by the receiver.

and the noise

throughout the audio band will hold
the same relation-

ship. Fromthe

above, then for any Appearance of Aniahed audio nntpliaer. shim. Jillc rit toaticall7
in Fig. 7.
given portion of the
audio band, there will be a given amount shows how this "push- pull" action is
of noise amplification. The greater the accomplished. The signal from the deaudio range of the receiver, the greater tector is applied to one of the grids of
the noise in the output. The narrow the 79, and the resultant amplified signal
audio band will amplify the noise to a capacity coupled
one of the output
lesser degree and if the frequencies up tubes. The grid oftothe
remaining triode
to 2,500 cycles are amplified, speech will section of the 79 is connected to the
be understandable and music reproduc- voltage- divider, made up of resistor,
tion will be passable.
Rl and R2. The signal voltage
This lack of quality, in so far as fre- to the grid of the No. 2 triode applied
section
quency response is concerned in present- of the 79 will be 180 degrees out of
day short -wave receivers, is accepted as phase with the original signal voltage
a "necessary evil" at the present time. applied to the grid of the No. 1 triode
However, improvements in antennas and section of the 79. As the effective MU
tube circuits, plus the use of highly of the 79 with the recommended load
selective tuned circuits, will result in
resistance is 35,
for reasons of
high fidelity reception at short -waves. symmetry Rl plus and
R2 should equal R3,
This day is not here and will be some it will be noted that the voltage across
time in coming.
the resistor R2 (7,000 ohms), will be
So many readers of SHORT WAVE CRAFT
equal to the voltage on
grid of the
have asked for this information, the input triode section. Thethe
voltage across
editors tell me, that special mention
R2 is one thirty -fifth of the voltage
must be made of this interesting circuit. across R1 and R2. This
results in
Of course, push -pull transformers are voltage on the grids of the output tubesa
costly and now that the tubes like the equal in value and of the proper phase
79 are available, transformerless push relationship for "push- pull" action.
pull stages can be built by anyone.
The condensers indicated by dotted
A study of the diagram of Fig. 4 lines are not necessary ordinarily, as
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The editors have been looking for a good AUDIO AMPLIFIER article for some time. Mr. Denton,
well-known radio engineer, has, we believe, covered
this subject in a very complete and authoritative manner and we are sure that our readers will be glad indeed
to have this valuable information placed before them.
Mr. Denton discusses the various factors we must
watch out for in designing and building an audio
amplifier suitable for use with a short-wave receiver,
which is quite a different problem than designing such
an amplifier for use on a broadcast receiver.
the tubes are operating in a push-pull
connection. In cases
of electrical unbalance of the tube elements or resistors,
such condensers
may be useful. The
gain of such a circuit is such that one

volt from the detector will give ample
output volume. A power output of 6
watts can be obtained with a total distortion of 11 per cent. This is entirely
satisfactory for short -wave receivers.

Pentode Tubes As Triodes

In many circuits the "possible" amplification of 77's or 57's cannot be
(Continued on page 442)
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3.1 Meter RECEIVER
By DR. W. MOLLER, Germany

THE receiver described is not a result of countless experimentation
and, therefore, there is no reason to
insist that it is the best. However, it
can be stated without exaggeration,
that it operated excellently during our
experiments on 3 -meter waves over
long distances. Similarly to the oscillator, the circuit of this receiver is also
based on the Hartley three -point circuit
shown in Fig. 1. (Part I, in last issue.)
Such receivers in which the oscillatory
circuit is located between the grid and
plate and not between the cathode and
grid are called ultraudions. This
arrangement is shown in Fig. 11. The
grid -leak, R, and the by -pass condenser
C have the usual values of regenerative receivers. The inductance coil of
the oscillator circuit has a tap, the position of which depends upon the amplification constant of the tube. The plate
end of the coil LR insures the feed -back
action. The R.F. choke CHl and the
by -pass condenser C2 separate the R.F.
currents from the A.F. currents. Cr
controls the amount of regeneration.
When Cr increases a larger part of the
R.F. current is shunted to the ground
and the feed -back becomes less. The
opposite is true when the capacity of
Cr is decreased.
However, this circuit is not well
adapted to operate on very short wavelengths. First, the inductively coupled
antenna is very inefficient in the range
of the above wavelengths. Only an antenna coupled directly through a small
capacityto the H.F. generator can be
taken in consideration. Secondly, it
will be too difficult to tune in to very
short waves with a condenser connected
across the inductance. It is preferable
to put the condenser Cl in series with
the inductance, as shown in Fig. 12.
With such an arrangement, condensers
C2 and Cl of Fig. 11 are not necessary
and are omitted. The regeneration is
very satisfactorily controlled by adjusting the plate voltage with a series re-

of the local oscillator is to superimpose

the normal plate voltage of the
In the Sept. issue the details of the upon
regenerative
tube, an R.F. potential and
3.1 meter transmitter were given ;
thus amplify the sensitivity of the tube.
in the present article the details of This phenomenon can be explained in
following manner: An increase of
the 3.1 meter super - regenerative the
the D.C. plate voltage in a regenerative
receiver are discussed.
receiver reduces the damping of the
sistance R2. The variable neutralizing
condenser Cn, connecting the antenna
directly to the grid has a maximum
value of 20 mmf. The oscillatory circuit
Lr, Cl, Lg contains in series also the
plate-to -grid capacity Cga and therefore C, can be relatively large without
increasing very much the total capacity
of the circuit. The R.F. choke CH,
which cuts off the R.F. currents from
the headphones can be replaced by a
corresponding filter.
The sensitivity and the loudness are
considerably increased by adding a local
oscillator to the above circuit, and a one
or two stage A.F. amplifier. The object

1

'ic.

II- .%ppenrnnee

of

meter re.eicer using

finished 33

tubes.
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oscillatory circuit and naturally increases the sensitivity. However, the
direct current plate voltage can only be
brought to such a point where the tube
is near the oscillation state. By approaching the critical point of zero
damping of the oscillatory circuit. the
operation becomes unstable. The slightest cause, even the smallest variation of
the plate voltage supply is sufficient to
set the tube in oscillation and make
impossible any reception whatsoever.
When an R.F. voltage superimposes on
the D.C. plate tension, the value of the
latter can be so adjusted, that during
the positive half -cycle the resulting plate
voltage surpasses the critical point,
while during the negative half -cycle the
combined voltage is way below this
point. The plate voltage oscillates
around the critical point and the result
of this is an enormous increase in the
sensitivity of the tube. Unfortunately
this method has its drawback. Although this type of plate voltage variation is of the R.F. order and therefore
cannot be intercepted with the earphones, the receiver has a certain peculiarity: the background of the received
tone is never so "clean" as in ordinary
regenerative receivers.
Because a certain number of tests
were made with the receiver, the circuit
of which is given in Fig. 13, details are
given below about the separate parts.
The tube V1 and its corresponding circuit are the same as in the circuit shown
in Fig. 12. If a tube of the 112 type is
used, the oscillatory circuit will be in
resonance with the incoming wave of
the transmitter, when Lr has two turns
(Continued on page 447)
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"Break In" Monitoring
By DONALD McKINLEY,
VE3AU

FIG 2
LI

..moi

This is a very clever idea for a
break -in system to be used at amateur transmitting stations; the
"home" signal blocks the regular
detector but comes through on the
monitor circuit into the phones.
When an "outside" station signal
comes in on the aerial it "clears"
through the regular detector and
the operator hears the station
"breaking in ".
LISTENING in on your own transmitter by means of the monitor or
frequency meter is recognized as one
of the best aids to better sending and
improved operating. However, many
amateurs claim that the delay and
bother necessary to transfer the phones
from the receiver to the monitor and
switch the latter on and off after each
transmission offsets this advantage.
Again, and this applies especially
among the traffic handlers, the practice
of working "break -in" or duplex is becoming more prevalent.
Whenever
break -in operation is employed the
transmitters and receivers in both stations are in continuous operation; and
whenever one operator misses a word
of the message he has only to press his
key to stop the other, who then repeats
the word and continues. This method
also prevents those long five minute
calls since the called operator has only
to send the characteristic signal "BK"
to inform the calling operator that communication has been established.
A combination of these two operating
procedures is, of course, to be desired
but few amateurs seem to be using it.
The following scheme of break -in moni-

P2

27

-1000

)--n^nnn8+

8+90.0
4135V

22.5 V.

Circuit for the clever whrenk -In" monitoring system here described by
Dlr. McKinley, which permits hearing; the 'h
signal and :I Is., a
break -in" signal from an outside station.

toring has been employed at this station
for nearly a year and has given very
satisfactory results.
The monitor (Fig. 1) is the typical
oscillating frequency meter; its fundamental frequency being in the 160 meter
band and the second, fourth and eighth
harmonics used to check up on the
transmitter in the usual way. The
accompanying reference table gives the
various values of inductance and capacity.

It will be found that the trimmer condenser C2 will be set at about full capacity, which, incidentally, helps to
provide that Hi -C tank which is quite
as important for frequency stability in
monitors as in transmitters. The meter

A Home Made
FOR broadcasting or recording work
the condenser mike has hardly any
equal and, in fact, is considered by those
who should know to be the best type of
microphone obtainable.
When compared with the carbon type
of mike the most important item of interest where high quality is concerned,
is the lack of back -ground noises. The
"frying carbon hiss" which is generally associated with that of carbon mikes
being entirely absent from the condenser mike, giving the clear bell -like response which can be detected instantly
by anyone having had experience with
high quality microphones.
The writer has experienced trouble,
due to the remarkable sensitivity of the
mike; the trouble was in the nature of
echo effects, due to the room not being
acoustically designed for the purpose.
In the average amateur's shack such
troubles are to be experienced unless
special precautions are taken to deaden
the echoes; usually a number of blankets, or heavy curtains, hung around

L2

35

is calibrated by the zero beat method
and the trimmer may be adjusted slightly from time to time if the dial readings should happen to slip from the
calibration curve. A D.C. "battery"
tube is used because the A.C. tubes seem
to modulate and fail to give a faithful
reproduction of the signal from the
transmitter. However, if perfect fidelity in the reproduction of the transmitter note is not required, a 227 tube
may be substituted for operation from
the receiver filament transformer.
The receiver at this station is typical
of the usual home -made job (Fig. 2) but
the principle of break -in monitoring
can be applied to almost any receiver.
(Continued on page 436)

Condenser "Mike"

the room, will prove to be quite satisfactory.
Construction of Microphone
The drawing clearly shows the various
parts used in the construction of the
microphone and all
the important
measurements are
VEE CUT
given. It must be
GASKETS
stressed, in the construction of an instrument of this
FACEPLATE
type, that extreme
care be taken in all
ADJUSTABLE
machine work in
order that good
tone quality will be
obtained. The diaphragm must be

stretched carefully
and it must be free
of nicks or wrinkles. The material
used for the diaphragm is either
tin or aluminum

RING
LOCKRING
TUBE

BASE
TERMINAL
BLOCK

/

foil .005 inch thick; lay it on a clean
piece of glass and rub with a piece of
cloth until free of any irregularities.
The gaskets are made of three thick-

nesses of paper about as thick as this
page.-Australian Radio News.
DIAPHRAGM
BACK

PLATE

\.__I\\t
,=%:
Moa7

PROTECTIVE
SCREEN
NUT SOLDERED
TO PLATE

.

nI

2"

DIA

3" DIA

BRIDGE
STRIP

This drawing shows hoir to make u first -class condenser
microphone.
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The short -wave apparatus here shown has been carefully selected for description by the editors after a
rigid investigation of its merits.

WHAT'S NEW

In Short Wave Apparatus
FUN With 5 Meter

Tr ans Ceivers !

FRANK LESTER, W2AMJ'`

By

piece of apparatus in amateur
radio at the present time is the five-meter "transceiver."
fact that it is a combination
front
the
its
name
which gets
transmitter and receiver using the sauce tubes and accessories for bah purposes. A recent ruling of the Federal
Communications (commission permitting mobile as well
a, portable operation on five ureters has greatly arceler:.d amateur activity along these lines, and amateurs
everywhere are deserting the hopelessly crowded :0 -, 4u-

THE most interesting

'l'he author operating the 5 meter

'rra n s -1 river.
I

tual S) -meter bands to find considerable pleasure on the
shorter waves.
Five meters is a lot of fun because you cau pack a
complete outfit into a box about the size of a typewriter
case and set it up for operation in about fifteen seconds.
You can operate it in a car ill motion, and contact dozens
of different "hams" as you drive from one town to another.
Five- ureter "field days.," held on Saturdays or Sundays,
are getting to be regular affairs in amateur circles.
In recognition of this growing acclaim of five meters, the
writer has designed a three -tube transceiver that has
Engineer, Wholesale lted4, Neniee Co., Inc.

Sa. 215.)

Diagram of
5
meter
os- l'et-er. showing
novel use of
the 19 tube.
R

J

SWV(CpMalnarq N
WITH

5e
rSS

4.o/5nS

iv

zSV.

ci
c+

Rl

R2

5000

P

OHMS

R3 0.2-MEG.

A-

).roved exceptionally successful. \ description of it will undoubtedly interest readers of SHORT WAVE CRAFT, as it eotaains some
unique features of design and construction.
A single ease, made of steel finished in durable black crackle
inches deep,
and measuring 151/q inches high, S inches wide and

ì

Front and rear view of

5

meter Trane- C'elver.

houses the complete outfit, which is known as the Lafayette Transceiver.
Why steel and why not aluminum for a portable job': The
writer has found that steel stands the punishment of portable
service better than aluminum does, and its extra weight pays for

itself in durability.

As shown in the illustrations, the ease is formed on four sides
and has removable front and back panels. -\ "mrm- sized" carrying handle is fastened to the pup. The upper half of the box is
occupied by the transceiver proper. the lower by all the required
filament. plate and microphone batteries. A decorative plate for
the fr,ait panel carries three controls and tVO jacks: the former
are the malin tuning knob. in the upper center. volume control,
lower left. and receive -transmit "thrnwover' switch. lower right.
The jacks are fur earphones and a small hand microphone.
The knobs are of the new pointer type and look very distinctive.
A plain knob and not a vernier dial is used fur the toning condenser (Cl in the diagram) because the tuning is not critical
((I r,,, t i n lied on page 423)

New Pre - Amplifier Helps Weak "Sigs."
TIIIS

supertone booster uses two tubes,
one type 61)6 in a stage of tuned R.F.

The new Supertone "ifoosfer" or preamplifier.. It will intensify the signal
,.hen used with any set from 1 to 10
tubes. (No. 216.)

and a 2575 as the rectifier. It can be added
to any short -wave receiver from a one-tube
battery set to a multi tube superheterodyne.

When applied to a superheterodyne it will
increase the sensitivity of the set and reduce
image response to a minimum and in this
role it is called a pre-selector. l'ln_-in culls
are used and it curers a range of 15 to 21141
meters. .\ volume control is incorporated
in this lt.l'. amplifier in order that various
amounts of gain can be obtained. With the
proper adjustment of this volume eu 1trol,
together with the volume control of the set
with which it is used. background noise can
be reduced to a lower level than can he
obtained without a pre-selector stage. The
volume control is the right -hand knob. This
booster is self -powered. obtaining its filament and plate voltages directly from the
110 volt A.C. or D.C. line. Sufficient filtering is used to render the pre -selector horn
less. It is housed in a neat black crackle finished ease slightly over seven inches
square. The output of this booster connects
directly to the antenna and ground post of

the receiver with which it is used. Complete details are given in the circuit diagram
as to cables of parts, etc.

Wiring diagram of the "supertone
"Booster".

Names and addresses of manufacturers of sell described on this and following pages furnished upon receipt of stamped envelope; mention No. of article.
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Sensitive
Constant BandSpread Super het
A New

-

(light

The

ha MI-

aP prarlunee of
the
n e w
Postal
Model :35, 111 - tube
all wave super-het.
MI/Me

No. 21:3.1

1

-

Left
N
mnsMiwe
tion of
Postal 10
Constant
Sprelud

:

Ole the
construc-

the new
- Tube
It n n d II - \%-lure

Super. I t hlus lueeU-

r

calibrated
ilia ls.

a t c l y

lielosv- I)iagrani of
Ihr new lo - tube
Postal Super -het; It
hits "bent oscilla

tor"

and

":1.%'.C:'

by the well -known Postal "draw method.'
This draw is inserted directly in the center

of the panel between the two large tuning
dials. The dial to the left of this drawer
is the band -spread dial and the one to the
right is the general- eorerage or band -setting
dial. This dial is calibrated, showing the
operator at all times in just what frequency
range he is working. These illuminated
dials are beautiful 4% -inch diameter affairs having suitably high ratio. The continuous band- spread arrangement makes it
possible to have band -spread at any par(Continued on page 434)

TIIIS new Postal Model 35 receiver is
complete in every detail and is truly a
versatile receiver. It can be used for amateur work where extreme selectivity and
stability are required. It has a beat- oscil-

lator which provides CB' reception. The
large amount of band-spread incorporated in

this receiver design of course makes it au
excellent receiver for the short -wave "fan"
who listens in on the various short -wave
"broadcast" (speech and music from Europe, etc.) hands. These bands are spread
over the dial to such a degree that tuning
is as simple as that of a broadcast receiver.
A pre -amplifier stage, that is. the stage of
tuned R.F. used ahead of the first detector. practically eliminates image response
and improves the over -all gain of the set.
The photograph clearly shows the beautiful
crystal finished metal cabinet in which the
receiver is built. The various bauds to
which this receiver will tune are changed

New HI FI Antenna System
UP to the present time most all- teer-e
noise -reducing antenna systems have been
deficient in signal strength on the broadcast
band. In some systems a compromise has
been made with noise by- including a switching arrangement which converted the antenna from a doublet with noise- reducing
properties to an ordinary "T" antenna with
no noise-reducing properties.
It had been
though impossible to provide an antenna
system which would be efficient over the
very broad band of frequencies which lie
between five meters and six hundred me-

The drawings at the right show the general arrangement of the aeu- Lynch "I111'I _%ntenna S) stem. This is g
I for
noise -proof reception on all WO scie ngl hs.
Circuit diagram of the e
ler% together
with the physicaI draww-ing, shows complete details. I No. 2141

FIG.

t

TRANSMISSION LINE
TO
RECE VER

20,6

'GIANT KILLER' CABLE

TO

gte.

The new Lynch antenna systems
have a frequency ratio of more than forty

6---j

A3

CHASSIS

FIG. 3

A

ANY LENGTH
BLACK WIRE

tens. which is equivalent to fifty -six thousand to five hundred and fifty kilocycles.
The ordinary broadcast receiver has a
frequency ratio of approximately three to

---20'

-

/RED

Ìdß
14 FEET

tT0 SUPPORT
TO WATER PIPE

DOUBLE
LIGHTNING ARRESTOR

to one.

\\'here suitable space is available an entirely different type of antenna is suggested having n total overall length of one
hundred and fourteen feet which is approximately half n wave- length at seventy meters or 4.3 megacyeles. With this type (Fig.

RECEIVER

COUPLERS

TO RECErvER CHASSIS
NO7 70 GRIX/MO Po37

-REG

`..

FIG.

4

cue

BLÁCM

WIRE

TO ANT. POST

TO AMT

POST

4) of horizontal antenna the lead -in is taken
from the end rather than in the center.
This has been done as a matter of mechanical convenience rather than electrical efficiency. This system is known as the ('omplete Lunch "Il1-l01" Simplex System.
The latter system does not require the
elaborate and rather expensive antenna
transformer and where space is available it
is recommended as being superior to the
doublet type. As is true with the Duplex
system (Fig. 3), the flat top need not be
in a straight line. It may zig zag, but it
should not double back on itself.
Most of the important short -wave broadcast stations operate ou approximately 13.
111. 111, 24, 31, 49 and 70 meters.
A lone
horizontal antenna cut to receive on 711
meters is fairly efficient ou all of the other
wane -lengths and it is extremely- good in
the broadcast baud. Such an antenna
should be at least thirty feet above the
ground. By reason of the size of the collector (antenna) the signal strength it picks
tip is rather large and compensate for
small deficiencies between the antenna and
the receiver which could not be tolerated
with a collector of the smaller size. Therefore. the impedance matching transformer
at the antenna is eliminated for both mechanical and financial reasons. A louu- impedance transmission line is used on both
systems between the antenna and the newly
developed receiver impedance matching
transformer (B) which is connected directly between the lower end of the transmission line and the antenna and ground posts
of the receiver itself.
The itupedanee of the transmission line
is approximately 70 ohms and the input
(Continued OU pu-te 435)
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"RGH -5 Receiver

THOR

14)

By ROBERT G. HERZOG, B.S., E.E., and LOUIS KRANZ **
THE characteristic simplicity of the model RGH4 is embodied

in the RGH -5 with a novel panel arrangement. This slut plicity, its low cost, and its remarkable performance on all bands,
including the broadcast band, account for its popularity among
beginners as well as experimenters in the short-wave field.
The plug-in coils are placed in windows in the panel, thus
facilitating the changing front one band to another.
The authors in presenting this handsome panel niche claim
both efficiency and convenience. The niche is made of metal and
is formed to make a shield for the coil that it houses.
Although no hand capacity effects are evident on any of the
bands, doors may be made to fit over the opening in the niches.
The circuit is of the regenerative type with three circuit coils
in the tuned R.F. and detector stages. A single stage using
2A5's in parallel is sufficient to bring in even the European stations on the loud- speaker.
The detector plate choke is a shielded high- impedance type,
capable of carrying at least 3 M.A. without saturation.
Chief Engineer, Thor Radio Co.
Thor Radio Co.

)look -up used in building the
be had in

"Itrll -5"

"kit" forni. receiver,

which can

Photo,
shown

right,

the extremely neat uppenrtin(e of the
new itt:li .i'. The
net t u n e n very
smoothly.
(No. 217.)

In wiring the set all the filament, screen, and B plus leads are
run around the edges of the chassis, so as to leave the center
clear for the small parts and the more important wires. The radio
frequency and detector plate and grid leads are wired from point
to point with heavy bus -bar. The leads to the detector and the
radio frequency grids should be as short as possible with No. 1S
stranded wire.
When the set is completely wired, check carefully, making sure
all connections are soldered firmly and that no splashes of solder
have lodged where they may do harm. After having checked the
wiring, plug in the tubes and coils, connect the antenna and
ground, and the A -C line. The set is now ready for tuning. No
complicated alignment is necessary, for when wired correctly, the
ltGII 5 will play immediately.
Tuning is a matter which can only be learned by experience and
patience. However, some advice can be given here. When the
tubes are fully heated with the bias control of the radio frequency
stage turned clockwise as far as it will go, turn the regeneration
control until a hissing sound is heard in the speaker ; rotate the
tuning knob very slowly until a slight squeal is heard in the
speaker. Concentrate on this squeal, rotating very slightly backwards and forwards until some signal is distinguishable, reùoeing
somewhat if necessary on the regeneration and bias controls. When
a signal is heard it can be brought out clearly by means of the
antenna compensating condenser.
Although the doublet antenna is almost a necessity for shortwave reception, good results are obtainable on an ordinary antenna.
In this case the louver end of the antenna winding is grounded and
a small (30 -70 mmf.) variable trimmer is connected in series with
the antenna.
Results depend only upon the skill with which the novice wires
and tunes the receiver. Verifications have been received, already
by "fans," from all parts of the world, including New Zealand
and Australia -all on the 1.ei l 1pcaker.

New Battery AllWave Sets
HERE

New battery-type table
Met.

Ism

21M.)

is a very complete allwave, battery - operated superheterodyne receiver of modern design. It uses seven tubes. A ICti
is used as the first detector and
high frequency oscillator. Two type
34 tubes are used in the two -stage
I.F. amplifier. Automatic volume
control is effected by the use of a
type 30 tube. This tube also functions as the second detector. A
screen grid type 32 tube is used as
the first audio amplifier and a type
30 follows it and is used as a driver
for the 19 class B output power
amplifier. This is nue of the most
modern battery- operated, all -wave
superheterodyues on the market.

Diagram of the new

7

-tube

r,l l -a n. e

Short wave fa us who are not equipped with facilities for operating an electric set should find this a solution to our problems.
This set should be ideal for slimmer camps and for use on
yachts and other

places w h e r e
electric service
eii'Cttits do not

run. A single
knob is used to

change

from

short waves to
long waives. The
tuning range is
from 1S,(00 ke.
to 5,400 ke. f n
the short -,,
band and
to 540 ke. for t',ic
regular broadcast baled.

battery receiver.

www.americanradiohistory.com

of

buttery -type

Commie model
the new
short
avid bronden.t" sv .ve

receiver.
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New Hammarinnd Coils and Midget Condensers
ring to t;æ photograph we Lind that the sitie
of the form is fii,i.4. in order to allow considerable air -spat to in the coil winding. They
are made in 4 and rt prong types and have
a hatitly grip at the top.
inside this grip
or flange., is a slight recess which accomnunlates. a circular card on which ran. be
Irri /Ira the irisrelength which the roil
44 corers, a fine feature. Ready -wound coils
are also available. These are in sets of four,
covering a range from 17 to 2T0 meters,
both two- and three -winding coils being
available to the experimenter. The secmr
daries of the 17 to 41 and the 33 to 45 meter
coils are wound with heavy silver-plated
wire to ensure a minimum of losses. The
secondaries of the coils covering the rentaintler of the tuning range are wound with
heavy gauge (upper wire. Broadcast coils
are also available and are "bank- wean.'
with I.itz (strangled wire). 'l'be midget
- lolling condenser developed liy !laminarbind will undoubtedly find many important
New Hanmm:D.11.ml fluted coil form, and,
as well as new uses among short -wave fans.
held between the finglrn,,the new Midget
They are available in four sizes. ua me] y S.E.
cuudenner, (\o. 219.)

FASTENING

.

h

L(1,

TWO interesting items recently developed by the famous house of Ilanunarlund are a very small "midget" variable

condenser and a new type plug -in coil form,
bare or wound. The coil florins are made of
a new material called XP-53 and this is
said to have extremely low 1.,ses. By refer-

and

mm f. capacities.

The over
11111 mud. condenser
are 15'3" x ll" a I%'. The soldered brass
plates have a spacing of .015 inch. The
capacity per air -gap is 4 mmf. The drawing clearly shows how this padding condenser can be mounted inside the roil foray on
the special threaded ledge provider) in all
coil fortes. This is a handy arrangement
111(1

all dimensions of the

SCREW
MOUNTING
LUG

VARIABLE
AIR
CONDENSER

Sectional view of the new Ilan,.,, nrinnd
fluted coil form, showing ISO ss their new
Midget Condenser
s inside- the form.
and can be used for padding in band- spread
circuits or for fixed tuned circuits. Isolantite insulation is used in this midget con -

.Ien.er which is of extremely low -loss con.

Latest NOISEREDUCING Antennas
"Parallel" Feed Doublet

Doublet Uses New Insulators

Sl'1:1'I.U. antennas steilt to be the rage
and the short -wave "fan" is now "Tend
n
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New Noiseless All -Wave Antenna

. SOLDER

SOLDER 10 STAN

LEADIN LINE

parallel transmission line, many comtests were trade with practically
every known type of receiving antenna in
order to determine its superior advantages.
All results showed a greater signal pick -up
over the short -wave range and the suppression of local electrical interference. The kit
may be used with any radio set provided
with double antenna connections. To permit the use of the doublet antenna with allwave and short -wave receivers equipped
with a regular single antenna connection,
the company has developed a special transformer. The transformer is provided with
a change -over switch allowing the doublet
a

antenna to be used as
antenna.

F6-J

KNOT/

with

ptrttive

-

SYSTEM

DIRECTION

IN developing the A -ri type "D" doublet
antenna kit ,which is a simple doublet

Tu.nsroRMlli

- 33
FIG

FECI

I

ANTENNA

S

Ill(gr(E ILIA. above, Rh, Tr arrangement of
the Hell'
,iise red uE tion" antenna system of the doublet type. designed by
Porcelain Products. Inc.. (No. zu11.)

INSULATOR

n

Above, the have three diagrams showing the
construction of antennas of different types
using a newly developed antenna kit. In
Fig. 1. ,the top diagram. we have the conventional doublet witlt the twisted pair lead in of special design. This connects to the
center of the antenna and feeds through the
matching transformer to the antenna and
ground posts of the radio receiver. On this
transformer we have a switch which changes
the antenna system for either short-wave or
broadcast band reception. The L -type antenna shown in Fig. 2 is a modification of
the conventional Zeppelin type antenna
where two wires feed the end of a borizontal
antenna. Only one wire is connected to the
flat-top, the other wire. of course. is left
unconnected and in this way effective transmission of energy from the antenna to the
set is accomplished. together with the
"noise-reduction" qualities of the special
lead -in cable. In Fig. 3. we have the stone
arrangement as shown in Fig. 1 : however.
the doublet is bent.
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VIEW OF SET

TheTeehnieal Appliance Corp.has brought
ont anefflcle it all-waveantennn.

THESE

TWO LEOS ARE CALLED
A- TRANSMISSION LINE-

STAND -OFF I SULATORS, uSEÓ- TO
SPACE TRANSMSI
ISON
LINE FROM
LL.
SPACE
AND -

KEEP TRANSMISSION LINE

HH

GROUND
OUTSIDE

BUILDING

AND FASTEN
UNOER -ANT TERM MACS
ON
A
SSAIOWN
A

Diagran. showing! A -K type off" Doublet
Antenna. (N... 221.)

short -wave antenna circuit is provided for
intercepted signals, with a positive minimum
of background noise, is announced by the
Technical Appliance Corporation. The arrangement is available in complete kit form
including wire and insulators, or as individual antenna and receiver units.
This noiseless all -wave antenna system is
intended primarily for all -wave receivers.
It provides the efficiency heretofore attained
only through the use of separate broadcast
and short-wave aerials, with the added featrue of minimum background noise.
Two units comprise the heart of the
system.
The antenna unit, a compact
aluminum- encased device with screw binding posts taking the ends of the aerial wire,
is inserted at or near the center of a
single -wire aerial. The unit automatically
routes signals through the most desirable
eombination of aerial and downlead. The
companion set unit mounted near the receiver, is provided with a switch for impedance selection to obtain the most effective
ooapling between receiver and down -lend.
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Apparatus

New Short -Wave
NEW VICTRON TRANSPARENT
COIL FORM

Ion can nee your finger through the
nail of the nest Viet ron roll forni
the nevvent addition to the vvrllknown Nn -aid family of Mabel-wave
roiin and coil forum. Thin insulating
material shown extremely low high irequeney donnes. (No. 223.)

TIIIS modern all -wave receiver covers a
range from 11 to 570 meters (29.I0) to
530 keg.). It has at four -position selector

switch controlled by a single knob. The
tube line -up consists of a ¡S tuned ILF.
amplifier ahead of the first detector. a 2A7
first detector and an electron- coupled oscillator. Three type :nS's are used in the intermediate amplifier circuits having S tuned
circuits, a \Vtinderlich full-wave rectifier,
secvnul detector and automatic volume control tube. it 58 audio frequency oscillator for
I' \V code reception. The first stage of audio
uses a 513 and 2V0 power output tubes
from the final audio amplifier. A 57.3 is
used for the rectifier and another 57.3 is
used for the speaker field. It is housed in a
handsome metal cabinet with a large vernier
dial of the airplane type, calibrated for the
various ranges which this set covers. The
intermediate frequency is 41i5 kc. and makes
use of very high gain I.F. transformers.
Extreme selectivity is obtained with the
eight tuned circuits in the I.F. amplifier.
Provisions are made for phonograph pickup and also for headphone operation.

Interest

of

(device can be used on either supply)
reaches set. Device handles up to 250 watt'.
The installation is nothing more than plugging usual set ping in receptacle of filter,
inserting filter plug in nearest electric outlet. and connecting binding post to eouveuient ground. gr.nuvled chassis or ground
inding post "f set. If preferred. filter may
be inserted between any electric appliame
causing line noises. and its power supply.
thus combating interference at source.
I

NEW "LIGHTNING GRIP" TEST
PROD.

ALL -WAVE LINE NOISE FILTER

NEW VOLUME CONTROL
THIS new volume control embodies a

noticeable improvement in the principle
of applying a perfected graphite resistance
.lenient to a smooth eurface, over which the
toll tact arm may slide with a minimum of
noise and ensuring a smooth, stable graduation of resistance. After the resistance
element is applied to the mounting it is
baked at very high temperatures. This
provides a very solid and rigid anchorage
for the resistance element itself and eliminates warping. The uaounting block consists
of a moulded hakelite ring of sufficient dimeneione to form a really solid base. This

New one -hand

net quickly.

(No. 224.)

-tarot

has a full 3($) degree rotation, proidiug a very smooth and long travel of the
contact arm and longer life due to the
greater amount of contact surface and reduced friction.
,

PIONEER DE LUXE ALLWAVE
RECEIVER

d

w

(No. 222.)

A NEW type of feat prod has recently
been developed, the drawing of which
clearly illustrates its construction and immediately suggests tint this will be a very

N

ranee of the newest Elect raid Prod "tppea
-nn ultra smooth
working potentiometer n lth special resistance unit at right.

tent pr.
't ripie ireThreat"
to any part of

for connecting tent

event "All -%V uve" Line Nola. Filter,
built in compact case. (No. 2211.)

KlH'PiNG line noises out of presentday all -wave reception is the function
of the new TACO it -F All-Wave Line

Filter, just announced by the Technical
Appliance Corp.
Housed in an attractive brown metal ease
with re eptaeie, ground binding post. attachment cord and non -breakable rubber
pang, the all -wave line filter comprises separate filter circuits for broadcast and shortThe (4rcuits have been watrked
considerable period by Amy,
Aceves & King. Inc.. well -known engineers
specializing in antenna problems and radio
noise elimination. 'l'he present device is
made under license from them. Filtering is
thorough in both broadcast and short -wave
hands. Only pure, noiseless AC or DC
wave bands.

out over

a

VK2ME TO BROADCAST STATE
PROGRAMS TO U. S. A.

handy instrument to have around the "testhench" or in the "tool- kit". It can be used
for various purposes such as getting into
those out -of-the -way places in a radio set.
grasping wires. screws. etc. Two of them
are furnished in the kit. one red and the
other black. In making tests. one of them
can be clipped fast to the chassis or some
part of the wiring to be tested, and the other
contacts made with the remaining "pro)-.
The handle is of insulating material and
there is no danger of shock. The drawing
clearly shows how the snapper is grasped
so as to he operable with one hand.

NEW FRENCH HAND-SET FOR
"HAM" TRANS -CEIVERS
NE\VI'$T product from the iaboratov

is a
of the Universal Microphone t
combination earphone and microphone which
handFrench
phone
to
similar
is moulted
sets. It has been designed for five -meter
transmitters and also the new five -meter
trans- ceirera. Since such equipment is
necessarily portable. the new combination
is extremely lightweight and compact and
weighs but nine ounces. The new product
roatsists of a high output microphone iu
conjunction with 2.1NH) ohm lightweight
receiver. There is a five -foot cord terminal
in three -phone tip terminals which gives
microphone and earphone connection with
one eonunon to both. The handle is rubber
covered.

THE EDITORS have just been advised
by the famous Australian short -wave

broadcasting station, VK2ME, that a portion of their programs is to be dedicated
to each state in the U. S. A. These programs are to be broadcast to the respective states in alphabetical order and the
tendered program will be radiated at the
"peak" period for the particular state's
reception.
Special announcements via
short waves from the station. VK2ME
should be listened for. during which time
the exact time of the "state" program
will be given.

All -Wave
Pioneer".

One of the newest De Luxe

Receivern -the

t peearautee of the new Irnivernnl"
hand -net. coupriming npeeinl
mike and high renintnnee. light -aright
I --rem, h

reveller.
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SHORT WAVE STATIONS
OF THE WORLD
Complete List of Broadcast, Police and Television Stations
We present herewith a revised list of

other and can therefore be identified by
the average listener.
Herewith is also presented a very
fine list of police as well as television
stations. Note: Stations marked with
a star ( *) are the most active and
easily heard stations and transmit at
fairly regular times.
Please write to us about any new
stations or other important data that

the short -wave broadcasting, experimental and commercial radiophone stations of the world. This is arranged by

frequency, but the wavelength figures
are also given for the benefit of readers who are more accustomed to working with "meters."
All the stations in this list use telephone transmission of one kind or an-

you learn through announcements over
the air or correspondence with the stations themselves. A post card will be
sufficient. We will safely return to
you any verifications that you send in
to us. Communications of this kind
are a big help.
Stations are classified as follows:
C- Commercial phone.
Broadcast
service.
Experimental transmissions.

B-

X-

Around- the -Clock Listening Guide
Although short wave reception is notorious for

few simple rules will save the short wave fan
of otherwise wasted time.
From daybreak to late fternoon. and particularly daring bright daylight, listen between 13
and 33 meters (21540 to 9000 kc.).
To the east of the listener, from about 1 P.M.-

its irregularity and
seeming inconsistency
(wherein lies its greatest appeal to the sporting
listener), it is a good idea to follow a general
schedule as far as wavelength in relation to the
time of the day is concerned. The observance of

P.M..

the

a

fi

a lot

productive.

will

meter

22 -35

found very

be

To the west of the listener this
same band is hest from about 9 P.M. until shnrtl
after daybreak.
After dark. results above 35
meters are usually much better than during daylight. These general rules hold for any location.

Short -Wave Broadcasting, Experimental and Commercial Radiophone Stations
21540 kc.

B

W8XK 19220 kc.

13.93 meters
WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC
PITTSBURGH. PA.
7 a. m. -2 p. m.; relays KDKA

21420 kc.
C

J.

N.

18970 kc.
C

LSN6

14.49 meters

14.72 meters

SAIGON.

C

-C

C

15.48 meters

C-

-C

Calls ships, 6:30.7:30 a. m.

WLA

17310 kc.
-X

GAS

17.33 meters
NATIONAL BROAD. CO.

FRANCE

-C

17.52 meters

KEN, JAPAN

Irregular in late afternoon

-B-

* GSF

19.82 meten
BRITISH BROAD. CORP.
DAVENTRY, ENGLAND
"When to Listen In" Column

15120 kc.

HVJ

19.83 meters
VATICAN CITY
ROME, ITALY
5:00 to 5:15 a. m.. except
Sunday. Also Sat., 10.10:30 a.m.

4:30.6

WNC
meters

HIALEAH.

FLORIDA
Calls Central America, daytime

p. m. Sun.

kc.
15330 kc. * W2XAD 14980
-C.
20.03
-B

19.56 meters
GENERAL ELECTRIC CO.
SCHENECTADY. N. Y.
Relays WGY daily, 2:30.3:30 pan.

CP7

KAY
meters

MANILA,

CORP.

WOY

485 Madison Av., N.Y.C.
WABC daily, 11 a. m.-

Relays

1 p. m.

14590 kcC

GBC

15243 kc.
-B.

WI-K

18.44 meters
LAWRENCEVILLE, N. J.
Phones Arg.. Bras., Peru, daytime
-C-

Eastern Standard

C

WM N

20.56 meters
LAWRENCEVILLE, N. J.

Time)

FYA

19.68 meters
"RAD 10 COLONIAL"

Service

PARIS, FRANCE
de la
Radiodiffusion,
de Grenelle, Paris

103 Rue

7:30.11

a. m.

LSM2

20.69 meters
HURLINGHAM. ARGENTINA
Cells

U.

14470 kc.

15250 kc. W 1 XAL
19.67 meters
BOSTON, MASS.
Irregular, in morning

I.

Phones England
morning and afternoon

C-

-B-

P.

Phones Pacifie Isles

19.6 meters

ATLANTIC BROADCASTING

RUGBY, ENGLAND
Calls ships

is

-B-

WOO 15270 kc. *W2XE
14500 kc.
-B
19.65 meters

meters

kc.
PMC 17080
-C
17.56

(Time given

15140 kc.

15055kc.
HC1FG C
19.92

19.47 meters
RIOBAMBA. ECUADOR

-B-

LAWRENCEVILLE, N. J.

16.56 meters
MONTE GRANDE. ARGENTINA
Tests irregularly

12:15.2 a. m., 8.11:30 a. m.
Also 4-5:30 a. m. on Sundays

and early morning.

15410 kc.

Calls ships

LSY3 16270 kc.

19.73 meters
S-W STATION
Broadcasting House. Berlin, Ger.
GERMAN

B-

19.04 meters
KEMIKWA-CHO. CHIBA -

*DJB

-B-

15760 kc.

JYT

KDKA

15200 kc.

See

15300 kc.

A. T. & T. CO.,
OCEAN GATE. N. J.

kc.
GAW 17120
C
17.52

LSL

CO.

Relays

LA PAZ, BOLIVIA

17120 kc.

FTO

16.54 meters
BANDOENG. JAVA
Phones Holland, early a. m.

C.

W3XL

BOUND BROOK. N. J.
Relays WJZ Irregularly.

16.48 meters
RUGBY. ENGLAND
Calls N. Y., daytime

FTM 18115 kc.

IAC

16.89 meters
PIZA, ITALY

ST. ASSISE. FRANCE
Calls S. America, daytime

-C

15.50 meters
ASSISE. FRANCE
Calls Argentine. mornings
ST.

C

MFG

PITTSBURGH, PA.
10 a. m. -4:15 p. m.

HURLINGHAM. ARGENTINA
Calls Brazil and Europe, daytime

X

17760 kc.

16.43 meters

WOP 18135 kc.

OCEAN GATE, N. J.
Calls Peru, daytime

19355 kc.

-C.

FTK

ST. ASSISE.

GERMAN

meters
RUGBY. ENGLAND
Calls N. Y., daytime

LSF 18200 kc.

15.31 meters
MONTE GRANDE. ARGENTINA
Test; irregularly, daytime

19380 kc,

-C-

Isles

Phones Saigon, morning

DJE

16.89 meters
S -W STATION
Broadcasting House, BERLIN
Irregular 8 a. m. 2 p. m.

19.72 meters
WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC I.

18.90 meters

C-

-B-

16.36 meters
LAWRENCEVILLE, N. J.
Calls England, daytime

LSN5 18250 kc.

15.27 meters
HURLINGHAM, ARGENTINA
Calls Europe daytime

19600 kc.

every day

INDOCHINA

WKN 18310 kc.
16.38

15.14 meters
LAWRENCEVILLE. N. J.
Calls England, daytime

19650 kc.

16.87 meters
NATIONAL BROAD. CO.
BOUND BROOK, N. J.
Relays WJZ. 10 a. m. -4 p. ni.

GAX

Phones Paris. early morning

C-

Paris and Pacific

GSG 15880 kc.

-B

FZS

LSG 18340 kc.

Calls

B-

FZR3

18.48 meters
SAIGON, INDO -CHINA

-C-

16.86 meters
BRITISH BROAD. CORP.
DAVENTRY, ENGLAND
"When to Listen ln" Column

See

WOG 15210 kc. *W8XK

18.44 meters
OCEAN GATE, N. J.
Calls England.
morning and early afternoon

15810 kc.
17780 kc. * W3XAL C
18.98 meters

16.35 meters

C.
15.08 meters
MONTE GRANDE. ARGENTINA
Tests irregularly. daytime

C

PLE

16.06 meters
ENGLAND

kc.
GAA 18345
-C.

ENGLAND
Calls Argentina, Brazil, mornings

19820 kc.

B

RUGBY. ENGLAND
Calls N. Y., daytime

RUGBY.

19900 kc.

17790 kc.

RUGBY,

MONTE GRANDE. ARGENTINA
Tests irregularly

C-

GAQ

15.93 meters
BAN DOEN G. JAVA
Calls Holland, early a. m.

18680 kc.
X-

m.

-C-

PCV 16233 kc.

16.84 meters
KOOTWIJK, HOLLAND
Calls Jasa, 6 -9 a. m.

-C-

kc.
GAU 17760 kc.
LSY 18620
C16.11 meters

20700 kc.
20380 kc.

GAP 17810 kc.

15.81 meters
RUGBY. ENGLAND
Calls S. Africa, mornings

18830 kc.
.C.

14.27 meters
HURLINGHAM. ARG.
Calls N. Y. C.
8 a. m. -5 p. m.

-C-

J.

15.66 meters
ENGLAND
Australia,
Calls
early a,

WKA

noon

C-

N.

16.63 meters
RUGBY. ENGLAND
Calls Canada, morn. J. early aftn.

daytime

19160 kc.

GAB 16270 kc.

C.

RUGBY.

Calls England

21020 kc.

England,

WICK C

A. T &T.CO.
LAWRENCEVILLE, N. J.
Calls Argentina. Brazil and
Peru. daytime

14.25 meters
LAWRENCEVILLE,

WKF 18040 kc.

15.60 meters
LAWRENCEVILLE,
Calls

14.01

21060 kc.
C-

C

S.,

evening

WMF

20.73 meters
LAWRENCEVILLE, N. J.
Phones England
morning and afternoon

14440 kc.
C
20.78

GBW

13990 kc.

GBA

meters
RUGBY, ENGLAND
Calls U.S.A., afternoon

-C

21.44 meters
ENGLAND
Calls Buenos Aires, late afternoon.
RUGBY.
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JYK 11790kc.

13610 kc.

22.04 meterss
KEMAKAWA-CHO, CHIBA -KEN,
JAPAN
Phones California till 11 P. m.

-C-

13585 kc.

GBB

22.08 meters
RUGBY, ENGLAND
Calls Egypt & Canada, afternoons
-C-

-B-

23.36 meters
LAWRENCEVILLE, N. J.

WOO

23.36 meters

DIRECTOR GENERAL
Telegraph and Telephone
Stations, Rabat, Morocco
Broadcasts. Sunday, 7:30 -9 a. m.

12800 kc.
23.45
C

X

10770 kc,

PIZA, ITALY

GBC 10740 kc-

12780 kc.

23.47 meten
Calls ships

GBU

12290 kc.
-C-

24.41 meters
RUGBY, ENGLAND
Calls N.Y.C., afternoon

C-

24.69 meters
RUGBY. ENGLAND
Calls N.Y.C., afternoon

RNE

12000 kc.
-B

25 meters
MOSCOW, U. S. S. R.
Sat. 10-11. P. m.
Sun. 6 -7 a. m., 1041 a. m.

KKQ

11950 kc.
X-

25.10 meters
BOLINAS, CALIF.
Tests irregularly, evenings

B

11:15 a. m. -2:15 p. m.-3-6

p

25.26 meters

4:20 -10:00
Sat.

till

p. m.
1 a. m.

Relays KDKA

* GSE

11860 kc.

VLK

25.29 meters
BRITISH BROAD. CORP.
ENGLAND
DAVENTRY
When to Listen in" Column
See
-B-

10430 kc.

-8

25.36 meters
ATLANTIC BROADCASTING

28.79 meters
SHANGHAI. CHINA
Calls Manilla and England, 6 -9
a. m. and California late evening.

28.80 meters
KOOTWIJK. HOLLAND

Calls Java 7:30.9:40 a. m.

CORP.,

485 MADISON AVE., N. Y. C.
Relays WABC
3-5 0. m.

I2R0

-8-

25.4
ROME.

meters

ITALY

B

28.98 meters
midnight

9510 kc.
-BSee

N.

6-

*GSB

B

31.27

AMALGAMATED WIRELESS,
Ltd.
G. P. 0. Box 1272L.
MELBOURNE. AUSTRALIA
Wed., 5 -6:30 a. m.; Saturday,

5:00-7:00

a. m.

C

is

-B

meters
OCEAN GATE, N. J.
Calls ships irregular

WOY

35.05 meters
LAWRENCEVILLE, N. J.

IAC

meten
PIZA, ITALY

8214 kc.

HCJB

36.5 meters
ECUADOR
m. except

Monday

PSK

36.65 meters
RIO DE JANIERO, BRAZIL
7-7:30 p. m.
Relays PRA3

CNR

meters
RABAT, MOROCCO
Sunday, 2:30.5 P. m.

7901 kc.

LSL

C

37.97 meters
HURLINGHAM. ARGENTINA
Calls Brazil, night

.B.

BRIO

* PRF5

KEN, JAPAN
4 -7:40 a.

7832 kc.

-B-

CJA2

32.15 meters
DRUMMONDVILLE CANADA
Phones England irregu'arly

GCB

P. 0. Box 509
BOGOTA, COLOMBIA
Daily 12 -2 p. m.; 7-11 p. m.
Sunday, 5 -9 p. m.

7220 kc.

HKE

-B-

41.55 meters
BOGOTA, COL., S. A.
Tue. and Sat. 8 -9 P. m.; Mon. &
Thurs.

630 -7

p. m.

meters

ENGLAND

Calls Can. & Egypt, evenings

-C

* HBP

38.47 meters
LEAGUE OF NATIONS,
GENEVA. SWITZERLAND
5:30-6:15 p. m., Saturday

kc. HJ3ABD
PLV 7400
-B40.54 meters

C-

RUGBY.

OCN

7799 kc.

31.87 meters
BAN DOEN G. JAVA
Phones Holland, 7:40-9:40 a. m.

32.33

m.

38.3 meters
LIMA, PERU
(P. O. Box 853)
Irregular in evening

31.58 meters
DE JANIERO. BRAZIL
Irregular, 5.6:30 p. m.

C-

C

JYR

38.07 meters
KEMIKAWA -CHO. CHIBA-

YV3RC

31:55 meters
VENEZUELA
Irregularly

7140 kc.

-B-

HJ4ABB

32.72 meters
LAWRENCEVILLE, N. J.

42.02 meters
MANIZALES. COL.. S. A.
P. 0. Box 175
Mon. to Fri. 12:15 -1 p. m.: Tues.
& Fri. 7:30 -10 p. m.; Sun. 2:30 -5

England.

P. m.

* HBL 9170 kc.
meters

Eastern Standad Time)

8036 kc.
B
37.33

CARACAS.

XETE 9280 kc.
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WOO

35.05

-B-

CT1AA 9415 kc.

LEAGUE OF NATIONS
GENEVA, SWITZERLAND
Saturdays. 5:30 -6:15 P. m.

(Time given

Ships

9510 kc. *VK3ME 7880 kc.
-B31.55 meters

GCA 9500 kc.

31.25 meters
MEXICO CITY, MEXICO
Irregularly, 2 p. m. -2 a. nt.

m.
m.

31.55 meters
BRITISH BROAD. CORP.
DAVENTRY, ENGLAND
"When to Listen in" Column

WOF 9510 kc.

MARACAIBO, VENEZUELA
Irregular

*LSX 9595 kc.

MONTE GRANDE, ARGENTINA
Tests Irregularly 8 p. m. -12

Calls

B-

31.48 meters
GENERAL ELECTRIC CO.
SCHENECTADY, N. Y.

Relays WGY 7:30-11 p.
Sundays, 7:30 P. m.-12

31.25 meters
LISBON, PORTUGAL
Tues. and Friday, 3:30 -6 p. m.

Tests evenings

C-

B-

RUGBY. ENGLAND
Calls Arge. & Brazil, evenings

KES 9600 kc.

28.80 meters
BOLINAS. CALIF.

10350 kc.

a. m. Sundays

PDK 9600 kc. YV5RMO 9330 kc.
-B31.25 meters

10410 kc.

X

30.89 meters

-C-

XGW 9600 kc.

10420 kc.
-C-

-C

9710 kc.

ENGLAND

8560 kc.

9530 kc. *W2XAF

J.
Phones England, evening

28.76 meters
MEDAN, SUMATRA, D. E. t.
5:30.6:30 a. m., 7:30-8:30 p. m.

11830 kc. *W2XE 10410 kc.

11810 kc.

30.77 meters
LAWRENCEVILLE,

GBC

34.56 meters
RUGBY,

-C

GCW

9750 kc.
-C-

YBG

-C

8680 kc.

p.

30.64 meters
RUGBY, ENGLAND
Calls N.Y.C., evening

ENGLAND

GCI

34.36 meters
RUGBY, ENGLAND
Calls India, 8 a. m.

-C-

31.38 meters
GERMAN S -W STATION.
BROADCASTING HOUSE,BERLIN
S -11:30 a. m., 5:15-9:15 P. m.

30.61 meters
-CMONTE GRANDE. ARGENTINA
Tests irregularly

m.

WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC
& MFG. CO.
PITTSBURGH, PA.

LSE

GCQ

34.25 meters
RUGBY, ENGLAND
Calls S. Africa, afternoon

C-

* DJA 8380 kc.
C
35.8

-B

JAPAN

Calls Rugby, early a. m.

11870 kc. * W8XK

8760 kc.

m.. Wed.. Sat.

p.

9560kc.

Irregular, 4-7 a. m.

-C-

28.51 meters
SYDNEY, AUSTRALIA

-C-

11 a. m.12:30

JYS

GBX 9790 kc.

28.49 meters
RUGBY,

25.25 meters
"RADIO COLONIAL"
PARIS. FRANCE

-B

Braz., Peru, nights

10530 kc-

31.36 meters

BOMBAY, INDIA

4.5:30

PNI

34.19 meters
MAKASSER, CELEBES, D. E. I.
Phones Java around 4 a. m.
-C-

VUB 8560
kc.

9565 kc,

30.49 meters
KEMIKAWA -CHO, CHIBA -KEN,

WOK 9800 kc,

28.44 meters
LAWRENCEVILLE, N. J.

-X

MFG. CO.

SPRINGFIELD, MASS.
Relays WBZ, 7 a. m. -1 a. m.

-C-

Tokio

Phones Arge.,

31.35 meters
WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC &

p. m.

JVN 9840 kc.

*FYA 10520 kc.

11880 kc.

5:15-7:30

28.14 meters
NAZAKI, JAPAN
Tests 2.7 a. m. relaying JOAK,

10550 kc-

8775 kc.

-B

also

951
MADRID, SPAIN
Daily except Saturday and Sunday.
5:15 -7 p. m.; Saturday, 12 N. -2
p. m., 5:15 -7:30 p. m.; Sunday,

Calls Bermuda, daytime

C-

RUGBY, ENGLAND

-C-

Postmaster Geri Is. Dept..
61 Lttle Collins St..
MELBOURNE, AUSTRALIA
3.8 a. m. except Sun.

B-

GCX

33.63 meters

VK3LR 8730 kc.

3L31 meters
Research Section.

N.

P. 0. Box

WNB

C

8920 kc.

QUITO,
LCL 7:14 -10:15
9540 kc.
B
31.45 meters
9860 kc.
* EAQ
JELOY. NORWAY,
8185 kc.
Relays Oslo 10 a. m..4 p. m.
30.43 meters
-B-

28.1 meters
LAWRENCEVILLE, N. J.

10660 kc.

9580 kc.

J.
phenes England, evening

JVM

10675 kc.

WON

30.4 meters
LAWRENCEVILLE,

C-

Broadcasts 3 -7:45 a. m.

-C-

GBS

12150 kc.

9870 kc.

27.93 meters
NAZAK I. JAPAN
Phones California evenings.

-C-

RUGBY. ENGLAND

LSN

30.33 meters
HURLINGHAM, ARGENTINA
Calls New York, evenings

-C-

27.85 meters
RUGBY. ENGLAND
Calls Sydney, Austral, early a. m.

31.31 meters
BRITISH BROAD. CORP.
DAVENTRY, ENGLAND
See "When to Listen In" Column

GCU

9890 kc.

GBP

C

RUGBY. ENGLAND
Calls N.Y.C., evenings

i

ZFB 9570 kc. *W1XAZ

RUGBY, ENGLAND
Calls N.Y.C., evening

KIO

*GSC

-B-

GCS

32.26 meters

C-

30.15 meters

-C-

25.68 meters
KAHUKU. HAWAII
the evening

9580 kc.

BRAZIL

C-

W3XAU

31.28 meters
NEWTOWN SQUARE, PA.
Relays WCAU
12 noon 7:50 p. m.

PSH

9950 kc.

Tests in

LAC
meters

Calls Italian ships
Mornings

C

11680 kc.

-B-

29.84 meters
HAMILTON, BERMUDA
Phones N. Y. C. daytime

-C-

PARIS, FRANCE
6:15 -9 p. m.
10 p. m. -12 midnight

23.39 meters

9590 kc.

meters

10055 kc.

25.6 meters
"RADIO COLONIAL"

-B-

*CNR

12825 kc.

HURLINGHAM, ARGENTINA

RIO DE JANEIRO,

*FYA

11720 kc.

OCEAN GATE, N. J.
Calls ships

C.

25.6 meters
WINNIPEG, CANADA
Daily, 8 p. m-12 m.
Sunday, 8.10:30 p. m.

LSK3

Calls Europe and U. S., afternoon
and evening

kc.
* CJRX 10220
29.35
-C-

WOY 11720 kc-

12840 kc.

B,

kc.
PHI 10250
-C29.27 meters

25.57 meters
HUIZEN, HOLLAND
Daily exc. Tue. & Wed. 7:30 -9:30
or 10:30 a. m.

-B31.28 meters
AMALGAMATED WIRELESS,
LTD., 47 YORK ST.
SYDNEY, AUSTRALIA
See "When to Listen in" Column

PMN

meters
BANDOENG, JAVA
Calls Australia 5 a. m.

25.53 meters
BRITISH BROAD. CORP.
DAVENTRY, ENGLAND
"When to Listen in" Column

-B-

morning and afternoon

12840 kc.

Calls Europe. evenings

kc.
* GSD 10260
C29.24

WMA 11730 kc.

Phones England

LSL2

29.13 meters
HURLINGHAM, ARGENTINA

12 -4:30 p. m., 5:30 -10:30 P. m.

See

-C-

*DJD 10300 kc.

25.51 meters
GERMAN SW STATION
BROADCASTING HOUSE.BERLIN
-B-

-B-

22.40 meters
LAWRENCEVILLE, N. J.

29.04 meters

RUYSSELEDE. BELGIUM
Broadcasts 1:45 -3:15 p. m.

MASS.

11760 kc.

22.36 meters

13390 kc.

C-

BOSTON,

Irregularly in the evening

RUGBY, ENGLAND
Calls Japan & China early
morning

-C-

C-

* VK2ME 9020 kc.

ORK 9590 kc.

W1XAL 10330 kc.

25.45 meters

GCJ 11750 kc.

13415 kc.

.C-

-8

Phones

WNA
evening
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7000 kc.

HJ1 ABE 6272 kc.

42.86 meters
CARTAGENA, COL.

B-

P. 0. Box 31
Daily 11:15 a. m. -1 p. m.; Sun.
a. m.; Mon. at 10 p. m.;
Wed. 8.10 p. m.

9.11

43 meters
MADRID, SPAIN
Tues., Sat., 5:30 p. M.

6860 kc.
X

6755 kc.

WOA

Phones England. evening

6666 kc.

* HC2RL

45.00 meters
0. BOX 759. GUAYAQUIL,
ECUADOR. S. A.
Sunday, 5:45-7:45 p. m.
Tues., 9:15.11:15 p. m.

45.1 meters
PIZA, ITALY

6620 kc.

PRADO

45.30 meters
RIOBAMBA. ECUADOR
Thur. 9-11:30 p. m.

45.38 meters
MOSCOW. U. S. S. R.
1-6

p. m.

6500 kc.

HJ5ABD

12-130 p. m., 7.10

p. m.

6447k c. * HJ1ABB
R

46.53 meters
BARRANQUILLA. COL., S. A.
P. 0. BOX 715,
11:30 a. m. -1 p. m.; 5 -10 p. m.

*W3XL

6425 kc.

46.70 meters
-XNATIONAL BROADCASTING
CO.

BOUND BROOK. N.
Tests irregularly.

6316 kc.
SAV.TO

J.

HIZ

REPUBLIC
Daily except Sat. and Sun.
4:40 -5:40 p. m.; Sat.. 9:4011:40 p. m.: Sun., 11:40 a.
m. -1:40 P. m.

B

6130 kc.

-

&

48.92 meters
KUALA LUMPUR,
FED. MALAY STATES
Sun., Tue. and Fri.,
6:40-8:40 a. m.

6122 kc.

Daily except Sat.
11:45 p. m. -12:30
m.,

9 a.
Sat., only, 4 -7
a.

JB 6072 kc.
-8-

and Sun.,
a. m., 4 -7

m.3:30
a.

p. m.

9 a.

nr.,

m:

P.

m.

* W2XE

-B49.02 meters
ATLANTIC BROADCASTING

485 MADISON AVE.. N. Y. C.
Relays WABC, 6 -11 p. m.

Fri. 6:30.11

p. m.

49.41 meters
VIENNA, AUSTRIA

6070 kc. * YV5RMO
49.42 meters
MARACAIBO, VENEZUELA
5:15 -9 p. m.

6070 kc.
8-

49.42

6065 kc.

B

*YV2RC

-8-

49.08 meters
CARACAS. VENEZUELA
Sundays, 9.1130 a. m.; 1:3010:30 p. m.: Weekdays. 1130
a. m.- 1 p. in., 530-930 p. m.

6110 kc.

* VE9HX

-B-

49.10 meters
HALIFAX, NOVA SCOTIA
930 a. m. -1 p. m.; 6-12 p. m.

6110 kc.

VUC

49.1 meters
CALCUTTA, INDIA
Daily except Sat., 3.5:30 a. M.
9:30 a. m. -noon;
Sat., 11:45 a. m. -3 p. m.

6100 kc.

HJIABD

-B-

49.18 meters
CARTAGENA, COL.
11:30 a. m. -12:30 p. m.; 7-9 p. m.

-B

49.18 meters
NATIONAL BROADCASTING
CO.

BOUND
Monday,

BROOK. N. J.
Relays WJZ
Wednesday, Saturday,

5:30

p.

m.

-1 a. m.

HIX

49.46 meters
DOMINGO,

DOMINICAN
Tues.

Fri.,

and

8.10

10:40-11:40

6060 kc.
B-

p.

ZHI

49.9 meters

6000 kc.

4.6 p m.. daily

R.

m.

kc.
YV4RC
OXY 5990
B50.25 meters
730.9:30

49.50 meters

p. m.

7 a.

CUCUTA. COL.
11 a. m. -12 n.; 6-9 p. m.

RADIO CORP.

CINCINNATI. OHIO
m. -8 p. m.; 11 p. m. -1

a. m.

Relays WLW

6060 kc.

VQ7LO

-B49.50 meters
IMPERIAL AND INTERNATIONAL
COMMUNICATIONS
Ltd.
NAIROBI, KENYA, AFRICA

6060 kc.
B.

5968 kc.

HVJ

50.27 meters
VATICAN CITY (ROME)
2.2:15 p. m., daily. Sun., 5.5:30

5930 kc.
-B-

HJ4ABE

50.6 meters
MEDELLIN, COLOMBIA
Mon., 7 -11 p. m.; Tues.. Thurs.,
Sat., 630.8:00 p. m.; Wed. and

Fri., 73041:00

PK1 WK 5880 kc.
-B

49.5 meters

GBC

60.30 meters
RUGBY, ENGLAND
Calls Ships, late at night

4820 kc.
C

GDW

62.24 meters
RUGBY, ENGLAND
Calls N.Y.C., late at night

4752 kc.
C

WOO

63.1 meters
OCEAN GATE, N. J.
Calls ships irregularly

4752 kc.

WOY

63.1 meters
LAWRENCEVILLE, N. J.

4320 kc.
G6RX -GDB
69.44 meters
RUGBY, ENGLAND
Tests, 8 -11 p. m.

4273 kc.

8

RW15

70.20 meters
KHABAROVSK. SIBERIA,
U.

S. S.

R.

3-9

a. m.

Daily,

4272 kc.
70.22
G

WOO

4272 kc.

WOY

meters
OCEAN GATE. N. J.
Calls ships irregularly

C

70.22 meters
LAWRENCEVILLE, N. J.

-B-

a. m.

Mon., Wed., Fri., 5:45-6:15
a. m., 11 a. m..2 p. m.
Tues., 3 -4 a. m., 11 a. m..2 P.
In., Thurs. 8.9 a. m., 11 a. m:
2 p. m., Sat., 11 a. m. -3 p. m.,
Sun., 10:50 a. m. -2 p. m.

HAMILTON,m BER MU DA
Calls U.S.A., nights

CARACAS VENEZUELA

kc. HJ2ABC
6060 kc. * W8XAL 5970
B
50.25 meters
CROSLEY

C

RW59

50 meters
MOSCOW, U. S. S.

ZFA

4975 kc.

EAJ25

50 meters
BARCELONA RADIO CLUB,
BARCELONA, SPAIN
330-4:30 P. m.. Saturday

Sunday

-B-

-

C

-B-

WCN

59.08 meters
LAWRENCEVILLE, N. J.
Phones England irregularly

5025 kc.

XEBT

RADIO SERVICE CO..
20 ORCHARD RD.,
SINGAPORE, MALAYA
Mon., Wed., Thurs., 5:40 -8:10
a. m.; Sat., 12:10.1:10 a. m..
10:40 p. m. -1:10 a. m. (Sunday)

49.50 meters
SKAMLEBOAEK, DENMARK
1.6:30 p. m.: also 8 -9 a. m.

C-

*DJCj

49.83 meters
MEXICO CITY, MEX.
P. 0. Box 79-44
7 p. m. -1 a. m.

Sun., 7:45.10:40 a. m., 3 -5 p. m.

Sat.,

5077 kc.

49.79 meters
MACAO, CHINA
Mon., Fri., 7 -9 a. m.

B

HJ5ABC

53 meters

CALI, COLOMBIA
11 a. m. -12 m.
Tues. and Thurs. 8 -10 p. m.

CQN

6012 kc.

m.;

p.

B.

S. A.

Sun. 12 m.- 1 p. m.

49.83 meters
GERMAN S-W STATION
BROADCASTING HOUSE, BERLIN
12 m. -4:30 p.m., 5:30 -10:30 p.m.

B-

ECUADOR,

5660 kc.

BOSTON, MASS.
Very irregular

6020 kc.

HCK

52.5 meters
QUITO,

W1XAL

-B-

B

REPUBLIC

-8-

49.67 metes

VE9CS 6000 kc.
meters

VANCOUVER, B. C., CANADA
Fri., 12:30 -1:45 a. m.; Sun., 12
noon -12 midnight

SANTO

6112 kc.

OER2

Man. and Thurs., 9 a. m. -1 p. m.,
2 -3:30 p.m.

B-

B

6020 kc.

LAPAI. BOLIVIA
7 -10:30 p. m.

5714 kc.

* GSA

6040kc.

WOB

51.25 meters
LAWRENCEVILLE, N. J.
Calls Bermuda, nights

m.

-B49.59 meters
BRITISH BROADCAST. CORP.
DAVENTRY. ENGLAND
See "When To Listen In" Column

CP5

49.34 meters

m. -11 p.

p.

6050 kc.

-B-

FEDERATION OF
LABOR
CHICAGO, ILL
Relays WCFL
Sunday 11:30 a. m. -9 p. m. and
Tues., Thurs.. Sat., 4 p. m. -12 m.

SOUTH

8

6025 kc.

CHICAGO

4:45 p. m.
Sun., only, 11:45 p. m-12:30
a. m., 8-10:30 a. m. and 12303

6080 kc.

-C

NEWTOWN SQUARE, PA.
Relays WCAU. Philadelphia

VE9BJ

49.26 m eters
-B-SAINT JOHN, N. B., CAN.
7-8:30 P. m.

.8-

HJ3ABF 6100 kc. * W3XAL

47.81 meters
BOGOTA, COLOMBIA
P. 0. Box 317
12 -1:30 p. m. -7 -11 p. m.
exc. Sunday
Wed. and Sat. 6 -11 p. m.

Tues. and

CANADA
Sunday 11:30 a.m. -8 p. m.
Monday -Wednesday 2 -11 p. m.
Thursday 3 p. m. -12 m.;
Saturday 7 a. m. -12 m.

kc. * W9XAA
ZGE 6080
-B49.34 meters

-B-

47.5 meters
DOMINGO, DOMINICAN

6275 kc.

48.86 meters
WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC
MFG. CO.
PITTSBURGH, PA.
Relays HD KA
4:30 p. m. -1 a. m.

CORP.,

46.14 meters
MANIZAI.ES. COL.

-B-

49.22 meters
BOWMANVILLE, ONTARIO,

6090 kc.

*W8XK

RW72 6120 kc.

6611 kc.

-B

B-

p.m.

AFRICA

Calls ships, evenings

B-

8-1030

49 meters
IAC B JOHANNESBURG,

6650 kc.

B

CANADA

CARACAS, VENEZUELA
Generally 4:00-10:00 P. m.

B

P.

*CJRO 6095 kc. * VE9GW

meters

MAN..

-B-

44.41 meters
LAWRENCEVILLE, N. J.

-C-

P.

KEL 6140 kc.

43.70 meters
BOLINAS, CALIF.
Tests irregularly

P.

49.18 meters
DOWNERS GROVE. ILL.
Relays WENR, Chicago
DaiM except Sat., 4:30 -8:00
p. m.; 9:30 p. m. -2 a. m.; Sun.,
4.304
m.; 9
m. -2 a. m.

P. m.

8 p.m. -12 m.; Sun.

43.45 meters
RUGBY, ENGLAND
Calls N.Y.C., evening

-C-

-B-

WINNIPEG.,

*W9XF 6060
kc.
W3XAU 5853 kc.
-B.
49.50 meters

-8-

kc. *YV3RC
GDS 6150
B48.78 meters

6905 kc.

-C-

7:40.9:40

kc.
EAR110 6150
-B48.78

6977 kc.
-8-

HI1 A 6100 kc.

47.84 meters
243 SANTIAGO,
DOMINICAN REP.
11:40 a. m. -1:40 P. m.

P. 0. BOX

417

BANDOENG, JAVA
Daily, exc. Fri., 4:30.5:30 a. m.

P.

HCJB

B

73 meters
QUITO, ECUADOR
7:14.10:15 p. m., except Monday

4098 kc.
C

WND

73.21 meters
HIALEAH. FLORIDA
Calls Bahama Isles

m.

HJ2ABA

51.02 meters
TUNJA. COL.
p.
m., 7:30 -10
1 -2

4107 kc.

3600 kc.
-B-

CT2AJ

83.5 meters
PONTA

p.

m.

DELGADA,
SAO MIGUEL. AZORES
Wed. and Sat. 5 -7 p. m.
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POLICE RADIO ALARM STATIONS
CGZ

CJW
CJZ
KGHG
KGHK
KGHM
KGHO

Vancouver, B. C.
St. Johns, N. B.
Verdeen, Que.
Las Vegas, Nev.
Palo Alto, Cal.

Reno, Nev.
Des Moines, Iowa

2452
2416
2452
2474
1674
2474
1682

kc.
ke.
kc.
kc.
kc.
kc.
kc.

Santa Ana, Cal.
Whittier, Cal.
Little Rock, Ark
Pasadena, Cal.
KG LX Albuquerque, N. M.
KGOZ Cedar Rapids, Iowa
KGPA Seattle, Wash.
KGHX
KGHY
KGHZ
KGJX

2430
1712
2406
1712
2414
2466
2414

kc.

kc.
kc.
kc.
kc.
kc.
kc.

KGI'B
KGPC
KGPD
KGPE
KGPG
KGPH

Minneapolis, Minn,
St. Louis, Mo.
San Francisco, Cal.
Kansas City, Mo.
Vallejo, Cal.
Oklahoma City, Okla.

2430
1706
1674
2422
2422
2450

kc.
kc.
kc.
kc.
kc.
kc.
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Short Wave Stations of the World
1712 kc.
2416 kc.
2414 kc.
1558 kc.
WEY
2466 kc.
KGPI
1712 kc.
KGPJ
2466 kc.
KGPK
1712 kc.
KGPL
1674 kc.
KGPM
2466 kc.
KGPN
2450 kc.
KGPO
2442 kc.
KGPP
2450 kc.
KGPQ
2414 kc.
KGPS
2406 kc.
KGPW
2442 kc.
KGPX
1574 kc.
KGPY
2450 kc.
KGPZ
2414 kc.
KGZA
1712 kc.
KGZB
2422 kc.
KGZC
2490 kc.
KGZD
2482 kc.
KGZE
2450 kc.
KGZF
2466 kc.
KGZG
2382 kc.
KGZH
2458 kc.
KGZI
2430 kc.
KGZJ
1712 kc.
KGZL
2414 kc.
KGZM
2414 kc.
KGZN
2414 kc.
KGZO
2450 kc.
KGZP
1712 kc.
KGZQ Waco, Tex.
2442 kc.
KGZR Salem, Ore.
2458 kc.
KGZS McAlester, Okla.
1674 kc.
KGZT Santa Cruz, Cal.
2490 kc.
KGZU Lincoln, Neb.
2458 kc.
KGZW Lubbock, Tex.
KGZX Albuquerque, N. Mex. 2414 kc.
1658 kc.
Berkeley, Cal.
KSW
1712 kc.
Dallas, Tex.
K VP
1558 kc.
WKDT Detroit, Mich.

VYR
VYW
WCK

Montreal, Can.
Winnipeg, Man.
Belle Island, Mich.
Boston, Mass.
Omaha, Neb.
Beaumont, Tex.
Sioux City, Iowa
Los Angeles, Cal.
San Jose, Cal.
Davenport, Iowa
Tulsa, Okla.
Portland, Ore.
Honolulu, T. H.
Bakersfield, Cal.
Salt Lake City, Utah
Denver, Colo.
Baton Rouge, La.
Wichita, Kans.
Fresno, Calif.
Houston, Tex.
Topeka, Kans.
San Diego, Cal.
San Antonio, Tex.
Chanute, Kans.
Des Moines, Iowa
Klamath Falls, Ore.
Wichita Falls. Tex.
Phoenix, Ariz.
Shreveport, La.
El Paso, Tex.
Tacoma, Wash.
Santa Barbara, Cal.
Coffeyville, Kans.

AIRPORT RADIO

Stations

FREQtiENCIES

3,147.5
3,162.5
3,172.5
3,182.5
2,906
3,072.5
3,088
2,720
2,732
4,110
3,127.5
3,222.5
3,232.5
3,257.6
3,447.5
3,457.5
3,467.5
3,485
2,640
2,644
2,612
2,636
3,467.5

2,922

3,322.5
5,122.5
5,572.5

(Blue Chain)
4,937.5
4,967.5

Day
Day
Day
Day
(Brown Chain)
6,510:
6,520:
6,530:
8,015:

4,917.5
5,602.5
5,612.5
5,632.5

4,740

WPDF
WPDG
WPDH
WPDI
WPDK
WPDL
WPDM
WPDN
WPDO
WPDP
WPDR
WPDS
WPDT
WPDU

WPDV
WPDW
WPDX
WPDY
WPDZ

WPEA
WPEB
WPEC
WPED

WPEE
WPEF

WPEG
WPEH
WPEI
WPEK
WPEL
WPEM
WPEP
WPES
2,946
2,986
2,748
4,745

5,652.5

1706 kc.
1666 kc.
1712 kc.
2442 kc.
Muskegon, Mich.
2430 kc.
Highland Park, Ill.
2442 kc.
Rding, Pa.
2442 kc.
Jaceaksonville, Fla.
2414 kc.
Baltimore, Md.
2414 kc.
Columbus, Ga.
1712 kc.
Hammond, Ind.
2430 kc.
Hackensack, N. J.
2470 kc.
Gary, Ind.
2382 kc.
Birmingham, Ala.
1712 kc.
Fairhaven, Mass.
2474 ke.
Knoxville, Tenn.
Clarksburg, W. Va. 2490 kc.
2474 kc.
Swathmore, Pa.
2470 kc.
Johnson City, Tenn.
2458 kc.
Ashev ill, Md .
2422 kc.
portlande, Me.
2466 kc.
Pawtucket, R. I.
2442 kc.
Palm Beach, Fla.
2442 kc.
Miami. Fla.
2466 kc.
WPGA Bay City, Mich.
2466 kc.
WPGB Port Huron, Mich.
WPGC S. Schenectady, N. Y. 1658 kc.
2458 kc.
WPGD Rockford, Ill.
1712 kc.
WPGF Providence, R. I.
1682 kc.
WPGG Findlay, Ohio
2414 ke.
WPGH Albany, N. Y.
2430 kc.
WPGI Portsmouth, Ohio
2414 kc.
WPGJ Utica, N. Y.
I.166 kc.
WPGK Cranston, R. I.
WPGL Binghampton, N. Y. 2442 kc.
2490 kc.
WPGN South Bend, Ind.
2490 kc.
WPGO Huntington, N. Y.

Lexington, Ky.
Northampton. Mas,.
Newton, Mass.

WPET
WPEW
WPFA
WPFC
WPFD
WPFE
WPFG
WPFH
WPFI
WPFJ
WPFK
WPFL
WPFM
WPFN
WPFO
WPFP
WPFQ
WPFR
WPFR
WPFU
WPFV
WPFX
WPFZ

2490
WPGS Mineola, N. Y.
1712
WPGU Boston, Mass.
2458
WRBH Cleveland, Ohio
2474
WRDQ Toledo, Ohio
WRDR Grosse Pt.Village, Mich. 2414
1666
WRDS E. Lansing. Mich.

5,582.5
5,592.6
5,662.5
4,952.5
5,672.5
5,692.5

only
only
only
only
3,005
2,854
5,377.5

6,540
6,550
6,560
8,016

2,870
3,082.5
2,648
3,082.5
5,375

5,375
5,405
5,692.5
6,570
6,580
8,015
16,240

ke.
kc.
kc.
kc.
kc.

kc.

TELEVISION

6,590
6,600

Stations

(Orange Chain)

AERONAUTICAL (AIRPORT)
(Red Chain)

1706 kc.
2442 kc.
2422 kc.
2414 kc.
1666 kc.
2414 kc.
1712 kc.
1712 kc.
1712 kc.
2442 kc.
2466 kc.
Flint, Mich.
2458 kc.
Youngstown, Ohio
2442 kc.
Richmond, Ind.
2430 kc.
Columbus, Ohio
2450 kc.
Milwaukee, Wis.
2442 kc.
Lansing. Mich.
2430 kc.
Dayton, Ohio
2382 kc.
Auburn, N. Y.
2458 kc.
Akron, Ohio
2474 kc.
Philadelphia, Pa.
2382 kc.
Rochester, N. Y.
2430 kc.
St. Paul, Minn.
2490 kc.
Kokomo, Ind.
1712 kc.
Pittsburgh, Pa.
2458 kc.
Charlotte, N. C.
2422 kc.
Washington, D. C.
2414 kc.
Detroit, Mich.
2414 kc.
Atlanta, Ga.
2490 kc.
Fort Wayne, Ind.
2382 kc.
Syracuse, N. Y.
Grand Rapids, Mich. 2442 kc.
2466 kc.
Memphis, Tenn.
1712 kc.
Arlington, Mass.
2450 kc.
New York, N. Y.
2450 kc.
New York, N. Y.
2450 kc.
New York, N. Y.
1712 kc.
Somerville, Mass.
1712 kc.
E. Providence, R. L
2430 kc.
New Orleans, La.
W. Bridgewater, Mass. 1666 kc.
2466 kc.
Woonsocket, R. I.
1712 kc.
Arlington. Mass.
2442 kc.
Saginaw, Mich.

WKDU Cincinnati, Ohio
WMDZ Indianapolis, Ind.
WMJ
Buffalo, N. Y.
WMO
Highland Park, Mich.
WMP Framingham, Mass.
WPDA Tulare, Cal.
WPDB Chicago, Ill.
WPDC Chicago, Ill.
WPDD Chicago. Ill.
WPDE Louisville, Ky.

8,220
12,330
16,440

various transport companies are assigned frequen-

The
cies for their use and each transport company's network
Is given a certain code color.

$20.00 PRIZE MONTHLY FOR

"BEST" 1 -TUBE SET

Or other short -wave set article accepted and published. Send diagram first or set if you prefer.
Sets must be sent PREPAID and should be
CAREFULLY PACKED in a WOODEN box!
The clotting date for each contest is sixty days
preceding date of issue (Nov. 1 for the Jan.
issue. etc.). In the event of a "tie" an equal
prize will be paid to each contestant so tying.
The judges will be the editors of SHORT WAVE
DenCRAFT. and George Shurt and Clifford E.board.
ton, who will also serve on the examining
Their findings will be final.
Address your entries to:

Editor,
SHORT WAVE CRAFT,
99 -101 Hudson St.,
New York City.

(Green Chain)
4.122.5

www.americanradiohistory.com

1600 -1700

kc.

176.5 -187.5 m.

W2XR -Long Island City, N. Y.
W8XAN- Jackson, Mich.
2000 -2100 ke.

142.9-150 m.

W9XAO- Chicago, Ill.
W6XAH- Bakersville, Cal.
W9XK -Iowa City, Iowa
2100 -2200 kc.

136.1 -142.9 m.

2200 -2300 kc.

130.4 -136.1 m.

W2XBS -New York, N. Y.
W6XS -Los Angeles, Calif.
W9XAP-Chicago, Ill.
W9XAK- Manhattan, Kans.

W9XAL-Kansas City, Mo.
2750 -2850 kc.
W9XG -W. Lafayette, Ind.
43,000- 46,000 kc.
48.500 -50,300 ke.
60.000- 80,000 kc.

105.3109.1
6.52 -5.98 m.
6.00 -6.20 m.
3.75 -5.00 m.

W9XD- Milwaukee, Wis.
W9XE- Marion, Ind.
W8XF- Pontiac, Mich.
W3XAD- Camden, N. J.

W2XR -Long Island City, N. Y.

W9XAT- Portable

W2XF-New York, N. Y.
W6XAO-Los Angeles, Calif.
W3XE- Philadelphia, Pa.
W2XAK-New York, N. Y.
W10XX-Portable and Mobile
W8XAN-Jackson, Mich.
W8XL-Cuyahoga, Heights, Ohio
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A Good

HONORARY MEMBERS
Dr. Lee de Forest

John L. Reinartz
D. E. Replogle
Hollis Baird
E. T. Somerset
Baron Manfred on Ardenne
Hugo Gernsback
Executive Secretary

Argument for Modified Code Test on 5 Meters

Editor, SHORT WAVE CRAFT:
Gentlemen:

TIIE discussion of code or no code for 3
meter work bas been long and voluminous.
So far, however, the main reasons advanced
have fallen in two general classes. One
Blass seems to say, "I do not know the code
and want to use a small transmitter," while
the second group seems to say, "/ know the
code and think everyone should."
The present test requires ten words per
minute code speed: this seems quite fast to
one first learning code, because he seems to
get to 6 or 7 words per minute and sticks
there for ages. This is un experience commou to all and very disheartening. however,
in the 160, $0, 40 and 20 meter bands very
few ever send that slow. These bands are
well populated and a signal in them goes
places and does things.
On 5 meters a signal does not go nearly
as far but gives quite an amount of pleasure
to the owner. If a meters was exclusively
populated and assigned to pl
work. a
code test might be readily dispensed with,
as it is today in the broadcast and police
bands, but since this is not so, a knowledge
of code is essential, if only to receive a request to change frequency slightly to avoid

interference.
However, the code test advocates in their
protests say that a meter transmission is in
the same state at 2011 meter work in 1:11Lí.
Very fine! In 1912 the code test was lire
words a minute. Then let there be special
5 meter licenses issued for use only in that
or higher frequency bands requiring only a
a words a minute code test. As the a letter
calls are pretty nearly used up and a 4 letter
call is rather bulky for consistent fast code

Get Your Button
The illustration herewith shows the beautiful
deign of the "Official"
Short Wave League button, which is available to
everyone who becomes a
member of the Short
Wave League.
The requirements for
joining the League are
explained in a booklet, copies of
will be mailed upon request. The
measures % inch in diameter and is
in enamel
colors-red, white, and

-3

419

which
button

inlaid

blue.

Please note that you can order your button AT ONCE -SHORT WAVE LEAGUE
supplies it at cost, the price, including the
mailing, being 35 cents. A solid gold button is furnished for $2.00 prepaid. Address
all communications to SHORT WAVE
LEAGUE, 99 -101 Hudson St., New York.

work, let the 4 or 5 letter
calls be assigned to this type
of license, thereby readily distinguishing the stations and
prevent "bootlegging" into the
higher code speed bands.
Yours truly.

J.

CALEB

l'un'gs.

He Wants Action!
Editor, SHORT WAVE ('u
I WISH to hay, solo''

t

tO

nay ,'u,acernitr_

Short l)llllr (rape

i

t!i.

meter "Ibdelesn
it is in any argument, there
will always be fellows on both
sides of the argument. I am

for the "l'tuieless Exam." below 6 meters and would like
to see sOIlle official action
taken toward putting it over.
Some weeks past I purchased your June issue of
SHORT WAVE CRAFT.

which

started me off in short wines.
I have built the "I)uu- Anll)lidyne" receiver with satisfactory results w,nsidering all
the "static interference' .lust
about in my back -yard: tl..

II

is in the form of the
street-ear line and para lldl to
that the Interurban line to

Qt a y.tack to `1 1laeti.ty KAS in
uileaiTot ety,`Ile.pqJat&, in 1P,e ilniteJ
Pt

8tátc. oPi_xtmetica. Lre Short
decte,I,

.John

î

a nlemgct

`20aur

eagut

Müller

of trie

Lave.

an Vitne.. witateor tgis cettificate to.
ran ofPictaPfy..aBnaJ u.tS J.teeenteJ to tga
a %ooe.

1-íctf.

te.c
Waukesha and Burlington.
and overhead about 70 feet to
100 feet, eight high tension
lines with 4.500 volts in each
line sulking a total of :l6,00i
volts, in addition to the two
This Is the handsome certificate that Is presented
electric lines.
FREE to n11 members; of the SHORT WAVE
Now about the argument.
LEAGUE. The full Pii.0 In 7'%" x Bib ",
Some day I would like to talk
See page 445 -how to obtain certificate.
to these amateurs in Muskegon, Elgin, Appleton, and
others in my locality here. I believe I could
it will be in my favor. So let's get this
learn the code, but how would the transmitsettled!
ting turn out? Then on the other hand I
WM. It. PFARR,
would enjoy it more to speak with these
\lilwaukee, Wis.
fellows than sit there and listen to dits and
dohs. Fellows who are interested in CV\'
can learn it anyway, if they want to, and no
3-meter fellows will disturb them. I have
40 Per Cent Flunk CODE TEST'
listened to some CVV signals and if they
IN A recent report received from the
were not QSA1 I would like to hear one that
Federal Communications Commission
is, even an amateur station located at \lusat
Washington, D. C., it is interesting to
kegon, Michigan, does a poor job in transnote that there are now 46,390 valid
mitting every once in a while, while other
amateur station licenses in existence.
stations in almost the saine baud come in
Particularly interesting, from the viewbetter, so I do not believe it to be my repoint of the proponents of the "No Cole
Test Below 6 Meters" argument. is the
ceiver. I would like to tell these fellows just
fact that of the 3.631 applicants for amawhat good amateurs they are. Most of these
teur station licenses during the last fiscal
fellows are OK on ('VV. but when they get to
year. forty per rent failed to pass the
phone transmitting phew! !
code test!
This test only required 1h
I suggest a vote from all fellows (includapplicant to receive at the low speed of
ing YI :s) reading about these arguments
to words per minute, and the failure of
forty per cent of the applicants to pose,
to send in their vote either "Pro" or "Con"
the code test, would seem to indicate
within two months time on a post -card or
that
it is not the simplest accomplishOfficial Voting Blank issued through SHORT
ment in the world to learn the code.
WAVE CRAFT tO clip and mail. Then you
will have the general opinion and I believe
!
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GANGING TOGGLE
SWITCHES

$5.00 PRIZE

NOVEL ANTENNA
CONDENSER

$5.00 FOR BEST
SHORT WAVE KINK

This antenna coupling arrangement
have found to work very well is nod,
front a one inch metal square (thin sheet
brass) mounted Ott an adjustable meta:
arm, so that it rests about one-eighth i
an inch from the grid winding of the
plug-in coil.
whin

i

11

NoLiN
COIL

METAL SQUARE

EROM (OIL

d

ARM

METAL

ANT

POST
ATE EDIA

'C. ti)
WINDING

PAGEL

Ii,.

I

The Editor will award a five dollar prize each month
for the best short -wave kink submitted by our readers. All other kinks accepted and published will be
paid for at regular space rates. Look over these
kinks" and they will give you some idea of what the
editors are looking for. Send a typewritten or ink
description, with sketch, of your favorite short -wave
kink to the "Kink" Editor, SHORT WAVE CRAFT.

PRIMARY WINDINi

--

It is frequently dedrable to gang two
or more toggle switches so that they can
Int. operated toms unc
lever or button.
'l'he accompanying sketch Moms mow to do
th:s in in slnlp:e and emrient manner. ,t
li c e of fiber or bakelite has hnitrl drilled
it at the proper points to come in eon-1 i wuh the knobs on the ends of the

r;tll

GRID
WINDÌUb

W00D

COWS METAL SO

Swat WI mown
sous REMOeED
to

fr'''

CONO

THAT ALI PARTS
APE
Teem COI.

METAL SOUARL

is

SLOT FOR

since the number of turns in the grid
windings decrease with the wave -length,
this manner of coupling automatically
varies atrordittaly a+ atit of the plug-in
coils is Inserted. This differs from an
equalizing condenser. which has to be
uge
t The exact position for the metal plate
in relation to tho grid winding of the
plug -in coil can best be determined by
eaperlmcut.- Rolind Mahan.

AD3aSTMLNT

aRASSTUa[

SCRs wwa
wteo

W

war*

car

Orr

SCREtr

CHEAP SHIELD CANS

In making this shield you must first
select a can suitable in size and shape to
cover the object you wish to shield. Then
measure the height of the object and allow
one -half inch for clearance. When meavurine this height on the can. allow spaces
for flaps. Cut out along this line and Mscant the top, then drill a half Inn-h hole
in the side for wino coining out of shield
from shielded objett. if a tube is being
shieldtsl It is neesary to drill a hole in
top just over the tube for veto Mahon; it also
serves to sue whether the tube is lighted
without removing the shield. The shield
is fastened to the base -board of the set
With screws or bolts. The shield may be
improve its appearance.
t
painted,
in
L.

burg.

COIL

M

INSULATION SCRAPER

the
Here's a bendy toi 1 use to serape
a very
insulation from wire, eut itoff does
the end of
good job of It ho. Break
huches
an old hack saw blade, about four
all
long, and wrap with une layer of tape the
but about an illrll on the end where
hole la. -Chas. watts.

This coil- eiuder makes ending four or
This toil
prong coils very easy.
winder is not hard to build and I am
stue it will help some fellows and I
The
think the sketch explains instlf.
lockets used are old tube sin-kets; the
four j rrrrr
socket is a sulipauel mount,
having four bolts for mounting Odell are
taken out. The other socket its a five
prong one, a baseboard mount with the
enacts and base taken off. This leaves
in the center
just a shell with a hole-!toward
Cookanti the the prong boles.

I finished myy short -wave set and found
hat I needed a neutralizing tool to ad'ust the compensating condenser in the
antenna circuit. I honed around and
and that I didn't have anv. so I dice
-tied to make one. 1 found a piece of
one -quarter inch copper tubing and a five
itch long piece of dowel. which would fit
Into the copper tubing. 1 rut off an inch
and a half of the tithing and sewed half neh slots in one end to fit (lie nut on the
mdenser. Then I wound thin copper wire
around this end and gave it a thin coat M
older to hold the slots in place I put
he dowel in the opposite end, and there
dw the toll that I wanted. -J. 1'. Sherian.
WIRE (DATED

WITH SOLDER)

COPPER
TURNG

L1

HACK -SAW

s.
WOMAN DOWEL

BLADE

®®SLOTS iN END
OF TURING

TAPE

BOTTOM PORTION OF
CAN WHEN MOUNTED

etc

2

CNUCKDRnI

z

THIS Wier

WIRES

Dig sANY
HOLK THESE
WIRES IN
OTHER HAND

orate lame

A veriometer placed In the antenna will
make signals Increase in loudness.

'COL
NUT ON CONDENSER

K

y

COONDENSER

pNEL

err

An excellent method of making twisted
leads is to take two Wires, twist them
together for about a half an inch or so.
and then put them In the chuck M an
ne
ordinary hand drill. ITT having so theme
turn the drill while you hold the two
loose ends, twisted filament leads. tightly
concan
be
thus
and
neatly
made
wound
structed. This method I-nn be used In
making wire cables.-Edward rurali,
RJGL;T.

This antenna has proven very satisfactory for five meters. It does not have to
be hang till a tree or rolled UP at e ro
Is a "time- saver ".
It
transmission
occupies a minimum of spare anti hat
The antenna cu Iproven very efficient.
slsts of a small steel rule of the trite that
rolls out straight when a button Is Pressed.
These may be purchased for a tumble] sum
at any hardware Pr "5 and le rent" store.
the
It should be secured
with
holee Ì `athet ase force f
the
button. As a voltage -fed Hertz aerial the
length .should be eight feet. With four
feet and a ground. the Marconi type may
be used. The length may he read directly
from the rule. .L slut in the top of the
ease allows the rule to rise vertically lu
the air. -5V. Holme.
h

BASE

/BAKELITE STRIP

II

ettleall

'

'QuEEZE

a

TUBING

ON BARELITE

RAT/

^

I

STRIP

tl

ANTI - CAPACITY
CONTROL

In most short -ware c1 using the regular atnnelnta condenser "Witty eapac.ty'
Interferes whenever the operator to about
to adjust it.
of
1 found by installing It at the back
it on the front
tin set and controlling
panel as shown in sketch, that this effect
Cut 2
Was eliminated.
o2 aipies tof tin
tubing

tielr

-

aft
serinshaft
Inch condenser
err
and solder; next cut a strip of bakelite
panel T' wide by the length desired to suit.
oil
tutting
The triter piece
ad a collar and is t
to nch
screw provided as shown. Squeeze tube
of
fiat on the bakelite strip with a pair
pliers at b -b in diagram. Attach control
Lu1isA. DHcureux.
knob and that's

TRANSMITTER LEAD-IN
"BOWLS"

Procure two stand -off insulators and reDrill a hole in the
we the hardware.
pane. Procure a long threaded
or other roil and pass this through
the Y Insulators anti window glass. Tighten
he asenilav by pulling nuts on end of
the shaft as shown. -E. B. Frye.

indow

CHUCDRILL

TWISTING FILAMENT
LEADS

A COMPACT ANTENNA
FOR 5 METERS

-it

hat.

W

VARIOMETER IMPROVES
TUNING

-

/WIRE HAM Teem
SaateED oBIICT

sleevebAl

AOi

o6E

i

five

NEUTRALIZING TOOL

rlet

1

sere)* as
sidewhe w t h
'sltt
guide" as shuns. -J. aL. Caruth, W3EUl.

For short -wave "fans" who haven't
long antenna,
space for
with titis circuishortI mod.
t
Wm. Waltman.

r

COIL WINDER

E

Ise, wait

toggle switch levers. A slot in the narrow
wrap beldnd the panel permits it t.

chid

HOLE FOR
VENT

son.

Out HAN,

RETAINING HOLES

lw.NOf

MAKING A MIDGET
CONDENSER

'

Swere

b

-DETAILS-

Remove the rheostat winding and cu
(hereof
two
mount it on
hole inmthed etlgerof
the insulated burr, then bend it down ove
the back of the rheostat. Solder the otite
are. The
you
plate to the arm, and there
plates should be set so that they can e
together without touching.-Retry Lim

1400

.

TOGOLE

ANOIIOUNInW,

/HOLD

CONTigL HANDLE ICLS

Go1Da SLOT

aAKeurE

NN.
SUaPN1EL

COLUMN

CONTROL HANDLE

PANEL

CONNECTING 2 PAIRS
PHONES

A convenient method of connecting two
pair of ear-phones to a set may be Improvised by the use of two double bindingposts, two wrests about % in. long. and
two phone cord tips. Thread the screws
into the binding pmts, remove the threads
front the other end. and insert into the
solder the bindlog posts
imple
n
theohsi-rtew and
arrangement for connecting two phones or
ne at 1.p aker. John F. Derr.
I

I

www.americanradiohistory.com

HANDY COIL RACK

My coils, too, have a habit of rolling off
the table and on the floor, so I stopped
this by making a rack of bakelite for them.
I cut out a piece of bakelite 7^ x 3 ^, then
taking the top off an old Grebe spring
saket, I used It as a template for locating
the holes and sparing them properly. If
a
ket -top is not handy, one can be
vade (rom cardboard easily. Two angles
bolted to the bakellto s rve as a mean
of fastening the rack tot the suie of th
table. Handiness and simplicity are the
two nude features of this rack. -Wm.
Fishback.
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SHORT WAVE QUESTION BOX
BROADCAST COIL FOR SHORTPaul Sawin, Sheridan, Wyoming.
(Q) Could you supply me with information on how to wind a broadcast coil for my
short -wave receiver. My receiver circuit is

EDITED BY
GEORGE W. SHUART, W2AMN

out of an old second harmonic set. The
sensitivity and selectivity iu all cases were
very poor. We believe you would be much
better off to build a more up -to -date set,
following some of the designs set forth in the
various issues of SHORT \VASE CaaFt'.

Pecause of the amount of work involved in
the drawing of diagrams and the compilation
of data, we are forced to charge 25c each for
letters that are answered directly through the
mail.
This fee includes only hand -drawn
schematic drawings.
We cannot furnish "pic-

one using two stages of audio, with a detector and two OIA's in the other two stages.
The tuning condensers are one 0-35 iunf.
trimmer condenser and one standard receiving type variable condenser from a 3-tube
Crosley "B.C." receiver.
(A) A broadcast coil for your receiver
should have approximately 1:91 turns of No.
30 enamelled copper wire for the grid coil
and 25 turns of the seine size wire for the
tickler. The spacing between the tickler
and grid coil should be approximately %
of an inch.

THE "19-TWINPLEX" RECEIVER
Frederick Miller, 3S Staiiiforai, Boston,

Mass.
(Q) Will you please publish a diagram
of a receiver using a 19 tube and four -prong
coils?
(A) The "19 Ttrinple.r" receiver has
proven to be one of the most popular sets
that we have described in quite some time.
Naturally, it would be quite popular with
the "beginner" because really only one tube
is used, while 2 -tube performance is obtained. We print herewith a diagram for
you, together with the values of the parts.
Coil data for this receiver can be obtained

ture- layouts" or -full- sized" working drawings.
Letters not accompanied by 25c will be answered in turn on this page. The 25c remittance may be made in the form of stamps or

coin.
Special problems involving considerable research will be quoted upon request. We cannot
offer opinions as to the relative merits of commercial instruments.
Correspondents are requested to write or print
their names and addresses clearly. Hundreds
of
letters remain unanswered because of incomplete
or illegible addresses.

"ALL- PURPOSE" RECEIVER

E. J. Villwock, Milwaukee. Wisc.
(Q) Will you please publish the dia-

could add an R.F. stage in the future. I
have a set of two -winding coils that I went
to tlse ill this receiver.
(A) A 2-tube receiver using a 57 and 70i
is printed on this page and it is One of the
most sensitive type of regenerative receiver,
that you etui build. . \u R.F. stage cali
easily be added at any time.

TRANSFORMER HEATS

Donald Pratt, Il:apursville, N. Y.
(Q) I have a transformer that I want
to light a ' tube from the 110 volt line
(A.('.). The voltage is a little too high on
the secondary winding
heats up so badly
I cannot use it. What could I use to obtain
the correct voltage
(A) If your transformer heats considerably there is DO method of eliminating this
trouble unless you wish to rewind the secondary with heavier wire. The voltage
could easily be cut down with the resistance
but due to the fact that the transformer
heats up there is little use of cuutinuing to
use it, because the wire is evidently not
heavy enough to carry the load of a 227 tube.

i

here is the C:agrnm of the "All-Purpose" receiver, which appeared In the
April, 1033 Issue.

gram of the "all -Purpose" Receiver which
used two type 31) tubes? The receiver was
recently published in the issue in which the
picture of the ()si illodyue was on the cover.
(A) The All-Purpose Receiver was very
popular with our readers und we are very
pleased to reprint the diagram for you. The
values for the parts are all given and you
should obtain excellent results with titis 2tube set.

:n

a

2 -TUBE RECEIVER DIAGRAM
Il. Aitkeuhead, 1124 Tuxedo Blvd., Webster Groves, Mo.
(Q) Would you be kind enough to print
selrctiVe:uul sensitive 2 -tube receiver using
57 regenerative detector and a 514 resis-

tance coupled audio amplifier, to which I

R.FC

2 -MEGS)

57

hose

has -e the diagram of the
Twinplex receiver.
by referring to the July, 1:134 issue of
19

SHORT \ \-.M.: CRAFT.

REVAMPING OLD SUPERHET

1). 1). Keller.

i

Would appreciate any information or data

you could give me.
(Al Due tu the design of the particular
receiver you have. we do mut believe it %you'd
be advisable for yon to make it into a shortwax .ct. Several of our friends have tried

tarn., c"ful ly
.

TWO STAGE AMPLIFIER
Ileury Limeys, 370 \Vebster Ave., Jersey
('ity, N. J.

/o Lotvndes County ERA,

Valdosta. (la.
(Q) I have one of the old "Itl'A'' 6-tube
superheterodyne sets, on the plate which appears on the front of the cabinet are the
words "recoud harmonic." JIy interest lies
in rebuilding this set into a short -wave unit.
For power supply, I have an ". \" and "B,.
eliminator which was used on a Kellogg set.

to make

u

shunt -w:nc

super

(QI Please publish in the Question Box
circuit of two stages of audio, using one
Phones are to be connected to the
first stage and a speaker to the second. If
the above is nut as gaud as using separate
audio tubes, such as two 56's, please ment'
it.
(A) We believe the two stage audio
amplifier shown in the diagram will work
much better than a single type 53 tube, using
one stage tuf resistance coupled audio. All
audio volume can be obtained from the two
type 56 tubes with transformer coupling.
a

53 tube.

2.5 MH.

0.1 MF.

35

MMF.

-it

56

500
MMF.

{

.25
MEG.

.5
MEG.

X

( 50,000
OHMS

Dingy un of n
1'.0l dala

2 -tube
At

o.$)
MEG.

B.

B-

X

160-250

V.

2.5V.-A.C.

receiver nosing 57 and 56
given in the .Inly Question Hoz. tulles.

'1 Ste

stage audio amplifier, showing the co n neet ions together with the values of the parts.
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When You Talk To A Ship At Sea
(Continued from page 391)
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reactance networks. The object of this time
delay panel is to give the voice -operated relay. which switches the transmitting and receiving circuits, time in which to operate
without cutting off the first and last syllables
of the words of a sentence which you have
just spoken. The N'ndas (which in radiophone language means "Voice Operated ilerice Anti-Ringing" (comprises in its elemental form a highly sensitive, specially
designed, polarized relay, which is so sensitive that it will operate on but one -half
milliampere. These relays can operate extremely fast and, in fact. do their work in
less titan a hundredth of a second. In the
time delay panel there are twenty groups of
time delay resistance -reactance networks,
each of which delays the speech one thou s;tndtit of a secnurl or twenty- thousandths
of a second for the whole group of twenty
units.
Suppose you have just finished n sentence
and are ready to listen to the person aboard
ship talk buck to you. As soon as you have
pronounced the last word or, in fact. a fraction of a second after that. thanks to the
time delay mechanism, the codas, or voice(The following description of the Vedas may help to
make Its action clearer and was written by one of the
A. T. 6 T. Co.. engineers.-Editor.)
"The voice-operated mechanism normally is set up to
permit voice frequencies to c. nie through from the radio
receiver, and prevent any of these frequencies from going
out to the radio transmitter.
"As soon as the subscriber on shore talks, Ills voice
operates the transmitting side of the Vedas and clears a
pathway to the radio transmitter. at the same time
blacking the pathway from the radio receiver. when
the subscriber stops talking the Vedas blocks the transmission path and permits the shore subscriber to hear
anything a' Ina from the radio reviser.
'tVtten the person aboard ship talks. the received
speech at New pork operate, the receiving side of the
shore Vedas to disable (bunk) the share transmitting
side and thus prevent reradl atlon from its radio trans

mitten.
:L certain amount of time is taken to operate the voice
operated mechanism. and while waiting for this operation syllables of speech might be clipped. The (time)
delay network prevents this by slowing the speech in Its
travel. sualcientty to penult the Vedas relay's no operate
and let the syllabi. slip through.

F
BANS
LINES

-

AMP
13MC
AMP

MDI

The map. above, shows round- the -world" route followed by
the S.V."Empress of Britain ": during this 55.1110 mile Journey
telephone calls were put through regularly to and from ship.
Diagram, right. shown line -up of short -wave receiver at -Ilse
laud station located at Forked River. N. J.

El

AMP

32

AMP a RECT
AUTO GAIN PONT

Ú

VARIOUS

ANTENNA
SYSTEMS

-ANTENNA
Sw TCMING
UNIT

EtCARRIER- OPERATED

.'- RECEIVER OUTPUT RELAY

operated relay. connects the circuit to the
receiving line coming in from the short -wave
receiving station at Forked River. simultaneously blocking off the transmitter circuit
at Ocean (:ate.
As soon as the last word of the sentence
on the incoming short -wave phone voice from
the ship hits been pronounced, the voice -operated relay switches the circuit so that your
next sentence or sentences will be transmitted.*
A most remarkable set -up of radio, telephone and electrical apparatus lias been
perfected by the coordination of many special engineers and physicists of the A. T. &
T. Company and its associated laboratory
and consulting staffs. Following the usual
telephone practice, the voice currents are

amplified along the line between New York
and the transmitting and receiving stations
proper. located at Ocean Gate and Forked
River, the vacuum-tube amplifiers serving to
boost the voice currents in order to compensate for electrical losses occurring along the
lines are located at Asbury Park. Such
amplifier or repeater stations are usually
located at [stints approximately fifty miles
apart on long distance telephone lines.

Transmitting and Receiving Stations
The accompanying photographs show the

appear m,. of the 20 ktv. transmitter located
at Ocean gate N 1 , and a special antenna

One of the photos
shows the appearance of the large 10 kw.
vacuum tubes used in the transmitter at
Ocean (bate. There are several antennas
erected at the transmitting station each
designed of the proper size for a certain frequency and wavelength and these can be
switched into service selectively in the
transmitter operating room.
The short -wave voice "signals" picked up
from ships at sea are intercepted on the
special short -wave aerials of the receiving
station at Forked River, N. J.
is used at this point.

Shore -Ship Traffic Available Haif -Way
Around the World
On the last "around- the -world" cruise of
the beautiful steamship Empress of Britain,
frequent radiophone contact tuas established
with radio stations of the A. T. & T. Company at San Francisco and New York,
which enabled more than 100 of her passengers to talk with friends und relatives in
every quarter of the U. S. and Canada. After
the Empress of Britain reached the vicinity
of Singapore. contact was established with
the A. T. & T. Company's powerful radio
transmitting and receiving stations located
at San Francisco. Remarkable as it may
seem. and considering that the ship had only
a L000 watt transmitter. these telephone
calls by wire and short wave radio were executed in fine order : there were -14) phone calls
to points in Ma.ss:whilsets and California.
Texas, Florida. Wisconsin, and other states
in this country, as well as Canada, while the
Empress of Britain was steaming along between Singapore and Hong Kong. Most of
these calls involved short-wave and wire
lphone c'irc'uits of 10.(111 miles and more in
ength. 13.11111 miles was the gap spanned
in one call put through between Ilalifax.
N. S.. across the American eontinent and the
Pacific (ocean to the Empress of Britain.
()ne kilowatt telephone short-wave transmitters are now carried by the S.R. Ber.
Conte de t aroic. The S.R. Leviathan carries a :10(1 watt transmitter: the R.R. Bremen. an S00 watt transmitter. while others
in the group of 21 ships equipped to carry
on ship -to -shore telephone service for its
passengers. have transmitters rated from
200 to 500 watts the R.R..11ajestic has n 2
kw. transmitter, as has also the Olympic.
For the longer distances, the frequencies
or wavelengths used about the middle of
August were as flllows l'or daylight transmission. average wavelength employed wits
22 to 3.1 meters: for night -time transmis (('outinaed on page 424)
:

A how e-.S resi now covered by the
"ship- shore" radiophone service of

the A. T. at T. ('o. A person anywhere
In the U. S. or Ilnsvnlinn Islands ran
talk to any one of SI ships now' plying the Atlantic. Left-Diagram of
the Vodns".
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A Barhain Bluff of 19t Paies

thatuií// SAVE YOU 111011EY
HIS AMAZING new 1935 Radio Catalog is the last word . . . the greatest
Bargain Book of Radio ever published by us or any other company. There

are more pages, more items listed, more nationally known lines, more
Specialized Departments. Over 50,000 items have been assembled in this
great 192 page book to make it the outstanding book of the Radio Industry.
There is a Special Department on the latest Broadcast and All -Wave Receivers from
2 to 10 tubes. You'll find an entirely new Department on REFRIGERATION
PARTS
and accessories
new money -making field for Servicemen. A whole section on
PUBLIC ADDRESS is the most complete and all- inclusive thing of its kind.
Then there is our matchless SPECIALIZED SHORT WAVE DEPARTMENT which in
itself is a complete catalog listing everything the Ham, Brasspounder and Experimenter will ever need. Sets, Kits. Transceivers. Pre -selectors, Converters, as well
as other Short Wave parts and accessories. Practically every nationally known
manufacturer is listed here. The complete list reads like a Who's Who of Radio
. .
.
and everything is at LOWEST WHOLESALE PRICES!
For 13 years the "WHOLESALE" Catalog has been the Serviceman's "Bible". Today
the greatest Radio Catalog ever printed -backed by the resources of the greatest
organization of its kind in the world -is yours for the asking. GET YOUR'S TODAY!

-a

Lufayetle "19" Transceiver
for 5 ni. Conlin unieation

ALL STAR S.W. KIT
Build it yourself! This revolutionary sensation in the Short Wave Field was designed by 8 leading manufacturers. All
of their experience in designing and manufacturing has gone to make this a Super het that outperforms anything of its kind!
Features that guarantee good foreign reception include: Continuous Band Spread.
10 to 600 Meter Tuning Range, 6 Tubes,
Pre- Adjusted Coils, etc.
Be sure to write for complete circuit

diagrams, parts list and data sheet
FREE!

-

Transceiver that really gets out and lets you
da things. One of the most powerful portable units
ever otrrtal In this ((lase.
l'sate
it pa in
in a D.D. ,,s((Illap.r. It has a J a.u,. outputtune
of
apprmx. 2 naps (about 10 tine.,
power of
dta In this (lass).
More than enough
Is t
for
speaker operation if
(heired.
The Lafayette "30"
Is similar to ahoce
except that R uses
type 3e tube .4 the
oscillator for transmitting e-titi tY a 33
pentode as modulator
prodding a strong
signal that is clearly
A new

btalne('

understoal.

Both models were
developed after research in both laboratory and geld. Entirely self- rnntallled.
Weight but 26 hrs.
complete with batteries.
Write for
complete Information.
AMMO

I

PVIIC'l
%/ace a/

430

W.PEACHTREEST..N.W.- ATLANTA. GA.

,

d Wate/íoude
NEW YORK. N.Y.

100 SIXTH AVENUE
Servinq the South and Southwest

t

1

Serving Northern New ease r
219 CENTRAL AVE..- NEWARK.N.J.

WHOLESALE RADIO SERVICE CO..
100 Sixth Ave.. Dept. SW -114, New York, N. Y.
I
Send nie your new 1935 twat allg No. 56.
ID Send me free data on the All Star Kit.
ID Send me free details on the Lafayette Transceiver. I

I

NAME

ADDRESS
CITY

STATE

I
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Talking To Ship At Sea

New

Presents

t('untinued ¡rum

An ideal form for Transmitter Inductances
Long Wave Receiver Inductances and numerous
other uses. Made of special low loss bakelite.
Bakelite body of coil form is 21/4" in diameter and
31/2" long. Winding space 31/4". Standard base to
fit either 4, 5 or 6 prong sockets. Eight ribs, extending VI", insure low loss air core windings. Top
of form has moulded grip ridge.
75c
No. 734-4 Prong
80c
No. 735-5 Prong
85c
No. 736-6 Prong
Transmitting
Chokes
Bud
Bud Socket Housing
especially for
of tube)
Scientific
Transmitters.
Instruments. Sound .tmpllaete. With this unit you
designed

Rau panel mounting
on

bate easy acres. to the tubes.
of

Made

cast

Aluminum.

very rugged iah construction.
Finished In Baked Krinkle
r h r e e mounting
Enamel.
housing securely
screw,
'

1

A uniformly built choke with unusually low
power loss and no transmission bands. Con-

panel

to

1- 5 /16 ".
I
depth
li s le l
et

wldlhHeight
Socket
"
diameter.

-I1

hole

g

C.
centers 1
No. 1121-Price

.60

S

Hy - Freq. R. F. ofChokes
high frequency
For all

types
receivers and low

powered transcontinuous our pie
Mounted on is,d stitite
Heavy strap leads permit
Core.
numerous ways of mounting. Extremely low distributed capacity.

M`

mitters.
winding.

Catalogue No.
Induct. M. H.

920
2.5

II.I

Dist. Cap. MMFD,
D. C. Rea. Ohms

Curt. Rating
Price

A

46
M. A. 125
65e

Listed above are 1,ut

All list prices shlmn
an ustton :.
f
direct to us

Way

922
5.5

923

924

8

60
100
80e

72
100

10
S
78
100

90c

$1.00

2

1

-

2.5

Ind.
2.85L1í.

5.3 51.11.

Price

Current D.C. lies.
AIMED 1000 M.A. 5 ohms
MSIFI) 500 M.A. 12.5 ohms

Dig. Cap.
1
1

$2.00
$1.75

the items in the complete BUD line. Write for New 1935 Catatogl
In this adyerttseueut are subject to 40'"r discount when purchase is made
jobber. If your jobb er cannot snake hipU parts, send your order
with your jobber's
jobber's uama and we will make shipment direct
nrith

SAID THE SAME

THING UNTIL
-

I

INC

TRE
1937
CLEVELAND, OH O

for YOUR PORTABLE
All drilled and
Beau I

ifui

crackle

Passed Code Exam. Easily

tIcketa are always given by a
machine, using a perforated
If there was a better
tape.

will

handle attached.

LINSTRUCTDGRRH

Like many others. I fooled away months trying to learn
the code from a Short wave Receiver, without making any
headway. Then I got i.se to the Instruetograpl, Automatic Cale Teacher, and in almost no time passed code
exam. easily. Don't be misled. Every Residence as well
as Extension Schools use a machine with a perforated
tape to teach their rases.
examinations
Commercial matYet Code phTeacher
and
Amateur

Over 50 "Foreign" Countries in ShortWave Net
Thanks to short wares and cleverly engineered and balanced telephone wire circuits
across the continents some fifty -three "for-

CHASSIS

GOT WISE TO THE

LCODE-CANT MAKE

ANY HEADWAY

No.

a few of

BUD RADIO
(1 GUESS I'M An
FAILURE AT THE

tinuous winding of six lateral wound tapered
sections; mounted on Isolantite core with
tapped hole on each end. Choke can be
mounted directly to metal panel or by the
metal mounting brackets furnished. All individual coil resonance and anti -resonance
points blocked by at least two other coils of
the series. permitting effective choking on all
high frequencies. Overall size, 2" wide by
31/4" long (less brackets).
No. 569 is recommended for use in plate circuits of high and low powered transmitters.
No. 568 is recommended for grid circuits.
Intermittent load 50% above rated current
capacity.
568
569

finish... $

2.95

also

make

We

chassis for any receiver. Send drawing or give complete dimensions for estimate.

KORROL MFG. CO., Inc.
232 GREENWICH ST.

Dept. S -I

I

NEW YORK CITY

way. the large schools and
Government would have It.

Provides Necessary
Code Practice

Write to

wanted-no

a noyance
the station
Intuned in and copying.
etructograph provides all the

when

trying

to

keep

TRY -MO for

FREE

No waiting for co le schedules
which you can seldom tune in
n

CIRCUIT DIAGRAM
AND PARTS LIST

vale practice needed to heron), a real operator. Instructions

accompanying

tgraph

tice

show

to the

how

best

Instrue-

A

to pracadvantage

just like an Instructor would
do. Failure impossible.

Terms as Low as 32 per Month

Anyone wishing to learn the code and qualify for Amateur
or Commercial exandnatleus, or it crease their speed to
the Standard of a real operate --should get an Instruenth.
Be con tograph without delay. (tent it for a month.
vineed it is the best way to learn the mile and become
a real operator.
If not, send it bark. Tents as low
Write for details NOW I
es $2.00 per month.

INSTRUCTOGRAPH COMPANY
912 Lakeside Place

Dept. SW-u
Chicago, Ill.

I

L

ALL-WAVE Superheterodyne
TILE

LATEST

RADIO

SENSATION

We can make immediate delivery of all

the necessary parts at the lowest prices.
Be sure to write us.

Try-Mo Radio Co., Inc.

858 Cortlandt St.
New York City
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lion 63 to 70 meters. It is interesting to note
that a different wavelength or frequency is
used to carry the voice to the ship than that
employed to transmit the voice from the ship
For example, if 63 meters was the wavelength used to transmit from the Ocean Gate
station to the ship at a given time, the ship
used a wavelength of 70 meters to shore. At
the shorter distances another but similar
schedule of wavelengths is used.
You will probably assume that the transmitting and receiving apparatus aboard the
ship is an exact copy of that used at the land
station, but this is not the case, as the ship's
set is not equipped with the time delay or
roice- operated relay (Vedas). The telephone set used by the person aboard ship
has two wires connected to its microphone
and these connect direct with the radiophone transmitter in the ships radio cabin.
The two wires corning from the receiver
connect with the ships radio telephone service rreeiring set. Aboard ship two distinct
aerials are used, one for the transmitter and
one for the receiver. When the ship's passenger is listening to your conversation from
the land station, an automatic relay cuts off
the ship's carrier wave and, as soon as he
speaks, the relay puts the carrier on the
transmitting antenna.
On nearly all of the 21 ships sailing the
Atlantic and fitted for ship -shore radio telephone service, the passenger makes or takes
the call in a special', fitted cabin set aside
for the purpose. On the Empress of Britain
the passenger may call from his stateroom.
As in the case of various point -to-point
transoceanic short -wave radio -phone circuits
operated daily by the A. T. & T. Company,
and now available to the publie, the wavelengths used at different times of the day
or night. anti especially during the changes
of the seasons. are selected and changed in
accordance with the best results obtained.
These frequency or wavelength changes follow roughly a regular schedule, being shorter
at one season of the year and longer at another. all of the important points such as
quality and strength of speech received, variations in strength due to a magnetic storm,
sun -spots and other cosmic phenomena.

GIANT PLUGIN COIL FORM
and

le

pag/r

eign" countries are now available to the
Bell telephone subscriber. A man may call
from Sedalia, Mo., and ask to be put in
telephone communication with a person in
the Philippine or Hawaiian Islands, Dutch
East Indies, and vitrions locations in Europe, Africa. and Australia, or important
centers in South America, ships -at -sea, as
well as most of the Central American countries. In other words, short wares, plus
wire phone circuits, now slake 92 per cent of
the world's telephones available to you.
It is almost unbelievable to think for u
moment that today shore -to -ship service is
available to any telephone subscriber in the
U. S., Canada, Cuba and Mexico, as well as
those in other countries, mid this service is
now offered to four islands in the Hawaiian
group. ID other words, a person can put
through a telephone call from Honolulu by
short wares to San Francisco, thence by
wire to New York, by wire to Ocean Gate;
and then by short wares to a ship practically
anywhere in the Atlantic. The same person
could also, of course, be switched on to the
short-wave link to London and talk through
the London station to any one in the British
Isles or in most of Continental Europe. The
same call may he switched from New York
on to the Central American, Bermuda
or South American circuits.
The following ships are now equipped
with radio telephone for public service:
Albert Boutin, Deutschland, Hamburg, Neut
York, Monarch of Bermuda, Queen of Bermuda, Bremen, Columbus, Europa, Homeric,
Majestic, Olympic, Empress of Britain, Hex,
Conte di Naroia, Letiathan,.4quitania, Caledonia, Isle cue France, ltesolrtte, Berengaria.
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Fun With 5 -Meter
Trans-Ceivers
(Continued from

NOW! The Fultone V

page 410)

Sensational New Five -in-Three Set
6F7
76
12A7

anyway and a knob permits quick scanning
of the entire five -meter band.
The three tubes in the Lafayette Transceiver actually do the work of five. Tubes
VI and \'3 are both type 19 double triodes,
V2 a type 30. The four switches marked S
are all part of a single four -pole, two -position unit; the points marked T represent
the transmit position ; the points It the
receive position. The variable resistor Itl,
which acts as volume control, is combined
with the filament switch SW. Cl, 111 and
S are the only variable instruments in the
whole transceiver.
The coil marked Ll looks a bit peculiar.
It consists of two turns of 1/4-inch copper
tubing about 2 inches in diameter, with a
split length of insulated flexible wire inside. The tubing acts as the plate coil, the
inside wire as the grid coil, of a simple push pull oscillator. The close coupling between
the two coils makes this a powerful oscil-

Here Is Your Ideal Short Wave Receiver

I

II-THREE

e

roue In with

h

functioning,

IV -HIGHEST GRADE

audio output

V -EASY TO BUILD!

Ye / 5
$I275

THE FAMOUS 12.500 MILE TWO TUBE SET-THE GREATEST SHORT WAVE VALUE
TODAY! Available Both in Battery Model and AC Model. In keeping with our policy of
giving you the best for the lowest price we are maintaining the price
of these well known kits at
spll./l5

nections. The writer has obtained his best
results with a quarter -wave antenna consisting of a four -foot length of aluminum
tubing, fitted at one end with a threaded
brass insert that screws directly to one of
An eight -foot
the stand -off insulators.
half -wave antenna has also been found good.
The four -foot tube is convenient because it
is shorter. It is especially valuable in a car
in motion, as it whips around less.
For power supply, dry batteries are used
throughout. Two standard No. 6 dry cells
light the filaments. Three 45 -volt B batteries energize the plates. A 71/2 volt C
battery furnishes bias for V2. A separate
41/4 volt C battery is used for microphone
current, one of the switch sections opening
this circuit when the transceiver is in the
receive position. A single set of batteries
has withstood two months of experimental
service, and still seems to be all right.
As for actual results -the writer worked
more than 10 miles "blind ", between 100
Gth Ave., New York, and outlying sections
of the city. Some of the contacts were made
with stations apparently blanketed by steel
buildings. In fact, one QSO was accomplished with this transceiver on the fifth
floor of a 17 -story steel building, and the
other station about three miles uptown

tiring. you this two tube Ell complete with metal chassis and panel. already drilled. Hatnruarlund
tuning
condenser, KK vernier dial, set of four colis -15 to
meters. erery nemvurry part, etc Complete de.oiled Instruction- $4.45.
Teo Sylvania to or 56 Tubes -$1.25
AC -DC ALL ELECTRIC MODEL
Aro you going to nnstruct any of are
Iescribed tit
No power pack needed, complete
magazine?
agazine? If esoo. you will surely e ua our special
kit
'list
using
best gratis parts..$5.95
for that set
parts
A clear tabulation of all the
$4.45

Are You a Set Builder
l

Any Kit on this page

-

* *THE

Fastest Way
to Learn
Fascinating;

Easy,
Be

The

a

New

Good

TELEPLEX

mica.
mica.

Assembled

-

Wired and Tested
Dept

primary trans-

T2, T3-Class B, A.F. transformers.
VI, VS -Type 19 tubes.
V9 -Tuns RO tunes

i

CODE

Op!

w

TELEPLEX COMPANY

NFW YORK.

N.

York City

142- Lbert

foreman

tr
.*See

t

$195

aroadcasts,
police, amateur. airplane. dc..
sdirect: Thousands now s
use.
Owners report reception of Foreign Stations with amazing volume. works on two Inexpensive batteries. Not a toy! RESULTS

Code

COnTLANIII ..T.

$1.25

A real powerful long
and SHORT WAVE
Radio Receiver that
foreign gets local and

MASTER

Teaching Machine la
exactly what thou aands a r e looking
for. Itas taught cuele
to n ore operators in
past ten years than other systems.
No experience nesslesl. Ideal for beginners -steps
run w.p.m. for all nos.
Teleplex dew itet merely
show
you
role
Is rude: You actually
HEAR the dots and dashes. any speed you want.
You learn code the way youll be using it -by
SOUND! TelcrIex also sends back to you: imuse with any other system.
F R E E
' - :Note Cede Course included.
extra charge. Used by U. S.
BOOT(
Arovy. Navy, I{.C.A., A.T.AT.Co.
u..1 others.
nrr cost, easy terms. Money -back Guarantee. Send now for booklet S. 23. no obligation.
i'..stcant wit ,I...
-a

-

7r

HOME OF FOUR STAR SE RVI!CE

-it

megohm,

$1.25
$ .75

DEPOSIT REQUIRED

I

n

GUARANTEED!

n

R2 -5.000 ohms.
R3- 200,000 ohms.
R4 -1.6 ohms.

$1.75

625 meters
Complete antenna kit

LEARN BY EAR
to

37e

Cabinet for either model....$1.00
Set of twin broadcast coils. 200gig

1-IARRISON RADIO CO

mf. mica.
C5 -.004 mf. mica.
C6 -.0005 mf, mica.

former.

Three Sylvania

Send Now!!
No
Obligation!
(Mention title. page. and month)

ceiver

LI -Tank coil as described.
TlSpecial Lafayette double

m

specified
verified parts with our low wholesale Prices and also a
of lass expensive substitutes that will function perfectly. You can order One part or the entire
kit and
save money,

Parts List for the "Lafayette" Trans-

R1-1

THE PRICE IS LOW!

v

mit position it is a mike gain control.
Two binding posts are provided on the
top of the case for antenna or feeder con-

C4- ,00025

PARTS USED! FOOLPROOF!

Two drawings are supplied). One is a echematic diagram for the advanced) constructor. The
other is a large picture diagram, no clear that the beginner in radio can construct the set
with ease. The price is so low it will au are you.
VinyY
wo want tom
make it
for
you. no matter what your means, to own the set. and thrill at the finest In Radio. possible
The Orlro
of the complete kit (less only the accessories listed below)
Set of Three Matched Sylvania Tubes
$2.20
-SPECIAL COMBINATION OFFER
Attractive Metal Cabinet with Hinged Lid
$1.25
Complete Kit. Tubes, Speaker,
Special Loud Speaker
$1.45
Cabinet and B.C. Coils
Two Coils, 200.625 Meters, Makes Set All -Wave $1.25

class B modulator. The secondary of T3
is switched from the phones to the plates of
1-3, so T3 is now the modulation transformer. Sinople again. isn't it?
In the receive position It1 is a volume
control on the received signals. In the trans-

midget.

MEANING REAL DX!

By careful selection, we have placed In this set the finest parts necessary. Ample leeway has been allowed in all
components so as to Insure long life. The filter c
tensors are rated at double the voltage needed; all other
condensers are rated at front 300 to 500 volts. A large vender dial is used to provide easy eure tuning.
tuning condenser is stur.iy, smooth action. Finest grade bakellte Insulation Is used throughout. A heavy The
metal chassis and panel Is supplied with every kit, with all holes already drilled. Four rolls covering from all
15
to 2110 Dieters; in fact every necessary part down to hook -up wire and the last nut and screw is suppned. Included with this are detailed wiring instructions and large drawings.

comes a microphone coupling transformer.
\'2 is now a speech amplifier, and V3 a

-15

wallop!

The well -known 12.500 mile circuit newts no introduction to short wave fans. It is notable for its high sensitivity and volume. This circuit is the heart of the Fultone V, and it is here that the skill of the design
really counts. By careful design emoted with sufficient simplicity to make this the ALL -FAN see, the engineer
Fultone
V is finding its way Into the "shack" of every S.W. listener and amateur.
By actual testa. the results obtained)
from the Fultone V have been demonstrated to be far .superior to those from sets casting more
than
twice
price. The circuit has been so denlarled that control of regeneration Ls stm adh over tinee en tire tuning range tics
it
WW1
no dead slots or bumps; variation of the regeneration does not shift then tuning.
A station once picked up will
always reappear at the same dial setting. No longer need you hunk with envy at nmititube sets costing
a email
fortune. The Fultone V places real world -wide reception within the means of every
radio listener.

stage, the output transformer T3 operating
the earphones. Simple, isn't it?
Now switch to the transmit position, and
the sanie parts act altogether differently.
V1 becomes a push -pull oscillator. Primary
P2 of transformer Tl is cut in, and T1 be-

C1
mmf.
C2 -.002 mf.
C3 -.002 mf.

a

III-FUNDAMENTAL 12,500 MILE CIRCUIT!

nets as an ordinary amplifying transformer,
working into V2 as first audio stage. V2 in
turn feeds into T2 and V3 which act together as a complete class

TUBES DO THE WORK OF FIVE!
LOUD SPEAKER VOLUME!

A marvel of engineering skill, three tubes bave been used to give the results of fee powerful modem tubes. Acre's
how It is done -Ihe 6F7 tune contains a rathosle.. ix grids and two
plates. Fire grids and a plate aro used
the first R.F. pentode. The remaining grid and plate are the detector
tube. Itigh gain system of coupling is
used between these tubes. The 76 In the powerful first A. F. amplifier. The 12A7 contains
two .sections
envelope. Une sert mont in the stood A. F. Power pentode output tube. The other is the power rectifierin one
tube.
Here's the line up- First R.F.- detector -first A.F.-second A.F.- rectifier. Nin wonder the distant stationna

Tube V1 now acts as a self -quenching super regenerative detector, with C4 -113 as the
grid condenser leak combination. Trans-

Tl, with primary Pl

The FULTONE V Combines
Every Worth While Feature Known!
-ALL ELECTRIC! A.C. -D.C.! HUM FREE! ENTIRELY SELF CONTAINED!

The Fultone V priced at $6.95 represents an indisputable value. It requires no batteries or outside
park.
being entirely self -contained. Plug in directly to any A.C. or D.C., 110 volt outlet and It is ready power
to operate.
The speaker compartment at the right end of the set takes our special speaker priced at $1.45. If
wish
you
you
may also use headphones fur which convenient provision has been made.
Perfect filtering has been provided so
that all hou is eliminated. Clear, crisp reception is only one of the features!

lator indeed.
Let us throw the changeover switch to
the receiver position and see what happens.
former
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Ace construction kits have all necessary parts mounted
on attractive metal chassis and panel. ell ready for wiring. Clear picture diagrams. Wire It yourself. ICs easy.
Range 15 to Guo meters.
Complete Kits, with cullONE TUBE KIT. $1.95
TWO TUBE, $2.65
ALL ELECTRIC 105 -125 Volt AC -DC two -tube house
current set. No batteries oeededl Complete Kit..83.65
Kits wired. 75e extra. Tubes. Me ea. Double phones. $1.25
OIIlEIt NOWI Send $1, balance C.O.U.. or if fu'.I reutttance with order, we pay postage. Free literature.
Larme color map of the World. Valuable
Short Wave data. etc.! Send IOe for

FREE!!

Y.

1619

handling. NOW!

!

ACE RADIO LABORATORIES
Broadway
Dept. C -11
New York City
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Power Supplies

Meters

FOR PHONE
D.C. Volts
600
600
750
750

Nu.
1

2
3

1000

Mills

Rectifiers

150
170

2 -81s
2 -81s

170

2 -866
2 -866

175

2

150

Price
$

9.00
11.00
15.00
17.50

21.00

-806

Fine Chassis

Transmitters

MODEL T-6, 10 WATTS -Steel Chassis Type
Uses 2 UX 245 tubes. the output being 10 watts,
Less
and is furnished with Readrite Millmeter.
Price
$7.00
power or tubes.

When designing his type of transmitter the

new RCA 501 tube was used. The elements
of the tube proved to be equal to approxinhltvly one foot of line. In other words
subtract one foot from a half of the wavelength on which you intend to work. For
2.5 meters the line will be 36 inches long.
This shows that the shortest wavelength at
which this tube will function properly in the
circuit described is 1.23 meters. Incidentally
you will be surprised at the amount of R,Nt%
generated by it transmitter of this type on
1.23 meters. Other types of tubes will require slightly different lengths of external
line which will have to be determined experimentally.
Other types suggested and which are best

with Triplett Mill-

meter. Less power
or tubes.
Price
$15.50

MODEL T-8, 40
WATTS
Uses 2 830 tubes.
the output being
40 watts, and is

furnished wit h
Triplett Millmeter.
Less

power

; the addition of another tube
only incurs additional losses in the circuit
using open Hues. Theoretically the lines having both ends open must be u half wave long.
However this is not possible with the present -day tube construction, because the grid
and plate of the vacuum tube actually b'comes part of the line. Special tubes will no
doubt be released in the near future. The
match between the external part of the line
and the tube is not perfect by any means,
but the dimensions given are a fair compromise.

is ideal

New 801 Type Tube Used

MODEL T-7, 30
WATTS
Uses 2 UX 210
tubes, the output
being 30 watts.
and is furnished

tubes.

(Continued from page 399)
!flitter

or

$17.95
WOODEN

DOWEL

Stamp for
Catalog covering
complete Amateur
Send

Transmitting
equipment.

SECTIONAL

VIEW OF
SPACER AND CLAMP

CORPORATION Charlotte, Michigan. U. S. A.
The GENERAL ENGINEERING
SALES CO.. 44 W. 18th St.. New York City; ALLIED RADIO CORP., Chicago;
Alm Distributed

by AMERICAN
RADOLEK COMPANY. Chicago:

INC

BURSTEIN- APPLEBEE CO.. Kansas City. Mo.

* THOR SHORT WAVE WINNERS *
The Ever Popular
the June "Short
Wave Craft" Prize.
Thousands of letters received
since praising the circuit. l'w.frms the choice of exp.,.
Complete kit of highest guar
parts, including Short Wave
Cods. Short Wave 4 Tube A.C.
RGH4won

"

$10.95
With

f

fui h
Dynamic Speaker.

$12.95

simple operation.
Specially constructed chassis aid
Cadmium plated panel with Cothh:
shaped reverses for inter-changeable oas le esaible from the front

MARVELOUS
SELF. T WIRE.
SELECITVITY.
EASY TO WIRE.

$

95

DYNAMIC
SPEAKER

TUBE A.C.

RECEIVER

FREE
KITS SHIPPED REDI-

Kits Mounted

IT'S

$2.50
EXTRA

FREE

MOUNTED FOR EASY WIRING
A CINCH TO RITILD IT-YOU CAN'T GO WRONG

THOR'S BARGAIN BASEMENT
New York City
Dept. S

167 Greem% kit Street

FREE TECHNICAL DATA

MAIL ORDERS FILLED

WHEN CHOOSING

A RADIO

SCHOOL

tat
e,

ea it/.1,1,1
is an institution

-igs
ars

ulzed as an important factor
in the radio industry.
Whether elementary radio prinjoies
Or Advanced
subjects..
std applications or pram irai
radio engineering. RCA Instltutea is prepared to give you
the Instruction you need.
RESIDENT SCHOOLS NEW YORK AND CHICAGO
with modern standard equipment
EXTENSION COURSES FOR HOME STUDY
under convenient "no obligation" plan.
Illustrated Catalog on Request.

Vest Pocket
SOLDERING IRON

75

Details of 2.5

n

eter Trnnsndtter.

,oited are the 12A. 171, 2O1A, 243 and the
2111.
The 51.0, of cot rse. is very fine for the
higher powered "l'ig' . the use of which will
require a line slightly longer than the abovementioned types.

Referring to the p autograph we find that
the voltage curve of the line has been plotted
with the transmitter.
and photographed
Starting at the end If the line we find that
of
11'g1
voltage. As we prowe have a point
ceed down the copper tubes we have a decrease in voltage. t titil we reach n point
where the curve crosses the line; this is a
point of mininnun v dtage and the distance
between this !stint and the end of the line is
exactly one -quarter of the !weave -lngth on
which the transmitter is operating. At
this point the grid return and the plate voltage lends are connected, through the small
R.F. chokes. This makes it easy to check
the wave- length ; it can he done with a yard
stick. The length of the antenna is also
is just twine
governed by this distance

this long for

a

-it

half -w,tve radiator.

Construction Hints

.

R.C.A. INSTITUTES, Inc.

FIT FOR TUBE
PINS

Rob Heraog' s latent Short Wave
Unique in design.
sensation.
Makes roil hanging a speedy.

RGH5
5

FLATTEN ENDS
OF TUBES ENOUGH
TO OBTAIN A WEDGE

GOTHIC RGH 5

ritip
eire
SENSATIONAL

METHOD

Smallest good Iron now on the market. Will do the
work of inns twice Its size. Only 10 Inches long.
44 inch in diameter.
By using the highest grade
elements. It heats up In half the time of ordinary
Irons. Guaranteed to give satisfaction or money back.
We issue no catalog an this item.
Enclose $1.20 and iron will be sent postpaid In U. S.
10c extra In Canada.

GOLD

SHIELD

PRODUCTS

98 Park Place. S.W., New

CO.

York

Dept. SW -34

Varlet St.. New Vert -1154 Merchandise Mart, Chicago

www.americanradiohistory.com

Construction of the transmitter is not at
all difficult. The drawing shows how the
ends of the 1/4 inch dia. copper tubes are
squeezed together in order that they will
push on the plate and grid pins of the
vacuum tube. This eliminates long connecting leads from the line to the tube connections. The mounting which supports the
inch dia. dowel
oscillator consists of a
stick 30 inches long, set Into a wood base-

SHORT WAVE CRAFT for NOVEMBER, 1934
board of 1 inch thick stock, six inches square.
Two 14 inch bakelite rods are doweled into
the wood upright to hold the line and tube
firmly. The drawing also shows the formation of the two bakelite clamps which are
fastened to the ends of the 1/4 inch rods.
The vacuum tithe hangs in an upside-down
position :und two small Clips are used to
make the filament connections. Other details can be gotten from the drawings.
The two small R.F. chokes are made by
winding number 28 enameled wire on a 5
meg. resistor form. The spacing between
turns is equal to the diameter of the wire.
The resistor should be wound full of wire.
Use a resistor having an isolautite or porcelain body.
The grid -leak used is 15,000 ohms and the
Idate voltage should not exceed 300 for the
u11 tube. The plate current will be 100
milliamperes with nornull antenna coupling.
Iligher plate currents will damage the tubes.
Ilther tubes of the receiving types will require correspondingly lower plate voltages
and currents.
The antenna is n half-wave long and the
feeder should be connected to a point having
a distance from the center equal to oneeighth its total length ; the length of the
feeder is not important. Tap the feeder to
a point on the plate side of the line either
-ide of the IL F. choke. This connection
:hound be slid up and down the copper tube
until a point is reached where normal plate
current exists, the value of which will be
het ween 80 and 14111 milliamperes, In order
to change frequency the length of the line
will have to be changed. It is suggested
that those interested should choose the 2,5
meter band, because if some harms are operating on 2 and some on 2.5 meters, there is
little chance of working each other because
some will be out of the tuning range of the
other's receiver. Get organ'' ed on these high
frivpiencies and worthwhile developments
are sure to follow. A recommended power
supply and modulator are shown in the
drawings.

1- Transmitter

Parts List

mounting (see text).
-Lengths 1,1 inch copper tubing (see text).
-Special ILF. chokes Isou. text).
1- 15.0011 ohm grid -leak Il)hmitel,
-77, ohm C.T. (center-taut resistor.
Ohu ne 1.
tube. 11.('.A.- Radiotron.

1

1

-s4Il

1
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BEST Shwa Wtlu RecePtinh

Uu

Universal AC-DC
.S. -W. Receiver

Duo- Wonder

5 TUBE

S. -W. Receiver

T.R.F. A.C. Operated
Short -Wave Receiver

<`/
hum -free recent'.
QI.1KT,
KK
Tubes: '78. '43 and 257.1
Tunes from 15 to 550 meter,.
Complete Kit
57.95
Shielded Metal Cabinet. 1.00
Wired and Tested. extra. 2.00
Ill'.'. License,) Tubes.... 3.25
Bruno Broadcast Coll... .70

Tills

simple circuititwill gists
beginners a s p l e n d i d
course in radio construction

THIS

must modern short -w a.:
s extremely eMrient.
It all) receive eforeign station% with great consistency'.
The nbcs used are of the latent design
'58
It.F. stage for amplification, a '55 detector. two
3.t5á for the push -pull Stage and an '80 rectifier.
Kit of Parts with
Kit of RCA Resins Bruno roils517.95
e,1 [Wray
$2.95
Wired and tested.
Special Shielded
extra
2.00
)fetal Can
1.75

-a

REGENT

Tube A.C.

1

r

S -11' Receiver

A
In

CO51I'LETE receiver with built -

COVERS

dynamic speaker.

\sill tune from

15

the

it

u
Operation. Oses '19 tube.
of l'art,
RCA licensed tube
.88
Wired, extra
1.00
Ilroalcaal Coll
.39

54.95

"SCOUT"

Portable

AC-DC

Receiver

short-

wave range from 15
In 5.50 meters.
Como-tone is the first to n
the new '79

to

550 meters.
Tubes:
2- '58's. 1 -'SO and 12A5 power pentode

tube.
E x iromell light

Output.

In weight.

Complete Kit. with
speaker
S 11.50
Wired. extra
2.00
Modernistic Cabinet 1.50
RCA Licensed tubes 2.50
Itltl :NO Broadcast
cou
.79

Complete
Dept. S
New 192 Page S.W. and P.A.

NEW YORK CITY

Manual....

.50

$

Parta

Kit of

$1.95

Carrying Case
1.48
(RCA Licensed Tubes 2.25
Wired. extra
2.00

A NEW "TRIPLE THREAT" RADIO TOOL
THE

.:

Meter Set Works

2 -5
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S

Speaker

N

(font in,,eul from page 397)

A

PARTS

LIST FOR RECEIVER
1- Portable carrying
cam... see text for details.
Wholesale Radio.
-6 mmf. variable condenser (large condenser
1

cut down),
mmf. variable condenser. National.
--100 mmf. condenser, mica. Aerovox.
1 -.004 mt. condenser.
Aerovox.
-.005 mf. condenser. Aerovox.
1 -.1
re. condenser. Aerovox.
1 -.01 mf. condenser.
Aerovox.
1 -15 mf, 25 volt, electrolytic condenser.
Aerovox.
1 -.5 meg. grid -leak.
Ohmite.
1 -500 ohm resistor.
Ohmite.
I -- 25,000 ohm resistor.
Ohmite.
250,000 ohm potentiometer. Electrad.
1 -3:1 ratio audio transformer.
Thordarson.
1-30 henry output choke.
1 -5 prong Isolantite
socket. National.
1
prong wafer socket. Na -Aid.
-2.5 m.h. R.F. choke. National.
1-4 wire cable.
1 -Small
National vernier dial.
1

-15

I

1

.

E

R

2-

-5

1

1- Antenna
1

1

-56
-76

ground terminal strip.
or 2A5. RCA Radiotron Sylvania) .
or 41. RCA Radiotron ( Sylvanias.
I

No. 93

IT MAY

(Patent Pending)

BE

USED AS

"Deep Sea" Electric
Clip 'l'r.t runt Savo 11lay be made wüh ruse. deep in the recesses of a radio
chassis with no danger ofTest
short circuits. You can reach spots you never thought
of resetting before without
tearing
2. An Eectric Contact nProdll -The cll
may be used to make quick prod contacts. Or better atilt -clip
Snapper on the ground cinvli p ¡t prod
with another.
3. A Rly ee
the Snapper
up small screws and nuts or other olds and ends that may accidently be dropped Inn In arreg to
Tile long tube is of Insulating
ing steel el, and is fitted with
spring contact jaws on the tar end. The jaws are
by
S E N
e push
S I . 0 0
f the thumb on the near ern
while the Rat two I For Two Snappers DPostpaid
-2 I. Boxlingers bray on the round fibre washer.
Red and
Slack
The cordn or wire test lend is quickly and easily connected
I
(Snappers are furnished in Iced and In
under the insulated knob binding Met on the near end.
The use of one of each color is
NOTE! Don't co fuse the Snapper with mere retrievem. I Black.
ggevted to tistimmintt the leads.)
Tile Snapper is a retrieser and test -prod only
inridentalb. It
MUELLER ELECTRIC CO.
Is primarily denigmed es an elongatal. Insulated
elevtrie test I 1585 E. 31st Street. Cleveland, Ohlo.
clip, and as smelt. Is In a class by Itself. It is designed
be I Gentlemen:
the radio man's constant eonlpatdon and his most useful totool.
1
enclose S
for which please
me
Snappers Iat 5ov
MUELLER ELECTRIC
eo net). Postpaid.
each
Factory-1583 East 31st St.. Cleveland. Ohio.
I
NAME
Registered Cable Address: "Mueller, Cievela.dohlo ".
ADDRESS
Pacific Coast Warehouse -50 Hawthorne St.. San Francisco.
Calif.
In Canada -W. H. Cooper 8. Co., 104 Adelaide St., E.,
My Jobber Ix
Toronto.
A

------

1

I

H E I N I E

J

O H N S O N

Winner of the
First Short Wave Scout Trophy
Tells How to Build
"A S.-W. Receiver in a BOOK"
In the Next Issue!

CO.

www.americanradiohistory.com
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IMPROVE YOUR SHORT WAVE
RECEPTION

i

15.200

Wired
chassis,
complete
with tubes and speaker $33.62
Kit form, complete with
tubes, speaker and blue

Just eotlllert
dlreetly to the Aerial
and Ground post
of your present renet

which connects di-

rectly to the 110
volt A.C. or D.C. Line. Just tine pre- seleetor own two stage supers have been looking for to
duce image response to n minimum. Booster 1e
L coed in a beautiful crackle finished cabinet with
h:,gad top for easy changtmg of plug-in mils.

eof

$9.00
$1.95
$1.50
88.50

Booster with coils
Tubes -6D6 and 25Z5
Cabinet and Chassis
Broadcast Model

$29.88

Five tube net with separate power pack
Now
Formerly
Wired set with coils
$10.00
$12.00
Power Pack
84.98
$ 6.00
Tubes
$ 2.50
$3.00
Speaker
$ 3.00
$2.25

on iy

s u

$34.00
$30.00

15.200 METERS

booster has Its own

newer

Now

$25.88
Supertone Band Spread Receiver
print

for greatly
improved reception
oft all bands. This

all

METERS

Formerly
Wired model in cabinet,
complete with tubes and
speaker
$37.37

coiner and you are

I

PLUG -IN COiLS FOR SHORT WAVE
4
4
o

RECEIVERS-15 -200 Meters
Set of Four $1.00
$1.00
"
. " " $1.25

Prong A.0
Prong Battery
Prong A.l'.

SUPERTONE PRODUCTS CORP.
33
Hooper Street,

Brooklyn, N. Y.

Dept. S-1 1,

A new service !

on in,ni
SHORT -WAVE KITS

Emil
our technical staff will choose from this magazine
witch, in its expert opinion, are the best all around
rats, These reeeiner, will then be worked into complete kits which we
will present to you each month on this page. The idea Is the same
as tho 'Took-of-the-Muth" club. where the literary books pub ll.bed during a single month are reviewed by a group of competent
judges and only the best submitted to Its members.. In this manner
luu are assured of getting only "the cream of the crop." The same
is true of our new short -wave kit service.
Each month. therefore, will and Meted on this page a new series
of carefully selected kits. Rach kit will be accompanied by the
mga'ino in whiell ft's article appeared. Prices will be skimmed to
the bone, bringing these selected kits within the reach of all shortwave fans. These prices, however, will be guaranteed for only one
month. After that time they ',centric subject to change without
!naive. depending upon general market traditions.
those reenters

m

The "MONOCOIL 2"

-

-

Featured in Aug. Short Have Craft

No Plug -in Coils

The ultimate in short wave radio has arThe elimination of the "immortal"
plug-in coil system. The "31,1,0-coIi 2" Int
only does this but goes further. Its call and
...itch arrangement is so simply constructed
that thereaare turactieatly no il. V. losses.
It does not have the tremendous band coverage of from 15 to 200 inters but rather specializes in the foreign broadcast band, of from 19
to 45 meters and naturally when a receiver is
c,ust coot nl In such a highly s ped alined umunrr,

rived.

IT MIST BE

(101)1).

A

,mere

turn of the

Itch nn the front panel will instantly change
the cireuil to receive either the 19 to 25, 25 to
:11
.r 49 meter bands.
The kit includes everything to construct the
set. Only the tube socket holes are drilled in
the chassis to keep the cost down. The chassis
is male of soft aluminum, and easily drilled
and machined.
Add $1.95 to price of kit if
ly drilled chassis is desired.
"plate
The receiver must be operatel with a power
pa k. Any good park deacering 2.5 volts for
tin . filaments and 250 es. for the plates will do.
The set !measures 9 -in. wide by 5 -in. deep by
7.111. high.
Shipping weight 7zllits.
No.
E
eMi
Kitt 2"
Shat Wave Receiver Kit, less 4k
M
s

10.90

YOUR

PRICE

By M. HARVEY GERNSBACK

Superba Seven Tube Superheterodyne

Can be added to
any short -wave receiver from a 1 tube
battery net to a 10
tube superhet. No
rewiring of your
'et
Is
necessary.
i

When to Listen In

SPECIAL SALE!

SUPERTONE BOOSTER

POPULAR
The " MONOCOIL 4"
SHORT -WAVE -No Plug-in Coils
In construction and operation. this
SET KITS
receiver is very similar to the "Mono-

E2141
2 -tube 12.500
2 -volt /Merle Receiver
less tubes.
Wt. 5 lbs.
YOUR PRICE
1414,71
No. E2144 3 -Tube 2 -Volt
Doerie Signal Gripper Kit,
Wt. 7 lbs.
Less tubes.
YOUR PRICE .. 511.51
No. E2175 Electrified
Tube 12,5110 Mile Dorrlo

No.

mile

..

Hit.

Coil 2" described at the left. However,
having an additional tube as well as an
additional tuned circuit, It baa lots more

"wallop."

No plug -in coils of any kind are used.
And furthermore, instead of crowding
the interesting international broaalcaat
band on only a few scalo divisions of the
dial (as Is Mato with most of the onllnary short -wave receivers), this set takes
that same band anti spreads It over the
Receiver Kit, less tubes. entire scale of the tuning dial making
Wt. 5 lbs.
for simple, pleasant tuning.
YOUR PRICE .... 59.24
This receiver will work anywhere that
No. E2178 Electrified 3- 110 volts is available -l10 volts either
Tube Deeri. Signal Gripper A.C. or D.C., 25 or 60 cycles.
lbs.
Kit. less tribes. Wt. 7
Tile chassis is drilled for tube sockets
YOUR PRICE
813.74 only in order to !teen the price down. It
No. E2147 Osnlllodyne 1- Is made of soft aluminum and is very
Tube Wonder Set Kit. less easily drilled and machined. Add $1.95
to price if completely drilled chassis is
tubes. Wt. 4 lbs.
YOUR PRICE .... $16.34 desired.
Revolver measures 01fg° wide by S"
No. E308 Famous 19 Ifni- deep by 7" high. Ship. wt. 12 lbs.
mount Twinplex Kit, including single headele e No. E -502 Mono-coil 3
02
Receiver ]Wit
and plug-in c oil. less tube. Noon

.

Ship. wt. 6 lbs..
YOUR PRICE ....

The ADVANCED "19" TWINPLEX

5494

Kit.

less tubes,

YOUR PRICE

Featured in Sept. Short Wave Craft

Featured in Sept. Short !rave Craft
2 TUBES GIVES 3 -TUBE PERFORMANCE
This receiver Is a 2 -volt job that requires but two No. 6 dry cells
for the filaments and three 45 volt "B" batteries for the plate supply.
.1 set of these batteries will last a long thune even with frequent
use-that's bow economical it is to operate this Ttvinp:ex receiver.
The kit includes everything necessary to build the reciter. The
chassis is drilled only for socket holes In order to cut down the cost
.1
of the kit. It Is made of aluminum and Is easily dril r.l
chilled. Add $1.95 U you desire to have a completely den
rh
'Yule, 1 -19 and 1 -34. Shipping weight. 12 lbs.
No. E -500 Advanced "19" Tmlvinplex Short Wave
Kit. leas tubes. Shipping wt. 12 lbs.
YOUR PRICE

Daylight Time
May we again advise listeners that daylight saving time ended for the U. S. and
Canada on about the last Sunday in September, and that many American and Canadian stations shifted their schedules to one
hour later in standard time.

Germany Plans More Stations
Tile German short wave station has a
new unit in construction which will soon
be on the air on any one of 6 different
waves. Germany will then have 3 transmitters on simultaneously. The now wavelengths and calls to be used (in addition to
the present waves and call letters) are :
DJ\I, 6079 kc., 49.35 met.
DJ N, 9540 kc., 31.45 met.
(\'e have reports of these 2 waves already
being used for testing.)
DJO, 117t)í kc., 25.43 met.
DJ P, 11855 ke 25.31 met.
DJQ, 1:12140 kc., 19.03 met.
DJ R, 15340 kc., 19.511 stet.
The new transmitter will be used in conjunction with special directional antennae
for increasing the area served by the present
German S -W station. The new station will
be in operation, it is hoped, by the end of
this year. The power of the transmitter is
50 kw. During the past month the German
station has operated 3 stations at once
every evening (using the old wavelengths,
however). From 5:30 -9:15 p.m. every evening DJA, DJC and DJD have broadcasted
simultaneously. It is apparent that the new
plant will soon be in operation. Probably
the new aerial arrangements have not been
completed. For October the evening broadcast to North America will probably take
place on DJD and DJC from about G :30-11
p.m. The other transmissions from the
German stations are to be found in the station list.

Lima, Peru
There is a new station in Lima, Pent,
which broadcasts nearly every evening. The
wave used is 38.30 or 31.0 met. There seems
to be a conflict about the call letters. One
report gives OCN and another OA4AC. It
is possible that both are correct. OA4AC is
probably the call employed when the station
Is engaged in amateur traffic, while OCN
is used for broadcast work.

Australia
VK2ME at Sydney (9590 kc.) broadcasts
every Sunday in October from 12::30 -2:31),
4 :30-S :30 and 9 :30-11 :30 (all a.m.) ; in
November the schedule is: Sundays, 1 -3,
4:30 -8:30, and 9 -11 (all a.m.).
VK3LR, at Melbourne on 0580 ke.,
broadcasts daily except Sunday from 3-8
a.m.

Verifications
May we remind listeners that the RCA
stations at Rocky Point, N. Y.; New
Brunswick, N. J.; Bolinas, Cal., and Kabuki'. 11:twaii, will not verify reception reports. In accordance with federal laws they
will send the writer a polite letter quoting
the law as regards the maintenance of
secrecy concerning any communications
overheard by the listener and stating that it
is therefore impossible to verify. The American Tel. & Tel. Co. stations at Lawrenceville and Ocean Gate, N. J.; Hialeah, Fla.;
and Dixon, Cal., follow the same procedure.
It is therefore useless to write to these stations for a specific verification.

Japan

In addition to the J \'3I mentioned last
mouth there is a whole group of JV- stations
at Nazaki, Japan. These stations are primarily for commercial service to all parts
of the world but are used for broadcast service frequently. For checking purposes we
list all the JV's and their wavelengths.
J VA-18010 kc.-15.80 met.- Service to
Europe.
to
.1 Vlt- 181íN1 ke. -10.49 met.- Service
D.E.I. and Phil. Is.

r
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RADIO TRADING CO.
101A Hudson St., N. Y. C.
www.americanradiohistory.com
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J VC-16050 kc. -15.69 met. -Inland and
to Hongkong.
JVD -15560 kc. -18.91 met. -Inland and
to 1211í11t1.
JVE- 15660 kc. -19.16 met.

*JVF -15620 kc. -19.21

-

niet.- Inland

'PÁ1.

E
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.... -12275 kc. -24.44 met. -Hongkong.
.... -12155 ke. 24.6S met.- Inland and

Drop

Hongkong.

-12020 ke.- 24.96 met.- China.
JVL- 116(X0 ke. -25.73 nlet.*JV11- 10740 kc.- 227.93 met.
*JVN- 1001X0 kt. -25.14 met. -U. S. A.
JVO- 10375 kc.- 28,92 met. -Manchuria.
.TVI'- 7510 ke.- 39.95 met. -Europe.
JVQ- 7470 ke.-}4).16 met. -D. E. I.
JVR- 7390 kc. -40.60 met. -Iuland and
Hongkong.
J VS- 6990 kt.- 12.92 met.- Inland and

-

"." 356 BROADWAY, ALBANY N.T.

Announcing the New Peerless 30 Watt Phone-CW Transmitter
us a
card for detailed description and new
low prices.

special

s

$16.25

PEERLESS MONITOR
PEERLESS WAVEMETER
PEERLESS CRYSTAL OVEN
PEERLESS CRYSTAL OVEN (les,,
try st al)
H'rlte In for descriptive bulletlus

kt.- 44.44 met.-V. S. A.
5790 ke. -51.81 met.- Inland and

Precision apparatus,

Manchuria.
JVV- 5731) ke.-7.2.36 met.- Inland.
Those marked with an asterisk (
have
been reported frequently.

)

ed.

$10.95

CRYSTALS

$9.35
6.25
8.25

un

6.50
abuse

HAMS!

TAKE NOTICE!

The biggest buy in the r,u1Ry on Weston slightly
used but perfect model 301 mill lameters, range.
U -.t. 10,
50. IOU. 130. 200, 250, 'tlm. 500 udl I.
.t I1 recalibrated with new scales. EACH...
$3.69
Thousands of other type meters in stork. including laboratory, haul, and expert mental models.
Ilrop us a card for lowest quotations.

'l.

PEERLESS Poo-.

oamd anywhere
in the 50 or 160
mteed accurate
of .l of 1%. Complete won 1lL
i
ed Bakelite lust proof adjustable holder. ONLY
$2.75
.t crystal complete with Peerless Precision type
plug -In mounts vial crystal holder. each
$3.60
i

PEERLESS crystal

000kc.

5.50

Finished Oscillating blank
I'nflnlshtsl blank, each

1.60
1.00
molded Bakelite adjustable dustprnd
crystal holder, mteh
.74
Saute type. But plug -In. each
1.05
Peerless l'onmtenI al plug-in precision crystal
holder, each
1.29

WE JUST RECEIVED

ANOTHER BATCH OF
NAVY 5- \Totten, so rush your orders
today- SPECIAL -While they last- $I.00.

CG -1162
its

IF YOU HAVE NOT ALREADY RECEIVED OUR RED HOT BULLETINS.
RUSH YOUR REQUEST IN
TO US -HERE ARE OUR LATEST HOT BUYS ON THE
NEWEST PEERLESS ROUND -THE -WORLD
RECEIVERS!
Kit Lam. wired anti tested.
rrrrhvs 1 -tube ISlarkhatvá
$3.89
34.89
Irerlets 2 -tube Junior Itemiser
.
Peerless 2 -tubo Loudspeaker Receiver
7.95

Bombay.

Rome
12R0 at Rome, as listeners have no doubt
observed, has not been on the air since early
June. It is reported that the station is be-

8.95
Professional Receiver
9.50
10.95
AC -DC ltei-etver new tubes
ordinary
24.50
Let us also quote you on the latest National and Bammarlund Recei ers.
CABLE ADDRESS: "UNCLEDAVE"
INCLUDE 20% DEPOSIT WITH C.O.D. ORDERS
WRITE IN FOR OUR
l'ecrlese

Ieerless

3 -1ube
4 -tube

NEW HAM CATALOG-JUST OFF THE PRESS!

ing rebuilt.

UNCLE DAVE'S
RADIO SHACK
356 BROADWAY lllltl'.II.N

PHI

TRADE SOLICITED

PHI at Huizen, Rolland, is now back on
its winter wave of 25.57 met. or 11730 kc.

Long Distance Phone:

W2XE
The schedule of W2XE in N. Y. C. for the
winter is 11 a.m. -1 p.m. on 15270 ke.. :1-5

.1

ALBANY, N. Y.

-571fi

SLIDE RULES
Midget

p.m. on 11830 kc. and 6 -11 p.m. on 6120 kc.

5

in

1

. e
Circular Type:

Prices

Metal 4" Dia.
Price $1.50

W3XAL

The schedule of W3XAI, is as follows
Daily 10 a.m. -4 p.m. on 17 7SO ke. and on
Monday, Wednesday and Saturday from

Down
Buy
Now!

Case 50c extra

:

1.23.= ?V50.41=

1.24=

on 6100 ke.

broadcast stations in this country. The
object is for experimental work in high fidelity transmissions.
Although these stations are not really
S -W stations (they operate just below the
regular broadcast band from 1530 -1590 ke.)
they are interesting because the average
all wave or short wave receiver will pick
them up. All are rated for 1 kw. power.
WOXAI-Bakersfield, Cal., 1550 kc., 193.5
meters.
WOXBY- Kansas City, Mo., 1530 kc.,
196.1 meters.
W2XR -Long Island City, N. Y., 1550 kc.,
193.5 meters.
W1XBS- Waterbury, Conn., 1530 kc.,
196.1 meters.

I

Peerless

Bombay
The new Bombay station WITH is operating on Wednesday and Saturday from 11
a.m.-12 :30 p.m. The transmitter, despite
all reports otherwise, is definitely located at
Kirkee (not Durkee), India, 120 miles from

High Fidelity Stations

!

PEERLESS RADIOPHONE TRANSMITTER. cornett.
clot icrophone. tubes, cad Ilalnuteter, ready to plug
into 1IO v. 60 cycle LC supply
$36.50
Above xmitter, tryst al control with ¡tal
ground to
your frequency In 160 meter band
$41.25
PEERLESS JUNIOR TRANSMITTER, comp. with
tube., power
pow
supply. 40 -meter
m
rolls. wired and testONLY

PRECISION APPARATUS

011ín .9.

WBXAL
W8XAL at Cincinnati, Ohio (6060 kc.),
broadcasts from 7:30 n.m. to S p.m. and
from 11 p.m. till 2 or 3 n.m. daily. When
Daventry, England, returns to the 49 meter
band on GSA (6050 kc.) this fall from 6-8
p.m. WBXAL, will probably repent its courteous gesture of last winter and sign off at O
p.m. to enable American listeners to enjoy
good reception of GSA.
The operators of WSXAT, are to be congratulated for their consideration.

u.s.A.

1

PEERLESS SENIOR TRANSMITTER.
comps. with
power supply.
ply. two 245 tubes. an 53 tube.
mo`y'
approx. 30 watts Output, wire.l std

675(

By September 15 the several new experimental broadcast stations should be on the
air in the U. S. A. These stations are
authorized to transmit a frequency range
twice as great as the ordinary long wave

gni

RADIO
bAvi s SHACK

IONAL

(Dutch East Indies.)

4:30 p.m. -1 a.m.

ONLY TMl

eMWBIHIwoEvLRYRAOIe

-1'.
-D.

JVTJVU-

AMATEUR SUPPLY BUYERS TRY TO

1111C0

e

and

to Manchuria.
JVG -14910 kc. -20.12 met. -Europe.
JVH-14600 kc. _0.55 omet- Europe.
-11.r}0 kc. -20M3 uzet.
S. A.
JVI -13560 ke. 22.12 met.
E. I.
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T

T

Tan R °5'= T
Cot 79%°= ?
4

e'll: =T=

Log 66.25

?

6% of 145.9 =?
5.16
+1.78 =?

-g

Soten easily all these and dozens of other mathematical problems without pencil and paper-by
means of the Midget Slide Rule. This role sakes
any problem in multiplication. division. addition.
subtraction. and proportion. It also gives roots and
powers of numbers. The "Trio" scales give the
slurs. cosines, tangents and cotangents of all angles: also logs of numbers. Adds and subtracts
fractions. Approved by colleges.
10" Ola.. 27" Seale "Special" Rule. $3.00.

TYPE BC-3 MOUNTED CRYSTALS
Me Band
7.0, 3.5
1.7

¡'rice

$ .00

Printed on white bris
toi board: Size 514"x
11 ". Fhery short wave

Wave Type

Prepaid

sir-(

rule. It will answer
melt
questions as:
What Is Inductance of
roll one inch In diameter. winding two

IOKC

$3.95

$4.90
5.80

4.80

Prices

alrnurst.

butors of amateur equipment and manufactured
under NRA.

BLILEY ELECTRIC COMPANY

CET

the

Erie. Pa.

WORLD

International SW3A
Wide Short Wave
Receiver

F.NCRT4

per -

se

lurid
eleperity and volume,

What winding length
C.

I

wllhln:

+

Bliley Crystals are sold at al progressive distri-

inches long and haying 30 turns per inch?
S.

0

$5.90
6.80

5Ko

ON THIS FAMOUS

"coo- dImensiuis slide

of No. 21
wire must

$7.50
8.40

+

IKe

236 Union Station Bldg.

re+T

and
radio
student
must have this inductance. capacity. and

to specified frequency

Frq.

your choice from Ilstributor's stock.
Crystal, uauufactured hetwcrn 211 Kra and 15 31es.

Multiplies and Divides. but has no "Trig" Scales.

RADIO Slide Rule -Short

Supplied
Exact

ALL ELECTRIC
WITH SPEAKER

C.

be put on
form two Imties In
diameter. to obtain an Inductance of 100 microltenrles? To what N
frequency and wavelength will 35 mierohenry
tune with a 50 most. condenser?
a

-_

Cron

NEW! "OHM'S LAW" CALCULATOR
Solves All Problems of Voltage, Current
and Resistance. Price
$1.00 Prepaid

DATAPRINT CO., Box

322. Ramsey, N. J.

COMPLETELY
ASSEMBLED
Ehe Including coils L,
c
from 14.'_1

meters. BUILT IN POWER SUoPPveLrY.
SPEAKER and large diagram
Extra for wiring
ass Band Coll, 200-590M
$1.7755
Set of mntrhed AItCTitltt'S Tubes 2.25
168

v

56.75

EXPERIMENTAL RADIO LABS
Washington St. Dept. SWC -II New York,

N. Y.
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* TWO SHORT WAVE STARS

Broadcast Pick Up Stations
Many broadcast stations arrange "on the
spot" broadcasts from out -of -the -way places
by using portable S -1V transmitters erected
at the point of interest. These portable
transmitters can operate on any of the following waves 1606. 1646, 1652, 2020, 2060,
2090, 2102, 2190, 2760, 2790 or 2830 kc.
In meters, 156.4, 182.2, 181.6, 148.5, 145.6,
143.5, 142.7, 137, 108.7, 107.5, and 106
meters.
:

Java
There are several new Javanese stations
in operation. All broadcast entertainment.
YDA is in Bandoeng on 49.02 meters;
YOB in Sourabayn Is on 49.117 meters;
YDB2 in Semarang is on 68.65 meters.
In Batavia there are 2 stations: I'K1KK
on 62 meters and I'K1AK on 40 meters.
l'K1AK works on Monday, Wednesday and
Friday from 4:30 -6:30 a.m. I'K1KK works
on Monday, Wednesday and Saturday from
7:30 -9:30 a.m. Another station in Sour abaya is PK:3GII on 60 meters. This station operates daily from 4:30 -ú :30 n.m. A
station of unknown call is located at L1tmpur and operates on 47 meters each Monday, Tuesday and Saturday from 4:30 -7:30

PRIZEWINNER

Alan Internationale
DC Power Supply
T.R.F. Circuit
AC
Front Panel PlugIn Colis
Available for 110 v. A.C. -D.C. e. W. 13- -200 me-

ters, also 220 v. A.C.- 1).C., 2 and 6 v. battery operation, four tubes 1 -6F7, 1 -74. 143. 1 2513. Completely shielded In black crackle, hinged cover, metal
cabinet.
Complete including 4 pairs of coils, 15 -200m
4.95
Bet Arcturus tubes
Complete Kit with Blueprints

$24.95
21.25

A.C. -D.C. S.W. (15 to 200 meters)
mnpietely self powered, latest type 77-43 and 2323
Tubes. Provision for Head Phones and Speaker.
Complete, less tube., In rich crackle- finish
pcabinet. Assembled, wired, tested, ready' to
lug in Including four coil.
512.95
Kit of RCA or Arcturus Tubes to match....
3.75
Complete Kit of parts, including 4 coils.... 10.55
Write for Free Catalog and Short Wave List.

ALAN RADIO CORP.,
CORTLANDT ST. Dept. IISC N. Y. CITY

83

Save time on Western shipments by buying from our
Pacifie Coast Branch.
1028 SOUTH OLIVE ST.. LOS ANGELES. CALIF.

tt.m,

Java time is 12 hours and 20 minutes
ahead of Eastern Standard.
l'N111'K at litmdoeng is now up on 85,943
meters from 4:3[1 -ú :34) a.m.

Schenectady

s

The winter schedule for W2XAF and
\V2XAD, which goes into effect on Sept. 30,
follows: R1XAII, daily 2:30 -3:30 p.m. ou
1t).5(3 meters ; 'tV2XAF (31.45 met.) daily
7 :25 -11 p.m. (Sundays till 12 midnight.)

Ie3!hcakcrs
JERSEY

ATI1ANTIC CITY, NEW

Winnipeg

On the Boardwalk'
°ilt c

The winter schedule of ('.1110 and ('JItX
14S.78 and 25.47 omet.) is as follows : Daily.
except Sunday S p.m. -12 midnight. Sundt:;
s -10:30 p.m.

Daventry

SITUATED DIRECTLY ON TILE
OCEANFRONT AND CONVENIENT
TO ALL PIERS AND AMUSEMENTS

$6

Daily

WITH MEALS
PRIVATE BATH

Per Person

the following schedule will
go into effect for the Daventry transmisTrans.
1:
sions.
On Oct. 7 the following schedule goes
into effect for the British stations: Trans.
Trans.
1- 2:15 -4:15 a.m. on GSD and GSB; nn.)
on
2 -6 -9:00 a.m. (Sun., 6:30 -9:00 a.
GSG and either GSF or GSE. Trans. 3On Oct. 7th

WITHOUT MEALS
PRIVATE BATH

3

9:15 -10:45 a.m. on GSF and GSE; 10:45
a.m :12:45 p.m. on GSE and GSB. Trans.
4 -1 -4 p.m. on GSD and GSB; 4 -5:45 p.m.
on GSB and either GSD or GSA. Trans.
5
-7 p.m. on GSC and either GSD or
GSA; 7 -8 p.m. on CSC and GSA.
(All time quoted is Eastern Standard)

Hot and Cold Sea Water in all Baths
GARAGE ATTACHED

EXCELLENT FOOD

HAVE YOU A
HEADACHE

RADIO OPERATING
RADIO SERVICING-

trying to and out where

you can obtain certain
parts that you need for
your short wave radio

Prepare for the new
Government Radio Operating License examinations. Radio Amateur Telegraph and
Telephone. Also Amateur Code. Day and
Evening Classes. Resident Courses.

your station?
worrying.
This is the '4inuse of
Srtop

\Illnun l'arts ",

will Quote our lowest prices.
Interesting literature mailed free.

needs and we

LEOTONE RADIO CO.

New York YMCA Schools
West 64th Street

63

Dept.

S

-II

NEW YORK CITY

SPECIAL
FOR THIS MONTH ONLY.

7x14,

16

5/64 Inch or 13 Gauge
7x10.
7x12.34e ;7x14.4 I e :7x16,49, :7x24,6bo.
These panels are a special lot at the ab ove Driers.
Longer and wid
wider at correspondingly low prices.
Add postage on 2 lbs. for each. We do not publisp a catalogue. Estimates gladly furnished on

29C

I

I

Radio parts for over

10

years.

99 -101 Hudson Street

BLAN THE RADIO MAN, Inc.
Dept.

S

New York.

N. Y.

Send $1.00 ($1.25 Canada
and foreign) and we will send you
SHORT WAVE CRAFT for Eight
months. DO IT NOW.

SHORT WAVE CRAFT

request.

Greenwich St.

DEY STREET

New York City

PAN ILLS
ALUMINUM
Gauge
-x12, 28c:
32e

177

a

where

can obtain
the
up to -date or any
obsolete part.
Send s a list of your
you

Write for
Booklet
6

-6

at

New York

Best Aerial for

"Europeans"

fle(' front page 398)
Asiatic reception, we run it from S.E. to
N.W. due to the directional effect of the
doublet being crosswise, or at right- angles
to the wire.
Using this aerial system and a National
FB7, plus two stages of added T.ILF.
(tuned radio frequency) we can ahsolutt'ly
guarantee to let visitors hear England,
France, Germany, Spain, and Italy daily,
while . Tapan, China, and Australia "roll in
sweet"!
It will he found that each set of coils
cover only about 10 to 15 meters, but since
the antenna is a complete circuit in itself,
you can insert a 9 turn coil in one side and
a 2 or ú turn coil in the other side, and
thereby cover that portion of the receiver
dialing not covered effectively by matched
coils. On some frequencies a single coil in
one side with the other side vacant, will be
effective you are then coupling the two
ends of the doublet through ground capacity
of the .00035 mf. condensers only. Tuning
will be very critical but the noise level will
be raised to a noticeable extent. At this
time the use of .00035 mf. condensers will
be more effective. Leave them open when
using matched coils in both sides.
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WE HAVE DECIDED
TO GO ALL THE WAY
'Comparison of Dielectrics
Power Factor
Insulator

Transparent Fused Quarts.
\'ictron AA
Ultra Steatite
Steatite

at

100 Ice
at 877 kc.
at -000 kc.
at 825 Ice.

.02ßo
.02ßa
.09

.18%

Isolantite

frequency not given

185%

at

Myeelex

100 kc.

at 100 kc.
.4%
Electrical Glass
at 100 kc.
.7%
Porcelain
3.6% frequency not given
Bakelite Grade XX
Taken from Vietron literature distributed at 1934
Annual I.R.E. Convention in Philadelphia.
outstanding value in
110111 an
To make our coil I
price and in efficiency we gave consideration to and anBut because
nounced coil forms in low -loss Bakelite.
of the sensational insulating qualities of VICTItON
"AA" we have decided to put this unusual material In
the first (highest frequency) roil of all of our S.W. coil
sets.
Not only ace they wOU1n1 011 VICTRON but the
windings are also axed In place with Liquid Vietron
for maintaining Its extremely low power factor dielectric constant-besides producing a tough, tenacious and
moistureproof film of extremely high surface resistivity.
Some coating mediums used In radio increase the coil's
distributed capacitance six -fold and have a 40% power
farmr while VII'TRON'S power factor Is only 0.01162
and its dielectric constant under 3. So that the extreme
efficiency of our Vl/'TRON coils will not be wasted we
have developed VICTRON tuning condensers. sockets,

coil selectors and chokes

shown below:
Mere is the Na -Aid Conden-

as

insulated with Victim
'AA ' w9 a p1. at r.t. is
only 0.0002. Note these outstanding
features.
Sliver
pressure contact on rotor.
No grease or mm or oxide
!r,
11
11.
skin as in bearing contacts.
Self centering. self tightes
Mg
cone
bearing
cnoiset
loosen
or
noesproduce
c
metal
NKEaf
Iremely low minimum caparyy
its. Most practically shaped
VICTRON-AA"
J &'
plates for statu ti separation.
Soldered brass pi
140 nlmf. max.
p'e clslun spared.
exp.
Universal mounting.
Two double solder tabs.
No. C -140 NaAld VICTRON "AA" Insulated
$1.50
S.W. Condenser. List price
Itere is the new Na -Aid VICTRON insulated 11F. Choke Coil. designed
'-tirrially for use at the ultra high
frenueucies where losses are so all -lulFive tapered universal wound
V patent.
pies on a VICTRON Toro ahtrh ran be
rigidly uwmnted and el m cited. thus
p
preventing wobbly signals nfrola vitaaDual. Small pie at "hot" plate end of
O
.choke for reduced
Why
apacltaure.
not use this choke in all applications
and tinily its greater efficiency. D.C.
resistance 40 oluns. inductance Vsnl. h.
ser

/

r

"'

\l

J

1

No.

7028 -Na- Aid

22

VICTRON

List Price

$ .70

R.F. Choke.

Here are the Tirtrou "AA" Sockets.
Cunt acts are out In air, touching
where
mounted.
t' IuTItt)N
only
I'Il ra Inn' -loss. Mounts civilly with
Ise of baud -drill. Jack -top binding
posts.
Oterhanging solder tabs for
EA.
below chassl.a wiring.
Nos. 494V. 495V, 496V, 497V and 497VA 4. 5. 6.
$1.00
7 and small 7 contact respectively. List price..
New 700 COIL SELECTOR takes any four 4.
O prong rolls for
by

ct 1011
selend

turning

knob. Mounts on chassis
and panel. Dtndernises
o

I

d

s e

handling

t s- ellminates
a n d

--

storing

culls. Simple- compact
highly effirugged
cient
reliable self
cleaning pressure contacts.
Nn. 700V NA-.t Lll VICTRON
Selector

coils

"AA"

price without

Insulated Coll
Lust

lace

Ni,. 700C11. C01nplvie Coupling hardware for ganging Nn. 700 Coll selectors 111 1111011.111....1.1.0 price

$7.50
250

All coils listed below are boxed with diagrams

and directions and use 140 mmf. size condenser.
Set of 4 S W. Cells frith 01 le 011 Victrou
"AA" 13 -_00 meters tuning range.
704SW8 4 -pin Cons
I.Ist $2.00 net
7055Wß 5pin Coils
List $2.50 set
706SWS 6 -pin Colts
List $3.50 set
Set of 2 lolls for l00-57.0 meters.
704BCS 4 -pin Coils
Llst $1.50 set
705BCS 5 -pin Cells
List $1.75 set
706BCS 6 -pin Calls
List $2.00 set
Band Spreading l'ails with eerandc pant
condenser mounted on each tell.
Simplifies tuning. Spreads stations.

7058WB- 2040.80.160 m. Amateur Coils.
705SWBC -19. 25.31.49 m.
S.W.
B.C.
Coils. list price $4.00 per set. $1.00 per
coil.
Long Wave Coils for S.W. Sets using
140 and. and 4 -prong Coils.
704LW1 410- 960 meters.... List $1.00
940 -21100 meters
704LW2
List $1.00
704LWS Set of 2 Cells... List $2.00 set
NA-ALD VICTRON
AA" COIL FORMS
07V 7- p111... l.ls1 $1.00
704V 4-p1t1...7.:.1 $1.00
7n5\ s-ph1...l.i=t $1.00 07VA ,- vm..tú.1 $1.00
706V

6-pin...LHt

Send

$1.00

itt

S- pin...Llst $1.00

for Complete Catalog and State Supplier

ALDEN PRODUCTS CO.
Dept. SW

11

BROCKTON.

715

Center St.

MASS.

NA-A(_o
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Improving the Victor
Two -Tube Super -Het
(Continued front page 393)
plate voltage detunes the circuit more than
is permissible.

This was very impressively brought to
light one day while comparing the performance of the original super -bet with a well known factory-made three -tube battery
model. The battery model was running circles around the Victor, that day, both in
ease of tuning and freedom from fading;
operation being in the 20 meter band. The
Victor was all A.C. operated at the time.
Changing over to "B" battery plate- supply
the results were just about 100 per cent the
reverse, in fact the Victor worked so much
smoother and better, that the "11" eliminator was very carefully checked for a
defect. A check of the line Voltage showed
variations of 5 to 15 volts which would
give variations of as high as 35 volts to
the oscillator plate. Since we could not
"steady" the line voltage, any remedy used
would have to be applied to the oscillator.

Cathode Coil in Oscillator Circuit
A simple variation of electron coupling
was finally adopted, and while it may be
considered a "trick" circuit by some, it
certaiuly has proven its worth iu operation
from unsteady A.C. lines. The remedy is
as follows. Remove the tickler from the
plate circuit of the 6.17 and place it directly
in the cathode circuit of the same tube.
Connect it in right next to the tube. in the
lead that runs from cathode to the 250 ohm
resistor and by -pass condensers. The lead
which formerly ran to Fl of the tickler is
now run directly to "B" positive. Be sore

the circuit oscillates after the changes are
made. and in case it does end, reverse the
tickler leads at the coil, as the correct
polarity most be maintained.

"Band -Spread" Dial .Added
The next improvement was the addition
of a band -spread dial, a virtual necessity
for amateur work. In the picture, it is the
right -hand dial, the center knob at the top
is the detentor trimmer condenser and the
knob between the two dials at the bottom,
the volume control. The Band- spread condenser used is a midget made over into a
double -section affair, having a common
rotor and two stators. Koch stator section
contains three plates, this giving about 65
degrees spread on the 1011 meter phone band.
Two plates per stator will give about 911
degrees spread, if one cares for that ninth.
In hooking up the band - spread condenser,
the rotor is grounded, one stator connects
to the main detector tuning condenser stator. the other midget stator goes to the
oscillator condenser stator.
To use the band -spread, set the right hand dial at about 10. Tune the set as
usual to the very high frequency edge of the
band being used. From now on, all tuning
over this band is done with the band -spread
dial, stations formerly hard to tune in being
brought in with a new sense and ease of
control. A slight adjustment of the detector
trimmer condenser may he needed as we
tune from one end of the band to the other.
In most locations a certain level of background noise is encountered and any receiver
using a tone control can usually reduce this
noise to a satisfactory level, for general
reception.
However, the application of
the step capacity or resistor and capacity
method of tone control has the disadvantage
of also reducing signal strength along with
the noise. Sumpter static, plus a more or
less constant background -noise level, made
the tone control a much wanted feature.
It was felt advisable to add one stage of
audio, with the tone control, to give us
better reception with less noise, plus the
added advantage of more over -all "gain"
for the receiver. A type 37 tube is used,
resistance coupled to the 6F7, together with
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HAMMARLUND
High -Efficiency

Low-Loss
S- W COILS
At a New Low Price
WOUND on forms molded front the
remarkable n e w Hammarlund
Low-Loss "XP -53" Dielectric, these
coils set a new standard of efficiency.
Rugged and free from loss-causing artificial coloring. Ribbed for air -spacing.
Easy flange grips with "meter -index"
inserts. Low -loss, silver- plated secondaries on 10-to-75 -meter coils.
4

four -prong coils (15.220 meters),

4

six- prong coils (15 -220 meters),

$3.00 list
$3.75 list

Other coils available for 10- to-550 meters. `AP-53" Coil Forms, 35c each
list.

Air -Tuned

Trimming
and Padding
CONDENSER

s

-U

This new low-loss condenser has air dielectric, brass plates and Isolantite
insulation. It may be attached to a
special molded shelf inside Hammarlund "XP-53" Coils and Coil Forms for
I.F. tuning and padding or trimming
oscillator and other circuits. Four capacities: 25, 50, 75 and 100 mmf.
List price, 81.30, 81.50, $1.70 and $1.90
each, respectively.
HAMMARLUND MFG. CO.,
424 -438 West 33rd St., New York.
-Check here and attach IOc for

page Hanunarlund 1935 Short -Wave Manual
illustrnting and describing most popular S - \V
circuits of past year. with schematic and
picture diagrams and parts lists.
-Check here for FREE information on
XP -53 Coil Forms and Coils.

-Check

..

here for

FREE General Catalog.

Name

Address

a

SW -11

x,.3zvk

RJ-

mmarlund
PLC OS/ON

PRODUCTS

i
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100% Short Wave Book and it's

t

FRE

11111

Exclusively Short-Waves
From Beginning To End
500 ILLUSTRATIONS
52 PAGES
50 HOOK -UPS
A Real Text Book On Short -Waves

ANOTHER GREAT EVENT! This special edition
fatuous Treatise is exclusively short -wave
Parked between its two
from beginning to end.
srorers IS a wealth of information covering the entire
of our

short -wave field. Every word In it is new.
This Short-Wave Treatise contains 52 solid Pages
of useful short -wave information. diagrams. Illustrations, short -wave kinks and real live short -wave radio
urchandise. It. contains more valuable short-wave
radio information -more real Ilse "meat"-than
many text books on the subject. Special attention
has been given to the short -wave beginner. Numerous
articles are devoted entirely to his interest. Yet, we
There is
have not forgotten all you or-timers.
plenty of real "lope" for you too.

O

y
7a

C0.
RADIO TRADING
HEW Y011K CITY

PARTIAL LIST OF CONTENTS
Getting Started In Short- Waves- lielpful Shortwave Kinks -Principles Of Short -Wave Converter
t tperatlnn- Bantkpreading Explained -How to Build
the "19" Unintaunt Twinnplex For Less Than 85.00How to Tune For Foreign Short -Wave Stations-How
e. "Bandspread" the 2 -Tube Electrified Doerle SetDow to Build a 5 and 10 Meter Phone and C.W.
Push-Pull Transndtter -Itnw to Build a Medium
Power Transmitter Using the New 203 -A Tubes -All
About the New Short -Wave Transmitting and Receiving Antennas -Notes On Short -Wave Operation (Effect of Time of Day and Season of Year on Short Wave Reception)--Complete Up-To -Date Charactenetics of Transmitting Tubes, etc.. etc.

Enclose five cents

coin

Treatise sent by return
ADDRESS CLEARLY.

WRITE TO -DAY

or U. S. stamps for postagePRINT
NAME AND
mail.

RADIO TRADING CO.
New York City

IOTA Hudson St.

"SIGNAL HOP"

Beyond Your Fondest Hopes with
Pre -Selector and Pre -Amplifier
With High Gain Regenerative Feature
the last word in Pre-amplification employing 2 tuned stags

PEAK
Here's

of high gain 58 type tubes. Hundreds of tests have proved that
signals of R3 to R5 audibility can be consistently boosted to R9
and R9 +. Besides tremendous signal gain, PEAK gives increased

sensitivity; ABSOLUTE REJECTION OF IMAGE OR REPEAT SPOTS; reduction of background noise and increased
selectivity.
change-over switch,
Operates with A N V S.W. or automatic
supply,
cEvery
All -Wave receiver. Comes con- etc.
etc.
Every
PEAK Pre -ONDIplete with 3 SETS OF BUILT
UNCONDIsold with
IN COILS(NONETO PLUG TIONAL GUARANTEE of
IN) covering all frequencies satisfaction or your money back
with overlap from 14 -200 M. after 15 days' trial. Hams and
Other features include airplane Short Wave fans don't delay
getting ALL the facts today!
type dial, smooth regeneration,

EASTERN RADIO SPECIALTY CO.
Manufacturers of PEAK PRODUCTS

113 East 168th Street

Dept. SCI14

New York, N. Y.

R.F. Stage a Worthy "Added" Feature
Experiments with a stage of tuned R.F.
ahead of the first detector removed all doubt
as to its "justification" and left us with
the firms impression that we had indeed been
missing something worthwhile and did not
know it. The pre -selector stage is the coil
and tube on the left rear of the chassis,
the tuning condenser being controlled by
the upper left -hand knob on the panel.
The R.F. circuit is given in Figure 1. lie
sure to disconnect the ground lend to the
detector "Ant" coil before hooking it up
to the R.F. stage. A type 7S tube was
used, although the type IiDti could be used
without any circuit changes.
As the set was to be used mostly for
amateur work a 24 plate midget variable
condenser was used to tune the R.F., but
for all -around work a .00015 nsf. size is
recommended. A more elaborate set -up
would be to use three -gang condensers on
the main and band- spread tuning dials. In
our case the midget covered the bands very
nicely, all tuning over any one band being
done with the Land -spread dial and with
slight adjustments of the R.F. knob.
Four -prong plug -in coils, of the salve type
as used in the detector and oscillator
stages, are employed for the pre -selector
stage, although a tapped coil might also
be used in this position, if one wished to
avoid using another plug -in coil. As for
actual revisits after adding this R.F. stage,
a decided increase of the signal -to -noise
ratio was at once apparent, together with
a very much Letter 'over -all" gain, plus a
distinct increase in selectivity-something
most amateurs always want but never seem
to have enough of.
-

110 -120 V.

A.t'.

50 -6e cycle.

ATTENTION
The price of the PEAK
Pre-Selector is 833 com-

plete. less tubes. 40%
discount is extended to
Servicemen. Amateurs.

Experimenters. Send
your order direct to us
for quick delivery or
order through your jobber or favorite Mail
Order House.

Announcing Amazing

Typewriter Bargain
New Remington Portable only 10c a Day
10-DAY FREE TRIAL OFFER

a matching transformer in the plate circuit
to couple to the headphones. This transformer is not needed but was used as it was
at hand. The phones could just as well be
placed directly in the plate circuit of the 37
as the plate current in only a few mills
(milli -amperes). The tone control is of
the four -point switch type used for replacement on broadcast sets, and is connected from the grid of the 37 to ground.
Looking at the front view of the set, the
tone control is the right-hand knob; the
audio stage being the tube and transformer
at the right hand rear of the chassis. For
amateur work in a "noisy" location the
addition of titis audio stage is greatly appreciated. In the author's receiver the 37
is impedance -coupled to n final audio stage
using a 'LAS, the primary of the audio
transformer in the plate circuit of the 37
serving as the plate impedance, while a
500.(100 ohm potentiometer is the grid resistor for the 2A5, the movable contact
going to the grid, thereby giving us a
volume control on the last audio. The headphones are left connected to the audio
transformer and when used, the speaker is
turned off by means of the last audio stage
volume control.

gi

Only 10c a day buys this latest
r
model Remington Portable!
Not a used typewriter. Not a rebuilt machine. It's a brand new,
regulation Remington typewriter.
Simple to operate, yet dors the finMAIL
est work. Full set of keys with large
and small letters.
COUPON
Try this typewriter in your home
or office on our 10 -day FREE TRIAL
for full facts about
OFFER. If at the end of 10 days
this astounding offer
von do not agree that this Remington is the finest portable at
any price, you can return it at
REMINGTON 11 `: INC., Dept. 180 -11
our expense. Don't delay. llon't BUFFALO, NE \\' ]URK.
put it off. Mail the coupon today. Please tell me how I can buy a new
Or use postcard if you prefer.
Remington Portable Typewriter for
Write for our new catalogue
IOc a day. Also enclose one of
showing the most complete only
your new catalogues.
line of portable and desk
models ever offered.
Name
FREE TOUCH
Address
TYPEWRITING COURSE
I I
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Parts for 2-Tube Superhet
Two sets of standard S - \V receiving coils

-old (11ml).
-2Na
-gang .00015 mf. variable condenser
National (Ilannuarinnd).
inf. variable condenser (Trim1- .(N0015
mer). National (IIlunuurluud),
mf. fixed mica condenser (Cor 1- .0N0075
I)ubilier).
2- nell.11001 tuf. fixed mica condensers (Cor 1

nell- IhuLilier).
nlf. fixed mien condenser (Cor -

1-.00027,

nell-llubilier).

-.1

bypass condenser (Cornell- Duhilier).
2 -3x0.1 Inf. bypass condensers (Cornell 1

Dulilier),
2-41;5 ke. intermediate transformers (National. Fammarluud).
50.IN)0 ohm, watt resistor, ()halite.
1-_70 ohm, 1 watt resistor, Ohalite.
-7,000 ohm, 1 watt resistor, (Amite.
311,(NAI ohm, 1 watt resistor, l)luuite.
1150,0Ni ohm, 1 watt resistor, ()halite.
11 -350 ohm, 1 watt resistor, Ohmite.
00.0(N) ohm, 1 watt resistor, I)hmite.
1120.000 ohm, 1 watt resistor, Ohmite.
1- a0,1H10 variable potentiometer, wire
1

1

1

tvonnrl, Electlad.

1

-2.\7 wafer socket. Na -aid.

-
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1-0F7 wafer

433

socket, No -aid.
sockets. Na -a1d.

2-4

prong wafer
i--phone
autenatt ground strip. \a -old.
plu_. Na -aid.

LATEST TECHNICAL

OIStlrnt

1

1-1

wire battery cable.

INFORMATION

Parts List for Pre -Selector
1

1
1

2

-set of 2 winding coils, la to 211( meters,
Na -oil.
-.oil socket, 4 prangs. Na-aid.

-0

prang tube sotket. Na -old.
mf. by -puss (condensers.

-.1

I)nbiliri'.
1 -140
mint tuning condenser.

WITH NEW ENGINEERING
FEATURES
That make possible this outstanding receiver whrih bettered the perfornumie of the set that ma all foreign DX
tents. Postal Custom built retejiera are now ii, age In
eery continent In the World.

OVER 50 IMPORTANT

GENUINE CUSTOM BUILT SET. WRITE IMMEDIATELY FOR FREE COMPLETE DETAILS AND PROOF
OF ITS OUTSTANDING PERFORMANCE.

©RAIIDIO
POSTAL
NEW YORK.
LIBERTY

135

AM A

I

N.Y.

ST.

B

MURDERER...

of NOISE. I can't stand disturbing
kill
I
clicks, buzzes and crashes.
noise before it enters the radio net I
protect. I do, however, allow the Full
signal strength of all radio stations
to enter. I am the new, patented
and guaranteed

LYNCH

"HI -FI"

ANTENNA

SIMPLEX

(Sylvania).

1-2000

7I11I.I NPR

1
1

inimar-

Itadiotron

1

ohm resistor. Olimite.
011111

resistor.

t

lhnüte.

ohm resistor. Ohnlite.

cnndptiscr. ('analI- I)nbilier.
Inf. condenser. Cornell- Ouhilier.
control. SIM text.

-tone

1-output transformer, optional.
d: rsml ).
-5 prong wafer socket. Na -all.

(Thor-

1

1-37

tube, RCA Radiotron (Sylvania).

Plug-In Coil Data (Na -Aid; Bud)
Meters
Wavelength

Dist au

Grid coil turns

200-80

52 T. Nn. 28E11.

R'vuud

50 -40

23 T. No. 28

Wound

10 T. per

19 T.

No.

Ineawrrir

En.

1I T. No. 30 En.

40 -20

11 T. Nn. 28 En.
0 T. No. 30
3 -32" between turns C. W.

20 -10

r T. No. 2s Eu.

En.

a -16" between turns f T. No. 30 En.
Coil form--2%" long b.
.lia. 4 -pin base.

l',"

Both systems have 'noise -reducing
properties on wave lengths from 5 to

(Continued front page 412)

masts.

One system

is

a

List of Parts

metal

COILS:

complete kit -the

2
2

tubing or
Installation is simplicity itself.

other can be used with any existing

1

aerial.

1

INVESTIGATE

At Leading Radio and Dept. Stores,
or Write Us for Full Details

ARTHUR

LYNCH,

H.

INC.

227 Felton St., New York, N. Y.

World Short Wave Set
,.d

Enginecrii.

Superior Parts.

Rammarl iu tl.

lvt. make We \Yarld Short Wave Sets outstanding in
heir NYeid.
Foundation Kiti 2 tube set -World Wide Receptions
cor 4 Plug -In Coils -10 to 200 Meters. Simple to
Assemble.
$4.65
Tuba Kit
6.75
prl':rr ate Power Pack
4.45
P
cast Colis- 200 -J0 meters
.59
Wired and Tested $1.25 extra.
These kits also in A.C. at sanie price.
tit tomufaeture a Complete Line of Short Wave Sets
at the Lowest ('rires.
Write for full Informatlen.
25% deposit with mail orders.
Save by dealing direct with the manufacturer.
I

:N

NATIONAL RADIO DIST. CO.

406 W. Communipaw Ave..

PATENTS

-

Jersey City. N. J.

TRADE MARKS
held confidential and given

'menthes by members

of the fine.

Form "Evidence of Conception" and
instructions
'allow to Establish Your Rights" -Free
LANCASTER. %LL\VTSR at ROMMEL
PATENT LAW OFFICES

475 Bowen Bldg.

Washington. D. C.

-Sets of six prong coils
-Thor R.F. chokes.
-NS44, 300 henry plate

-Thor

IR

coils).

choke.

power transformer, 700V -75MA.
speaker for parallel 2A5'a.

1-Special

CONDENSERS:
1 -140 mmf., two gang condenser.
1- 25'mmf,, midget condenser.
2 -Thor 8 mf., 450V electrolytic condensers.
4 --.25 mf., 200 volt by -pass condenser.;.
2 -.25 mf., 300 volt by -pass condensers.
1 -.5 mf., 300 volt by -pars
condenser.
1 -.02
m.f, 300 volt by-pass condenser.
1 -.01
mf., 300 volt by -pass condenser.
-.002 mf., 300 volt by -pass condenser.
1 -.0003 mf., 300 volt
by -pass condensers (mica).
1 -.0001 mf., condenser (mica).
1

NOW AVAILABLE. A convenient 104-page Manual containing
essential information users must
have to get optimum performances
from any device using vacuum
tubes.
Complete data on over 90 receiving
Base Symbols.
tubes.
Recommended Operating conditions, circuit applications, amplifier classifications. Over 150 cuts and diagrams.
Represents months of painstaking
research by Sylvania's famous technical staff.
This Manual is as necessary as your
voltmeter. Just fill in the coupon,
attach 10e in stamps and mail.

YOURS!

FOR 10e IN STAMPS

Makers of
SYLVANIA TUBES

HYGRADE LAMPS
ELECTRONIC PRODUCTS

All.

S.

Corp.. l:ts

I

Factories

EMPORIUM. PA.

R4

ST. MARY'S, PA.
SALEM.
MASS.
CLIFTON, N. J.

RESISTORS:

1- 10.000 ohm potentiometer. with
1-- 10,000 ohm variable control.
1- 25,000 ohm one watt.
-5 megohm half watt.
1- 500,000 ohm half watt.
2 - 300,000 ohm half watt.
1- 100,000 ohm half watt.

switch.

1

-- 40,000

ohm half watt.
-15,000 ohm half watt.
1 -350 ohm half
watt.
1 -4,000 ohm half watt.
I
1

-

r

-Crowe

Posts.

Resistor racks.
Line cord and plug.
No. 18 hookup wire.
Solder and hardware.
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RADIO TUBE

MANUAL -10c

IPlease sind the the new Sylvania Terhnh'nl Manual. I
II ennsc lo conte it, stamps.

4-

-6
3- binding

SET -TESTED

IHygrade Sylvania Corporation
Emporium, Pennsylvania (D -2)

-Thor

RGH 5 chassis, coil shields, and panel.
No. 125 airplane dial, escutcheon plates
and pilot light bracket,
Knobs.
2 -58 tube shields,
2 -58 tube shields.
6 -Wafer sockets.
2
prong coil sockets.
1

--

THE

110c- TECHNICAI.

OTHER REQUIREMENTS:
1

All Inventions submitted
persona:

Dept. S.

14..

C. W.

Inch.

Thor "RGH-5" Set

cumbersome

cols

311

Close Wound WW)

inch

32 T. per

Tickler turns

"HI -FI" DUPLEX ANTENNA

ing,

t

II

-A1 nit

-.1

1

COUPLING SYSTEM
(For limited space)

r,.,.t

Cornell -

Parts List for Audio Stage

1- 1(10.000

SYSTEM
(where you have all the room you
want) and the

600 meters impossible of attainment
by other systems. No tricky spread-

a

d

1-100lun.ohni resistor. Ohalite.
1-50,000 ohm resistor. ()halite.
1 -type 7s or tills; tube, ItCA

FEATURES

Such as the exclusive Postal Triple Drawer ('oils. hunt
in Tuned lta,lto Frequency pre -selector stage, triple track ed continuous band spread. latest electron coupled usciliStor, C.N. audio beat oscillator, 4%" calibrated illuminated tuain tuning control. .t1'C with dual volume
controls predatori timing meter. ten latest typo tubes.
custom built, 13 to 550 meters, etc.
THE CUSTOM BUILT 10 TUBE POSTAL '35 IS SOLD
WITH A 10 DAY TRIAL MONEY BACK GUARANTEE,
AND AT A SURPRISINGLY LOW COST FOR A

...

I
I
I

NAME
LpDICF.SS

I CITY

r
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ALL ELECTRIC

-WAVE
AIR SCOUT
ALL
ITS KIND IN THE WORLD
ONLY SET
OF

I

i

Invented by
Clain
Pat Pending
U.S. Serial No.
592.586

1

..
.a,

1

'
tailsr

This opera,

little

direciry

Irl
D.C.

atto Is
1[ brings

_

set

llts a
circuit, either

Wall

A

-.

A

poli.

also a an
cane aua
1converse.
akes anuid
band
Inns to a
to
Uses five
to 550 meters. Cumpeet
Compact and light--makes an Ideal
portable. Will operate .several headsets sluwltane.
shun indoor aerial.
usly and will work on
Complete Set, with two tubes. earphone, two coils
covering band from 70 to 550 meters.
Ready to plug In and use. Postpaid
Same as above, less earphone.

Foreign
trans, Foreign

S

pilone

(ruin

a

I

rev
$8.50
J

$8aDU
Postpaid
Battery- Operated All -Were Air Scout -complete
with tube,
inexpe. two
ivo calla, reedy
wI use (lea inexpensive coils. e a
Thee extra plat -in rolls to es.aer
band from 10 to 70 meters. 50e each.

i'5

I SUPER

A

New Sensitive
Super -Het

BARGAINS

DE LUXE

All Electric ALL WAVE

MODEL'
AIR SCOUT

ticular point to which this receiver will
tune, from the lowest to the highest frequency. Automatic volume cwltrol is provided in this set and by a simple flip of a
switch. the volume can be controlled either
ntanuerlly or automatically. The automatic
control effectively reduces fading, present on
many short -w'al'e stations at times. Referring to the circuit diagram. you will find
that 10 tubes are used. A .S is used in the
tuned radio frequency stage for increased
sensitivity and reduction of image response,
a 57 first detector and a 56 high -frequency
oscillator. Two type 5$'s are used in the
intermediate frequency amplifier which is
tuned to 415 Ice. Tuned standard Litz I.F.
transformers are used. The C.W. beat
oscillator is a 58 in the electron -coupled
circuit. The duties of. second detector, automatic volume control stage and first stage
of audio. are performed by the 2117 tuia'.
This feeds directly into the two 2A5 power
amplifier pentodes. Needless to say the
speaker can be driven to full capacity and
the "foreign" stations fairly shake the room,

MENT-WE

'
Pouding C. S. Serial '..
ITitis
his amazing set Incorporate. the I.0 --a ,it.,
n.
ants in radio engineering, 11101.1111g Inc
Itt.otte 6F7 tube- FOREIGN RECEPTION. a,.
ICOURSE Loud Speaker tperation at most I..
troadeast stations
Equipped with III tnth, .r
render dial. er ekle -finish c binet, metal rho variable selectivity control. Easy to pule Is'
D.C. houaellghting
Iany A.C.
COMPLETE SET-READY TO USE
phone, genuine Arcturus tubes, amI
risg
$ 3.50
band from 10 to 600 meters
Above. les earphone
SI 3.00
guetic Speaker sfor Super DeLuxe

I a

1

=

'

1

DELUXE MODEL ALL ELECTRIC
ALL WAVE AIR SCOUT
lar in appearance to tin. Super DeLuxe Model.
for earphone operation only. Crackle finish

i

I

metal chassis. illuminated vernier dial.
EIGN RECEPTION!
l'SE with earphone.
TO
aine Arcturus Tubes and two coils covering
$10.75'
from 70 to 600 meters
,et,

I;

.pieta- IIEAI)Y

I

I

10.25
earphone
extra plug-in coils to corer band from
as above. less
TO

meters.

each

AIR SCOUT
ALL ELECTRIC
AMPLIFIER
I

50

Can be used with all Air Scout Motels, including
Battery-operated set. Standard $8.511 all Electric
I edel, DeLuxe and Super DeLuxe Models. Will
ark at any other set.
tains two powerful audio stages, with 77 tube
Uses a
u, first stage and 43 power output tube.
Power Supply.
Self -contained
I2.1.5
rectifier.
Full Operates from any A.C. or D.C. socket.
tonal dynamic speaker. Chassis and wood barre.
Foreign stations en
mous volume.
E
$9.95
IPrice Complete. less tubes
255
Kit of Three Matched Arettrun Tubes
Free Circulars Available.

IlmALLIED ENGINEERING
98

Park Pl. Dept.

S

-I

'

INSTITUTE

New York, N. Y

I

CATALOG
RADIO BARGAIN
I.r
-page Bargain Catalog
Poi.,1

FREE
,

Air it
y

fir

J1

cocopplete new 1935 Golden howiug
tone line of radlu. Maorl models to

rhame from. Including world-wide alttinsl ware, short wave, midgets, consoles, 32-volt.
All sent on 3e -day MIME
ell. ear radios, etc.
Before you deride get our Catalog and save

money.
uney. fracas from $9.45 up. Only catalog tiring
met and chassis photon, circuit Ilaeranrs and complete
poering specifications. Deal direct. save halt. We

BONE

RADIO
ENGINEERING,
Dept. 1066,

4180 DaketanN

Detroit.

Mich.

broadcasting, aviation and police radio. semieing, marine radio telegraphy and telephony, Morse telegraphy
Engineerand railway accounting taught thoroughly.
ing course of nine months' duration equivalent to three
All expenses low. Catayears of college radio work.
log free.

School estahllshal 1174.

Dodge's Institute, Turner St.. Valparaiso. Ind.

DO

ONLY

Furrished with

Speed regule'or.

Formerly
Sold for
$15.00
Variable speed Induction t,i
.It- starting, 110 volt. 60
yole, AC, with lever control. Speed range frac 5 to 200
RPM. Can be installed in place of aid- fashbmeu. heu sr:uding speed motor. Fits any cabinet. Also Ideal for
display turn- table- and a hundred other uses. Thee O. A.
Electric Motors are brand new In original factory cartons.
Same motor that formerly sold for $15.00, only $3.95 as
long as supply lasts. Slanufaettvers and dealers, pleur
write for special quantity Priem.
Shipping Weight,

Canerai Electric
Company

and

originally intended for use
m a n ufaehvlliitg

company.
mlapat.

here are the
'peel flea lions'

1/30 B.1'. -4800

B.P.M. Cttiver-

There are several S.A. coming through
very nicely at this post. The familiar
"Hello America" can he heard regularly
from iit'21t1. every time they are on the
air. l'RADO is received very well every
Thursday night from 9:(NI to 11 :111) P. M.,
E.S.T. (In 1ugust 12111 this station was
heard at 5:30 P. \I. radiating a program
intended for talc Ecuadorian Colony in
Paris. The wavelength used for this transmission was 15.3011 kc. flowerer, their
regular frequency is G.618 kc. The quality'
of both stations is surprising. On August
7th XI:Ii canoe through very nicely'. I
write XI:IB. because that was announced,
but I suppose it is customary to keep the
long -wave station on the stir and not "cut"

U.C.

was 15.100 k".

www.americanradiohistory.com

lbs.

G. E. MOTORS

kc.

during this month. In the first case I
write siete', because this station is seldom
reported. It is RAs'. located in Tashkend,
V. S. S. R. They can he heard in the early
morning phoning "Moskva ". The time was
0 :00 A. M.. E.S.T. The signal was fairly
weak but quite intelligible. The frequency

11.

These
Motors
were manufac.
Lured
by
the

almost every morning between 5:30 and
7:01 A. M.. 1:.S.T. The carrier is rather
jerky and fades very rapidly but the station nevertheless compares with VIC3ME
in every way. The wavelength is 10,740

most

THIS ADVERTISEANY CATALOG

ISSUE

$3.95

(C'oatinued from page 402)

for the SIC station announcement, which
actually was XEBT. H.1iABB was beard
lately. ,just above the noise level. Their
annolulceinents are " Achay hots thing -co
all bay bay ". Usually it "crowing rooster"
Address them
identities this statical.
Apartado 2711. Pali, Col. The Brazilian
government station continues to C011le in
very strong. The best time to receive them
is immediately after I:SIt signs off in transmission I\-. The wave length 31.5 meters.
At present a real treat can be had by
listening to either I.Si). I),ID. or l'ontoise
on 25.2 meters. Your favorite type of entertainment. whether it be da nee musie from
Loudon, political propaganda from Germany. or classical must(' from Paris, comes
in with local station volume.
IIRL and
flßP continue to come in very strong on
Saturday evenings from a :30 to 6:15 P. M.,
E.S.T. The Belgium station OItKC is heard
with only fair volume. l"'IAA is being
received very well lately.
They usually
play records and tutuotulce about every 15
minutes.
The identification signal is
"cuckoo, cuckoo. cuckoo ",
The Australians. l-N2ME and VK3\ii
are coming in very fine. At present both
are QSA5 /110. 1'K2Mi':, as many listeners
know, radiates programs dedicated to various states of the Union.
Several new stations were heard at this

FROM
NOT

Phonograph Motor

G. E.

S. W. Scout News
'

DIRECT

ORDER

(Continued from page 411)

,

'

'

sat

A.C. s n d
110 volts

instant
erse.

re

S

1

Diameter

-

a e

3
5

Inch.. length
Inch.
Shipping welgbL 3 lbs.
Add 25e for special
packing and mailing
anywhere In U. S. A.
Orpinal Price.
$12.00

$2.45 Each
WHILE THEY LAST

Westinghouse Power Generators
Manufactured by West Inghoune for U. S.
Signal Corps.
Built -in commutator

takes MT the generated D.C. Three leads
extend through the
wing to permit a
4% V. flashlight -typo
battery to be switched

into circuit for start-

ing. and to control the
A.C. output. Rotated
normal speed
its
4.100 e.o.m.. the output Is 200 W., at 115 to 125 V.
(on open circuit), 900 cycles.
The rotor turns in hell

oft

bearings.

Shaft length (driving end). 2 ins.: diameter
Is threaded for a distance of % In.
6t. in. ill

9'16 in.; the end

Base dimensions exclusive of Ilse shaft. 44 x
Guaranteed new and perfect.
diameter.

Here Is what one of our contornen writes:
"These generators are being usai in a small fishing
village. where the gully eurrent is supplied from a
2K.W. -II.C. generator

"As it was it ipossihle to use .L.(1. sets anal estpecially
nu' short -wave transmitter using two '45 tubes, one of the
generators is used It supply my two A.C. receivers anal
Both
the other to supply power for the transmitter.
These
generators are run by a 41 horsepower motor.
generators perform perfectly and have been abeolulels
The voltage and current regulation is retrouble free.
markably stable. taking a considerable overload."(Name supplied on request./
Remit by Check or money order for full amount of each
Item- ShIOped Express Collect If suMcient money Is not
No C.O.D. order accepted
enclosed for parcel post.
Money refunded If not satisfied.

-

WELLWORTH

TRADING

WELLWORTH TRADING COMPANY
560 W.

Washington Street. Chicago,

COMPANY
CHICAGO,

560 W. Washington Street

Ill.

ILL.

SW -Ií.34

for
Enclosed you will find my remittance of $
which please send Inc
(
) G. E. Phonograph Motor. $3.95 each.
or. $4.95 each.
t ) Power G
( ) G. E. Motor, $2.70 (Including packing and postage).
Name
Address

City

elate
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ALL -WAVE
Antenna Systems
SPECIAL For This Month Only!
No. 895

COMPLETE
READY
TO HANG UP

INVERTED L
(78 ft. flat top) with
35 ft. Giant Killer
cable lead-in.

Complete with new Universal Coupler
and Double Lightning Arrester. Net..

$6 [O
70 J

kit

$4.69

Lynch Materials to
build No. 895

Net..

Other types available In Doublet form With 4wire cage flat tops and transposed lead -his.
Write for special prices.
LYNCH MATERIALS USED EXCLUSIVELY

THE IDEAL STATION LOCATOR

(Beat Note Oscillator)
Will indicate every station that
could be brought in when you
are tuning your receiver. bolt
calm station by whistle. turn
switch off. whistle disall,.
atious remain at peak. i'
red from receiver.
Fr snp'rhets only. V
-

48.95

THE "MISSING LINK"

Phone Receptor for Receiver Without Phone Jack
Inserting phone plug
automatically silences
speaker. No disturbing
of receiver

wiring

$3.95

AMPLIVOX LABORATORIES
Dept. SW-II
New York, N. Y.
Fulton St..
Chief Engineer-Sol. Perlman. E.E.. Consulting
Engineer on Antenna Problems to A. H. Lynch, Inc.
227

The DX2

All - Wave Receiver
power-

A sensitive.

ful and well -enpl-

tube recapable of
2

ceiver

world -wide short reception.
w a v e
c=ost

type

32

and

30

Possensitivand high gain
tubes.

sesses the

ity

that

is

charmter-

tatle of street, grid
regeneranve detectors, the excellent

tonal

the

qualities

coupled
and

at000t h t

of

resistance

amplifier,
extremely
regenera-

Beautiful black crackle finished
weight ri Its. Highest
metal chassis ami panel.
quality parts and simple to build. Operates on
Colts for
-45 V volt It battery ami 2 dry tells.
Is -Jon meters mid instructions included.
Foreign
recen Ion Is Guaranteed.
C.O.D. orders filled
promptly. Circular ou requcst.Kit.... $4.45
I

ion

control.

1

$1.35
1.50
1.15
1.35

Wired and tested, extra
Arcturus tubes

Itroadcaat coils
Acme 4000 ohm phones

Centrallion Engineering Co.
461

Fourth Ave.,

Dept. Swe.

New York, N. T.

SEND NO

MONEY !
ills tratiun

of
one of six models in
Kit form that we

This

make -each

is

No.

42-3
6F7-42

Tube A.C.
and 80

(Continued front page 411)
impedance of the new Lynch "HI-FI" receiver Transformer is also approximately 70
ohms. The output impedance of this transformer may be selected by means of simple
telephone tip -jacks to match receivers with
either high or low input impedance. A
third connection is provided on this transformer which enables the entire antenna
plus the lead -in, to be utilized as a regular
T type antenna, in areas where noise occurs
on one band and not on the others.
The new type of all -wave antenna system employing a doublet for the horizontal
portion of the antenna may be made to operate satisfactorily over all of the existing
wave -bands as a result of some important
developments in impedance matching transformers (fig. 2) combined with accurate
fixed condensers. The fundamental system
employed in this intricate network is shown
in Fig. 1 and the theory- of the operation of
this complicated looking system is not very
difficult to understand. It is common radio
engineering knowledge that fixed condensers have a lower impedance at high frequencies than they do at low frequencies. Therefore, when the receiver is tuned to the high
frequencies, that is, any of the short -wave
bands, the impedance of the two small condensers shown in Fig. 1, offers the path of
least resistance to the incoming radio waves
which pass directly through the condensers
to the low impedance transmission -line.
From this line it goes into the receiver impedance matching transformer and then,
by one of three distinct methods, directly
to the receiver ; for details see Fig. 3.
It is also well understood in radio engineering circles that a doublet antenna cut
to a size which is most efficient on the shortwave band will not function satisfactorily
when used in the broadcast band. For this
reason the transformers shown at either side
of the dotted line in Fig. 1 are utilized to
carry the broadcast signal into the transmission line at a considerable gain over the
signal which would be possible without
these transformers. In this case the impedance of the transformer is very much
lower than the impedance of the fixed condenser and the incoming broadcast signal
passes through the transformer in prefer-

ence to the condenser.
For the radio amateur, who is interested
in both transmitting and receiving. these new
Lynch Systems offer n new era in the field
of long distance QSOs.
Regardless of the frequency for which
a particular ban] doublet is designed. its
impedance is practically identical to the
impedance of Lynch Giant Killer ('able.
The only requirement for most efficient operation on any particular frequency is a
I/2 wave doublet, (tot to suitable length for
that frequency and the New "III-Fl" Receiver Transformer. In this case. the filantICiller ('able may be any length. irrespective of the fundamental frequency.
This arrangement makes it unnecessary
to stake any changes in the input circuit of
the receiver.
Since lynch Giant -hiller Cable has n
break -clown voltage of 2,5500, the same doublet and transmission line may be used for
both transmitting and receiving. To do
this. a simple, double -pole, double -throw
switch is used to throw the lower end of
the Giant- Killer ('able to the Lynch "III FI" Receiver Transformer, in the receiving
position and to the impedance matching network of the transmitter, in the transmitting posiion.

'

HIGH FREQUENCY

Condensers

By -Pass

NOTHER
OTHER Sprague development of ut-

A
importance to every amateur and
short wave fan.
.

.

.

Oil- impregnated Short Wave Condensers guaranteed as excellent substitutes
for mica condensers in any of the circuits
illustrated. And look at the prices !-from
50% to 75% less than you have been paying
for mica units.
Just the thing for by -pass purposes in Short
.

BY-PASS

Wave receivers, although
they are not recommended
as series padding condensers
or as mica substitutes in
tuned circuits. Thus. while
not a universal substitute
for mica, Sprague Short
Wave Condensers CAN be
used with entire safety and
effectiveness in the circuits
mentioned.
YOU
JUST CAN'T

BREAK THEM DOWN,
TESTS AT HEAVY CURRENT AND TREMEND-

OUS HEAT HAVE

COUPLING (Ant.)

SHOWN NO FAILURES.
QUALITY AT A PRICE
BECAUSE OF NEW ,
IMPROVED CONSTRUCTION. OIL CONDENSERS ARE ALWAYS

BLOCKING

self-supporting.
Sturdy
from
Unusually
small
one -third to one -half as
large as mica condensers
of the same ratings. Metal
non -inductive
encased
extremely low power factor
-impregnated with a specially developed oil -1500
V. and 1000 V. continuous
Guaranteed
D. C. rating.

BEST.

-

-

-

unconditionally, when used
os specified. Sold by lead-

TRY THEM

ing jobbers.

TODAY!

FILTERS (Font)

Write for our complete
Condenser Catalog including famous Sprague
Transmitting Condensers

D. C. Working
Clam. Length
No.
Capacity Voltage
5W -22
.002
1500
9/16" by I 9/16"
5W -25
1500
5!8" by 13/16"
.005
.0
1500
II , 16" by 13/16"
6W 11
1000
by 2 1/4"
SW- 15
.05
7 8"
1000
SW 1
0.1
7/8" by 2 1/4'

Cat.

List
S.45

Net
$.27

.70
.80
.90

.54

1

1

1

leader

in its line -A.C., D.C. or Battery models.
All of them may be purchased from your
local dealers.

Write for illustrated circular FREE.

CONSTRUCTRAD, INC. (Dept. 11)
168

HI. FI Antenna System

435

Washington Street, New York City
MANY VALUABLE ARTICLES
have appeared in past

i

f

SHORT WAVE CRAFT
For Back Numbers available see Page 444

WARNING
Recently. an Individual who names himself
Robert Carey. Jr., has been traveling In the
middle west. taking subscriptions to this and
other magazines. This man Is s swindler and
all monies which he collected he kept for himself. giving a FAKE receipt.
Do not pay money to strangers for subscriptions unless he can produce a letter signed by
the publisher of the maga:lne and show you

other credentials.

SPRAGUE PRODUCTS CO.
North Adams, Mass.

-If

the IndiHeads of Pollee Departments
vidual referred to above should be apprehended.
please tel
us collect and we will Immediately appear to prosecute ham.
-THE PUBLISHERS.

www.americanradiohistory.com

BUFFER
(NI -Mu Mercury Vapor Tubes)

GROUNDING
ROTORS

.27
.42
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436

FREE
CATALO G
for 1935!

Monitoring

I

n

ress.

SEND FOR THIS BOOK
IT WILL SOLVE

YOUR RADIO NEEDS
AT CONSISTENT
SAVINGS!
All

- ware
and European range gels. balder).
and cieli'
32 volt.
Short Was.
models

-

Transmitting and Itaaiving equipment --:i
amazing l'.A. listing-test instrument.
thousands of replacement parts, tubes a

-

accessories

are

packed

Into

the

ALLIED Catalog. Also "Build -your -owe:"
kits. (As kit specialists we can qumo
any circuit appearing in any magazine
handbook.) Write today for your Fiti.E
copy of the 1933 ALLIED Catalog.

Ir

Allied tRadio833 W. Jackson

Blvd., Chicago, Dept.

)'lease quote for

E

Kit described in

NAME
ADDRESS
CITY

STATI'

a

HOW TO BUILD, TEST
AND REPAIR
RADIO
SETS

Radio Construction

Library

Ineluding Television, Short-Wave Receivers and Auto
Radios.

3

Volumes. 8x9.1177 pages. 561 Illustrations.

This practical Library includes: PRACTICAL RADIO

-The

fundamental principles of radio, presented In an
Illustrated with working diaunderstandable manner.
PRACTICAL RADIO CONSTRUCTION AND
grams.
REPAIR-Methods of besting trouble and reception
faults and making workmanlike repairs. Discusses modern Short-wave Receivers and installations of automobile
radios fully. RADIO RECEIVING TUBES-Principles
underlying the operation of all vacuum tubes and their
a In reception, remote control and precision measure-

-

ments.

Helps you to understand modem type receiving sets
of construction data and practical kinks for the
experimenter.

full

10 Days'

Free Examination

Essay Terms.

Free Examination Coupon
McGraw -Hill Book Company. Inc.
330 West 42nd Street. New York
Send
me the new
RADIO CONSTRUCTION 1
LIBRARY, three volumes, for 10 days' free e
arion.
If satisfactory I will
1
$1.50 in m

I

1

days,

If

and $2.00

a

month

until

$7.50 hag been paid.

not wanted I will return the books postpaid.

Name
Home Address
City apd State

1

I

I

Position

lane

of Company

The lead Pl from the monitor is connected to the plate end P2 of the amplifier
choke (in this case, an audio transformer
with windings in series) and the filament
return is completed by a connection to the
"B minus." In the case of receivers using
two stages of amplification the lend l'I may
well be connected to the plate side of the
primary of the last transformer since one
stage of audio has proved ample for all
harmonic beats up to the eighth (20 meter
band).
It is easily seen that the output from botti
the detector and the monitor is fed simultaneously into the same phones, the same
"B" potential being used for all tubes.
When the transmitter key is pressed the
detector of course is immediately- blocked
with excessive R.F. and the only signal
heard will be the bent note when the monitor is tuned to the transmitter wave. The
frequency corresponding to this dial reading we can now find from the calibration
curve.
However, to make assuranee doubly sure
we let up the key, the detector immediately
functions (unless the transmitter output
is about n thousand watts, in which case
it may be pnralyzed for a few seconds) and
we tune the receiver over the band till the
beat from the monitor is heard. Frequency
observation is highly important in these
days of uncertain amateur privileges an
this system of "check and double- check" is
good insurance against having your license
cancelled for off- frequency operation.
Assuming that the other station is located
in the usual manner, i.e., after u CQ, a call.
or on schedule, we now make use of the
break -in monitoring system. Your monitor
is tuned to your own transmitter while
your receiver is tuned to the other station.
Thus when the key is up you hear the
other station (from your receiver) and
when it is down you hear your own signals
(from your monitor). No switches to
throw, no plugs to fiddle with, no delay,
merely pound the key or swing the "bug."
This method of operation has almost the
speed and efficiency of a telephone conversation for ordinary "rag- chews,' while for
"traffic -handlers" it is practically indispensable. It has an application for the DX
hound too, for he can immediately tell
when the elusive "VK" or "ZE" "comes
back" to someone else, and so save himself
a lot of useless calling.
Obviously, of course. if the transmitters
at both stations are on e.rartly the same
frequency, both your receiver and your
monitor would be on the same wave as the
transmitter and in addition to hearing the
other fellow's signals (key up) and the
monitor-transmitter bent note (key down)
the monitor -receiver beat note will also be
heard (key up or down). However this
condition occurs very rarely and in any case
it is found that ii shift of five kilocycles
obviates any difficulty.
1

Please send me your FLIER 1935 Catalog

i

108 Page RADIO

(Continued front page 409)

Send for the most
N.H., r., ton`.
timely book in Radin. It will keep v
ahead of the add and save you atone
Why buy from skimpy seasonal ratai,:_
whose usefulness is confined to a f as
weeks-or from books a year old? Wri o
today for radio's most valua' ie catalog-the
ALLIED Radio Guldt-aiwsys timely because of its remarkable completeness. always Up -to- the -minute because of its strategic publication date
geared to radio progc

FREE:

"Break - In"

RADIO'S

CWC-11 -341

and
SHORT WAVE
TREATISE
.01,1e

tuning dial (25 mmf.). National.
C2 -100 mmf. midget condenser, with knob
for occasional adjustment. National.
C3 --.002 mf. by -pass condenser. Cornell
Dnbilier.
R.F.C. -Radio frequency choke 100 turns
No. 30 D.C.C. on half -inch form; or
National 2.; M.H. R.F. choke.
Battery- operated tube (type '01 -A, '99,
:30, etc.). RC-\ Radiotron.
Filament rheostat for above tube. (A
fixed resistor would be better.)
An aluminum panel, wooden base- board,
screws, etc., to complete the job.

TR-

www.americanradiohistory.com

Over 100
Hook -Ups
More Than

'

\1,500 Illustrations
A Veritable

Text Book
NOT JUST ANOTHER CATALOG
This completely revised and enlarged 1934 edition
contains 108 solid pages of useful radio information, diagrams, illustrations, radio kinks and real
lea radio merebandlse. It contains more valuable radio information -mare real live meat
As usual
than many textbooks on the subject.
considerable apace has been devoted to the beginner In radio.
PARTIAL LIST OF CONTENTS
Chapter Two of "Fundamental Principles of Ratite
fur the Beginner"-The New Tubes. Their Uses.
and Their Fundamental Circulta -blow to Make
Money with Public Address Systems. lloso to Install and Maintain Them -blow to Revamp Slx -Volt
Battery Seta to Use Two -Volt Tubes -Prize Winning Kinks and Short Cuts In Radio-How to
Build the "R 1v' Beginner's Transmitter-How to
Build the Famous Temples Short Wave Receiver
Ilow to Construct an Amateur Radio Transmitter
Most Modem and Complete Tube Chart Including Socket Connections for all Tubes- NumerOffers. etc., etc.
Free
ous

-

-A

WRIlE TODAY
Enclose Sc. coin or U. S. stamps for
postage. Treatise sent by return mail.

RADiO TRADING CO.

101A Hudson Street New York City

KNOW
HYSELF!
This new monthly
magazine is also your
medical guide. WHAT
t-orAILS YOU?
U L A It MEDICINE

tells and advises you
Written
thoroughly.
for you by doctors.
Non- technical,
y e t
authoritative for all
laymen.

Many anatomical tilu.tratlmis
At All News Stands.
SPECIAL OFFER'

8

Months for

$1

Send 15e for
Sample Copy

Popular
ICC

New

Hudson eStreet
York. N. Y

RADIO'S LIVEST
MAGAZINE
Edited

by

HUGO

RADIO -CRAFT

GERNSBACK

devoed not only
tu the radinexperimenter and technician. bol also to the beginner in
radin.
Picture diagrams simplify
ist rust ion of sets.
Rinks nhuw
simple ways out of difficult problems.
The latest radio equipment is illustrated and described.

Harmonic Monitor Parts List
L1-1R turns No. 24 D.C.C. wire on a form
1.5 inches in dine.
12 -70 turns No. 24 D.C.C. on same form
and spaced 25 inches from L1.
C1 -10 mmf. midget condenser, with large

r

o, utxaka

8
Months for

$1.00

ie

RADIO -CRAFT Is fully Illustrated
with photographs diagrams and
sketches. Each issue contains over
150 Illustrations.
15e for Sample
Copy.

RADIO -CRAFT

99C Hudson Street

New York. N. Y.

WANTATELEVISIONJOB?
Radio and Television are packed with
romance. Every hour interesting and immensely profitable.

p44

Forfreedetailswrite FirstNat'l
Television, Power& LightBldg.
Kansas City, Mo., Dept. B -11.
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DATAPRINTS
"How -To- Make -It"
Technical

,`

,III,/,.....,

Information

-_ _..

l

You Need
To Build

,_<

ELECTRICAL
& RADIO Apparatus

Dataprint containing data for constructing
this 3 fL spark Ondin -Tesla oil. Requires
K.W. 20,000 volt transformer as "exciter';
1

5
W

75

see

lid

36

TESLA OR OUDIN COILS
inch spark. data for building, including

Includes condenser data.

below.

.

condenser dota
10.75
inch spark, data for building, lieliMIng condenser data; requires S. K. W. 15,000 volt
C.75
transformer; see list below
Violetto type, high frequency Boll data; 110
volt A.C. or D.C. type; 1" spark; used for
"vhdet ray" treatments and .'Experiments" 0.50
Ilote to operate Ouddn coil from a vacuum tube

8

3
3

20
1

oscine tor
Inch spark Tesla coil; operates on Fonl ig-

nition foil

inch spark Ondin

Coil"

roll;

110 volt

A.C.

0.50

Ondin

TRANSFORMER DATA

ell

inch Omlin coll

on

`3i.
L3

0.50

1,,

I

135 TWN5S
IN ONE

LAYER -

235

0.50
0.50
0.50

i.

GNU.

TRANSFORMER
INSULATING
TAPE AND
ONE LAYER
OF PAPER BETWEEN
WINDINGS ISM TEXT)

MI
'w

r3/41

Iu

1.6

BOLT

GRID COND.

FIG.3

}- 235
1t

EOND.

ONO.

1

DEY
ANODE

I.F. COIL

Dynamic Speaker)

and 42

2 -volt

or 1,200 cycle Synchronous motor

0.50

MISCELLANEOUS DATAPRINTS
Treasure '.orator
2 K. W. 110 vt. to 18 vi. transformer data
20 motor circuits-hook-tips
20 practical telephone hook -ups
100 mechanical inovep.111 for Inventors

0.50
30.50
0.3:,
0.31
0.35
0.50
0.50

Polarized Belay-Ultra Sensitive
Eloetro- medical coil (sao king mill
Nt oter -wheels -'low to Itodld and Light your
house

Electric Bell circuits
Public Address System
Electric chime rin:;er; Ills any clock

0.50

20

20

O.50

$0.50

"Electrical Tricks" for LODGES and
PARTIES
10.50

How to Fry Eggs on Cake M Ice Electrically-50.50
"Rewinding" Small Motor Armatures
0.50

"ENGINEERING SERVICE BY

MAIL"

Problem for Estimae.
(20% off on orders for $3 00 or more. No C.O.D.)
Rend Sketch of Your

The DATAPRINT COMPANY
Leek Box 322

heavy. black crackle finish in tai chassis & panel.

FI %LNG

ENAMELED

BOLT

WIRE

shipping
Only

eight

G

are

tubes

and
15 -215

Culls for
Meters. & instructions included. FOREIGN RE-

CEPTION I; F A It A N TEED. Circular sent upon
request.

ready

FIXING

Wired and tested.
extra
SI.50
Broadcast coils
.95
1.90
Arcturus tubes
Acme 4000 ohm
1.35
phones

The
DC 3
All - Wave

Receiver
loudspeaker. lyses the new

RAMSEY, N.

1.

BAKELITE TUBE

and 3:1 Tubes as regenerntl
audio frequency amplifier.
circuit for low filament eu
cides tremealnus volume. Operates loudspeaker on
many statimis. Cousiruetell Of only highest grade

materials.

Wavelength

range of appris.

meters.

black
b

Mooned

18 -600

KIT, ASSEMBLED

nn heavy.

95

crackle finish metal

pulp eight I lbs. Coils
for 13-215 meters. and Instructions Included FOREIGN It E C E I' T I
1: l'A ItANTEED. Circular

Wired and tested.

The "AE4"
S -W

34a'

Deslgnel for
who

aüil a separation
about t3g r between the two toils. A l l ti.
oils mast be wound in the same direction
and must be wired up in the sequence shown
'II the diagrams, When winding the coils
L3 and IA, make no mistakes about pro:Wing adequate insulation between the two
windings, as the full R voltage exists beween these two windings and poor insulation here would spell trouble.
Following is the parts list for this receiver
if

e

:

(I.

nlegohm.
ohms.

4Ú,11n0

41,000

R4

4.uu0

0.3

RS

2:0,1100
2 megohms.
2 11N'gohn)s
10.II00 ohms.

119

S1),0X)

R6
R7

R10 10,I00
R11 II..; nlegolin (volume control)
0.72 10,010 ohms.
C1 .0003 mf., fixed
('2 .0103 mf., fixed.
C3 .0001.4 elf. (tuning condenser ).
C4 .01 nif. by -pass.
C5
C6
C7
('`I

mf. by -pass.
.0003 mf. (pre -sets, va rig ble.
1.0 mf. by -pass condenser.
Al inf. by -pass condenser.
.OSE
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demand

throve

the

bast au results and
appearance.
t'ses
611. 43, and 12%I
tubes In new high-

IMPEDANCE DATA"-

gain rlrrult.

gnomes end of the coil La,

It 3

1.60
.95
1.90

Itroadeast coils
Arcturus tubes

150 TURNS OF NS. 36 OR 38
ENAMELED WIRE ROUND IN ONE LAYER

- ANTENNA

1t2

most power-

ful battery operated sets
on the market. Owners
report. England. Germany and others on the
It) (2 tubes in 1 bug')
'e detector ami 2 stage
Uses special filament
rent consumption. Tru-

Receiver

EBONITE OR

Itl

w ire

to

$5.95

lbs.

additional apparatus

needed
phones.

sent upon request.

It=

rinult

KIT, ASSEMBLED

and

Pen-

MAGNET COIL DATA
Powerful battery leetto- magnet; lifts 40 tbs...SO.50
0.50
1111 Volt D.C. magnet to hit 25 Ins
0.50
110 Volt D.C., 300 Ib., Lift electromagnet
110 Volt D.C. solenoid; liits 2 lb. through 1 in 0.50
110 Volt D.C. voleimid, lifts 0 lb. through 1 in 0.50
Volt
olenoid,
Ili
is
2
lb.
I
In
0.50
12
D.('.
through
0.50
A. C. Solenoid. powerful. Ian -vna, fil- ryele
MOTOR -1 /16 II.P.. 110 von A.C., GO reels
0.50
(suitable for driviuc 12" fan. ete.t- Data

sOerlal

s e s

BOLT

Three-Tube Rolex with 50, 58 and 47 Tubes- Reflex
Revived with Misled Tubes.
Triple l 'clinic lames s (Firm sludrria SIx- Tubo)
Niue Easy Ways tu "Sitslenúzo' the Rodio Set.
7 -Tube Telewiaiou Receiver.

GO

volume & clearness. Wave-

length range. Is apu ron Is000 meters.
Mumnel on

2'

FIG.4

Oteratrd Personal Receiver. 2 V. tubes.
Portable, Sr. Wolteroo! A.C. -D.C., 38 Output. Magnetic Sin-aken.

360E38

DATA-

"Pal"

with Latest

t'

chassis and panel. SlapABOOUTVNO

3- Tube (Battery

44

LS

TURNS IN
ONE LAYER

REGEN

NEW! RADIO AND TELEVISION
10.50 Each
(Nil:a m o order, 2 prints at this Reduced Price
The Find -All l'ritaarid A.C. -D.C. "Short -Wave"
Convener (3 Tubes).
A Five -Tube 511dget with 2A5's in Push -Pull.
"All- Wave" Find -All t Four (A.C.; no plug -In coils).
Find All '.tutovox"- Newest Five-Tube Auto Radio.
A.C. -D.C. Mighty Midget (43 Output, 25L5 heel.,

ENAMELED
WIRE

FIVING

See

for the new OFT (2 tubes In 1 bulb) & IV tubeA as
-grid regenerative detector, audio frequency
samplifier,
rectifier & complete built -in power supply. (Operates entirely from 110 volt AO or DC house
lighting circuit. No batteries of any kind required.
owners report reception of European. Routh American. Hawaiian. & American stations with excellent

TURNS IN ONE LAVER

I.F. TRANSFORMER DATA-

150 TURNS
BANK IYDUND

10.50

Triple Pentodo with

elite reception.

article p. 155 July Issue Short Wave Craft.

-

ALL WINDINGS
ABOUT Ne. 3601138

I

nettem.
Code can be recorded "fast"
translated
"slow."
Construction

Tubes (A.I.).
The 2 -volt Superhrteredyne
todes (8 Wheal.

completely electri-

A

fied short -wave cereivel capable of world-

One of the

ONE LAYER OF

and

The "Short wave"

VALUE
on the market

FIRST WINDING

BE

Records
Voice or
steel wire by mas

data (special)

Greatest
3 Tube

FIG.2

GRID

.-

PLATE

SECOND

trawlurmer data, 110 -volt.
Suitable for operating 8-

-

former is wound on an old wire bobbin
(spool), made of wood, with one end removed, the diameter of the former thus provided being about %". The data fir the
two transformers will be found in diagrams
No. 2 and No. 3. Of the first transformer,
L4 is wound first, in one even layer. This
is covered by a single layer of transformer
insulation tape, over which is wound a
single layer of white paper of average newsprint thickness. Any color would work as
well, but the white paper is very helpful in
winding on the second layer of fine black
wire and the wire is then easily wound on
in an even layer. Turns data will be found
in the two diagrams. On the second coil
(the second I.1'. coupling is not a trans ormer) the regeneration coil LC is not
\round over the coil Iu1, but is wound in n
bunch (helter- skelter) ou the former at the

WINDING

Electric Welding Transformer
Induction Coils -1 to 12 Inch sport data
TELEGRAPHONE
"Code" sisnals

3

The All - Electric
All -Wave Receiver

The I.F. Coils
The I.F. transformer coils are not at all
difficult to wind at house. Each trans -

0.50
0.50

20,000 -volt transformer data, 110 -volt,
00 -cycle mimeo-.
Suitable for °tweeting 3 ft.

fa k.w. 13.000 -volt
60 -cycle primary.

(Continued from page 393)
able to place the two I.F. tubes in shielding
cans, in order to reduce the I.F. noise level.
A single shielding can, not shown in the
photograph, fits over the shields at the back
and completely screens both I.F. transformers and tubes.

0.50

"Kick -

Tricke with Tesla and Oudln Coils

k.w.

New 5-Tube Super -Het

437

ern

as
-goamd RF am-

plifier. regenerative detector, power audio amplltler,
recliner and III plate built -In power supply. Operales entirely from 110 loll AC or DC house lighting
elrlgdt. Free front dead spots. Tremendous headphone volume. Will uper
KIT. ASSEMBLED
ate a loudspeaker on many
t attune.
Mounted
heavy, Week ,raekle

In

Isbell metal
nlelal cabinet. pre senting a very pleasing
appearance.
appearance.
F(IID :IIIN

TEED.

GUAR .VNCircular sent Up-

on request.

C.O.D. ORDERS FILLED.

and

retoly

wire

tu

$11.45
Wired and tested.
extra

%returns nubes

$2.00
2.75

PROMPT SHIPMENT

EILEN RADIO LABORATORIES

Dept. SC6, 463 Fourth Ave., New York, N. Y.

Just 0/7 the Press!
RÁ010 AMPIIRD
Cy1[ IL
F)11,
ut') I.al1OOPages.
Ist Design Portable. Mobile and (tack & Panel, Public
Address Amplifiers. Short -Wave
and All-Ware Recel, ers and
Converters. Inter - Gore Call
Systems, Test Equipment. Re
placement l'arts. hits, Tubes,
1

-all

and Areessories
at Um.
beatable Stick Botntia Prices!

Send For Your Copy To -Day!

COASTnLOAST- RADIO -CORP.
123$ -WEST ilia

.

New YOw5.N.Y.

SHORT WAVE CRAFT for NOVEMBER,
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LEARN CODE
You Can Become

a

Fast, Capable

RADIO OPERATOR

at Home

The CANDLER SYSTEM MAKES IT
EASY FOR YOU!
CANDLER Students Never Flunk. Advise us
what license you seek and we will show how
easily it is to be obtained.
Leading Instructors and Operators in U. S.
Army, Navy and Aviation are CANDLER

trained. Fastest and most skilled Amateurs
and Commercial ops during past 23 years were
CANDLER trained. McElroy held Class "A"
championship 13 years. Jean Hudson. W3BAK,
9 years old, won championship Class "E" two
months after enrolling for JUNIOR SCIENTIFIC CODE COURSE. No "robots" used.
Tf you're wise, you'll get your SPEED where
the champions got theirs. Any skilled Amateur
or Commercial Op will tell you of the superiority and importance of CANDLER SYSTEM
training for Speed and Accuracy.
THREE GREAT COURSES- Junior Scientific Code Course for beginners. Advanced
Course for those with speeds over 10 wpm who
want to do 40 to 50 wpm and copy behind.
"Mill" Course for fast, accurate copying.
Send for BOOK OF FACTS for
Radio Ops., Amateurs and
Beginners.

C9 .0003 mf. (pre -set), variable.
C10 .0003 mf. (regeneration condenser).
C11 .0003 mf. fixed condenser,
C12 .0001 mf. fixed condenser.
C13 .1 mf. by -puss condenser.
C14 .01 to f. by -pass condenser.
C15 1.0 mf. 1,y -pass condenser.

an

1.0
C17 Al
4 4 -pin
1 5 -pin

mf. by -pass condenser.

mf.
tube
tube
1 6-pin tube
1 Chassis as

HERE IT IS
,IIOHT WAVE SET BUILDERS
MUST HAVE THIS BOOK

(tune control- optional).
sockets: Na -And.
socket: Na -And.
socket: Na -AId.
per specification; Blau

(Korrol 1.

1

Illuminated disc drive.

1 Baseboard type 4 -pin socket

for plug -in

SHORT WAVE

coils.
1 5 :1 audio transformer.
1 "On -Off" snap switch.
3 Formers and wire for coils as described.
Quantity hook -up wire and insulating sleeving.
Quantity nuts and bolts.

COIL BOOK

Battery cables for 7 conniptions.
1 pair binding posts, "antenna" and
"ground."
1 R.F. choke (R.F.C.2) (not a short -tcarc
choke),

Bias Battery

All questions answered
promptly.

No obligation.
CANDLER SYSTEM CO., Dept. S-11
6343 S. Kedzie Ave., Chicago

World's Only Code Specialist

$a ircl
OCTOCOILS

Short Wave Coil Data
for Every Conceivable
Short Wave Receiver

The bias battery for the 34 type I.F.
pentode tube is mounted directly underneath the chassis and consists of a small capacity 3 -volt pocket lamp battery.
After having ascertained that the receiver is functioning, it is necessary to adjust the I.F. tuning condensers correctly.
Set the condenser ('t) about three -quarters
of the way to maximum capacity and slowly
adjust the condenser C(i until a sudden increase of general sensitivity is noticed.
When these two circuits are in tune, they can
be left alone for future use.
The best setting for these condensers for local conditions will have to be found by experiment
but the best results will generally be obtained by tuning to a low frequency (high
condenser setting).
On the other hand.
they must also be adjusted to a point at
which the second detector will produce easy
oscillations when required so that these
points must he borne in mind when setting

11%010

peared in print.
As every experimenter who has
ever tried to build a short wave net
knows only too well by experience.
the difference between a good and
a poor receiver is usually found in
Very often
the short wave coils.
you have to hunt through copies of
magazines, books. etc., to find the
information you require. The present data has been gotten up to
obviate all these difficulties.
Between the two covers of this
book you now find every possible bit
of information on coil winding that
has appeared in print during the
past two years. Only the most modern "dope" has been published here.
No duplication. Illustrations galore, giving not only full instructions how to wind coils, but dimensions, sizes of wire, curves, how to
plot them, by means of which any
coil for any particular short wave
set can be figured in advance, as to
number of turns, size of wire, spacing, etc.
There has never been such data
published in such easy acceesible

U. S. Stations Heard in England
16

to 30

29 to 58

54 to 110

Meten

Meters

Meters

103 to 225

Meters

Set, 15 to 225 Meters,
Coils; 65e Each Coil
fi
Set. 15 to 225 Meters,
Coils; 90e Each Coil
ens be applied with better results to any circuit
unn,g Shirt -wave plug-in
Standard since 1027 -used In over 60 foreign

PRONG. 4 Coils to
52.50 PER SET of 4
PRONG, 4 Coils to
$3.50 PER SET of 4

coumriee.
Broadcast Colt

-4

, $1.00: 6 prong. $1.50
Made of genuine Bakelite in distinctive colors using heavy euameled wire and parked in individual
boxes. BEWARE OF I51IT.tTIONS. We are the
pioneer manufacturers of popular priced Short ...roe
plug -In roils. S.tTISIAI'TR)N GUARANTEED.
Up -to -date diagrams included FREE.

Shortwave & Television Corp.,
70 Brookline Ave., Boston. Mus.
Gentlemen: )'lease send nie Iantpaid
sets
INTOCOIIS
prong (check which
type you want) for which I enclose $

-4 -6

N.t57F.

.tl)UItESS

.......

Another Reason Why
The TRIMM FEATHER-

WEIGHT
bring in

phones

will

weaker sig-

nals, The great number of turns of wire on
the Electro Magnet, together with the speci-

ally

treated Magnetic
iron in the core results
in a greater change in
the Magnetic flux causing more strength to the weak signals.
DX in comfort with Trimm Featherweight
phones.
Buy from your local dealer.

TRIMM RADIO MFG. CO.
1528

Armitage Ave.

Chicago,

Ill.

Using this receiver in England, the writer
has received most of the usual short-wave
stations, some at extraordinary volume.
\then reception conditions are at all good,
many of the U. S. stations are heard at
really good strength on a fairly large dynamic speaker, while some of the beans stations on the American and Canadian trailsAtlantic telephone circuits come in at absolutely "local station" strength at certain
times.

Na -and Plug -in Coil Data
Distance

Meters

wave
length

200 -80

Grid coil turns
52 T. No. 28

En.

40.20

Wound
32 T. per Inch.
23 T. No. 28 En.
Wound
16 T. per Inch.
11 T. No. 28 En.

20 -10

5

S0 -40

between

Tickler turns

2

T. Nn. 30 En.
Close wound (CW)
19
11
C.

T. No.
W.

30

En.

9 T. No. 30 Eu,.
C. W.
7 T. No. 30 En.
T. No. 28 En.
3-16" between turns C. W.
Conform -2%" long by 1%- dia. 4 -pin base.

coils

tA"

tk.

form

3.32" between turns

Shanghai Calling ?

www.americanradiohistory.com

this.

soon.

RADIO PUBLICATIONS

(Coo tinned Jruin page 3:14)

ing technical possibility.

as

Take advantage of the special
offer we are making today, as due
to increasing costs, there is no question that the price will increase

5L"

fere with other forms of radio communication. The receiving set in the hired wireless system would be the same as any ordinary receiver. The antenna post in the
receiver should be coupled to the line, ewer
which the transmission is taking place,
through a condenser. Don't make any direct connections to telephone or electric
light lines. All connections should be made
through mica or high voltage condensers
because of the danger which may occur if
connections are brought out from lire wires.
We can't say just what the Electric or
Telephone Companies will say about this,
However, we just mention it as an interest-

Pt Itl IC 1 )IONS

FOR the first time, it is now
possible for the experimenter and short wave enthusiast to obtain the most exhaustive
data on short wave coil winding
information that has ever ap-

these condensers.

4

1934

97 HUDSON STRLI.

NEW YORE., N.Y

Radio Publications,

I

i,
d7--

=-

11.

97 Hudson Street.

New York. N. Y.
Please send Immediately, your Shirt Wan Cell Book. for
which 1 enclose 25e herewith (coin. U. S. stamps or money
order acceptable). Book is to be sent prepaid to me.
Name

Address.._......_..

City and State

SHORT WAVE CRAFT for NOVEMBER, 1934
GOLDEN GEM'
PORTABLE

ADDING MACHINE
- cy<'II ag 47

,Adds! Subtracts! Multiplies!

Does the Work as Accurately
as Machines Selling at $300.
OVER 300.000 SOLD THROUGHOUT THE WORLD
The adding

questionably
uesk adding
little "Swiss

machine pictured above Is today unthe world's most famous pocket and
machine. Since 1904 title marvelous
Watet. among Adding MachInts ". has

by governments, Instltu.ons, and
individuals the world over.
There is nothing more simple to operate than the
GEM adding machine. Numbers are registered on
All
the machine as quickly as they are .spot ;eat.
arrvittg from column to rolwnn is done utomatically without the slightest attention from the
operator. It is this feature, especially, that di.

been purchased

all other email adding
tinguishes the OEM f
nrhlnes, all of which require the attention of
the operator for the carrying pnwess.

Interesting literature and testimonial letters from
users all over the rountry sent upon request.
Nickel Plated, In bag
$ 8.95
9.95
Chrome Finish, in hag
De Luxe Model in beautiful plush lined ease 11.29
Canada and
Postage Paid In :sty part of I'. S.
Foreign Countries extra.

Gold Shield Products Co.
58

PARK PLACE

Dept. S

NEW YORK CITY

Short Wave League
Members
IDENTIFY THEMSELVES WITH THE
ORGANIZATION

in order that fellow members of the LEAGUE

may be able to recognize each other when
they meet, we have designed this button,
which is sold only to members and which
will give you a professional appearance.
If you are a member of the LEAGUE, you
cannot afford to be without this insignia of
sow membership. It is sold only to those
belonging to the LEAGUE and when you see
It on another, you can be certain that he is
a member.

439

Short Wave Scouts
(Continued front page 403)
kc. -See card -Halifax, N.

VE9HX -6110

S.,

Canada.

VE9GW-6095 kc. -See card- Bowman*lle, Ontario, Canada.
W1XAZ -95;(1 kc. -Sze card -Springfield, Mas.
W2XE -6120 km-See card -New York, N. Y.
W2XE -11830 kc. -See card -New York, N. Y.
W2XE -15270 kc. -See card -New York, N. Y.
W3XL-6425 kc.-Fridays, 5:30 p.m. -12:30 a.m.
New York, N. Y.
W3XAL-6100 kc.-Saturdays, 5:30 p.m. -12:30
a.m. -New York, N. Y.
W3XAL-17780 kc.- Daily, 9 a.m. -5 p.m.--New
York, N. Y.
W IOXCX -6350 kc. -See letter -Rapids City,
S. D.

Build Your Own
Condenser Banks
For any combination of capacities and

voltages

.

compact

.

.

.

.

efficient

most reliable.
Simply use Aerovox Uncased Sections.
Tape units together. Place in suitable
box if desired.
.

low in cost

.

.

.

W3XAU -9590 kc. -See card -Philadelphia, Pa.
W3XAU -6060 kc. -See card -Philadelphia, in
W8XK -6140 kc. -See card -Pittsburgh, Pa.
W8XK -11870 kc. -See card-Pittsburgh. Pa.
W8XK -15210 kc. -See card -Pittsburgh, Pa.
WRXK -21540 kc.- See card-Pittsburgh, Pa.
W9XF -6100 kc. -See card -Chicago, Ill.
WLL-17900 kc. -See letter-Rocky Point, N. Y.

-R. C. A. Communications.
WQV -14800 km-See letter -Rocky Point,
-R, C. A. Communications.
WEA-10610 kc. -See letter -Rocky Point,
C. A. Communications.
WEG -10380 kc. -See letter-Rocky Point,
-R. C. A. Communications.
WEE-9490 kc. -See letter-Rocky Point,

-it.

N. Y.
N. Y.

N. Y.
N. Y.

-R. C. A. Communications.
WOO-6725 kc. -See letter-Rocky Point, N. Y.
-R. C. A. Communications.
WEL -8950 ke. -See letter -Rocky Point, N. Y.

-R. C. A. Communications.
W2XBJ -8950 ka -See Letter -Rocky Point, N.
Y. -R. C. A. Communications.
WICK-21420 kc.-Mornings-Lawrenceville, N.

J.- Phone.

These uneased sections are the same as those used
In standard metal eased tiller condensers.

WKF-19220 kc. -Early afternoon-L:wrerceville, N. J.- Phone.
WNB -10675 km-Forenoon-Lawrenceville. N.

Non - Inductively wound. high - grade dielectric
paler. Thoroughly impregnated with high melting
point compound for protection against heat.

J.-Phone to Bermuda.
kc. -Late evening -Lawrenceville,
N. J. -Phone to England.
WLK- -16270 kc.- Mornings -Lawrenceville, N.

WNA -0162

Wound and compressed sections dipped In special
was comprimid to form extra bossy coating for
complete protection.

J. -Phone to England.
WOA -6755 ke. -Late evening-- Lawrenceville,
N. J.-Phone to England.
WOB -6755 kc. -Late evening -Lawrenceville,
N. J. -Phone to England.
WOO-8570 km-Early evening -Ocean Gate.

Minimum bulk for maximum capacity and working
cull age, consistent with reliability and Doug life.

N.

WOO -4750
N.

J.- Phone.
km-Late
J.-Phone.

evening -Ocean

Gate,

FYA -15243 km-Paris, France.
FYA -11880 kc.- Paris, France.
FYA -11720 kc,-Paris, France.
(lack of space dosa not permit publishing
unverified stations this mouth.)

Also Ideal. of coune. for replacements In any set or power
pack. Punctured section can be removed and replaced by
one of these uncased sections of corresponding capacity
and voltage rating.
Send for Data on these and other Aerovox condensers and
resistors. Also free copy of the Aerovos Research Workers monthly publication chuckhl of latest radio dope ire ;n

from research laboratory and engineers.

list

d

See Page 445

Lapel Button, made in bronze, gold
35c
filled, not plated, prepaid
Lapel Button, like one described above
$2.00
but in solid gold, prepaid

STOPPANI COMPASS
Precision fnatrtiment made in
A

Belgium. P u r
chased by the I

-

Government
at more tin tl
S.

1:10.00

each

Ideal for Radio

Experimenters Laboro
tory, also mn>
be used

as

a

I; alvnnomrt.r
for detecting
electric currents
in radio circuits
Ruby, jeweled.
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SHIELD

Park Place

TIM rules for entries in the SHORT WAVE SCOUT
Trophy Contest have been amended and only 50 per
rent of your Ilst of statluua submitted need be verified.
If, for example. you send In a list of 100 stations with
50 verification cards, you will reeeive .relit for the other
The trophy will be
-0 per cent or 100 stations total.
awardcd to the SHORT WAVE SCOUT who has logged
the greatest number of short -wave stations during any 30
day period; the must hare at least 50 per cent tells)
this period need trot be for the immediate month prevellog the closing date. The complete list of rules appeared
in the August Issue of this magazine.
In the event of a tie between two or more contestants.
yeah Togging the same number of stations (each accompanied by the requirel 50 per rent veils). the Judges will
award a similar trophy to each contestant so Ding. Each
list of stations heard and submitted in the contest must
be sworn to before a Notary Public atol testify to the
fart that the list of stations heard were "logged" over
a given 30 day period. that reception was verified and
that the contestant personally listened to the station announcements as given in the list.
Only commercial "phone" stations should be entered
In your list, no "amateur" transmitters or "ronuuercial
mule" stations. This contest will close every month on
the first day of the month, by which time ail entries
be in the editors' hands lit New York City. Entries
received after this date will be held over for the next
moth's contest. The text contest will close hl Nev
York City ,November 1.
The judges M the contest will be the editors of SHORT
WAVE CRAFT, and their findings will be final. Trophy
awards will be made every month, at which time the
trophy will he sent to the winner.
Namm of the contesting SCOUTS not winning a trophy will be listed In
Honorable Mention each month. From this routest are
eluded all employees and their (amities of SHORT
WAVE CRAFT magazine. Andreas all entries to SHORT
WAVE SCOUT AWARD. 99.101 Hudson Street, New
York CltY.
n

bronze, 4
inches square, fitted in a hardwood case.
Our price prepaid $4.50 each
stolid

GOLD

Trophy Contest Entry Rules

PRODUCTS CO
New York City

www.americanradiohistory.com

C O

R

P

O

Washington Street

72

R

A

T

I

O N
Brooklyn, N. Y.

Schwartz Leads Again
tubes, types 210. 250, 281..,ea,-li $1.00
Syhatila and Itayl hewn tubes in stork.
1.47
uotteuils, 16 to 100 meters. 4 coils to set
Na -Aid S.W. Coils, 4 coils to kit: 4 prong,
De Forest

1.77
$1.18: 6 prong
2.05
Ns'Ald S.W. Coll Assembly Selector Unit
Wafer sockets: 4, 5, 6 prong -each 5e; 7 prong .06
.17
1: va -Kasch vernier bakelite dials
u,fd. elec. condensers, 450 W. volts; card-

.44

s

ofd.

elec. condensers, 430 W. volts, alum

can

.49

Ai.rshon wet elec. condensers. IS nstd
.29
.79
input transformers, P.P., shielded
Power transformers. horizontal mtg., 4 tube
1.48
800: 5 tube. 89e: 6 lobe, $1.30: 7 tube
.07
Victor R.F. coils with choke roll attached
Distributors of nationally known amateur, serviceman and P. A. System equipment. Write for prices
on parts Interested.

M. SCHWARTZ & SON
710 -712 Broadway

SCHENECTADY

NEW YORK
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We herewith present the six most important books in radio.
These volumes have been selected after an exhaustive study
of the foremost radio books published today. They represent
the finest in radio books, and offer a variety of information
on the subject.

WE PUBLISH NO CATALOG, and ask you to please order
from this page. Prompt shipments of all books will be made
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to you directly from the publishers. We act only as a clearing
house for a number of radio publishers, and OUR PRICES
ARE AS LOW OR LOWER THAN WILL BE FOUND ANYWHERE. Remit by money order or certified check. Register
all letters which contain cash.
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NEW LOW PRICED RADIO BOOKS
,ry conceivable radio subHere are 13 new, up -to -date a.''k,
ject, just published. Modern in every sense. All books uniform
No.

1

No.

2

No.

3

No.

4

No.

5

V.

Der
RADIO SET ANALYZERS, by L.
Mel
TUBES,
by
MODERN RADIO VACUUM
Robert llerizberg
BOOK, by
THE
SUPERHETERODYNE
Clyde J. Fitch
MODERN RADIO HOOK -UPS, by R. D.
Washburn°
HOW TO BECOME A RADIO SERVICE
MAN, by Lottis Martin

HOW TO ORDER
W. cannot .hiD C. O. D.
9orn. of O. A^n4. near nnr

our
id

Y
ipin

ÜÑ.

only)

.uiticbntthur:i:wlte no'tr°ÌUÉeelbr °bu

un

No.

6

No.

7

No.

8

No.

9

Na. 10

from 64 to 72 pages; 50 to 120 illustrations. All books are writ ten by well -known radio authors. Order all your books by number.

ELECTRIC (RADIO)
SETS
BRINGING
UP -TO -DATE. by Clifford E. Denton
RADIO KINKS AND WRINKLES (far experimentersi. by C. W. l'aimer
RADIO QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS, by
R. D. \\'a.bbume
AUTOMOBILE RADIO AND SERVICING.
by louis Martin
HOME RECORDING AND ALL ABOUT
IT, by George J. Saliba.

A D I O

hurt.

Tinny rM1t

i

PUBLICATIONS
U; Iludnun Rt.,

New YorK
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('Ity

No. 11 HOW TO BUILD AND OPERATE SHORTWAVE RECEIVERS. by the Editors of
IIhrlt'r \1'.11-E f'It.\l'T
No. 12 HOW TO BECOME AN AMATEUR RADIO
OPERATOR. by M. F. Eddy
RESISTANCE MEAS.
No. 13 POINTTO -POINT
U RE MENTS. by Clifford E. Denton.

PRICE

4ID

EACH BOOK
PRICE PREPAID FOR
ALL 13 BOOKS

45
$5o
S

ORDER DIRECT
FROM THIS PAGE
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"HAM" ADS

Advertisements in this section are inserted
at 5c per word to strictly amateurs, or
IOc s word (7 words to the line) to manufacturers or dealers for each insertion.
Each word in a name and address to be

counted.

Cash should accompany "11am"

advertisements. Advertising for December issue should reach us not later than
October 5.
QSL's 75c A 100 2 COLORS. W9DGH, 1816 5TH
Av.. N., Minneapolis, Minn.
SWL's- QSL's, HAM PRINTING. MAC PRINT.
353 Roland Ave., Baltimore, Md.
SHORT WAVE SETS BUILT TO ORDER
cheap. Virgil Darnell, Emerson, Ga.
QSL CARDS, NEAT, ATTRACTIVE. REASON ably priced, samples free. Miller, Printer. Ambler, l'a.
FOUR TUBE A.C., THREE TUBE BATTERY
Short -Wave Receivers, Very Reasonable. Willard
Kiesow. Morgan, Minn.
INSULATION. WIRE, VARNISHES. SUPPLIES.
etc. Send 3c stamp for bulletin. AUTOPOWER,
414 S. Hoyne Ave., Chicago.
60 WATTERS $7.60 EACH, 211, 203A AND 845.
with carbonized plates. Fully guaranteed. Amateur Service. Fairview. N. J.
VERY LOW
RELAYS
PHOTO -CELLS
prices, free literature. Pese Scientific Products.
Y.
4918 - 13th Ave., Brooklyn, N.
SPECIAL! 1 A.C. -D.C. SHORT WAVE. PEN tode, 2 -tube Radio, 3 coils, Wired $3.501 Tubes
$1.76. Robert Mielke, Ryder, No. Dak.
PAINLESS RADIO MATHEMATICS IN 13
ruler -charts. Batches a Radiographs sent poste
paid for 60c. Robert S. Kruse, Guilford, Conn.
FOR SALE -A RTI RADIO ANALYZER. HAS
Make otter.
3 jewel meters ; Very Reasonable.
Harry Stengel. 224 Findlay St., Cincinnati, Ohio.
IMPROVE SHORT-WAVE RECEPTION WITH
Instructions, 15c.
simple noise eliminator.
Radio, 2224 Woodstock, Pittsburgh 118). Pa.
PICKUP OR
PHOTOPHONE
WANTED -RCA
speakers, wattmeter. etc.. meters. Write deOhio.
St.,
Cleveland.
15th
tails. W8FSP, 2095 W.
2ND EDITION KRUSE'S RADIOPHONE GUIDE.
twice as big, completely revised. 2/3 of edition
already sold. postpaid 60c, R. S. Kruse, Guilford,
Conn.
VARIABLE CONDENSERS- .00035 MFD., PYrex Insulated. Low Loss. Good Condition. 35c
each, 4 for $1.00. WSRW, 208 N. Main, Bluffton.

-

-

Ohio.

RADIOS -ALL KINDS. DUAL WAVE. AUTO.
regular. 11 models. World's cheapest. No -cost
Sensation. 20th Century Co.. S -3080,

441

"Fringe Howl"

QUALITY

(Continued from park 397)
tone with a high background rush or
hiss. This is overcome by increasing the
size of the by-pass condenser previously
mentioned from .00Ii to .01. A .01 will
give :t very pleasing tone and the signal
will sound more natural than with smaller
condensers. -11. D. lluoton, WSKPX.

A REAL

The 41EN -WIN
Short Ware Plug m

Picked up European Stations
in actual tests.

coils have atom) the
test. They have been
in great demand for
the past three years.
and are still selling
strongly to the thou -

*

SIMPLIFIED RADIO
CONTROL
for Model Boats, etc.

ands of discriminat-

ing esperi lnelltcrs who 8lrpreiate the remarkable remiltv
they are getting from these excellent roils. The GENWlN Short Wave COIN can be used In any one of the

many circuits published each month In Short Wave Craft
magazine The 4.011, liase plate and secondary winding+
ill oscillate over ttle entire short
an designed that they
wave band. 15 to 223 Meter with .00014 or .00015 llfd.
Condenser.
roles
$1.50
No. 404E
prong-4 coil kit (15.225 meters)
.55
No. 4146 -4 prong -Broadcast coil .910 to 551
1.95
No. 406E
prong -4 co11 kit (15 -231 meters)

A LOW -POWER
DE LUXE TRANSMITTER

S. W. and Long Raves
(Continued from page 405)
I've built different sets described in your
magazine and find all to work OK. I've
built the 3-tube "Signal Gripper", Globe
Trotter, the Oscillodyne and a couple more.
I'm still using the Oscillodyne ; added a
1 -tube audio stage, so now it's a 2 -tube set
and it sure has lots of "pep ". Am getting
fair DX and amateurs on both phone and
('W (code).
GEORGE GOU'LD,
Box 5511, Yorkton, Sask., Can.
(Good work, (;core.-Lditor.)

Health Ray Carbon
Lamp
PAYS FOR
FEW TREAT-

nois.

U

üJ

1

.65
1- Oit -55U ML)
25 to 550 Meters

Comprises a precision wound tuner and
III'. coll. Troth having tapped secondaries. which permits you to enjoy hot'.
BItOADt'As f
SHORT WAVE: and
PROGRAMS. 1f you own an Au .
sadar or any other three circuit too
r ceirer.
you can easily convert the s,
into an all -wave receiver. by replacing
the coil svilh these new OF:N -WIN
ALL -WAVE coils. Coils may he bad for
use with either .00035 or .01105 MM.
condenser. Specify which when ordering.
{tiring diagram Included free with calls. Separately
All Wave Tuner (as Illustrated)
All Wave R. F. Coll
n

-

10...

Send remittance in check or money order.
Register letter if it contains currency.

OOr

75c

GENERAL WINDING COMPANY
254 W.

list

Incorporated

St.

Dept.

Il -S

NEW YORK. N. Y.

THE SHORT - WAVE SET
YOU ALWAYS WANTED

SHORT WAVE LISTENER'S CARDS, NEW
design, brings results. 100 $.75. Also QSL's.
Samples Free, S00000000, W8ESN, 1827 Cone. Toledo. Ohio.

-4
-6-6

prong-Broadcast cull
ALL-WAVE COIL KIT -Range

No. 40611

ITSELF IN

Price

Detector Tube
$1.39
1.39
No. 191 -for '32 or '34 Detector Tube
1.39
'36 Detector Tube
Na. 200 -for
".6, 'x7 or '44 Det. Tube 1.39
No. 201 -fur '21
61'6 or 6D6 Bet Tube 1.49
Nu. 206-for
C.rN.WIN <HU1'.T WAVE COIL KIT

S-W "POCKET" RECEIVER

K. C.. Mo.

;

Short Waves

POLICE AND SHORT WAVE ADAPTER
Convert your broadcast set Into a short -wave set tuning
from 80 to 200 meters. Get exciting police alarms from
stations thousands of miles away. Airplane
communications while planes are In flight.
Amateur phuuc and international crate c
inunications. The biggest thrill and fun for
Installed in a jiffy. Plugs
o little money.
directly into the detector tube socket. Speeits
certain
the detector tube In your set, or if uncertain
as to detector tube, advise make and model
Aumber of set when ordering.
GEN -WIN

No. 190 -for '30, '40, '99, '12A, '200A or '201A

In Next Issue!

sample.

BLUEPRINT DATA 18 CRYSTAL SETS- Tubeless; 1850 Mile; Selective Speaker. 25c
Coin. Modern Radiolabs, 151 -A Liberty, San
Francisco.
PLUG -IN COILS. 15 -210 METERS. WOUND
on 4 -prong tube bases, 30c set. Regular formi.
50c ; 6- prong, 75c. Postpaid. NOEL, 809 Alder,
Scranton, Pa.
TWO TUBE DOERLE OWNERS! HAVE YOUR
set electrified using latest tubes, $1.60. Satisfaction guaranteed. Others changed accordingly.
Virgil Darnell, Emerson, Ga.
KENPLEX -1 TUBE = 3. KIT, COILS- $..00,
wired, tested -$9.00' Diagram -$.25; Questions
answered -3 for $.26. C. D. Kenyon. 1205 Medical Arts Bldg.. Cleveland. Ohio.
WRITE US BEFORE YOU BUY. WE CARRY
complete line of used receivers, meters. parts. etc.
All good. Prices by return mail. No order too
small. Virgil Darnell, Emerson, Ga.
HUMLESS POWER PACKS ABSOLUTELY
guaranteed. 250 volts 40 mills. 2.5 volts 3.75 amperes $4.50, regular $8.00. Harry Raske, 1516
West Lehigh Avenue. Philadelphia, Penna.
GOVERNMENT GIVES FREE RADIO OPERA tors training for service on aircraft. ships. Salary, expenses paid. Information booklet, how to
Qualify, apply. 20c. Federal Equipment Co.. Box
344F, Indianapolis. Ind.
BELIEVE IT OR NOT: JAPAN ON LOUD
speaker, without antenna or ground. Marvelously sensitive 6 tube receiver. Construction data 35
cents, silver. Morrison, 1263 North New Hampshire. Los Angeles, Calif.
ONE TUBE DX TRANS -CEIVERS $2.95. Guaranteed, new, and complete; foreign reception, local transmission. Crystal Controlled Transmitters $3.75 up. Wave Meters only $1.95. Burks
Radio Company, 1448 W. Decatur, Decatur, Illi-

APPARATUS FOR

A

1:NTS.

Everyone in the family
cry Is the health giving
Violet Rays.
Table Mel.!
Send for Interesting literature FREE.
List Price w It1. Screen anti G igules. $15.00.

-F.

YOUR COST

O. B., N. Y.

á3a38

COLD SHIELD PRODUCTS CO.

Tr,

,

NEW YORK

98 PARK PLACE

SPECIALS- PLUG -IN COILS, 10 -200 METERS,
Set of Four $.50 -Forms $.08.-R.F. Chokes 2 -4 -8
Mh. $.20 each. Short Wave maps $.10, SWL's $.60,
Short Wave Accessories, 121 Derby St..
100.

Valley Stream, New York.
SHORT-WAVE COILS-SPECIAL COMPLETE
set for four short form 50c. Four prong long
forms space wound $1.00. Long six prong
$1.50. Write for prices on Super and Band
Spread coils. Susadorff & Kusterman Radio
Laboratories, 297 DeKalb Ave.. Brooklyn, N. Y.
LIGHTNING
OHM'S LAW CALCULATOR
Slide Rule; solves all problems of Voltage, Current and Resistance, Power, Wire Sizes, etc.
Range: I micro-amp. to 1000 amps 1 micro -volt
to 10,000 volts; 1 micro-ohm to 10 megohms 1
micro-watt to 10 megawatts wire sizes 0 to 36
B. & S. gauge. Introductory price $1.00 prepaid.
The Dataprint Co.. Box 322. Ramsey. N. J.
TEN PRACTICAL AND INEXPENSIVE
changes converting Dodge 12-V, Ford T.A., Chevrolet Delco 6 -V generators, into 100 -500 watt
capacity A.C. generators, or into 32 --110 volt
D.C. motor or generator. Dodge is 600-W. selfexcited. All in one book illustrated with complete simplified instructions and drawings for only
$1. AUTOPOWER. 414 S. Hoyne Ave., Chicago.

-

;

:
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the "MJ" for the truly critical
There is no finer Short -Wave Receiver
Write for details, No. 80 -S
PIONEER SOUND LABORATORY
New York, N. Y.
135 Liberty St.

Have You Seen the New

BROWNIE

All -Wave Aerial Kit
can in-

Balanced Doublet System. Anyone
stall. Outstanding efficiency in operation.
Local noises eliminated. Priced most attractively. Ask your nearest jobber or write
us for complete information.

PORCELAIN PRODUCTS, Inc.
FINDLAY. OHIO
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Which Audio Should I
Build

new BOOKS

on SHORT WAVES
HERE are two brand new books which you have been looking for for a long time.
They contain everything that you have been asking for for many months.
These new books will give you the latest information of everything you wish
to know in two respective fields. Be sure to order them today. You will not
regret it.
They make excellent companions to our other handbooks, which you maw have.

"How to Get
Best Short Ware Reception"

7" x 10"

By M. HARVEY GERNSBACK
11,re Is

r'

How

To GET

BEST
HORT WAVE

book that Rites you everything you hare
vier euted to know about short -ware reeepnon.
The author, a professional radio listener and radio
fan for many years, gives you Ws long experience in
iglio reception and all that goes with it.
Miry Is m radio listener enabl..l to pull In stations from all over the slobs,. even small 100 wetters,
10,000 tulles away, and t'liy Is It that the next fellow.
with a much better and more expensive equipment.
can only pull In the powerful stations that any child
COO get oü bout much ado?
The reason is Intimate knowledge of short Waves

and how they behave.
hew

Isere are the chapters of rids

look:
I. What are Short Waves and what can the
listener hear on
short -wave receiver or con

verter?
2. How to tune and when to listen In on the
short waves.
3. How to Identify short -wave stations.
4. Seasonal changes In short-wave reception.
5. Types of receivers for shortwave reception.
6. Aerial systems for short -wave receivers.

RECEPTION
5ERNSBAC
K

SI.HAR%(

a

7. How to get verifications from short-wave sta-

tions.

8. Short -wave hints.
The book 1. profusely illustrated with the beat kind
of lllustratlons that it vtas possible to obtain.
Please note that this is not a re-hash of anything

that

BOOKS WHICH
TWO BRAND NEW
EVERY ALERT SHORT -WAVE FAN
SHOULD HAVE IN HIS LIBRARY

7 "x10"

SHORT WAVE CRAFT,
99

Hudson Street. New York City.

Gentlemen:

enclose t
for which you are to
send to me, postpaid. immediately upon publication. the books checked below:
"How to Get Best Short Wave ]reception"
"101 Short Wave Hookups"

I

Name
Address
I

and State
Send check or money order. if you send rash
or uncancelled U. S. l'otage Sumps, register it.)
SWC -11
City

"Signal Gripper," "Voltrol" Band - Spread 2 -tube Receiver, % Meter Portable Transmitter and Receiver,
Duo It.F. 4 -tube Receiver, The Sargent 9 -33 Tapped
Coil Receiver, Globe- Girdler 7, The .Tube "Champ"
2 Tubes Equal 3, Balls -Baled '°e -tube Pee -Wee,"
%'yetis All -Wave 6. 'Inez" Portable Super -het Receiv-

"53" 1 -tube Twihplex, Steuart Baud - Spread
S.W. Converter, The "Ace' Band - Spread 3, tientan
Economy 3. 2 -Tube "Regenerative- tisr111edyne" will
be found here, with full descriptions.
In ntany
cases, where it was necessary, we have also included
a picture hook -up for those
who 110 not wish to
follow the regular aytnbnlle look -up, but wish to have
er. The

regular wiring diagram.
Also note. that In many cases. We have not just
ripetaluetl obi hook -ups or diagrams.
In many
a

are they have been brought up -to -date, to give you
the latest information available In ash sets.
This is a very handy volume, especially for those
"fans" who wish to study the best sets in the short -

art.

from one tube up

to ten

tubes.

Instead

of

leafing through a dozen Magazines and going through
back numbers.
The present

volume brings

you everything In

clarified manner, leaving nothing to your imagination.
The book Is thorough. and up to
,late, and will be a welcome addition to your Radio library.
72 pages, over 100 illustrations.
Price

www.americanradiohistory.com

C

2.5

Current

volta

2.25 ampere

OPERATING AS CLASS "A" AMPLIFIER
INPUT SECTION
Pl
250
volts

Amplification Factor
Mutual Conductance

enton "St aml- by."Megathnr Triplex 2, "Globe-Trotter," -Tube Superhet. Minhh'ue, "Lamp" Itsroelver.
"Doeric" 2 -tube Battery "[Merle" 3 -tube Battery,
"Doerle" 2.tube A.l'., '.Doerle" 3 -tube A.C., Doerle

s

HEATER
Voltage

The book will make excellent reading metier,
whether you are a rank beginner or whether you have
been at It for a long lime.
There are many tricks
in short -wave reception that even some of the "old timers" do not know. That is the
Season for this book. Be sure to get it.
Place your order at once.
72 pages, over 40 illustrations.
Price

.

601

Average Electrical Characteristics
for 2B6

Plate (Max.)
Grid GI,

Complied by the Editors of SHORT WAVE CRAFT
Bore Is a worthwhile book that every short-wave
listener, every short -wave fan, and every short -wave
amateur has wanted for a long time. It gh'es you
the )01 best short -wave hook -ups which have appeared heretofore.
It is a veritable encyclopedia of
the btrt in short -waves when It comes to hook -ups.
And do not run away with the Idea that we lust
give you a few plait hulk -ups.
Each and every
hick -up and diagram illustrated is also accompanied
by a thorough explanation of what this particular
ht ok -up aceontplishes. what parts are required, coilminding Information. values of resistors, etc.. in fact,
everything you want to know In ortler to build the
set or to look up the data required.
To he ure, all of the important sets which have
appeared sin print during the past five years are in
this valuable book. Sets such as the Doerle, Dinsmore, the "19" Twwinplex, usdllo yne, Dun- Aplidyne,

h00K UPS

input levels.

before. Everything in the entire
hook has been written to order. and there is no duplication of anything here that has appeared In print
h

107 SHORT WAVE HOOKUPS

lShORTWAVE

(L'outinurd from page 407)
utilized. But upon examination of the
circuit requirements, it will be found that
the triodes available do not have the required gain. Isere a pentode type tube
can be used triode connected as indicated
in Fig. 5. The amplification factor under
these conditions will be plus 20 and due to
the plate impedance being around 12,000
ohms, standard audio transformers can be
used as the coupling medium to the power
stage. The frequency characteristic will
be governed by the transformer used and
the tube will act as a triode in every respect.
The bias resistor should have a value of
2,500 ohms and the plate voltage can be
between 184) and 300 volts. Any type of
audio coupling can he used with this tube
as a triode, if resistance- capacity coupling
is used a plate loading resistor of 100,000
ohms will be satisfactory. The grid resistor of the following stage can be from
2510,000 to 1,000,000 ohms, depending on
the tube used.
A Simple 4 to 6 Watt Amplifier
A new tube known as the 2110 offers shortwave fans high -power output with low
plate voltages- A brief resume of the action
of the tube and a study of the circuit diagram of Fig. 7 indicates the possibilities.
This tube has good sensitivity and power
output and can be used in many receivers
in place of 45's, where the improved output
will give greater volume with lower signal

Plate Current

Plate Resistance
Load Resistance
Grid Resistor should not ex-

-24

volts

4.0
7.2
600
12.000
8,000

umhos

ceed

1.0

OUTPUT SECTION
Plate (Max.) P2

250
2.5

Grid G2.
Plate Current

Amplification Factor
Mutual Conductance
Plate Resistance
Load Resistance

40
18

3,500
5.150
5,000

Signal Volts
27
Power Output
4.0
Measured between plate and
B. Current in cathode lead
approx.
3.0
Volts r.m.s. for rated tower.
5% total harmonic distortion.

Ma.
ohms

ohms

meg

volts
volta
Ma.

umhos
ohms
ohms
volts

watts
Ma.

Fundamental Explanation
The new 2110 embodies tiro sets of triode
elements mounted in tandem, using t

common, heater but electrically separated

cathodes. An examination of Fig. 7 will
show the simplicity of the tube and circuit.
In this diagram, the left -hand set of triode
elements represents the small input; and
the right -hand set the large output. The
voltage across RO (Fig. 7) would put this
grid at a high positive bias with respect to
its cathode. This is nearly off -set by the
drop in Rl. Tatas, the output grid bias is
the difference between these two voltages.
This bias is normally 2.'i volts positive with
respect to its cathode. Therefore, the grid
conductance is appreciable, causing the input
plate current to divide, part flowing through
the output grid resistance and part through
R0, Consequently the current for determining the input grid bias should be measured between the input cathode and RO, not
between input plate and B
The average
d -c current through this resistor is 3.0 ma.
This resistor also forms part of the input
section's load resistance, so it must not be
shunted by capacitance. The complete load
(Continued on page 444)
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w°É BOOKS

The4ESSENTIuI

'ROUND THE WORLD FANS USE T HESE GREAT SHORT WAVE BOOKS
These great hooks contain everything on short waves that is really
worth knowing -they are books which have been most enthusiastically welcomed by short -wave fans. The cost of the books is
extremely low in comparison with the valuable material which
they contain.

short ware receivers. The editors of

811014T
WAVE CRAFT have
selected ten outstanding short wave
and then are described in
the new volume. Each receiver

complete
fully illustrated with
representation.
Islot.t, pictorial
Photographs of the rot complete.
hookup and all worthwhile eitecifieations. Everything from the snooks,
one tub. set to 5-tube T. R. F. receiver is presented. Complete lists
ch set
e
parts me ive to make
shown
complete.
maximum
he receiver
opera
efficiency.

t

t

CONTENTS

RECEIVERS
AND

The bowie 2 -Tube
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HOW TO MAKE
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WORK THEM

the

:500

B.F.fP

C1ord E

Mr

de

R.cNwr That

Mge Mark. by

SW Receiver

D.sta

Lure

eiverquerer.
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H.
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WORLD WIDE
RECEPTION
WITH-THE.-FAMOUS

TWINPLEX

Short -Wave Receiver

? - Sets in-1
s

ONE TUBE NOW PERFORMS DUTIES OF TWO TUBES

ROtaRt

rl
has male (ritzy to re it foreign
l
po los"e inurt till
Only
t
1'
t 11
..
1, it
to f
eie Dilution of two tube, in a single
tube Then came the Monition of the TWINPLEX. radio circuit oftt unheard
of sensitivit(yy, using the 19" tube; It is
nOw possible with a single tube of this type to receive short wave stations
from
all
over
lñe
world,
REGULARLY, night after night. day after day, always in the same place
loudly and clearlyon the dial.
THE UNIMOUNT PANEL
Fiery radio man knows that In a short-wave set it is highly important
to
hare
the wiring as short as possible. BY
radically
mounting
boonne !i s.ible to
panel.
dell connecting acres w th heuresultdthatl anitUNHEARDy tOFtSIGNAL SENSITIV TY has
nine been nebieve l for the first time in a single -tube set.
-t in iho TWINPLEX Is ACTUALLY A TWO -TUBE SET;
we
yes,
repeat,
A FELL- FLEDGED TWO- TI'IIE SET
Gnd.tT TILE PRICE OF :t ONE-'rrhE SET.
a 2-volt
TWO
he neiny'restastithe
It Ilu
tithe,
irl
hastta DOUBLE SET OF ELEMENTS. litaking the
It quival, ntt
Dvo separate tubes. And nut only that, but the current
to
ono loan 1%-volt cells will last fer many weeks without consumption of this tube is so small ,that a pair of
replacing thrin.
BROADCAST RECEPTION TOO
This set has been so designed that It ill receive ordinary
in with great volume. particularly local arations. These rime broadcast stations too- siatlons which come
this little one tube set will ACTUALLY GIVE YOU LOUD in so loud that if 3011 have a loud speaker
SPEAKER RECEPTION.
Wan Ibis set we furnish regularly two
one a short -wave plug in coil v-ti lob receives all
the popular
stations in the 33 to Ga meter band. am! roils.
a broadcast mil wh lrh receives nearly ;dl broadcast
stations.
.t simplified Instruction sheaf with detailed Instructions
and
pictorial diagrams shows you how to huihl
set in a few hours' tine. and once you have nanpleted the
set, FROM THEN ON, TOP DON'T
the
SLEEP
ANY MORE.
ONLY FIRST ul,.tSN MATERIAL, such as Ilammarlund
tuning condensers, Polymet mica condensers.
R M.A. resistors, etc.. are employed.
The "19" TWINPLEX is available ONLY In kit form and comprises
all
to properly build the
cc her In (rum one to two hours. ANYONE CAN
DO IT. Shipping weight. 5parts
founds.
No. SW- 308 -Famous Twinplex Short -wave Receiver
it with all parts. INCLUDING SINGLE
$4 9rí
HEADPHONE AND BAND. hot No Tube.
PRICE
No. SW- 309-t'onplete .irrr.snrirs for TWINPLEX Fteeviver. YOUR
Comprising isle Tic in nit,.- two ((..e eee
No. G Dry ('ells, two 41-volt "It" Batteries. Ship.
weight,
20
lbs.
WJJ4
YOUR
PRICE
sec our ",4d" oit page 445 for tcruis. Plug -in Coils for 20, 80 and 160 meter bands.
45e ea. extra
.
tTut ,R

_

1

Get our
BIG
tae page

.. Only

$4.92

catalog.

See
page 41G

A- BRear View of

'Twinplex"
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RADIO TRADING CO., 1O1A HUDSON ST., NEW YORK CITY
Which Audio Should I

6

Build

Copies of
SHORT WAVE
CRAFT

(t.'ontinur

For a limited time only, and as long as
they last, we will send you six back numbers of SHORT WAVE CRAFT assorted,
your choice, for 75 cents.
The usual price for six copies would be
$1.50 and most publishers charge a higher
price for back numbers over one year old.
We can supply all copies except the
following: June -July, Aug.- Sept., 1930;
Dec. -Jan., Feb. -Mar.. April, May, June,
July, Oct., Nov., 1932; Feb., Mar., June,
July, 1033.
If you do not specify copies we will use
our own judgment in sending assorted
numbers to fill your order. Note we cannot exchange the copies for ones that
have been sent to you.
Practically every copy of SHORT WAVE
CRAFT contains important information
that you should have. Here is a chance
to get those copies.
As we have only a small supply of hack
numbers on hand, this offer will be withdrawn as soon as they have been sold.
We accept U. S. stamps, U. S. coin, or
money order. Rush your order today.

SHORT WAVE CRAFT
Hudson Street

New York, N. Y.

SHORT WAVE CRAFT
99.101

11

-y.(

Hudson Street, New York, N. Y.

I clause herewith iv,u, for which v
are to send mo six hark number copies of SHORT

Dentlemeu:

WAVE CRAFT as follows:

Nanne

Address

rfty

from parte 442)

grid impedance of the output section. Degeneration in resistor R1 is prevented by

PREPAID

99 -101

if

is the parallel combination of RO and the

State

capacitor Cl.
The circuit of Fig. 7 shows the use of
this new tube in a "high gain" 4 to It watt
Audio Amplifier.
Some coupling means
must be made between the output of the
short -wave receiver dteetor and the input
of the amplifier. l'or eircuits to be used
in this connection we suggest that you refer
to Fig. O.
The first stage of this amplifier uses :t
57 as a voltage amplifier. This in turn is
resistance coupled to the input triode section of the 3116 tube.
There is one interesting point in tir
power supply unit slid that is the use ,i
the 1 -7,4111 ohm resistance, as part of the
filter unit. This resistance is used in con JlmtioD with two S mild. electrolytic condensers and if it is desired to use a speaker
of the dynamic type in cuuj(Inetion with
this receiver, the 1,:d10 ohm resistor catin
be removed from the circuit and the speaker
field substituted. In the commercial models
available, speaker fields having a value of
1,000 to 2,7.INI ohms can be used quite satisfactorily. however, the liest speaker field
resistance for this particular circuit would
be about l.8(10 ohms. As mist of tae small
speakers which should be used with this
equipment are supplied with an output
transformer, it is not necessary to include
such a device in the amplifier chassis, this
retaking the amplifier unit very compact in
size. It is important that the .1 mf. condense[' be connected from one end of the
power line to the chassis or the it minus
ground connection Of the various tube and
rectifier circuits. This also is the means of
grounding off the power supply and minimizing hunt A simple reversal of this plug
will provide the most quiet operating conditions. This is one of the most simple
forms of "high gain" 4 to t; watt amplifier.
-
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EVERYDAY SCIENCE AND
MECHANICS is the finest scientifictechnical- mechanical - constructional
magazine in the field. Up- to-theminute with news flashes of scientific events. Dozens of constructional
articles and many popular experiments. Ideas from which you can make things
to sell.
A HOST OF INTERESTING SUBJECTS COVERED
Aviation -Woodworking--AstronnmePatents and Inventions -- Home Hints -M ta'working
Chemistry
Enei:r flooring Microscopy Eleetrical Experiments
Lathe
Operation- -Shop Hints and
CeltaeaaadV
Nut chdalcS?n
other subjects.

:-

--

--

,

$1.00 FOR ONE YEAR
(Canadian and Foreign $1.7.01.
heck rr 3lnnry Older.

Send

_

I

EVERYDAY SCIENCE
ANI) MECHANICS

- theOverCopy150 Illectr,stlosr
All Newo.tn...le

99C Hudson St.. New York. N.V.

--

IOe

On

SoOloCJ

THE MAGAZINE OF SEX SCIENCE
SEX01411:Y, foeuwsl educational sea
magazine. is
criant 111
language mod min e ra,l Ito every
uine laivage
member of the family. It is hiw nl, Dili ce. enlightening not
a rlsmuc ba,k--cunt :tins m, ,nl'fusive matter.
Contain, 25 important articles on Sex Seienee, Gg pagre,
with attractive Den -color cover. Ilere are a few of the
more important articles:
Worries About Sex Anatomy -The
Truth About Sex Stimulants -Abnormalities of Sex -Can Fear Make
Cet
Copy of
a Black Baby? -Ses and Punishs1 :XI 1.01:y on
ment-1s Sex Literature Unwholeany new.staiiii.or
aomei- Positions of the Uterus
if your dealer
Gonorrheal Stricture -State Care
anno9 a apply
of Syphilis? -Albines- Anelent Sex
von,
Llle- Examining the Falloplansor stamps
Medieval Childbirth -Sex Violence.
for current Issue.
l

-

or Rape -Scientific Sex
Questions and Answers.

Notes

end

-

SEXOLOGY. 95 Hudson St.. New York. N. Y
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SHORT WAVE ESSENTIALS
FOR MEMBERS OF THE SHORT WAVE LEAGUE
A FEW WORDS AS TO THE PURPOSE

OF THE LEAGUE
The SHORT WAVE LEAGUE was
founded in 1930. Honorary Directors are
as follows:
Dr. Lee de Forest. John L. Reinert., D.
E. Replogle, Hollis Baird. E. T. Somerset.
Baron Manfred von Ardenne. Hugo Gernsback. Executive Secretary.
The SHORT WAVE LEAGUE is a scien-

tific membership organization for the promotion of the short wave art. There are
no dues, no fees, no initiations, in connection with the LEAGUE. No one makes any
money from it; no one derives any salary.
The only income which the LEAGUE has is
from its short wave essentials. A pamphlet

setting forth the LEAGUE'S numerous aspirations and purposes will be sent to any3e stamp to cover
one on receipt of
postage.

FREE MEMBERSHIP CERTIFICATE
As soon as you are enrolled as a member,
a beautiful certificate with the LEAGUE'S
seal will be sent to you, providing 10c in
stamps or coin is sent for mailing charges.

Members are entitled to preferential discounts when buying radio merchandise
from numerous firms who have agreed to
allow lower prices to all SHORT WAVE
LEAGUE members.

$Ilod,.l1lurtraor

SHORT WAVE LEAGUE LETTERHEADS
A beautiful letterhead has been designed for members' correspondence. It Is
the official letterhead for all members. The letterhead is invaluable when it
becomes necessary to deal with the radio industry. mail order houses, radio
manufacturers, and the like; as many houses have offered to give members
who write on the LEAGUE'S letterhead a preferential discount. The letterhead
is also absolutely essential when writing for verification to radio stations either
here or abroad. It automatically gives you a professional standing.
SQC
Y
A -SHORT WAVE LEAGUE letterheads, per 100...._
OFFICIAL SHORT WAVE LEAGUE LOG AND CALL MAGAZINE
largest
contains
the
ever
It
Here is the finest book of its kind
published.
listing of short wave stations in the world, much larger in fact than the hut
published in SHORT WAVE CRAFT and other magazines. All experimental
stations, no matter where located, are listed. A large section is provided where
calls can be listed in a proper manner. This log section gives dial settings.
time, date, call letters. location, and other information. Another section has
squared -paper pages on which you can fill in your own frequency curve for
your particular receiver. It helps you to find stations which otherwise you
could never log. It is the only book of its kind published.
B- Official Log and Call Magazine- .___ ........____.... ._.._.. ._....Prepaid 25c
RADIO MAP OF THE WORLD AND STATION FINDER
The finest device of its kind published. The world's map on heavy board idivided into 23 sections, while the rotary disc shows you immediately the
exact time in any foreign country. Invaluable in logging foreign stations.
Also gives call letters assigned to all nations. Size 11 "x22 ".
Prepaid ZSC
C-Radio Map of the World and Station Finder
GLOBE OP THE WORLD AND MAGNETIC COMPASS
den
every
or study. It
ornament
for
essential
is
an
important
This highly
is a globe, 6 in. in diameter, printed in fifteen colors, glazed in such a way
log
your foreign
intelligently
helps
to
washed.
This globe
that it can be
you
stations. Frame is of metal. Entire device substantially made, and will give
work
the
long
-distance
emphasizing
appearance
to
every
station,
an attractive
of the operator.
Prepaid
_$1e25
D -Globe of the World......_- _ -____SHORT WAVE LEAGUE LAPEL BUTTON
This beautiful button is made in hard enamel in four colors, red, white, blue
and gold. It measures three quarters of an inch in diameter. By wearing this
button, other members will recognize you and it will give you professional air.
Made in bronze, gold filled. not plated. Must be seen to be appreciated.
Prepaid 33C
E -SHORT WAVE LEAGUE lapel button._
EE -SHORT WAVE LEAGUE lapel button, like the one described
above but in solid gold.._-- _._.._- ..__...___.____..Prepaid $2.00
SHORT WAVE LEAGUE SEALS
These seals or stickers are executed in three colors and measure WA in. in
diameter, and are gummed on one side. They are used by members to affix
to stationery, letterheads, envelopes, postal cards and the like. The seal signifies that you are a member of the SHORT WAVE LEAGUE. Sold in 25 lots
or multiples only.
..__..
.._....per 25, Prepaid 15c
G -SHORT WAVE LEAGUE seals
SHORT WAVE MAP OF THE WORLD
and
printed in 18 colors is indisThis beautiful map. measuring 18x26 in.
pensable when hung in sight or placed "under the glass" on the table or wall
wealth
of information such as
of the short wave enthusiast. It contains a
distances to all parts of the world, political nature of the country in which
manner
in which the map
a broadcast station is located, etc.. and from the
is blocked off gives the time in different parts of the world at a glance.
Prepaid 2SC
F -SHORT WAVE Map of the World
PLEASE NOTE THAT ABOVE ESSENTIALS ARE SOLD ONLY TO
MEMBERS OF THE LEAGUE-NOT TO NON -MEMBERS.
Send all orders for short wave essentials to SHORT WAVE LEAGUE. 98
Park Place. New York City.
If you do not wish to mutilate the magazine, you may copy either or both
coupons on a sheet of paper.

t
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SHORT WAVE LEAGUE
99.101 Hudson Street. New York. N. Y.
I. the undeulgned. herewith desire to apply for
membership In the SHORT WAVE LEAGUE. In
joining the LEAGUE I understand that I am not
assessed for membership and that there are no
dues and no fees of any kind. I pledge myself
to abide by all the rules and regulations of the
SHORT WAVE LEAGUE. which rule. you are to
send to me on rer.ipt of this application.
I consider myself belonging to the following clays
(put an X In correct space) Short Wave ErShort Wave Fan O Radio Engiperlmenter
neer U Student O
I own the following ladle equipment:

mY

+`:

. ¡r

Application for Membership
SHORT WAVE LEAGUE

City and Sial,
Country

en.

SHORT WAVE LEAGUE 99 -101 Hudson St., New York, N. Y.

bers of the SHORT WAVE LEAGUE or
signs the blank on this page (which automatically enrolls him as a member, always
provided that he is a short wave experimenter. a short wave fan, radio engineer.
radio student, etc.).
Inasmuch as the LEAGUE is international, it makes no difference whether you
are a citizen of the United States or any
other country. The LEAGUE is open to all.

Transmitting
Call Letter.

_,

C-25c
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Presenting the Advanced Doerles!
THE

NEW

Advanced
"DOERLE
A. C. Five"
Nothing Else
to Purchase

;2.

to

Complete- NothIng Else to Buy -IS to 200 Meters.
Nell, you Doerle Enthusiasts, Isn't this what you've been welting for? A powerful

5 -tube

Doerle Receiver, complete with its hum-free power supply and dynatnir speaker:
all mounted On a single chassis and rmh tained In a beautiful, black, rrystalllnefinished metal cabinet! Two tuned stases, two A.F. stages with powerful 2A5 output
and perfectly matched dynamic speaker: all contribute to the enormous power and
superlative performance of this "top -etcher" of the Doerle Ilse.
During its Initial test, In ono sitting. this receiver pulled in on Its loud speaker.
at good roan volume, the following enviable log: 1)JD, D.le, and DJA, Germany:
J1AA, Japan; ()SD and l:SU, England; C.1 11X, CJRll sod \'I941W, Canada: EAQ.
Spain; 11J3ARF, Bogota. Colombia; \DA, Mexico; FY.1, France; WOO and
teaung with the Byrd Expedition and a whole flock of amateurs in practically every
radio district of the United States. After that we could no longer keep our eyes
open, so we "signed off" to bed.
The receiver employs a 58 as RF amplifier, a 57 as detector, a 56 as first audio
amplifier, a 2A5 as power output tube MO an SO as full -Wave rectifier. The antenna
is coupled Inductively to the first tuned circuit through the medium of the three winding, 6 -prong plug-in coils used In the first ItF' stage. This effectively eliminates
the bothersome antenna trimming condenser. Provisions are made for plugging in
arphoues. The entire set measures, 11%" wide x 711í" deep x 8%" high. Ship. Wt.
19 lbs.

No, 332 -The Official "Doyle A.C. Five." self powered, ready to use.
Complete with tubes, 2 sets of plug -In coils and dynamic speaker, as
Illustrated. YOUR PRICE

$26.93

namic Speaker

8 Plug-in Coils
15 to 200 Meters
2 Tuned Circuits
$

Else to
Nothing
Buy

200 Meters
With Built -in
93
Dynamic Speaker
15

1)

2 523

New

" DOERLE
A.C. Four"
Amt here's the "understudy" of the DOEILLF, AA'. FIVE de.cribed at the left.
This DOERLE A.C. FOUIt is, in practically every respect, the same as the Five -Tube
Set except that It has one A.B. stage less and uses an external dynamic speaker.
Most of the short-wave tations will c
in with good volue
volume on the loud speaker.
The more distant ones. however.
have to be tuned In with earphones, for which a
jack is prodded. Its two tuned circuits, heather with its single A.F. stage and
perfectly matched dynamic speaker, ell contribute to the exceptional performance

ill

receiver.
you are a regular short -wave fan, you probably know about the world -famous
3 -TUBE A.C. SIGNAL GRIPPER; about its Pote performance and about
the many thousands of mtsolicited testimonials lauding it to the skies. Well. this
DOERLE A.C. POUR is that same receiver, with its special hum -free power 501191,
mounted on the same chassis and all housed in a beautiful, black, crystalline- finished
metal cabinet.
The receiver employs a 58 as R.F. amplifier, a 57 as detector, a 56 as first audio
and output tube and an g0 s full wave rectifier. The amen. Is inductively coupled
to the first tutted circuit through the medium of the three- winding, 6 -prong plug -in
ails used ln the first R.F. stage. Tins effectively eltaduates the bothersome antenna
trimming courier's, -r. The dynamic speaker ch hn' tarts to the set through a ce entent
plug and soc
arrange ^heat. Provisions
ade for plugging in earphones.
also made
The entire set measures, 11 %" wide x 15%" deep
à'í" high. Ship. wt. la lbvs.
No. 333 -The Official "Doerle A.C. Four," self- powered, ready to use.
complete with tubes. 2 seta of plug -In colla and dynamic speaker, as
Illustrated. YOUR PRICE
of

this

If

DOERLE

$25.23

The New Competitive Doerle Receivers
since we brought out our Doerle sets In 1932, unscrupulous co npetitors have tried to "crash" our legitiEVEIL
mate business. They have tried their best to copy the Doerle circuit design and other features of these,
c justly fatuous, sets.
They have palmed these sets off as genuine Doeries, and where they could not do so
1gnv ly, for fear of pr,eseutiml front us, they have used various other subterfuges by dubbing their sets as
.12,5110 Mlle Sets ", etc.
It should be reslixed by all that we can produce these sets Just as cheaply as the next one IF WE WISH
TO SACRIFICE QUALITY,
We Call use lighter chasses, we c of use surplus stock resistors and fixed co n.

but up to
we have consistently refused
s
dcusers, and other lower priced ration
We irw,
however, that v
,we this explanation to our customers, and for these
ERh to get
wish
priced sets we
Co PET
RS. Ese that you can hue them from us too, and AT
LOWER PRICE THAN FROM OUR
COMPEWTORS. Even at these low prices. however. wee dal nut afford the ally of hraornlmc the ones,
TUNING CONDENSERS and they equally well known components,
parts. We still use Ina yl,iF
mud yob, the sets w offer here are nut
rUYIted as .art standard
wok.
sets, on which we never spare
priests set that will
have a
but
the auto, and da It wail, here are the nose
Riot
Ni u
These
tut Doerle
get- may be likened to
outran ehe other
one more
will [et you places, yet one will uutlust the other ands
and will be easier m handle
rzDensico once Both types Wlll

Two -Tube Doerle
-Wave Sets
Short
12,500 Mile
-Tithe Doerle receivers has already
of

Lowest Price
become

these
The excellent performance
the use of got! "over-flow" parts from
traditional. Mass production of chassas,
it possible for us to sell these
manufacturers and tune -hoc plug in chats. makes
ON THE MARKET.
PRICES
the
LOWEST
at
tpetithe receivers
KIT
2

2 -VOLT BATTERY MODEL DOERLE
audcal :to tubes. Batteries required are 2
This receiver rises 2 of the new
alt "B" batteries. Sold com2 volt storage cell) and 2 -45
diagram. Shipping weight 5 lbs.
$4.60
YOUYOUR l' 1tlCS, Less Tubes.
$1.30
l'air of Matched 30 Tubes
KIT
DOERLE
NO. 350 ALL- ELECTRICA.C.-D.C.
This model requires ut- battery or power pack at all. It works anywhere andtype
any type of current at 110 volts. lias a self -contained power supply. Uses 3
37 tubas. Shlpplua weight S Iles.
YOUR !'RICE, Less Tubes
$6.60
$I 85
Three Matched :t7 Tubes
NO. 351 STRAIGHT A.C. DOERLE KIT
our
with
lu
oujunctlun
be
used
This foetal s s either 2 56's or 2 27's. It may
below. The set bony also be run 11t a 2%-volt filament trausfis n power pack,
or a "11" elindu mou or, Instead of the "B" eliminator, 2 45 -colt "It"
batteries. Shipping weight 6 lits,
YOUR PRICE, Lena Tubes
$4.60
$1.30
l'air of Matehal 56 , r 27 Tubes
NO. 352 COMPETITIVE A.C. POWER PACK KIT
A compact power unit dei n triug 2% volts at 5 amps for filament supply and

NO. 349

.

No 6 dry cells for a
plete with ltnstructions

1111

250 volts D.C. at 50

ils for plate supply.

Requires

a type x0 as rectifier.

YOUR PRICE, Less Tubes
$4.70
S .40
Rectifier Tube
WE WILL WIRE AND TEST ANY OF THESE KITS WHEN ORDERED FOR $1.25

ORDER FROM

THIS PAGE

The Fultone

1o1 A

II-

This receiver takes advantage of the new
screen grid and power pentode tubes which impart to it greater sensitivity and greater volume. Uses a 32 screen grid tube as detector and
a 33 tube as power pentode output. Both of
these tubes are of the 2 -volt type requiring 2
No. 6 dry cells tor a 2 volt storage battery cell) for operation. The receiver
is complete with plug -in coils covering the range of from 15 to 200 meters.
All parts are mounted on a metal chassis and contained in a black crystalline
metal cabinet. The receiver is extremely simple to operate and very stable.
It is an ideal set for the beginner. Shipping weight 9 lbs.
NO. 353 FULTONE II RECEIVER KIT
YOUR PRICE
Set of Matched Tubes
$1.75
Set of Batteries, including 2 No. 6 Dry Cells and 2 95 -Volt
"B" Batteries
$2.56

$

.60

-page Radio and Short Way. Treatise; 1,000 illustrations. Enclose Sc U.S. stamps or coin for postage. Book sent
by return mail. Print name and address on your request.

Send money order or certified check.
C.O.D. only if 20% remittance accompanies all orders. Order NOW- TODAY.

RADIO TRADING CO.,

$4.60

FREE108

HUDSON ST., NEW YORK CITY
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and Lg a single turn, both of the coils haviac
a diameter of .S inch and when the variable
condenser Cl has a maximum value of about
6.i nnuf.
The connections are naturally
made as short as possible. The practical
construction of the receiver is shown in Fig.
14. The grid leak R1 equals 2 utegohnts.
The R.F. choke ('II has a total of 1(10 turns
and is wound in groupa in the manner of the
R.F. choke C'113 of the transmitter (Fig.
N). The fear that a plain choke is here not
sufficient and that probably a filter system
for the R.F. currents would be required. appeared to be without foundation.
Disturbances in the A. F. amplifier due to
"sneaking its" of radio frequency currents
were not observed. The I1.F. choke ('II is
connected over the primary of the A.F. transformer Tr (1 :4 ratio). which is in series
with the adjustable resistor, 112, equal to
:r(I.INNI ohms and the coil 1,2 of the local
oscillator to the common plate v titage. plus
Vo12 of both tubes V1 and V2. (1'2 equals
.(X)3 ut f. ; l'3 equals 1 Inf.) The local oscillator tube \ "2 is of the 112 type. Of the two
honeycomb coils used in the local oscillator.

Ll

has 5(0 turns and 1.2 250 tarns; l'4
equals .001 Inf. The coils are mounted in
an adjustable coil holder and the spacing
between them c:tn he varied within barge
limits. Thus the amplitude of the generated
A.C. can be adjusted for the nutxinuun sensitivity. The A.F. circuit is of the normal
type : R3 equals .1 megohm.
('are must be taken in building this receiver to have the connections of the regenerative circuit as short as possible. Fig. 14
short's the photograph of the receiver built
by the author.
The regenerative tube is
mounted vertically. Next to its left is the
condenser C'n. The coils L4 and I.g which
are node of silvered copper wire, are
mounted on a little bridge and just below
this one is located the variable condenser ('1.
ITo

L
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(While every precaution is taken to insure
accuracy. we cannot guarantee against the
possibility of an occasional change or omission in the preparation of this index.)

on ARCO Tubes
HIGHEST QUALITY

EItROR.S IN DIAGRAM

:

Bottom of grid coil should go to GND.
be the larger.
Should have by-pass cond. ( 14 or 'f% oaf.
between R PLI -S and filament.
Tuning cond. rotor (arrowI should go to
)

(.NI).

.00025 mf. cond. should go to GNI).
be shown as resistance,
not inductance.
;rid cond. should be .0001, not .01 mf.

(.rid leak should

What British Are Doing
With 5 Meters
(l'u H l ìn II ad from page :iÚ41
cal conditions and some day it may lead to
the solution of whether or not certain types
of hills which exist between transmitting
and receiving stations are beneficial or detrimental. \Ve have seen cases where it hill
between the transmitting and receiving station was a decided benefit. This, of course.
is contrary to the popular belief. We know
of one particular case where 65 miles was
covered with n fairly low- powered ii -meter
transmitter and over this distance four or
five ranges of high mountains exist. So far,
there are two groups of critics. Some say
that the hills are detrimental and others
say they are not. We hope that in the near
future accurate tests will prove either one
or the other to he true and do away with
this controversy.
Courtesy "Wireless
World".

-
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dise, Rapid Service, Low Price, and
Deal. All Tubes are

I-GUARANTEED
2- R.C.A.

a

Square

FIRST QUALITY

LICENSED

3 -FULLY

REPLACEABLE
STANDARD POLICY

UNDER R.M.A.

4- UNIFORMLY WITHIN R.C.A. TEST
5- ATTRACTIVELY PACKED

LIMITS

Complete Stock Ready Joe

Shipmentbal.nee C.
Immediate
IRemit
with order.

Order born this page

All

o.

Type
No.

Iv

O1A
10

Fil.

Your

Voltage

Cost

5.0
2.0
3.3

12A
19

20
22

3.3

24A

2.5

26
27
30

1.5
2.5

31
32
33
34

35 51
36
37
38

39'44
40

x

-

parcel`von.y Nolordeer i

6.3
5.0
5.0
7.5

00A

2.0
2.0
2.0
2.0
2.0
2.5
6.3
6.3
6.3
6.3
5.0

.50

56
57
58

25.0
2.5
2.5
2.5
30.0
2.0
7.5
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5

59

2.5

71A

5.0

53

55

653..00

Fil.

75
76

77
78
79

80
81

82
83
84

85
89

X199
V 199

lA6
1(76

2A3
2A5
2A6
2A7
2116
2117

5Z3

6A4 /LA
6A7
6B7

.35
.50

611'6

61)6

.50
1.10
.50
1.10
.60
.50
.35
.50
.50

6.3
6.3
6.3
6.3
6.3
5.0
7.5
2.5
5.0
6.3
6.3
6.3
3.3
3.3
2.0
2.0
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5
5.0
6.3
6.3
6.3
6.3
6.3
6.3
6.3
6.3

6F7
12A5
12Z5
2525

25.0

127.3

12.6

PER

2.5

WDII

WD12

.60
.30

21611

213

O. D.

..e.pted..re

Voltage

No.

.40
.50
.50

42
43
45
46

leark.
. han

Type

.50
.40
.30
1.10
.40
.60
.40
.60
.45
.30
.30
.45
.45
.60
.60
.60
.50
.50
.40
.50
.50

6.3
6.3

41

1.1
1.1

7.5
5.0

Year
Cos
.50
.4

.50
.50
.60
.35

1.10
.45
.50
.50
.50
.50

.15
.45
.85
.85
.85

,r0

.60
.60
1.10
60

.50
.60

Co
.60
.60
.60

.f0
.85
.85
.60
.50
.85
.85
.85
.85
.60

SPARTON TYPE TUBES
485
3.0
.85
.60
7.5
1.75
586
.85
183
.85
686
3.0
.60
484
KELLOGG TYPE TUBES
2.00
403
3.0
1.50
3.0
401
MAJESTIC TYPE TUBES
6Z5
6.3
.85
1.10
2.5
2A7S
2.5
.60
245
1.10
2.5
2117S
1.10
0.2
25/255
1.10
2.5
2S'4S
27S
2.5
.50
.85
2Z2 (.84 2.5
.75
358/518 2.5
6.3
1.10
6A7S
55S
2.5
.85
6.3
1.10
6875
568
2.5
.60
6.3
.85
6C7
.85
2.5
57S
6.3
.85
6D7
2.5
.85
588
6.3
.85
6E7
.85
758
6.3
6.3
.85
6F7S
6.3
.85
85S
6.3
.85
61'5
1.10
6.3
6Z4
BULBS
AND
CHARGER
RECTIFIER
SI 25
125 MII. rectifier tube li.II. (Raytheon type)
2.00
6.10 .imp. trickle charger Itulb ( Tunear type)
2.00
2 Amp, charger Bulb ( Tunear tyte)
3.75
type)
Bull,
(
Tunear
charger
Amp.
5 anti 6
7.50
i5 Amp. charger Bulb (Twitter typel
1.10
UX- 280M -5.0 Full Wave Slereury Vapor Rectifier
1.90
vapor
Rectifier
%vase
Slercuty
Halt
281M
-7.5
UX2.75
UX- 866 -2.5 Half Wave 'Mercury Rectifier
1.10
UX- 871 -2.5 Half Wate Mercury Vapor Rectifier
11.00
UX. 872--750o Volts halt wave 3Ierc. Vap. Ite
TELEVISION TUBES and PHOTO ELECTRIC CELLS
$1.75
Photo ('ell Potassium), 2.1¡" Length Overall
2.10
Length Overall
Photo ('ell (Potassium).
7.90
Photo ('ell (Caesium Type). 4Sí° Length Overall
5.90
Photo Cell (Caesium Type). 3" Length Overall
4.90
Photo Cell (Caesium Type). Same as l'x 868
Television Tube (Neon Relleetronl, 1" fig. Cathode 2.85
2.85
Telesislo,1 Tube (Seoul, 1" Sq. Cathode
3.85
Television Tube (Neon). 11/2" So. Cathode
Specifications and quotations on TRANSMITTER
11101E
LAMPS.
GLOW
TUBES.
(RATER
TUBES.
VAC1'i'M TYPE CATHODE R.'.Y TUBES. suitable
for television and standard oscillograplde uses. SUBMITTED ON REQCEST.

1828

(;rid coil should

BUILT INTO ARCO TUBES

Our Sales Policy Is: First Qualify Merchan-

49
50

ucd from pope 3:13)

job was wired. you could see no faults.
.
you were ready to tune in the world'.
NOW for a try at that Circuit of Errors
nearby. for your solution of what's wrong.
How many mistakes can you find in it''
There are seven -at least seven:
THE

Reduced Prices

47
48

.

Back Cover

N

Radio Craft Magazine
Radio Publications
Radio Trading Co
RCA Institutes. Inc
RCA Radiofron Co
Remington-Rand, Inc.

(Cunt

436

M

he

Stop Graying Hair

Mc

McGraw -Hill Book Company, Inc

NEW

(Continued from page 408)

A

Ace Radio Laboratories
Aerovox Corporation
Alan Radio Corporation
Alden Products Co

44

5.0
5.0
3.0

I

3'"

ARCO TUBE COMPANY

232

Central Avenue

Newark, N. J.
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WORLD GLOBES
FOR

SHORT WAVE

ENTHUSIASTS

AT UNPRECEDENTED LOW PRICES
THESE remarkable

globes, executed in fourteen colors, are absolutely indispensable for short
wave fans. Notable among the numerous features of these world globes, is that a damp
cloth quickly removes all dust asid water does not harm the surface.
Short Wave fana are enabled to determine correct time in various centers of the world with the
aid of these maps: distances from city to city can be accurately established.
There is a graduated '3feridian" scale of black enameled metal with the 9" and 12" globes. An
additional
feature Is the mot able hour scale found at the north pole -this facilitates determining the hour in any part
of the world.
Only on a globe of this sire is It possible to get an accurate picture of countries and their relative positions to
each other.
You will actually be amazed when you compare list anti' -(rum New York to \(meow" front
Cape Town to Told°; from Lot Angeles to Rio de Janeiro. etc. A flat map is
deeept re for measuring, but take
a small string and stretch it across the globe, from city to city, and you have the correct distances.
Itere are globes that add dignity to home. office, attar or laboratory-a globe that everyone would
be proud
to possess.
Each world globe contains a listing of over 7.500 cities in nations the world over -spellings conform to Inter.
national geographic standards
globes are of 1934 production. GET ONE OF THESE FINE WORLD
GIA)RES TODAY!

-all

¿
C

World Globe No. 99
9" Globe, equipped with sturdy, black metal base
and full meridian. Same ball as our No. 139 but
reduced 14 in sire and scale. Included with globe
Is newly printed World Globe Handbook FREE.
Shipping weight 6 lbs.
PRICE

$2.05

F'

ri

C.

Chicago.

t

World Globe
No. 147

Gentlemen:
be .mid am
I received tht 1Claht
certainly well plea.cd with Its cumpleb -m.s, appearance and its usefulness.
Short wale listen la_ bay become a
hobby with nie, and this World Globe
is a net, s, ary accessory to any short
lisce ligener or, for that matter, to
any home.
P. C. ELLIS. Supt.
Laboratoy-19th and Campbell Streets, Kansas City, Mo.

12" Globe. New model

-equipped with wI".Iin walnut.
height

en Roar stand finished

overall 35 ".
(:lobe
onstrurted with half
meridian. Now World
Globe Handbook Included FREE. .t
marvelous bury. Never
has a floor model
Globe been sold at
smh a tow price.
Shipping weight It its,

PRICE

World Globe No. 47

7" Globe, equipped with sturdy metal
base and half meridian.
lodes to
countries fo the world by latitude and
li ngitudc
hown
base.
Shipping
oeight 2 lbs. PRICE

$0.90
1

World Globe No. 139

12" Globe, equipped with sturdy, black
social base and half meridian. Contains over
,500 names and Cities.
Spellings conform to authorit alive
world standards.
Hundreds sold to
many short wave fans during the last
IncludedogFREE. orShip
Shipping weight o8
Ihs.

PRICE

$3.25

ORDER YOUR
GLOBE TODAY!

F.O.B. Chicago.

All

globes are carefully packed in original
cartons assuring safe delivery. ORDER BY
NUMBER. Send check or money order, plus
sufficient postage for delivery by parcel post. Globes are shipped from our
Chicago
warehouse.
if
currency
referred.

PROMPTLY.

co

FILLED

ALL GLOBES SHIPPED IMMEDIATELY

SHORT WAVE CRAFT

99 HUDSON STREET,
NEW

YORK, N.

Y.

www.americanradiohistory.com

SHORT WAVE CRAFT
69 Hudson Street, New York, N. Y.
SWC- 11 -.'4
Gentlemen: Enclosed you will find my
remittance of $
for which please ship me
the following World Globe.
(
) World Globe No.
99 n $2.05
(
) World Globe No. 147 Gr $4.15
(
(

)
)

World Globe No.
World Globe No.

Name
Address
City

47 (r? $0.90
139 (it $3.25

State

Send remittance in cheek or money order- register letter
It contains cash, stamps or currency. GLOBES AltE

if
SHIPPED
l'.

O.

FROM OUR WAREHOUSE
TIi,tT CITY.

lt. FROM

IN CHICAGO

-

Shown below are a few representative examples of National Radio Products.
discount when purchased through an authorized NATIONAL CO. distributor.The list prices given are subject to 40'.,.
National Velvet Vernier Dials, Transmitting and Variable Condensers, R. F. Chokes, Amateur Receivers (SW -3,
SW -58 and 34, FB -7A, FBX -A, AGS
and AGSX), Short Wave Power Units, and Short Wave Accessories
are built to strictly maintained standards of precision and workmanship, and are universally used in Short Wave and Amateur
priced in our new and complete Bulletin No. 220. Write for your copy today,Radio. The full line is described and
enclosing 6c to cover mailing costs.
STD

II i
((

.

Midget

Condenser
Double condenser,180°
SLW plates, 50 mmf. per
section. Air gap, .026.
Isolantite
insulation.
Constant- impedance
rotor connection, insulated
front -bearing.
List price $3.50.

STN Midget
Condense,,

o

Type "N" Dial
Solid German silver
4" precision dial with
original and matchless
Velvet Vernier mechanism. Machine divided
scale and vernier read

fer or doubler stages.
Isolantite
insulation.
Max. cap. 18 mmf.
3000 v. breakdown.
List price 52.00.

Isolated

Type

5.60.

FB7A

SEU

grounded metal end
air -dielectric
padding-condenser, and
protective sleeve. List
price each S3.65.
handle,

price S5.00.

Type 90

Standard R -39
Coil Forms
Made of R -39 ultra

¡Tit
Coil Cabinet

protection of coils. Heavy
gauge
brown moire
For storage

tubes or between detector and first audio.
DC res. 350 ohms.
Ind. 90 m.h. List price
without mount, $1.25.

and

finished steel in two
sections,
closing
to
form a cabinet 9" x 8"
x 5 ". List price $3.75.

For

EM Equimeter
Condensers

mitters and oscillators
1000 v. and under. 180°

Isolantite

Air

gap,

.023. Caps. 50 to 1000

I I

WNW

lltt
ççqq

Midget R -39
Coil Forms
For ultra HF use. Have
best form factor and
lowest RF resistance.
1" diem. 13" long,

-

1/16" wall.

Unwound and ungrooved.
List price ea. S.50.

High C Circuit.

(without
dials) S2.50 to 55.50.
mmf. List prices

REM g

==_zI

Type SRR 56 MC Super regenerative Receiver.
List price OSR $1.50.

Frequency Meter
Condenser
For Amateur Frequency
Meters and Monitors.
Special circular rotor
plates permit use of

low powered trans-

SLW plates.
insulation.

Low Frequency
Oscillator Coils
Contains two separate
inductances
closely
coupled within a shield,
as used ip the National

low loss form material,
for National SW -S,
SW -45, SW -34, SW -3,
and SW -58 Receivers. In
4, 5 or 6 -prong bases,
list price each 5.75.

NATIONAL

RF Choke

For by- passing work on
screen grid or plate
circuits of screen grid

Air-Dielectric
Padding Cond
Shielded a r- dielectric
padding- condenser on
Isolantite base. In 75 and
100mml. max. capacities.
Extremely compact. List
Price (respectively), S2
and 52.25.
Stand -off
insulator
Isolantite insulator with
3 -point mount and 6/32
screw on top. For carrying high tension leads,
mounting transmitter inductances, etc.
List
price, ea. 5.25.

52.50, $2.75, 52.75.
EMP
Cond

price each S.75.

Dial

Midget

Split -stator condenser
for receivers and low
power push -pull transmitters. 1200 v. breakdown. Air -gap, .023.

Type 100
RF Choke
Isolantite mounting, continuous universal winding in 4 sections. Ind.
2% m.h. Distrib. cap.
1 mmf.
DC res. 50
ohms.
125 ma.
List

B

sulation.

Standard size 100 mmf.
per section.
List

elec-

independent,

smooth,

Condenser
Heavy, double- spaced,
polished round edge,
270° SFL plates. Ai
gap .055. Isolantite in15, 20 and
25 mmi. capacities. List
prices
(respectively)

Complete with

rotors,

National
Velvet- Vernier Drive
is positive
and free
from back -lash. Variable ratio 6 -1 to 20 -1.
Horizontal diameter 4 ".
List price (without illuminator) 52.75.
The

Sockets reduce socket
losses to a minimum.
Made in either 4, 5, 6
or 7 -prong styles and
also special 6.prong for

Coil Form
Made of R -39, special
low -loss
dielectric.

Also made in 175 kc.
model. List price ea. SS.

Velvet-Vernier

Isolantite

-7A

prevent interstage coupling through common
rotor and frame circuits.
Isolantite
insulation.
270° SFL plates. 100
f. per sect. Air gap
.026. List price $5.00.

Sockets

Ea.

in National
and
FBX -A
Amateur Receivers. 450
to 550 kc. tuning range.
Standard

FB

2SE Midget Condenser

NATIONAL

National coils.

IF Transformer

trically

prices
(respectively)
$3.75, $4., $4., $4.25.

National

Air -Dielectric
Condenser -Tuned

to 1 /10thdivision. Ratio
5 -1.
List price $6.75.

SEH Midget
Condenser
Like half of 2SE Condenser but with more
plates and air gap of
.0175. Caps. 200,250,
300 and 335 mmf. List

For neutralizing 245,
247, 210 and similar
tubes in amplifier, buf-

-.:

ET Equltune

Condenser

original National
"girder frame" condenser. Modified 180°
plates. Caps.150 to 500
mmf. Air gap..023. List
prices $4.25 to SS.
The

Min.

cap. 40 mmf. Max. cap.
75 mmf. List price, $5.50.

Type R152. RF Choke
Continuous
universal

winding in 5 sections
on 10,000 v. Isolantite

insulation. Ind. 4 m.h.
Distrib. cap. 1 mmi.
DC Res. 10 ohms, continuous rating 0.6, intermittent 0.8
amps.
List price 52.25.

NATIONALGridGrip
For attaching a wire to
the screen grid terminal
of AC or DC tubes.
Never works loose,
permanent
contact.
For broadcast set tubes,

list price, ea. 5.05, for
large tubes like 872,
list price ea. 8.10.

NATIONAL COMPANY, INC., MALDEN, MASSACHUSETTS
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7hei///o UNEQUALLED and

GUARANTEED Wo,/d-lUide

Performance
with this,
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193g

Su PER
Agelate

OVER 110,000 SATISFIED

CUSTOMERS SAVED 1/i
TO 1/2 BY BUYING DIRECT
World-Wide Entertainment
IIolb,.'ood,

u,',d

received

I

DIY
y

Midwest radio. I had
never tthought t+

tertaito nt from Karr
y d thew
world no
e
source

It

of

has
c

e

n

taatr

JEAuN HARLOW,
vetro- Goldvun- )rau.r 5,4r)
Amazing All -Ware
r-Hollywood, Caf

jt

--

i

r. DAYS

you buy any radio, write for FREE copy of the
BEFORE
new 1935 Midwest "Fifteenth Anniversary" catalog.
See for yourself the many reasons why over 110,000 satisfied
customers have bought their radios direct from Midwest
and saved from M to M. Learn why MidLaboratories
west radios out -perform sets costing up to 3200 an more.

...

NEVER BEFORE SO MUCH RADIO FOR SO LITTLE MONEY

You, too, can make a positive saving of from 30% to 50%
by buying this more economical way. Why be content
J.with ordinary "Dual Wave," "Tri- Wave," or so-called
have tried m
radios but believe s
"All- Wave" receivers when Midwest gives you more
Midwest the best
wave lengths in today's most perfectly developed 16herd.
have
gives me su er foreign
tube Super De Luxe ALL -WAVE radios that are proven
reception
that carry an iron-clad guarIts
by four years of success
fa
antee of foreign reception! These bigger, better, more
absowave bads
lutely amate me.
powerful, clearer- toned, super-selective radios have
RICHARD ARLEN,
FIVE distinct wave bands: Ultra- short, short, medium,
(Paramount Feature Sloe)
broadcast and long. Their greater all -wave tuning of 9
lting Foreign
Reception
to 2400 meters (33 megacycles to 125 KC) enables you
Hollywood. Calif.
to tune in stations 12,000 miles away with clear loudNot
Mid etO
.tIm. did
for new FREE catalog.
really appreciate speaker reception. Write today
what radio receptio
ENJOY DX-ING HOBBY
NOW
to
thrive
me
was. It
brims in distant forNow, you can enjoy super American, Canadian, police,
cal
program..
amateur, commercial, airplane and ship broadcasts ... and
l
L B E RST,
CLAUDETTE
derive new delight and new excitement from uneeqqualled
Perowi
world -wide performance. Now, you can enjoy the DX-ing
most

with

New
De/uxeAuditoriuFf-Type

SPEAKER
LESS TUaa.

f

r

a

...

e

l

NEW STYLE CONSOLES
The new, big
Midwest 36 -page
1935 catalog pietubes a complete
line of beautiful,
artistic de luxe

consoles and

chassis...in four
colors ... a model
for every purse,

Hand made by msster craftsmen, they
harmonize beautifully with any furniture arrangement.

Writefoi new FREE
catalog

TODAY

1

DEAL

Nun W8¡m IABORf1TORIES

Increasing costs are sure to result in higher

radioprices soon. Buy before the big advance
.Now ... while you can take advantage of
Midwest's sensational values ... no middlemen's profits to pay. You can order your radio
from the new Midwest catalog with as much
certainty of satisfaction as if you were to select it in our great radio laboratories. You save
30% to 50% when you buy direct this popuas tittle as $5.00
lar way ... you get 30 days FREE trial
down puts a Midwest radio in your home. Satisfaction
FREE catalog.
new
for
back.Write
money
or
-y` guaranteed

up no

...

Sign and mall coupon
address on postal card

or, send name and
TODAY!
..... NOWI
. . .

744

Established 1920

- CINCINNATI, OHIO,
Cable Address Miraco

All Codes

www.americanradiohistory.com

DO

50 ADVANCED 1935 FEATURES

...

and 16 tubes make this radio today's most powerful long
distance receiver The many exclusive Midwest features
include: A large airplane-type, modernised dinl which is
triple calibrated in frequencies, wave lengths and call
letters. This exclusive feature, together with simplified
tuning guide lights, enables you to tune your Midwest as
quickly and accurately as an expert. Among the other
features are: Controllable Expansion of Volume, Selectivity-Sensitivity (Micro-Tenuator) ... Fidel -A -Stat ...
Triple Calibration ... Pure Silver Wire ... Ceramic Coil
Form .. Separate Audio Generator ... Simplified Tuning Guide Lights...Compact Synchronized Band Switch
...Amplified Automatic Volume Control...7 KC Select ivity...Power Driver Stage... I6 Latest Type Tubes, etc.
Read about these and other features in the new 4 -color
FREE Midwest catalog. Fill in and mail coupon NOW
1

34[.l CATALOG
FREE
you this FREE catalog
will

hobby and secure verifications from some of the world's
distant stations. Thrill to the chimes of Big Ben from GSB,
London, England... tune in on the "Marsellaise" from FY A,
Pontoise, France .. hear sparkling music from EAQ. Madrid,
Spain ... delight in lively tangos from YVIBC, Caracas, Venezuela...listen to the call of the Kookaburra bird, from V K2 F..,
Sydney. Australia. etc. Send TODAY for money-saving facts.

MIDWEST RADIO CORP.
U. S. A.
DEPT.

AS

We

send

and copies of letters like those shown
at left of page. They'll convince
you that Midwest radios are sensational values. Try the Midwest for
30 days before you decide. Midwest
rives you triple protection with:
One -year guarantee, foreign reception
guarantee, money -back guarantee.

MAIL COUPON TODAY!
ZING 30 DAY îRIEË TRIAL
I

nISXMAINIdalikO {j
Yser -A.enb
Mahe Easy
Money

MIDWEST RADIO CORP.,
Dept. 724

Cincinnati, Ohl..

E

Without ohllnition on my part send ma
yournew FREE 1935cateloa and corn.
your
offer. his is NOT orrdder
Folete

for
Details

Check Here

Name
Address

Teen

State

